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Preface 

To adapt minerals for industrial consumption, impurities must be removed and 

disposed of in an environmentally sound, economically viable manner. 

Conventionally, wet processes are applied for separating impurities although dry 

processes can be used when coarse raw materials are processed. Minerals 

beneficiation by dry methods has special appeal since moisture removal after 

treatment and water control are not required. 

Electrical separation is a dry process and has a long chequered past. Seeking to 

utilize the differences in electrical properties of finely ground materials is the basis of 

the electrical beneficiation methods. Since the separation depends on the deflection of 

small charged particles by an external electric field, a key factor to operate the 

separation process successfully is the development of the differential charge between 

the participant minerals. Among the known methods of electrical separation, the 

triboelectric method is most suited for finely ground mineral mixtures with relatively 

similar electrical behaviour (e.g., mixture of semi-conductors or insulators). However, 

the triboelectrification phenomenon has not been completely understood. 

Triboelectrification is a complex phenomenon which can be brought about by 

contact and/or friction processes between two materials. The kind of rubbing 

determines which one wi l l be predominant. On the other hand the contact/tribo 

charging is strongly depended on the nature of the contacting bodies (i.e., minerals 

and the tribocharging medium). It varies due to the different conditions such as 

temperature of the solids, moisture absorbed on their bodies, impurities and defects in 

their crystal lattice and prehistory of the minerals as well as temperature and humidity 

of the surrounding ambient, atmospheric pressure, energy, time, number and kind of 

contact, presence of an electric field, and influence of modifying actions such as 

mechanical stress, contamination, and pretreatment methods. 

Since the concept behind the triboelectric separation process is to either add or 

remove electrons (i.e., charges) from the mineral particle, a key factor for achieving 

good separation is the development of the methods for removing or adding charges on 

mineral surfaces resulting to an increase in the differential charges among the 

participating minerals. Although the charge magnitude, the charge polarity, or both 

developed on mineral particle are mainly determined by the position of the energetic 

levels, i.e., work function, the electrical conductivity and dielectric constant of 

mineral particles are other effecting parameters. These parameters can be artificially 

modified by applying different pretreatment methods, e.g., introducing different anion 

and cation species on mineral surfaces by chemical treatment. It means that the 

concentration ratio of the charge carriers, i.e., electrons and holes, for semi-
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conducting minerals can be modified, especially on surfaces, by adsorption of these 

anion and/or cation species. 

This study deals with a research aimed to understand the fundamentals of 

electrical separation methods, especially tribo/contact charge and separation, to 

ascertain the triboelerctric charge characteristics of some industrial minerals, to 

investigate the electrical beneficiation potential of these minerals, to find the most 

suitable conditions for processing the mineral samples by electrical method and 

finally to translate the obtained results from the studies of single mineral systems to 

real raw material. The presented results in this thesis and annexed papers can be 

summarized as follows: 

In paper # 1 fundamentals of electrostatics, a brief history of the applications of 

electrical separation methods for mineral beneficiation, charging mechanisms, 

electrical separators and the acting forces during electrical separation of granular 

solids are summarized and reviewed. 

Paper # 2 introduces the factors related to the minerals characteristics and 

separating devices by which the electrical separation can be influenced. Furthermore 

the application of electrical separation for beneficiation of different minerals, coal, f ly 

ashes and wastes are described. Wet dielectric separation technique which seems to be 

promising for separating different minerals is also referred. 

Contribution of different pretreatment methods, i.e., temperature, ir-radiation, 

chemical, humidity and doping pretreatments, to enlarge the differences among the 

electrical properties and to improve the separation results in electrical separation are 

critically analyzed and discussed in paper #3. 

Paper # 4 contains the results of the influence of some inorganic chemical species 

on electrical properties and triboelectric charges developed on surfaces when 

different tribocharging media are utilized and the triboelectric separation behaviour of 

calcite, feldspar and quartz minerals is also presented. Different triboelectric charge 

polarities are developed on mineral surfaces and the separation of quartz from calcite 

and feldspar could be improved by using BaCl2 and H3BO3 treatment. 

The effect of Na2WC*4 and H3BO3 treatment on electrical conductivity, dielectric 

constant, acquisition of triboelectric charge and triboelectric beneficiation potential of 

silica sand and calcite ore were determined and discussed in paper #5. Notable results 

are achieved for triboelectric separation of silica sand after treating with Na2W04, 

however, the results are not be completely explainable by the theory of 

triboelectrification. 

In paper # 6 the triboelectric charge characteristics and the responses of different 

particle size fractions of quartz, feldspar and wollastonite minerals to the electrical 
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field of separator were explored. The dielectric constants and electrical conductivities 

of the minerals were measured and their donor-acceptor properties are evaluated from 

the zeta potentials in organic liquids having different donor numbers. Finally an 

attempt was made to correlate all findings in order to define the electrical 

beneficiation potential of the examined minerals and to find the best tribocharger and 

conditions for separating these silicates from each others. The results indicate that 

Teflon material is satisfactory for imparting different charge polarities on mineral 

samples and demonstrating the feasibility of triboelectric separation of quartz from 

feldspar and wollastonite. 

In paper # 7 an attempt was made to correlate the physical concept of tribo/contact 

electrification with chemical Lewis acid-base theory by determining the donor-

acceptor/acid-base properties of the apatite, calcite, feldspar, quartz and wollastonite 

minerals and their charge acquisition using different tribocharging media. 

Furthermore, the findings has led to arrange the minerals in a triboelectric series due 

to their triboelectric charge and donor-acceptor characterization. The results showed 

promising prospects to establish a triboelectric series for a wide range of semi

conducting minerals due to their donor-acceptor properties and to predict their 

triboelectric charge characteristics and separation potential accordingly. 

The influence of different organic chemical reagents on triboelectric separation 

behaviours of quartz, wollastonite and feldspar minerals were investigated in paper # 

8. Furthermore, the amounts of charges acquired by single particles and a mass of 

particles using plate and cyclone type devices for imparting charge respectively, were 

measured and the electronic work function values for the minerals were estimated. 

The results indicate that the separation of quartz from feldspar and wollastonite can be 

achieved when Teflon cyclone is utilized for imparting charge. In addition salicylic 

acid was found to be effective for separating wollastonite from feldspar. 

Finally, based on the results achieved from single mineral systems, experiments 

were conducted to some mineral mixtures and real complex silicate ore. The 

separation results were promising and showed good prospects to use triboelectric 

separation method for separating complex raw materials. These results showed that 

despite the lack of detailed theoretical basis which prevented the application and 

development of triboelectrostatic separation technique for beneficiation of minerals 

and wastes, the method deserves prompt attention as an alternative for separating 

different kinds of minerals and wastes, especially when minerals having relatively 

similar electro-physical properties are aimed to be separated by electric methods. 

However, further research and development projects are necessary to niche the 

triboelectrification techniques for minerals separation. 
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Abstract 

Despite the fact that triboelectric separation process has not been completely 

perceived, it pronounced to be environmentally amiable and economically viable for 

minerals and wastes beneficiation, especially when fine particles with relatively 

similar electrical properties are being to be separated. Since the method mainly 

depends on the charges developed on particles for a successful separation, it is 

necessary to develop different charge polarities on minerals undergoing separation. 

This can be achieved by finding a way to manipulate their electro-physical properties 

and increasing the differences among the energetic levels, e.g., work function, and 

electrical properties of participating materials, a perfect tribocharging medium and 

suitable operational conditions. Accordingly different pretreatment methods, such as 

chemical, thermal, humidity, irradiation and doping, with reference to tribocharging 

medium have been suggested and applied for gaining the foregoing goals. The 

optimization of operational and mechanical variables of separating device is also 

necessary for achieving remarkable separation of minerals from raw material. 

The studies on identification of triboelectric charge on mineral particles and the 

factors affecting this charge, monitoring the imparted charges on different particle 

size fractions of various industrial minerals by utilizing different tribocharging 

systems and tribocharging materials under different conditions, measuring the main 

electrical properties, i.e., dielectric constant and electrical conductivity for all particle 

size fractions of mineral samples before and after chemical treatment, exploring the 

trajectories of mineral particles through the electric field of the free fall electrostatic 

separator before treating, investigating the role of different organic and inorganic 

chemical species on charge acquisition and separation behaviour of minerals, 

envisaging the contact electrification from the chemical Lewis acid-base concept by 

measuring the electrokinetics of mineral particles in both aqueous and non-aqueous 

media and attempting to correlate the physical concept of tribo/contact electrification 

with the Lewis acid-base, and finally madding efforts to induce the fundamental 

findings related to the charge characteristics and separation behaviours of the 

examined minerals to a complex raw material containing different silicates, are dealt 

within this thesis in order to investigate the possibilities for applying triboelectrostatic 

separation method for separating complex mineral systems. 

The results reveal that, in spite of the simplicity in theory, the contact/tribo 

electrification and consequently the triboelectric separation are complex processes and 

special care must be taken into account to apply this technique for beneficiation of 

minerals. From the findings it can be concluded that a relation exists between the 

triboelectric charges accumulated on mineral grains and the work function of both the 

minerals and tribocharger medium. The electrokinetic results indicate that the 
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minerals can be arranged in triboelectric series since their donicity and point of zero 

charges were found to be in good agreement with triboelectric charges acquired by 

them. Accordingly the values of their energetic levels, i.e., Fermi energy and work 

function are estimated by the electrokinetic and charge measurement data. These 

results have led to arrange the mineral samples within a series in which quartz, 

feldspar, wollastonite, apatite and calcite are cited due to their tendencies to be 

charged negatively, i.e, the one having higher donor value must possess higher 

tendency to be charged negatively. For separation point of view the separation of 

quartz from all other mineral samples was found to be possible by using Teflon 

cyclone as the tribocharger. However, separation of calcite from apatite can be 

achieved when copper, steel and Perspex tribocharging devices are utilized. Chemical 

conditioning was found to be useful for enlarging the differences among the charges 

acquired by mineral grains and H3BO3, Na2W04, and BaCl2 were found to be 

effective for changing the electrical beneficiation potential of quartz and calcite. 

However, salicylic acid was detected to be good for separating feldspar from 

wollastonite. Finally, inducing the findings related to single mineral systems to a 

complex ore, i.e., Banmossen silicate deposit, Sweden, containing mainly feldspars, 

wollastonite and quartz minerals, revealed that triboelectric separation can be counted 

as an alternative for processing such a complex ore with the aid of chemical or other 

pretreatment methods. The separation results showed that a wollastonite product with 

an assay of more than 70% and recovery of 40% is accomplished from the feed 

material containing 28% wollastonite by subjecting the materials one time through the 

electric field of separator when the raw material is pretreated by salicylic acid in a 

controlled relative humidity and temperature of 15% and 80°C respectively. The 

result is more significant considering that the dry conditioning process has been 

utilized. 

This study reveals that, notwithstanding the truth that triboelectric charge has not 

completely understood even at the beginning of third millennium, triboelectric 

separation deserves to be considered in more details and must be examined to 

different mineral systems, especially when the technology offers possibilities to use 

new separation machines which are able to separate fine particles. More research and 

development projects are recommended to develop the triboelectric separation process 

for beneficiation of complex raw materials during new century. 
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1- Introduction: 
1.1- Background 

The crackling and sparking of ones hair when a comb is briskly pulled through it, 

in cold and dry weather, and the ability of the comb to pick up the small bits of paper 

have been observed by everybody. These phenomena are happened due to the static 

electricity which definitely is the oldest manifestation of electricity that man probably 

first became aware of it when he was terrified by a bolt of lightning. In general the 

electrostatic comprises all phenomena in which the electric charge is temporarily 

fixed. When several regions of such fixed charges exist, the forces are exerted 

between them. These forces vary not only due to the magnitude, polarity and location 

of the charge but with respect to the dielectric constant of the medium through which 

the electric fields stretch out. 

Electrostatic can be traced back to 600 BC where the Greek philosopher Thales of 

Milet is attributed the discovery of it when he found that small pieces of papyrus 

could be picked up by a rod of amber which now it is known as the attraction of 

oppositely charged surfaces [1-2]. There are little recorded advance studies of the 

phenomena until the 1 6 m century when William Gillbert found that the materials 

other than amber have similar properties to attract other materials. The word 

"electrical" was coined by him to describe the effect which was taken from the Greek 

word, "eXeKrpov", for amber. According to Gillbert's studies the first classification of 

the materials was made as the "electrics" with respect to the materials that could be 

charged and "non-electrics" which contains metals that did not charge by friction. 

Later on a number of scientists such as von Guericke, Du Fay, Franklin, etc., have 

investigated the phenomenon of electrostatic. Being of poor reproducibility and 

irregular phenomena, the electrostatic has not been given much attention. The reason 

can be understood knowing how small variations on the molecular level can lead to 

macroscopic observational effects on electrostatic charge. 

Despite this early detection of electrostatic the process has not been completely 

understood. For example, even now, at the end of 2nd AD millennium, it is not 

possible to predict with certainty whether a particular material can acquire positive or 

negative charge, or to make more than very rough estimation of the magnitude of the 

charge that can be produced when it is contacting another surface. Convincing reason 

could be the existence of different triboelectric series which consider the same 

material in different places or even settlement of the same material in different places 

of a unique series. 

In mineral processing technology, at least two families of electrical processes are 

important, i.e., electrical separation and electrostatic precipitation. Both processes are 

due to the motion of charged particles within the electric field of the separating 
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device. Electrical separation takes advantage of the fact that the mineral particles 

(materials in general) can be charged differently and thus can be separated when an 

external electrical field is applied. The method utilizes inherent differences in friction 

charges, electrical conductivity, and dielectric properties among participating mineral 

particles. When a particle is electrically charged it has either gained or lost electrons. 

The charges can be imparted on mineral particles by different mechanisms however, 

the main methods for offering charge to particles that the electrical separation devices 

are designed accordingly are contact/tribo/frictional, conduction, induction and corona 

charging mechanisms which are described carefully in paper # 1. There arc other 

possible mechanisms for imparting charges on particles such as dielectric hysteresis, 

thermoionic emission of electrons or ions, photoelectric, pyroelectric polarization and 

dielectric medium methods [1 , 3]. In spite of deficiencies in theoretical aspects, 

electrical separation methods have been applied to beneficiate certain sulphides (in 

particular molybdenite and sphalerite), ilmenite, rutile, zircon, monazite and other 

associated beach sand minerals, diamond, phosphate, hematite, feldspar and quart/, 

cassiterite and tungsten minerals, vermiculite, coal, potassium salt and other related 

minerals, etc. However, because of the strong dependence of electrical force on 

particle size a selective sizing of particles can be made as well. Based on detailed 

analysis of the co-acting forces on mineral particles during electrical separation it can 

be concluded that for a successful separation of minerals with similar and dissimilar 

electrical properties a narrow and wide particle size distribution are recommended. In 

addition it is understood when electrical separation process is going to be utilized for 

separating minerals having relatively similar electrical properties the contact/tribo 

electric separation technique is appreciated. Nowadays a new generation of the 

triboelectric separator is able to separate small mineral particles and f ly ashes. The use 

of electrical separation method to separate minerals, mineral wastes, industrial scraps, 

etc., is increasingly recommended because of its benefits regarding to the energy and 

water consumption, amortization, erection and operation costs. Furthermore, the 

warnings for protecting the environment strongly recommend the use of such a safe 

method. However, industrial application of the method encounters to problems 

because of the sensitivity of the process to temperature, humidity, atmospheric 

pressure, mineral properties, etc. 

1.2- Electrostatic Charsinz and Charge Limits 

As a surface phenomenon, although there are some hypothesis about how deep the 

charge can penetrate, all charges wil l be located on the surface of the body, regardless 

to the mechanism by which the charge is produced. This surface charge is limited to 

the point that the electric break down takes place. When such a break down point is 

reached the discharge phenomenon starts. An electric field, E, is always associated 
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with the electric charge accumulation on a surface. There is a relationship between the 

surface charge density, Q s , on material, the associated electric field, E, and the 

permittivity of the surrounding ambient e : 

Q S = £E C1) 

Consequently the break down strength of the medium for a surface (material) 

charge, Eb, which is about 3x 10^ Vm"l for air, is not constant and changes due to not 

only the medium itself but its conditions such as the pressure, humidity and 

temperature as well as the curvature, roughness and size of the material. 

An electric field is produced around an uncharged particle when the particle is 

affected by an uniform electric field. This charge equals to E r = 3E 0 cosG which is 

defined and explained carefully in the paper # 1. However, i f the particle is 

electrically charged before entering to the uniform electric field the produced field 

will increase to E r = 3E 0 (1+ cosG). 

Gauss's law states that i f an imaginary surface of area S, is drawn round a uniform 

density of charge then the electric field component at the surface is proportional to the 

total charge enclosed [1]: 

E = Z q / S E 0 e r ( 2 ) 

By considering that the another surface which is only just outside the charged 

sphere having the same surface area, S, the total charge enclosed is the surface charge 

density, Q s , multiplied by the surface area: 

S q = S Q s < 3) 

consequently the electric field according to the Gaussian law can be assumed as: 

E = Z q / S E 0 e r = S Q s / S E 0 e r = Qs /E 0

 ( 4 ) 

Since the maximum electric field in the air is about 3x10^ V n r 1 , the maximum 

charge density can be sustained on any surface in air will be, Q s m = 2.64xl0~5 Cm~2. 

This amount of charge is equivalent to only a few surface atoms of every million 

being charged. This maximum charge is equivalent to approximately 1.65x10^ 

elementary charges per square meter. Consequently only few surface atoms, e.g., 15 

out of million being charged during contact electrification. 

1.3- Tribo/Contact Electrification 

When two different materials are brought into intimate contact the electric 

charges, e.g., electrons, move across the boundary of the one and contribute to the 

other. These electrons align themselves near the interface consequently, the particles 

leave with an equal but opposite charges after disconnecting. This amount of 
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exchanged charge, even small, wi l l be eliminated i f the materials are good conductors, 

e.g., metals due to the fact that the charge runs away to the ground. Therefore, the 

excess electrons in one conducting material wil l return to the earth before final contact 

is broken, unless precautions are taken to prevent it. However, i f one or both of the 

substances is a non-conductor this flow of charge wil l be impeded and some of the 

excess or deficit electrons wil l remain because of the insulator's long relaxation time. 

So that both materials are charged with the same magnitude but different polarities. 

The phenomenon is called "tribo/contact/frictional" electrification. Although most 

surfaces that are frictionally charged have both polarities of charged areas, the net 

surface charge is determined by the polarity which is predominant. Accordingly 

different triboelectric series have been arranged in which the materials with higher 

tendency to lose electrons, i.e., charges, are listed above the others. Despite the fact 

that different models are suggested for treating the contact electrification phenomena, 

ti l l now it cannot be stated for sure that either electrons, ions or material transfer is 

responsible for migration of the charge on different surfaces. The most common and 

may be relative simple models could be the electronic, i.e., work function, and 

molecular- ion- state models which are described in following paragraphs: 

1.3.1- Electronic (work function) model: The model utilizes an electron energy 

diagram, material characteristics, work functions and material's surface state. 

Accordingly, when two different materials are brought into contact, electrons are able 

to lower their energy by flowing from the material with lower work function to that 

with the higher work function until the equilibrium conditions for their Fermi levels is 

reached. Then, upon a rapid separation of the materials the charges remain on the 

particles and produces particles with opposite charge. This flow of electrons results in 

a charge imbalance and a potential between the two materials called the contact 

potential which is equal to the difference in the work functions [4-6]. As the contact is 

separated a back-flow of the charge occurs which results in a decrease of the charge 

magnitude accumulated on the mineral or material surface. This charge back-flow is 

associated with the material properties. Finally the materials are left with opposite but 

equal amount of charges. I f one or both materials is metal the final remaining charge 

wil l be zero since all the charges flow to the earth due to high conductivity of metals. 

Nevertheless, a certain amount of charge, which is based on the material properties 

and surrounding ambient conditions, will remain on semi-conductor or non-conductor 

material(s). Fig. 1 describes the work function model for triboelectrification. 

According to the Fig. 1 after contact electrification the electrons are transferred to 

the surface states of insulator and the insulator's work function changes more than the 

metal since the range of energy of the metal surface states emptied is small compared 

to the range of the insulator states filled, this is identified by W m and W j respectively 
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for metal and insulator. Therefore the work function in the case of charged surface for 

material is: 

O m = O m o - W m and Oi = O i 0 - Wi ( 5 ) 

Consequently the electrostatic potential of the metal surface with respect to the 

insulator at equilibrium, i.e., the difference between the valance bands of insulator and 

metal after contact, V, can be assumed as: 

V = O i - a > m = ( O i o - W i ) - ( O m o - W m ) = Atb-W ( 6 ) 

where W= W j - W m and AO = O i D - O m o . 

The above equation indicates that the charge transfer is due to the effective work 

function values of the contacting bodies which depends upon the material properties. 

Although a prime contribution which governs the coniactAnbo electrification process 

and consequently the polarity and magnitude of the charge developed on 

mineral/material is the work function, it has been proven that the work function is 

affected by different factors. 

Metal 
Eo 

insulator (e.g. Polymer)  

Eo 
Metal 

Eo 

insulator (e.g. Polymer)  

Eo 

I -a- Filled Surface State I 

reference energy level, Erj, vacuum energy E v , Fermi energy Ef, work function of metal, 3 > m o 

before and <t>m after contact and work function for insulator O j 0 , before and after contact, 

chage in work function after contact, w m , and wj for metal and insulator respectively 

Fig. 1- Metal and insulator electron potential energy diagram before (left) and after 
(right) contact electrification [5] 

Since the work function for insulators cannot be sharply defined, a model with the 

highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) and lowest unoccupied molecular orbital 

(LUMO) is suggested for explaining the contact electrification of a metal / insulator or 

insulator / insulator [7-8] (see Fig 4. in paper # 7). This model is generally in 

agreement with the work function model presented above. The driving force for 

transferring charge is the lower energy gap between the metal Fermi level and HOMO 

energy or metal Fermi level and LUMO energy. 
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Generally, the work function is defined as the energy required to remove an 

electron from the surface of the material. However, i f the electrons are at several 

energy levels, the work function is the energy required to remove the most energetic 

electron(s). For metals, the work function is easily obtained and is about 4 eV 

however this work function cannot be easily determined for insulators and semi

conductors. For these materials the energy of the most energetic electrons is not as 

precisely defined as for metals. Surface impurities, structural defects, local atomic 

structure as well as size, shape and dielectric constant of the material are the 

parameters by which the work function of insulators and semi-conductors are 

influenced. 

1-0 * r 

0 I J 
0 2 4 6 oo 

radius of the particle (arbitrary units) 

Fig. 2- The dependence of the particle work function on the dielectric constant (e) and 
particle size [9]. 

On the basis of the classical electrostatic description of the work function and 

ionized energy of insulators [9] the work function of the particles would vary due to 

their size and dielectric constant (Fig. 2). Accordingly the work function, <J>, for 

insulating materials is formulated as: 

<P = [( e 2 / 4x 0 ) ] [( e + 7 ) / ( e + 1)] ( 7 ) 

where xrj, e, and e are the maximum excursion distance of an electron from the 

surface, electron charge and dielectric constant respectively. Consequently the lower 

the dielectric constant the higher is the work function. 
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Due to the above considerations, it can be expected that the larger particles wi l l 

tend to be charged positively while smaller ones acquire negative charge during the 

contact electrification. The larger the difference between the particles in size, the 

larger the difference in their work function. In addition, when the permittivity or 

dielectric constant of a material is relatively high, its tendency to be polarized is more 

hence, the repulsive force due to polarization is higher and the minimum energy 

needed to extract the weakest bound at an infinite radius, i.e., work function, is less. 

Other effective factors such as surface impurities, irregularity in shape, surface 

moisture, etc., are present and may have an even larger influence by the case. For 

example, changes in the work function as a result of a mono-layer of water on the 

surface have been investigated and observed that the work function of the metal 

decreases as a result of adsorbed water [10]. The same is detected for mineral particles 

when humidity of surrounding ambient increases [11]. This can possibly be explained 

by the size dependence theory of the work function. Furthermore, the nature, speed, 

time and temperature of the contact, atmospheric pressure, the true area of contact and 

asperity of the both material and tribocharger are other significant parameters [12-14]. 

For example Homewood and Rose-Innse [13] pointed out a parity between the final 

charge accumulated on insulators after contacting metals and the number of contacts, 

time of contact and time between contacts which is introduced by the equation 8 : 

dQ / dN = Qo [1 - exp( - t D / T )] - Q [ l - exp( -tc / x ' )] ( 8 ) 

where Q, N, Qo, t G , t c , X, and x' are the charge, number of contacts, initial charge, time 

between the contacts, time of contact, time constants for initial decay of charge and 

the time constant for back-flow to the contact material. 

1.3.2- Ion conduction model: This model deals with the probability of loosing 

ions which is considered as a charge transfer mechanism, normally for insulating 

materials such as polymers. According to this model, an ion with an enough energy at 

defined temperature is able to skip to the neighbouring stable position so that the 

charge is transferred from one material to the other. Crystal lattice defects, adsorbed 

water, polymer dissociation, polymer additives and plastiziers, etc., can be the sources 

for ions i f this mechanism is considered for charge exchange [15-16]. 
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2- Experimental 

2.1- Materials 

Pure crystalline apatite, calcite, feldspar, quartz and wollastonite mineral samples 

were obtained from Gregory, Bottley & Lloyd, UK. In addition a calcite from 

Gåsgruvan deposit, containing about 90% calcium carbonate with a size range of 

-150 +50 um, silica sand, final product named silversand, from Ahlsell Co., 

containing 98% silicon oxide with a size range of 95%, passing through the -100 um 

(d50 = 45u) and wollastonite ore from Banmossen deposite containing about 26.4% 

wollastonite, 42.15% different feldspars, 9.5% quartz, 8.5% andradite, and 10.8% 

diopside were used in the investigations. A l l these samples were from the Swedish ore 

deposits. Mineral samples were crushed, ground, sieved and classified into various 

size fractions for the experiments. Any other applied preparation methods are reported 

individually within each affiliated paper. 

For donicity measurements a series of spectroscopic grade organic solvents having 

different donor numbers were obtained from KEBO Lab, Sweden. A 4-8 mesh beads 

of sodium alumino-silicate molecular sieves with an effective pore size of 10 A 

obtained from Sigma Chemical Co., were used for dehydration of organic solvents. 

Furthermore, in some cases mineral samples were chemically treated by different 

organic and inorganic chemical agents in order to assess the effects of different cation 

and anion chemical species on charge characteristics and separation behaviour of the 

mineral samples. Consequently, a wide range of high purity inorganic and organic 

chemicals were used for chemically treating mineral samples. These chemicals were 

obtained from different sources. In addition, the tests were run under different 

conditions which are particularly described for each case in its related papers. 

2.2- Instrumental 

2.2.1- Imparting triboelectric charge and charge measurements: Since the 

particle trajectories through the electric field of the separating device are determined 

by the polarity and magnitude of the charges acquired by mineral grains it is 

paramount important to estimate the average charge that can be accumulated on 

mineral particle under different conditions. The polarity and magnitude of the charges 

acquired by mineral grains, i.e., single particle and a mass of particles, after 

tribocharging were determined by using a Faraday cup connected to an electrometer 

which is designed on the basis of Gauss theorem. Different apparatuses were used for 

imparting the triboelectric charge on mineral grains and described as below: 

Imparting charges on mineral grains: It is well known that the triboelectric 

charge acquired by different materials is mainly defined by the work function 
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differences of contacting bodies. So, as a prime contribution to determine the 

triboelectric charge, different tribo-chargers having different work functions and 

energetic levels must be contacted with mineral grains in order to judge the charge 

characteristics of each mineral and to define the best tribo-charging medium for 

separating particular mineral from the associated minerals. 

Accordingly, three different tribocharging systems, i.e., (i) a small steel rotating 

steel mill (0 12 cm) where the inside lining can be changed to a required material 

surface, e.g., copper, aluminium and PVC sheets, (ii) a vibrating plate device in which 

the vibration can be regulated by changing the frequency and amplitude of the 

vibrating surface and the temperature of the surface can also be controlled to a 

predetermined level; this device is used when single particle charge measurements 

were made, and (iii) different cyclone tribocharging devices where the cyclones were 

made of different materials, were applied for imparting charges on mineral particles. 

The effect of different charging media was thus investigated. 

After tribocharging the particles were introduced directly into the chamber of 

Faraday cup carefully without undergoing any additional contact of the particles to 

other materials. 

Charge determination: It is usually easy to measure the static charge accumulated 

on a material after contacting another material. This static charge is generally 

measured by induction in two ways, i.e., using either the classic Faraday pail or proof 

plane. In these methods the charge can be measured due to the induced voltage that is 

detected by electrometer. Although the proof plane seems to be more convenient since 

the transfer of charged body is not needed but, this method is not absolute and for a 

certain value of charge, Faraday cup is suggested [1]. 

Faraday cup is widely used for determining the surface charge on solid and liquid 

samples. It works on the basis of the Gauss theorem which illustrates that the amount 

of the charge, Q, is equal to the electric flux, *F. Faraday pail is a double-walled 

vessel of any suitable shape, as is shown in Fig. 3, which its outer shell is grounded to 

form an electric screen that prevents stray of external charges from affecting the 

measurements when the inner one is connected to an electrometer to measure the 

charge by detecting the voltage built up across a known capacitance. An extremely 

high insulation must be built between the inner and outer containers to prevent the 

decay of charge during the time that a charged particle is in the cup for doing 

measurement. When a charged body of any shape or conductivity is placed in the 

container an equal and opposite charge is induced on inner wall. This charge, Q, 

leaves behind an equal and opposite charge on the capacitor of the electrometer which 

displays the amount of the charge that is equal to the container's inside charge due to 

detecting the induced voltage, V, according to the capacitance equation: 
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V = Q / ( C 0 + C E ) =» Q = V ( C 0 + C E ) (9) 

where C 0 and C E are the capacitances of the enclosure to ground and electrometer 

respectively. 

A Faraday cup was made and connected to a Keithley Electrometer for 

determining the imparted charges on mineral grains. The measured charge can be 

normalized by dividing with the mass of the particles. The obtained charge to mass 

ratio for different mineral samples is referred to the triboelectric charge characteristics 

of the mineral sample and is compared for different mineral samples with respect to a 

particular tribocharger. 

I® Electrometer 

Insulator 

Fig. 3 - Faraday cup for charge measurement 

2.2.2- Dielectric constant and electrical conductivity measurements: In contact 

electrification, although the prime contributing factor determining the polarity and 

magnitude of the charge developed on mineral particle is the difference between the 

work function values of the mineral particles and tribocharging medium, but the 

interfacial resistance for the flow of charges, e.g., electrons, offered by mineral 

particle and the amount of final charge which remains on mineral particle after 

contact/tribo charging or any other charging mechanisms are influenced by electrical 

conductivity and dielectric constant of that mineral. 

In general minerals having higher dielectric constants are more conductive and are 

able to lose the electrons easier than that having lower dielectric constant. Higher 

conductive minerals are apt to gain the charge by any means to reach their saturation 

points soon. However the charge back-flow or losing the acquisition charge takes 

place very soon for them too. For example according to Schnitzler [17] the ion 

adsorption rate of the particles offers a coefficient which contains a dielectric constant 

factor of, (e-1) / (e-2) which indicates that the values of dielectric constant near unity 

have an influence on ion adsorption rate but, the effect would be negligible for 

materials having high dielectric constant values. This can be explained by the fact that 

the materials with higher dielectric constant values are more apt to be polarized so the 

charge will be lost, for example, at the point of contact with the carrier electrode for 

minerals which exhibit higher values for dielectric constant. 
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An electrostatic separator can be considered as a condenser which has a pair of 

electrodes defining a field and separated by a fluid dielectric medium. When stream of 

solids, with its own dielectric constant, passes through the medium, each solid absorbs 

electric energy at its own specific rate, to a definite amount and restore the absorbed 

energy at different rates. In fact the capacitance of this condenser depends on both the 

geometry and nature of the material between the two conductor plates. The dielectric 

constant e, is independent of the strength of the electric field over a wide range but in 

the case of alternating fields it depends on the frequency. It also is dependent on such 

factors as temperature [18-20]. 

Assume a condenser formed by two parallel plates with area A, which are 

electrically charged as +Qs A and -Qs A respectively, at a distance d apart and with 

vacuum between the plates, where, Q s is the charged per unit area, or the surface 

charged density. The charges give rise to an electric field between the plates of the 

condenser which is practically homogeneous and directed perpendicularly to the plate 

surfaces [21]: 

E=47tQ s (10) 

There will be a voltage between the two plates of the condenser represented by: 

V = | E | d ( I D 

When the vacuum is replaced with gas, liquid, or solid both the voltage between the 

two plates and the electrical field decreases. The ratio of the original voltage to the 

decreased voltage is called the specific dielectric constant, E , for the replaced material. 

Dielectric constant measurements are made with a Hewlett Packard Q-meter, 

having a test adapter for easy and accurate measurements, and a sample holder of 10 

mm thickness and 45 mm diameter was used. This apparatus works on the basis of 

capacitance measurements instead of measuring voltages 

The equivalent electric circuit of the measuring device is shown by Fig. 4 in 

which C , Cp , G x are a tuning capacitance, the capacitance of the sample holder and 

the conductance of the sample respectively, however the G s is an internal equivalent 

conductance in parallel with G x while Q is the apparatus reading value. 

During the measurement the capacitance of the whole system with and without 

mineral sample was adjusted to the same value by changing the distance between the 

two plates of the sample holder consequently the dielectric constant was determined 

according to the following: 

C x = AEo er / T x and C D = AEo / To 
(12) 

C x = Cp => e r = T x / T o 
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where A is the cross section area of the sample holder, er and Eo a r e the permittivity 

of the sample and air respectively, T x is the thickness of the sample and To is the 

equivalent thickness of the sample holder without sample for the equivalent 

capacitance. 

a 

b 

c 

Fig. 4 - General circuit for dielectric measurements: a- equivalent electric circuit, b-
circuit with the sample holder in place but without the sample, c- circuit with the 
sample between the holder place. 

This value for dielectric constant of the mineral sample is an apparent value 

because of porosity. Consequently the measured values were modified according to 

the equation #13 suggested by Landau and Lifshitz [22] for the permitivity of a 

mixture where 8 is the wt% of one material within the mixture. However, in present 

case air is mixed with the powders. 

C ^ ) _ , = 0(V^) r e a , + (100 - OXfå) (13) 

The dielectric constant for minerals vary over about two orders of magnitude. The 

smallest value observed for a mineral is approximately 3, while the largest one being 

about 173 for rutile. It normally increases with increasing atomic weight, the degree 

of covalence, the co-ordination number, and the number of free electrons but 
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decreases with increasing inter atomic spacing for ionic covalent bounded minerals. 

The dielectric constant value changes as a function of the crystallographic direction. 

Furthermore its value is affected by mineral's hardness. Since the hardness increases 

with increasing binding energy, the harder the material the lower is the dielectric 

constant. Moreover the moisture content is highly important to determining the 

dielectric constants of the minerals. Since the water has a dielectric permeability of 81 

which is considerably larger than the values for most minerals, the dielectric constant 

of minerals increases with increasing the amount of water content. Finally the crystal 

lattice defects and impurities have a great effects on both dielectric constant and 

electrical conductivity of minerals since the electronic relaxation polarization can be 

occurred by thermal activation of electrons or holes defects [23]. 

For measuring the conductivities different monitored Q values were placed into 

the equation 14 which is suggested by the manufacturer: 

a = c o C i [ ( Q 2 - Q 3 ) / Q 2 Q 3 ] ( T x / A ) = 

2 7 t f C i [ ( Q 2 - Q 3 ) / Q 2 Q 3 ] ( T x / A ) 

where f is the frequency adjusted (in our case f = 100 kHz), Q i , Q2, and Q3 are the 

measured charges due to different capacitances respectively. It means that the Q l is 

the maximum adjusted charge due to the capacitance C l at the beginning before 

attaching the test adapter when the apparatus is set up, Q_2 is the reading value after 

attaching test adapter without sample holder, and Q 3 is the final reading value when 

the sample is placed between the electrodes of the test adapter. T x and A are the 

sample thickness and its cross section respectively. 

2.2.3- Electrokinetic measurements: Electrokinetic phenomena which involves 

the interaction between mechanical and electrical effects at the moving interface, have 

found wide spread use in colloid and surface chemistry. It arises when the mobile part 

of the electric double layer is sheared off from the charged surface. Four different 

electrokinetic effects, i.e., electrophoresis, electroosmosis, streaming potential and 

sedimentation potential, arise as a result of shearing off the mobile part of electric 

double layer. Among them electrophoresis and streaming potential have been most 

widely used [24]. The separation of electric charge can be observed at the interface of 

a solid and liquid when they come in contact. This transfer of charge can be because 

of triboelectric and electrokinetic effects [25]. Consequently, an electrostatic charge is 

formed by such a transfer charge. This surface charge is because of the existence of a 

contact potential by selective adsorption of ions from the liquid, by inducing or 

causing local dissociation of the liquid or its own surface molecules or by the 

adsorption of dipoles on the surface of the particle [26]. The surface charge must be 

balanced by an equal number of counter (opposite) ions in the surrounding fluid in 

order to maintain electrical neutrality thereby an electrical double layer is developed. 
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All surfaces in contact with a fluid develop a surface charge and thus a potential 

which falls off with distance from the surface. When an electric field is applied to this 

charged particle, it migrates relative to the fluid and the potential at the slippage plane 

which is known as the zeta potential can be measured due to the migration velocity or 

the mobility of the particle(s). Different models describe the spatial distribution of 

charges at the surface and the Henry, HÜckel and Smoulochowski equations allow to 

calculate solid's surface charges in liquids, i.e., zeta potential, from their 

electrophoretic mobility. 

The electrophoretic mobility of the mineral particles in aqueous and non-aqueous 

media were measured by using Lazer Zee Meter- Model 501 made by Pen Kern C o 

Adding a key feature, i.e., rotating prism whose rotation speed can be controlled 

manually, to the conventional instrument causes a translation of the particle image su 

that it is possible to measure the mobility of many particles effectively and 

simultaneously. The zeta potential values in aqueous media can be read directls from 

the Zee Meter. However, the electrophoretic mobility of the mineral particles in non 

aqueous media were converted to zeta potential values by using the HÜckel equation. 

The use of this equation is warranted due to the low conductivity of the organic-

solvents. The applied voltages for measurements in aqueous and organic media were 

150 and 400 mV respectively. 

2.2.3.1- Point of zero charge for mineral particles (PZC): What is known as the 

zeta potential is exactly the fall in potential between the thin layer, i.e., Stern layer 

which appears because of the interaction between the solid and surrounding ambient, 

and diffuse layer of counter ions. Normally hydrogen and hydroxyl ions are potential 

determining for oxide minerals in aqueous media and any change in pH wil l cause 

changes in zeta potential. In aqueous solution particle charging is believed to take 

place by adsorption of ions, and the magnitude of the surface charge can be 

determined as a function of pH. At the point of zero charge, PZC, there is no 

electrostatic charge through the Stern and diffusion layers. The zero point of charge is 

determined at the pH value where there is no charge on mineral surface. Iso electric 

points for acidic and basic mineral samples relate normally to lower and higher pH 

values respectively. The zero point of charge for different mineral samples were 

measured and listed in paper # 7 . 

2.2.3.2- Donicity measurements: According to the Lewis acid-base concept, acids 

are molecules or ions whose incomplete arrangements allow them to bind to another 

species by accepting an electron pair. Conversely, molecules or ions capable to donate 

an electron pair to the another species are called Lewis bases. This concept was 

introduced in co-ordination chemistry and the terms of donor and acceptor refer to 

Lewis base and acid respectively. In order to correlate the behaviour of an acidic and 
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a basic solutes the donor and acceptor numbers, i.e., D N and A N , were developed 

according to the Lewis definitions. Donor number or donicity is used to obtain a 

solvent-independent representation for the donor ability of a molecule [ 29, 3 0 ] . 

However, an analogous acceptor number has been introduced for the correlation of 

solute-solvent interaction in acidic solvents. 

Since surface charge exchange processes can be considered as a contact between 

the two material surfaces, it can be stated that an interaction between the energetic 

levels of the contacted bodies on the surfaces controls the magnitude and sign of the 

accumulated charge on each side. For non aqueous media although there is no form of 

ionic species in solution, but ions can be formed in adsorbed films on particle surfaces 

where acid-base interactions and proton transfer occur between the particle surface 

and dispersant [25, 28]. Interface charging can be occurred according to the formation 

of the adduct complexes between the solid surface and organic molecules. The 

interaction associates with a release of energy. This can be considered as an electron 

acceptor / electron donor interaction which is affiliated by the changes in energetic 

levels of the both partners. Since the capability for either donating or accepting 

electron is determined by either donor or acceptor number therefore the direction of 

transferring electron, i.e., charge, can be predicted by knowing the acceptor or donor 

numbers of different materials. 

Despite the fact that the donicity scale refers to an inter-molecular electron 

transfer involving two electrons while the contact electrification involves charge 

transfer across the interfaces and not necessarily two electrons per molecule, it has 

been proven that a consistent relation exists between these two concepts [27]. Both 

concepts are energetic phenomena and related to the mutual interaction between the 

energetic energy levels of the components either brought into contact or interaction. 

Consequently the donor number, i.e., donicity, for mineral samples were 

determined by measuring the electrophoretic mobility of the mineral particles in the 

organic solvents having different donicity. By plotting the zeta potential as a function 

of donor number of organic liquid the minerars donicity can be defined. It means that 

donicity of mineral sample is equal to the donicity of the organic solvent where there 

is no transfer of electron between the mineral and solvent, i.e., the point at which the 

zeta potential equals to zero on the donicity scale. 

2.2.4- Electrical Beneficiation Potential (electrical separation): Electrical 

separation means the deflection of positively and negatively charged particles under 

the influence of an electrical field. Obviously different forces are participating when a 

particle is falling through the separator. Their effects may be more or less significant. 

The forces and their role in different kinds of electrical separations are carefully 
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discussed in the paper # 1. However, for free-fall separator, as shown in Fig. 5, there 

are three major forces by which particle trajectory is influenced. 

Fig. 5 - Forces on particle when falling through separator 

These forces are electric, gravity and drag forces. The buoyancy force can be 

neglected because the particles densities are much higher than the air density. Where 

Q is particle charge, E is electric field, Q s is the surface charge density, x is particle 

diameter, pp is particle density, pf is air density, v r e l is the velocity of air, c w (Re) is 

the drag coefficient as a function of the Reynolds number and w is the falling velocity 

of the particle When a particle falls freely through the electric field the dynamic 

balance of the forces is: 

F e = QE = Qs 7tx2E ( 1 5 ) 
(16) 

F g = mg = jt /6(x 3 p p g ) , 

Fd =1/2 pf (jt IA) x 2 I v r e l I v

r e l c w (Re) 

F e +Fg + Fd = 0 

(17) 

(18) 

By dividing the system in horizontal and vertical components, assuming air at rest 

(i.e., V= v r e l ) the balance between forces wil l be: 

F e + Fd, x = 0 => QE + 3JIT) x v x = 0 ( 1 9 ) 

Fg+ Fd, y = 0 mg + 3 it T) x v y = 0 ( 2 0 ) 

The drag force is given by the Stokes resistance force, i.e., 3 it T| x v, where T) is 

the air viscosity, v x and v v are the velocities of the particle in horizontal and vertical 

direction. Accordingly the vertical and horizontal velocities can be written as: 

v x =QE/3 Jtri x (21) 

v y = mg/ 3 it r] x (22) 

however, the horizontal and vertical distances travelled by particle in a given period 

of time, t, is: 

dx = v x t and dy = Vy t ( 2 3 ) 

d x / dy = v x t /vy t => d x / dy = QE / mg ( 2 4 ) 
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The above configuration shows clearly that for a given electric field intensity the 

deflection of particle is governed by the charge to mass ratio. Consequently for a 

given charge to mass ratio, the deflection is particle size independent. However, it 

cannot be stated that the deflection is totally independent of the particle size because 

the particle size influences the charge to mass ratio. Therefore, finer mineral particles 

wil l be deflected to larger degree than coarser ones, if particles with the same surface 

charge density but different sizes are to be separated. The potential of each mineral 

sample to be deflected towards the electrodes of an electrostatic separator is defined 

by the electric forces experienced by different mineral grains due to their surface 

charge. 

As it can be seen in Fig. 6 the particles fall between the electrodes of separator and 

occupy different bins according to the repulsive and attractive forces. Since the drag 

force is negligible and by ignoring the Coulombic forces acting on the particles due to 

the charges on neighbouring particles, i.e., particle/particle attraction or repulsion, and 

by considering the approximate position of the particles at a given time in the electric 

field of the separator, the amount of charge to mass ratio can be calculated. 

F e = QE = m ( d 2 x / d t 2 ) (25) 

F g = mg = -m (d 2 y / d t 2 ) ( 2 6 ) 

By assuming that both velocity and displacement are equal to zero at the 

beginning of the separation the horizontal displacement is: 

x = 1/2 (QE/m) t 2 = 1/2 E(Q/m) t 2 (27) 

y = 1/2 g t 2 (28) 

In our separator ( see Fig. 2 of paper # 4) the vertical displacement for falling 

mineral particles between the electrode plates is 0.70 m, therefore the time for falling 

a particle is about t = 0.378 sec. Consequently by considering of the electrical field 

about E = 10 5 V/m, the horizontal displacement of the particles wi l l be 

x = 1/2 (10 s Q/m) 0.1428 => x = 0.714x104 (Q / m ) ( 2 9 ) 

According to the above configuration and by considering the average horizontal 

displacement of mineral particles collected in different trays of electrical separator the 

maximum amount of charge to mass ratio for the 6 cm, 12 cm, and 18 cm deflection 

of the particles were calculated to be about 84x10"°, 168x10"° and 252x10"° C/g 

respectively. These charge values are the average values for different particles 

collected in different trays of the separator. Of course, the polarity of mineral particles 

attracted by positive and negative electrodes are different. In addition, the trajectory 

of mineral particles through the electric field of other free-falling separator (Fig. 1 of 

paper # 8 ), using cyclone tribocharger have been investigated-
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Moreover, when the effect of humidity was investigated the behaviour of the 

charged mineral particles subjected to the electric field of a roll type electrostatic 

separator was studied. In this case the additional centrifugal force must be taken into 

account and the particle trajectory is defined by a balance among the main forces 

which are, electric, F e , image, Fj, centrifugal F c , and gravitational, Fg, forces. Here 

the frictional and drag forces are inconsequential. A l l these forces are described in 

more details in paper # 1. In spite of the fact that the pining force and electric force 

are present it is believed that the main charge is imparted on mineral grains by contact 

electrification results from the contacting mineral particles with the feeder plate. 

Therefore it is assumed that mineral grains are attracted or repelled by the negative 

and positive, i.e., electrodes and rotor, due to the sign of their triboelectric charge. 

ositive 
electrode 

Negative 
electrode 

3 4 

V c n V - , 
12 cm w 

18 cm 

Axial distance of the middle 
tray of separator from the 
first.second and third trays 

Fig. 6 - Schematic diagram of the falling particles in an electrical field of separator 

As it is shown in Fig. 7, material are fed to the rotor surface by a steel feeder and 

two electrodes of the separator are connected to 20 kV high voltage potential. The 

rotor diameter and speed are about 15 cm and 100 - 110 rpm respectively. Mineral 

grains acquire a triboelectric charge predominantly due to the contact between the 

particles and feeder plate then, additional charge is induced by conductive induction 

mechanism when they are contacting the rotor and particle trajectory is governed by 

electric, Fe, centrifugal, F c , and gravitational, Fg, forces. 
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Feeder Electrodes (negative polarity) 

I I I I U l I I 
compartments 

Fig. 7-The Forces acting on particles in drum type separator 

According to the rotor size and its speed the ratio between the gravity and 

centrifugal forces can be calculated as: 

F c / Fg = m R co2 / mg F c / F g = R o 2 / g =[(0.075) (220 tc / 60) 2 ] / [(9.8)] = 1.01 

The above configuration indicates that the possibility for particles to be detached 

from the rotor by centrifugal force is almost negligible. Therefore the deflection of 

particles is only due to the electric force. Consequently mineral grains adhere to the 

rotor and occupy the compartments which are close to the rotor, e.g., the first four 

bins, i f their charge is negative. On the contrary the positively charged particles are 

apt to leave the rotor due to the attraction electric force. The last four bins are the 

places in which positively charged particles accumulate. 
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3- Results and Discussions: 

3.1- Dielectric constant & Electrical conductivity 

The final charge accumulated on mineral grains are affected by both the 

conductivity and dielectric constant. Hendricks [28] has shown that the charge 

retained on a charged particle in contact with ground is a function of the relaxation 

time constant x, which is conductivity and dielectric constant dependence. 

Dielectric constant and electrical conductivity were measured for different mineral 

samples, having different particle size fractions. In addition in some cases these two 

parameters were determined for minerals after chemical pretreatment in order to 

evaluate the effect of chemicals on the main electrical properties of mineral samples. 

The dielectric constant and electrical conductivity results for apatite, calcite, 

feldspar, quartz and wollastonite minerals are shown in Figs. 8 and 9. The results are 

generally in agreement with the data reported in different literature [31-33]. A 

summary of the results can be outlined as the follow. 

-75 -150+75 -300+150 -600+300 
Particle size 

Fig. 8- Electrical conductivity of different particle size range of mineral samples 

a- Both the electrical conductivity and dielectric constant change for mineral 

samples when the particle size varies. In general the conductivity increases and 

dielectric constant decreases with a decrease in particle size. However, apatite 

embraces different character which could be due to the experimental conditions or 

errors. Fig. 8 indicates that the electrical conductivity for pure mineral samples vary 

from 150 to 273, 97 to 1168, 135 to 579, 39 to 138, and 168 to 1174 (nS n r 1 ) for 

apatite, calcite, feldspar, quartz and wollastonite minerals respectively due to changes 

in their particle size. However the dielectric constant values for these minerals vary 
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from 7.70 to 9.02, 6.51 to 8.30, 4.73 to 6.34, 4.12 to 5.02, and 4.40 to 5.60 

respectively (Fig. 9). These determined values are generally acceptable, however, 

some values reported in annexed papers may represent the higher values rather than 

the ranges mentioned above which could be because of the fact that the same minerals 

from different sources were used. 
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Fig. 9- Dielectric constants of different particle size range of mineral samples 

b- Electrical conductivity varies for mineral samples even for the same mineral 

from different sources to a large extent, e.g., three orders of magnitude, 10^, however 

the dielectric constant changes within a narrow range. 

c- There is no significant relationship between the dielectric constants and 

electrical conductivities of different minerals. During contact electrification although 

the materials having lower dielectric constant normally hold negative charge but it is 

not for certain. On the other hand both the charge transfer and charge back-flow are 

conductivity dependence and the final charge distributed over the particle's surface is 

governed by conductivity but it is not easy to interpret the triboelectric charge 

characteristics and to predict, even a rough estimation, of the final charge that would 

be accumulated on mineral particle on the basis of its conductivity. 

The effect of some inorganic chemicals on electrical conductivities and dielectric 

constants of quartz, calcite and feldspar minerals are investigated and discussed in 

papers # 4 and 5. However, the conductivity and charge to mass ratio cannot be 

correlated with a simple relation. Figs. 10-12 show some results of charges and 

electrical conductivities when minerals are chemically treated and contacted with steel 
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plate thereafter. It can be seen that there is no simple relationship between the contact 

charge and conductivities of mineral samples. This is mainly because of the fact that 

the work function difference of contacting bodies is the prime contribution for contact 

charge and not the dielectric constant difference and conductivities. Furthermore, it is 

mentioned that for metal insulator contact, the charge back-flow that happens at the 

last stage of contact charging procedure when contacting bodies are disconnected, is 

dependent on kind and speed of the contacts and the separation distance after 

detachment. The surface roughness of the contacting bodies is another determining 

factor for charge back-flow since the electric field may be enhanced in the region of 

sharp points and charge can be tunnelled over the limited regions even if the charge 

density is considerably less. Therefore the charge back-flow is no more governed by 

conductivity [8]. 

Adsorption of different anion and cation species on mineral surface modifies both 

the electrical conductivity and dielectric constant values. The measurement results are 

perplexing and cannot be easily interpreted. In general the conduction type of mineral 

sample dictates the role of adsorbed chemical species. Since the adsorption process is 

governed by surface charge and conduction type of the mineral sample and the 

conductivity is defined by the numbers and mobilities of the charge carriers, it is not 

easy to determine whether the electrical conductivity and dielectric constant of 

specific mineral sample decrease or increase after chemical treatment. In general 

adsorption of anion species increases the electrical conductivity for n-type and 

decreases for p-type ones. The cation species act conversely. 

500 
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Fig. 10. Comparison of he charge to mass (x!0~9 C/g) and conductivity (xl0~° S/m) 
measurements of chemically treated feldspar sample in different pH values after 
BaCl2 (left) and H3BO3 (right) conditioning. 

The estimation of the dielectric constant and electrical conductivity after 

conditioning the pure quartz, feldspar and calcite minerals with H3BO3 and BaCl2 
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indicates that generally these two properties behave in the same manner (see Figs 4-6 

of paper # 4). The same can be seen for silica sand and calcite ore when they are 

treated by H3BO3 and Na2W04 (see Figs 3 and 4 of paper # 5). 
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Fig. 11. Comparison of the charge to mass ( x l O - 9 C/g) and conductivity (xl0"° S/m) 
measurements of chemically treated quartz sample in different pH values after BaCl2 
(left) andH3B03 (right) conditioning. 
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Fig. 12. Comparison of the charge to mass (xl0~ 9 C/g) and conductivity (xl0"° S/m) 

measurements of chemically treated calcite sample in different pH values after BaCl2 

(left) and H3BO3 (right) conditioning

s'^- Charge characteristics of mineral samples 

Not only the energetic structure of the contacting partners but also other 

parameters such as size, shape, time duration and kind of contact, as well as humidity 

and temperature of both the materials and surrounding ambient are determinant in 

contact electrification. This makes triboelectrification more complicated and far from 

complete control. The effects of particle size, temperature, time and duration of 

contact, humidity, and different tribocharging media on charge acquisition by mineral 

grains were investigated. 
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Table 1 contains the average charges acquired by single mineral grains after 

contacting different plates. The values represent an average charge of each mineral 

sample from at least dozen measurements. In most cases both polarities were observed 

for each mineral sample which can be explained due to the fact that mineral grains 

have different sizes, shapes and surface area. In addition the contact time varies for all 

mineral grains and in some cases sliding is predominant. So that either the charge 

polarity, charge magnitude or both changes even for one mineral. For example it was 

found that the charge magnitudes are higher for bigger particles. Furthermore the 

charge is more for particles having irregular shape or with sharp edges. 

Table 1 - the mean charges (pC) acquired by single mineral particles (1mm < particle 
< 2mm) using different tribocharging plate. 

Tribo-
charger 

Temperat
ure 

Mineral Tribo-
charger 

Temperat
ure 

Apatite Calcite Feldspar quartz Wollastonite 

Aluminium 

Room 1.87 2.94 0.29 -0.21 0.13 

Aluminium 

50°C 11.91 16.76 -8.35 -34.09 -1.21 

Aluminium 100°C 14.68 18.56 -10.71 -32.75 -2.03 Aluminium 

150°C 15.16 9.69 -2.23 -10.28 1.86 

Aluminium 

Plate* 
150°C 

12.35 8.95 -0.20 -9.85 0.59 

Copper 

Room 0.89 0.45 -0.62 -1.59 -0.18 

Copper 

50°C 2.91 3.04 -11.80 -16.00 -1.30 

Copper 100°C 1.92 -0.73 -8.53 -13.38 -3.89 Copper 

150°C 2.69 -0.81 -3.49 -4.70 -0.98 

Copper 

Plate* 
150°C 

3.48 -2.18 -2.45 -8.39 -2.29 

Nickel 

Room -0.14 -0.33 0.36 0.65 0.53 

Nickel 

50°C 2.21 -4.98 -17.75 -31.91 -8.84 

Nickel 100°C 2.17 -3.99 -14.95 -20.18 -7.02 Nickel 

150°C 5.85 -5.31 -5.22 -6.57 -3.05 

Nickel 

plate* 
150°C 

2.94 -2.50 -3.93 -9.12 -4.76 

Steel 

Room 0.53 1.56 -1.23 -3.53 -0.38 

Steel 

50°C 1.77 2.86 -8.40 -10.30 -9.17 

Steel 100°C 3.50 -2.57 -8.13 -9.26 -8.45 Steel 

150°C 2.29 -5.74 -1.17 -1.88 -1.88 

Steel 

plate* 
150°C 

2.47 -4.60 -0.71 -1.34 -2.56 

PVC 

Room 119.87 168.02 123.02 80.16 178.14 

PVC 50°C 160.80 153.11 190.21 184.91 201.88 PVC 

Mineral0 

150°C 
120.67 168.02 82.84 80.16 178.14 

PVC 

Plate* 50°C 155.00 171.70 104.56 44.80 168.84 

* just plate heated up and 0 just minerals heated up 
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The values of the measured charges indicate that quartz must hold highest work 

function value. On the contrary calcite and apatite should possess lower work function 

values. The PVC imparts positive charges on all mineral samples due to its higher 

work function value. 

From the above it can be presumed that the aluminium plate would be a proper 

tribocharging medium when the separation of quartz from calcite and apatite is aimed. 

Nickel plate could be the best for imparting negative and positive charge polarities on 

calcite and apatite respectively, especially at elevated temperature, and thus for 

separating calcite from apatite. In addition steel and copper plates could be beneficial 

for the same propose if both the minerals and tribochargers are heated up. However, 

no significant prospect for separating silicates from each others can be inferred from 

the results shown in Table 1. 
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Fig. 13 - The average charges acquired by single grains ( 1mm < particle < 2mm) as a 
function of temperature, using a) aluminium, b) copper, c)nickel, and d) steel plates. 
( • apatite, H calcite, • , feldspar, • ,quartz and • wollastonite) 
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Fig. 13 shows the results of single particle charge measurements for apatite, 

calcite, feldspar, quartz and wollastonite mineral samples at different temperature 

using different tribochargers. The results indicate that for all mineral samples the 

magnitude of the charges increase with increasing temperature t i l l 100°C then 

decrease. This could be because of the fact that the humidity effect omitted by 

increasing the temperature from room to about 100°C. Further, by increasing the 

temperature the conductivity of the mineral samples increases consequently the final 

charge remaining on mineral surface reduces. In fact the surface conductivity involves 

transfer of charge along or parallel to the surface however, contact electrification 

involves transfer of charge across or perpendicular to the interface to a second solid. 

These two processes, though obviously related, are not necessarily identical [34] . 

According to the results presented in Table 1 the same trend can be seen for all 

mineral samples in almost all cases. The same triboelectric charge characteristics have 

been reported for quartz and other mineral samples [34-37] 

The results in Fig. 13 indicate that the entity of charge is defined by the electronic 

structure of tribocharging material. Aluminium holds the lowest work function value 

among the tribocharging materials listed in Table 1, therefore positive polarity 

charges for calcite and apatite are registered since their work function values are less 

than that of silicates. 

Table 2 - The average charge to mass ratio (nC/g) for different particle size fractions 

((im) of apatite and calcite, using different cyclone tribocharger 

Triboch-

arger 

Temper

ature 

Mineral Triboch-

arger 

Temper

ature Apatite Calcite 

Triboch-

arger 

Temper

ature 

-600 +300 -300+150 -150+75 -600 +300 -300+150 -150 +75 

Brass 

Room tem. 3.83 14.1 57.815 1.09 15.851 20.08 

Brass 50°C 4.71 17.79 58.66 3.39 13.50 11.03 Brass 

100°C 0.46 -0.46 2.41 2.77 -3.79 -21.85 

Brass 

150°C 7.41 9.40 14.11 -6.31 -15.51 -25.16 

Steel 

Room tem. 3.4 11.59 11.68 5.92 13.68 22.65 

Steel 50°C 0.52 3.75 5.68 1.34 5.78 11.03 Steel 

100°C -5.28 -12.02 -11.97 4.24 9.11 21.77 

Steel 

150°C 5.00 9.65 1.07 0.51 -2.22 -13.78 

Perspex 

Room tem. 8.54 11.65 35.92 11.67 48.92 142.75 

Perspex 50°C 11.34 19.45 67.75 29.23 66.86 210.19 Perspex 

150°C * -33.23 # -13.08 -2.05 22.75 46.68 123.19 

Teflon 

Room tem. 97.08 155.90 523.70 145.44 341.10 733.21 

Teflon 50°C 78.33 258.62 483.43 99.41 350.41 578.69 Teflon 

150°C * 68.94 204.52 558.53 127.71 341.96 814.95 

* only minerals are heated up and # both polarities were observed 
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Fig. 14 - Charged acquired by different minerals, using steel cyclone tribocharger, at 
different temperatures, a) room temperature, 25°C, b) 50°C, c)100°C and d) 150°C, 
( • apatite, H calcite, • , feldspar, • quartz and • wollastonite). 

The charges acquired by different size fractions of oxide minerals, i.e., calcite and 

apatite, when cyclones are utilized for imparting charges are shown in Table 2. The 

results show that the magnitude of the charges accumulated on mineral grains are 

significantly higher when compared to single particle charges. This should be because 

of the impacts during the method of charge acquisition by minerals. The same was 

found for the charges acquired by silicates. In addition no change on polarity of 

charges was observed after repeating tests, except in the case of apatite when it is 

charged by Perspex cyclone at 150°C. Consequently the charges are more reliable and 

reproducible. The same was established for silicates (Table I I I in paper # 6). 

The results of Table 2 illustrate that there are possibilities to separate calcite from 

apatite by using steel and brass cyclones when the minerals and tribochargers are 

heated up to 100°C and 150°C respectively. Moreover, according to the results 

presented in Table I I I of paper # 6 cyclone tribocharging devices offer possibilities to 
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separate calcite from quartz and wollastonite or apatite from quartz by triboelectric 

separation technique since all silicate minerals acquire negative charges when they 

contact steel, brass and Perspex cyclones. 
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Fig. 15 - Charged acquired by different particle size fractions of minerals, usinj; 
Teflon cyclone for imparting charge at room temperature (a), 50°C, (b) 150°C (c). 
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Fig. 14 represents the triboelectric charge acquired by mineral samples when steel 

cyclone is used for imparting charge on mineral surfaces. However the charges 

acquired by mineral grains when Teflon cyclone is the tribocharger are depicted in Fig 

15. It can be inferred from the results depicted in Fig. 14 that the charge to mass ratio 

increases with decreasing the particle size. The magnitude of the charges increase by 

increasing the temperature. However, in some cases the polarity of charge changes by 

increasing the temperature. That could be because of the temperature effect or due to 

the fact that the work function is higher for fine particles 

Significant prospect for separating quartz from all other mineral samples was 

observed by monitoring the charges when Teflon cyclone is utili/cd. As depicted in 

Fig. 15, the results indicated that by heating the both cyclone and minerals to 50°C, 

quartz acquires negative polarity of charges whereas all other minerals charged 

positively. From all charge measurement results the following can be deduced: 

• Generally charge to mass ratio increases with decreasing the particle si/c. In 

some cases the sign of charge is changed since finer particles must posses lower 

work functions. The surface area to mass ratio increase by decreasing the particle 

size. 

• Charge is affected by temperature and normally it increases for the same 

mineral with the same range of particle size but the variations of the charges with 

increasing temperature for semi-conducting minerals, especially at high 

temperature values, are generally governed by the conduction type, i.e., p or n 

type, of minerals since the position of the Fermi energy within the forbidden gap 

shifts upward or downward as temperature increases due to the fact that the semi

conductor is either p or n type. The main role of increasing temperature between 

the room temperature and 100°C is to omit the effects of humidity. In addition the 

probability of ionization at elevated temperature affects the acquisition of charge. 

This could be the reason for decreasing charge accumulated on quartz or other 

silicates mineral samples when it is heated from 50°C to 100°C which is described 

in paper # 6. 

• Single particle charge measurements showed that the time of contact as well as 

kind of contact, e.g., sliding or rubbing, have effects on final charge acquired by 

minerals. In general when the contact time increases the contact charge increases. 

A time dependence of contact charge can be explained by two entirely different 

reasons. First, because the transfer of charge is a slow process for semi-conductors 

and insulators so more time is needed to reach the saturation and second is the-

fact that the contact area may gradually increase [8, 38, 39]. When the rubbing or 

sliding takes place instead of merely contact the charge polarity may be changed 

which was experienced during measurements and observed in some cases as well. 
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This could be either due to material transfer, thermal effects which cause by 

producing the heat when rubbing or sliding takes place, or the both. Consequently 

the entity of charge may be changed. In addition it is reported that after about 15 

minutes the charge doesn't increase further for insulating materials [8] . 

• Generally higher magnitude of charges are detected for quartz mineral sample 

and lower charge magnitudes are found for calcite and apatite. The polarity of 

charges accumulated on quartz mineral sample is always negative except when the 

PVC is tribocharger. However, the polarity of charges are different for other 

mineral samples considering that wollastonite and feldspar are more apt to be 

charged negatively. 

• Charge measurement results indicate that cyclones are able to impart charges on 

mineral particles effectively. It means that higher magnitude of charges are 

detected after using cyclone. In addition the charges are statistically plausible 

which means no variations in charge polarities were observed and less standard 

deviations are recorded after several measurements in comparison to the other 

methods utilized for imparting charge on mineral grains. 

• From separation point of view the results show that Teflon cyclone is able to 

impart negative charge on quartz and positive charge on other examined minerals 

Thus, it can be utilized for triboelectric separation of quartz from other minerals. 

However, single particle charge measurements illustrate that for separating 

wollastonite from two other silicates and calcite from apatite the aluminium and 

copper tribochargers seems to be effective respectively. It appears to be more 

effective at elevated temperature. It was also found that Perspex cyclone is able to 

impart negative charge on different particle size fractions of calcite mineral when 

both mineral and tribocharger are heated up however, the polarity of the charges 

for other mineral samples, coarse or fine, is negative. 

3.3- Estimating the electronic work function of minerals 

Since during contact electrification the work functions of the contacting bodies 

must be equalized, the surface charge depends mosüy upon the work functions. It is 

well known that there is a linear relationship between the triboelectric charge 

accumulated on materials and the work function difference of the contacting bodies. 

Despite the lack of unique formula for correlating the entity of charge with work 

function values of contacting bodies several experimental results [40-42] have 

revealed that a linear relationship exists between the entity of contact/tribo charge and 

work function differences of contacting partners. For example Harper [40] formulated 

the amount of the acquisition triboelectric charges by the spherical metal oxides and 
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showed that a linear relationship exists between the contact charge and work functions 

of metal oxides. However, particle size and density of the oxides were brought into 

consideration. Moreover Cowely and Sze [43] found that the surface charge density 

after contact electrification for all materials when they are contacting metals or even 

other materials is a function of the work functions of both contacting bodies. 

Accordingly by plotting the amount of charges acquired by different mineral 

against the work function values of tribochragers, it is possible to determine the work 

function values of the minerals samples. However it is not easy to estimate the work 

function value for minerals because of dependency of the triboelectric charge to other 

parameters such as particle size, particle shape, kinds and number of contacts, 

temperature, humidity, etc., and last but not least, the defined work functions of 

tribochargers. Since the entity of the charges, especially its magnitude, accumulates 

on mineral surfaces vary according to the foregoing reasons the estimated work 

functions vary within a range which is acceptable and generally in accordance with 

reported values for minerals [44-48]. The procedure and results of determining work 

functions for mineral samples are reported in papers # 7 and 8 in more details. 

Fig. 16 shows the plotted charges acquired by mineral samples, at 50°C, against 

the work function values of tribocharging plates taken from literature. Linear 

relationships with the correlation coefficients more than 80% were found for all 

mineral grains. 
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Fig. 16 - The charges acquired by single particles of the mineral samples as a function 
of work functions of tribocharging plates at 50°C. 

The plotted charges acquired by different particle size fractions of quartz and 

feldspar minerals against work function values of the tribocharging materials are 
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depicted in Fig 17. Good correlation exists between the charges acquired by different 

mineral grains and the work function values assumed for cyclone tribochargers. 

Accordingly the work function values for apatite, calcite, feldspar, quartz and 

wollastonite were estimated. The most authentic and rational estimated values of work 

functions are from the single particle charge measurements where the both minerals 

and tribocharges are heated to 50°C and listed in Table 3. It is supposed that at this 

elevated temperature the effect of humidity is mainly omitted. From all estimated 

values it can be concluded that the quartz and calcite mineral samples hold the highest 

and lowest work function values respectively. It must be added that i f the data related 

to cyclone tribochargers are considered the estimated values for mineral samples must 

be rather higher because of the fact that the magnitude of the charges are significantly 

higher. Furthermore, the erratic behaviours of oxide minerals, especially apatite, after 

contacting Perspex cyclone cause the estimated work function values for these two 

minerals some inconsistency. 
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Fig. 17 - The charges acquired by different particle size fractions of feldspar and 
quartz minerals as a function of work function of cyclone tribochargers at 50°C. 
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Table 3 - Estimated values for work functions of mineral samples. 

Minerals Work function (eV) 

Apatite 4.316 

Calcite 4.316 

Feldspar 4.403 

Quartz 4.457 

Wollastonite 4.373 

3.4- Electrokinetic studies 

According to the generalized Lewis theory, the acid-base reactions are electronic 

in nature and the surface chemistry and surface electronic structure are related [49, 
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50]. The electronegativity, especially for metals, has also been known to be related to 

the work function. This work function can be argued to be relevant to the surface 

acidity or basicity. On the other hand surface acid-base properties are found to be 

closely related to the energetic structure, e.g., Fermi level, of the oxides. As a 

consequence the surface acid-base properties and the triboelectric charge 

characteristics of chemical components, especially oxides, should be relevant since 

both are in general agreement with the surface electronic structure. Antecedent led to 

make a series of experiments in order to define the electrokinetic properties of the 

mineral samples and try to correlate the physical concept of triboelectric charge with 

the acid-base chemistry. 

The electrokinetic data, i.e., zeta potential for mineral samples in aqueous media 

and organic solvents, are presented in papers # 6 and 7. Fig. 18 shows the donicity 

curves for quartz, feldspar and wollastonite mineral samples and the donicity curves 

for triboelectrically charged feldspar mineral. The results illustrate that silicate 

minerals have relatively similar donor values. The donicity of minerals change when 

they are triboelectrically charged by different materials. Based on the fact that 

minerals are charged negative or positive the donicity curves for them shift toward the 

basic (i.e., higher donicity) or acidic (i.e., lower donicity) region respectively. 

According to the Fig. 18 feldspar mineral must gain negative charge polarities after 

contacting aluminium, copper and steel plates whereas it should become positively 

charged when contacts PVC. This is in agreement with charge measurement results. 

The donicity values for apatite, calcite, feldspar, quartz, and wollastonite were 

found about 10.5, 18.5, 3.25, 3.20, and 3.80 kcal mole"1 respectively. The donicity 

values for silicate minerals increase after contacting metal plates but decrease when 

they contact PVC plate. Whereas calcite and apatite behave differently and their 

donicity values decreases by contacting metals and PVC. These are due to electron 

donating and electron accepting properties of silicates and oxides respectively. 

When two different surfaces interact each others they would have both filled and 

empty states which are able to donate or accept electrons. So the surface with higher 

donicity donates electron to another. Therefore the donicity values can be referred to 

the energy states which are filled and capable to donate electron. These filled energy 

centres are located above the Fermi level in forbidden gap for semi-conductors. As a 

consequence the donor numbers are referred to the energy states exactly above the 

Fermi energy for mineral samples which are able to interact with the surface energy 

states of other components. The measured values of donicity for quartz, feldspar, 

wollastonite, apatite and calcite are counterpart to the energy values of 0.139, 0.141, 

0.165, 0.445 and 0.8 eV exactly above the Fermi energy of the minerals respectively. 
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These donor and acceptor levels for minerals can also be referred to the LUMO 

and HOMO with respect to the intrinsic Fermi energy. So that it is possible to predict 

the triboelectric charge distribution for minerals by knowing their donor or acceptor 

numbers. The results from electrokinetic measurements for charged and no-charged 

mineral samples indicate that the donicity values are in good agreement with their 

electrical behaviours and point of zero charge. It means that highest donicity value 

relates to the mineral exhibiting more capability to donate electrons and acquires 

positive charge. This is in accordance with the chemical Lewis acid-base concept 

which indicates that basic materials are apt to donate electron(s) and acid ones like to 

take these electrons which is in agreement with the physical concept of triboelectric 

charge. 

0 5 10 15 

Donicity (kcal/mole) 

Fig. 18 - Donicity of feldspar, quartz and wollastonite (a) and the donicity for feldspar 
before and after tribocharging with different materials (b). 

Table 4 contains the electrokinetic results of examined minerals. Again these 

results indicate that the highest acidity and so the lowest donating property relates to 

the quartz. On the contrary calcite exhibits the highest donicity and basicity 
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characteristics. These are generally in agreement with the entity of charges 

accumulated on mineral grains. 

In addition the Fermi energy, Ef, for mineral samples were estimated according to 

their electrokinetic data, i.e. from the point of zero charge, in aqueous media due to 

the equation suggested by Mullins and Averbach [49]. These estimated values are 

shown in Table 4. 

Finally by considering donor number of 18 kcal/mole for water it can be predicted 

that water normally acts as a donor when interacts with mineral samples. When water 

acts as a donor to the other solids the donicity curves of the solids shift to the region 

of higher donicity, i.e., basic region. This has been observed and proven by the 

experiments carried out by Labib and williams [50] under the wet and dry conditions. 

Their explanation helps to understand and interpret the effects of humidity on surface 

charge characteristics and separation behaviour of minerals. 

Table 4 - Point of zero charge, donicity and Fermi energy for mineral samples 

Minerals PZC Donicity 
(kcal /mole) 

Fermi energy * 
(eV) 

Apatite 4.5-5 10.5 4.07 

Calcite 8 18.5 3.00 

Feldspar 1.8-2 3.25 5.10 

Quartz 1.8-2 3.20 5.17 

Wollastonite 2.4 3.80 4.98 
* estimated according to the point of zero charge, PZC, on the basis of: PZC = - 2.9 Ef +16.8 

3.5- Electrical separation results 

The results of using free fall separators for exploring the electrical beneficiation 

potential of triboelectrically charged mineral samples when different tribocharging 

devices, i.e., either the rotating drum tribocharger which is lined by different 

materials, different cyclones, or vibrating feeder which is again lined by different 

materials, is utilized for imparting charges are given and discussed in papers # 4, 5, 6 

and 8. The weight of differently charged mineral grains accumulated in different trays 

of separating devices were considered as the separation behaviour of the examined 

minerals. Since the particle size distribution is one of the important determinant factor 

and all separation techniques are sensitive to the particle size of feed, different range 

of particle sizes were considered which are described within related papers. 

The effect of different tribocharging media, adsorption of anionic and cationic 

chemical species, temperature and particle size on electrical beneficiation potential of 

mineral samples when passing through the free fall separator were investigated. 
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However in order to investigate the influence of humidity, a drum type separator 

placing in a closed climate chamber was utilized. Results are cited and shown in 

different papers but some distinguished findings are summarised as the foUowings: 

3.5.1- The effect of tribocharging medium: Particles traverse paths depend 

mainly due to their acquired electric charge through the electric field of separator. 

These paths are different for different mineral samples or even for different particle 

size fractions of one mineral according to their triboelectric charge characteristics. 

Different tribo-chargers, having different work function values, were utilized for 

imparting charge on mineral grains. In general cyclone and rotating drum tribo

chargers were found to be more effective to impart charges on mineral grains. The 

main advantages to utilize these kinds of tribo-chargers are that the probability of 

mineral/surface and mineral/mineral contacts are the same for all grains. In addition 

the time of contact is statistically the same for all particles although the contact time is 

more when rotating drum is used. On the contrary the cyclone tribochargers can 

impart higher magnitudes of chargers on mineral grains due to the frequency and 

velocity of impacts. Stronger contacts between particles and wall and among particles 

are resulted by cyclones. Consequently higher charges can produce on mineral grains. 

Furthermore, cyclones are able to impart more reliable and reproducible charges. The 

same can be stated for rotating drum tribocharger. It means that less variations with 

charge magnitude and no change with the polarity of the charges are the advantages of 

utilizing these kinds of tribochargers. However, the magnitude of the charges are 

remarkably higher when cyclones are used. Furthermore, the possibility of 

transferring charges on mineral surfaces by ions and molecules distributed in air when 

cyclones are used must be taken into account. 

Figs. 19-21 depict the electrical beneficiation potential for different particle size 

fractions of quartz, feldspar and wollastonite mineral samples through the free fall 

separating device after charging by different tribocharger at different temperature 

conditions. Interpretation of the results indicate that these three mineral samples 

behave almost the same when the metallic cyclones or plates are utilized for imparting 

charge. 

Fig. 19 shows that there are no significant differences among the electrical 

beneficiation potential of silicate minerals, even at elevated temperature, i f steel 

cyclone is used for imparting charge. More tendency to acquire negative charge was 

exhibited by quartz however, feldspar offers the lowest tendency to be charged 

negatively which are generally in agreement with the charge measurement results. In 

addition for all mineral samples particle size fractions of -300 +150 and -150 +75 p.m, 

exhibit more avidity to be charged negatively. It can be concluded from the Fig. 19 
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that heating the minerals and tribocharging device up to 150°C has no significant 

effects on electrical separation of silicates. 
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Fig. 19 - Separation behaviour (wt%) of different particle size fractions 

(A= -600 +300, B= -300 +150, C= -150 +75, D= -75 um) of silicate 
minerals at different temperature conditions, steel cyclone is 
tribocharger. 

The separation behaviour of feldspar is rather different when brass cyclone is 

utilized for producing charge. As shown in Fig. 20 quartz and wollastonite exhibit 

more tendencies to be charged negatively and they behave almost same. However, 

feldspar particles demonstrate differently, i.e., most particles are charged positively. 

This behaviour is rather erratic and is not in agreement with charge measurement 

results, although charge measurement results indicated that when brass is tribocharger 
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the minimum average of negative charges are gained by feldspar particles. This could 

be because of particle/particle contact. Furthermore the possibility of coating the 

surface of cyclone with mineral's powder must be considered. Finer particles must 

possess higher work function values than coarser ones from the same material so that 

i f the surface of cyclone was coated by powder of feldspar then the triboelectric 

charge on mineral grains is affected accordingly. In addition the temperature and 

humidity effects must be taken into account since very low magnitude of negative 

charges and positive charge characteristic are reported for feldspar minerals at 

elevated temperature, e.g., at the temperature between 55°C and 230°C, and moderate 

relative humidity, e.g., 15% to 50%, respectively [32, 35]. 
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Fig. 20 - Separation behaviour (wt%) of different particle size fractions 

(A= -600 +300, B= -300 +150, C= -150 +75, D= -75 |xm) of silicate 
minerals at different temperature conditions, brass cyclone is 
tribocharger. 
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The separation behaviours of silicates after charging minerals with aluminium, the 

tube of aluminium which is circularly bent, are shown in Fig. 21. This figure indicates 

that feldspar and wollastonite behave similarly and they apt to be charged positively 

when they contact aluminium tube. However quartz again has negative charge 

characteristics. These behaviours for silicates are in general agreement with charge 

measurement results . Fig. 21 shows a promising prospect for separating quartz from 

either wollastonite or feldspar or both. However, the use of aluminium plate for 

separating quartz from feldspar at regulated humidity and temperature has been 

successfully experienced [21,34, 35, 37]. 
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Fig. 21 - Separation behaviour (wt%) of different particle size fractions 

(A= -600 +300, B= -300 +150, C= -150 +75, D= -75 |im) of silicate 

minerals at different temperature conditions, aluminium is tribocharger. 
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Distinguished results were found by utilizing Teflon cyclone device. As shown in 

Fig. 22 the responses of triboelectrically charged wollastonite and feldspar to the 

electric field of separator are dramatically changed and separation of quartz from 

these two minerals is pledged. The results are in complete agreement with charge 

measurements. 

Wollastonite Wollastonite 

Fig. 22 - The separation results of different particle size fractions (-600 +300, a, -300 

+ 150, b, -150 +75, c, and -75 |xm, d) of quartz, feldspar and wollastonite mineral 
samples, using Teflone cyclone when minerals heated up to 100°C and cyclone to 
50°C, (A, Negatively, B, Neutral, and C, positively Charged particles), 
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Investigations were carried out for the separation behaviour of single mineral 

systems, mixtures of quartz/feldspar and quartz/wollastonite, having equal weights of 

each mineral sample in a mixture, while using Teflon cyclone for imparting charge at 

regulated temperature of 50°C, however the minerals heated up to 50°C and 100°C 

respectively. 

Interesting results were obtained which indicate that in the case of wollastonite 

and quartz, a wollastonite product with an assay more than 60% wollastonite and 

recovery up to 87% can be achieved just after one pass through the separator. 

In the case of quartz and feldspar the positively charged product contains feldspar 

mineral having an assay of about 75% with the 85% recovery. However, good 

concentration of quartz can be achieved with 90.5% assay and about 50% recovery 

when negatively charged product is considered. 

For apatite and calcite, the registered charges and the separation behaviour 

indicate that generally they have close electrical response. Their triboelectric charge 

and separation tests using rotating drum as the tribocharger indicate that it is difficult 

to separate apatie from calcite. However, some promising prospects were found in 

order to separate these two minerals from both charge measurements and separation 

results. Figs. 23-26 show the separation behaviour of different particle size fractions 

of these two minerals. 

Fig. 23 depicts the separation behaviour of -600 +300 p.m size fraction of these 

two minerals. The negatively charged particles are attracted by the positive electrode 

which is close to the first bin of the separator. However the last bin of separator is the 

place in which the particles having highest magnitude of positive polarity accumulate. 

The separation results for -600 +300 p,m attest that there are possibilities for 

separating calcite from apatite i f steel, aluminium or copper plate is utilized for 

imparting charge on mineral samples. In the case of steel and copper the negatively 

charged particles can be considered as the concentrate of apatite and the positively 

charged particles wil l be the concentrate of calcite i f aluminium is the tribocharger. 

Establishing the particle trajectories for the second class of particle size, i.e., -300 

+150 urn, which is depicted in Fig. 24 pointed out that again the steel and copper 

plates are beneficial for separating calcite and apatite. Figs. 24 and 25 show, despite 

the fact that apatite has more avidity to be charged negatively when contacts metal 

plates, no significant changes in electrical behaviours of calcite and apatite were 

observed when the finer particle size fractions, i.e., -150 +75 and -75 um, were tested. 

The separation results for apatite and calcite are generally in accordance with the 

results obtained from charge and donicity measurements. These results indicate that 

the triboelectric charge characteristics and separation behaviour of apatite and calcite 

are very similar especially when the fine particles are deliberated. 
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1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Tray No. 

Fig. 24 - Triboelectric separation behaviour of -300 +150 p. m of apatite and calcite 

using different tribochargers: (A steel A PVC • copper • aluminium ) 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Tray No. 

Fig. 25 - Triboelectric separation behaviour of -150 +75 urn of apatite and calcite 
using different tribochargers: (A steel • PVC • copper • aluminium ) 
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Fig. 26 - Triboelectric separation behaviour of -75 pm ol apaine and calcite using 
different tribochargers: ( A steel A PVC • copper •a luminium) 

Furthermore, it can be concluded that i f a mixture of calcite and apatite is 

triboelectrically charged by metals, apatite must possess positive charge 

characteristics with respect to the calcite which was proved by other investigations 

[36,51,52] 

Generally, all examined mineral samples have relatively similar electro-physical 

properties so their behaviour through the electric field of separator would be relatively 

similar. So the main goals were to enlarge the differences among the electro-physical 

properties of minerals and to find the best tribocharging medium which is able to 

impart different charge polarities on different mineral grains or even to enlarge the 

differences among the magnitudes of the imparted charges on mineral particles. 

3.5.2- The effects of humidity and temperature: A Carpco roll type separator, 

shown in Fig. 7, was applied to explore the effect of humidity on electrical 

characteristics and separation behaviour of mineral samples. The separator was placed 

inside a climate chamber where the humidity and temperature are able to be 

controlled. Since the temperature could not be changed to a wide extent, i.e., it could 

be modified with a range of 10°C to 70°C, therefore the temperature effects may not 

have much significance. 

The test results indicate that the amount of charges obtained by mineral grains are 

generally small. However, silicate minerals, in normal conditions, are apt to acquire 

negative charges with higher magnitude rather than calcite and apatite due to their 

higher work function values. The polarity of charges change by increasing the 

humidity and at a constant temperature and highest humidity value the changes are 

more significant. Figs. 27 - 31 depict the trajectories of different particle size fractions 

for mineral samples at different relative humidity conditions when they pass through 

the electric field of drum type separating device. 
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In Fig. 27 the behaviour of quartz is depicted at different humidity conditions. 

This figure indicate that the electrical characteristic of quartz mineral completely 

changes when the relative humidity increases from 25% to 80%. The effects are more 

significant for middle classes of particle size fractions since the electrical separation is 

sensitive to the particle size fractions. For upper particle size the centrifugal force is 

more and the deflection due to this force may be predominant however, for lower 

class of particle size the adhesion between the particles especially at higher relative 

humidity must be considered. Fig. 27 shows that either the conductivity or the avidity 

of the quartz mineral sample to be charged positively or both significantly increases 

by increasing the relative humidity. 

Fig 27 - The weight of differently charged quartz mineral particles as a function of 

particle size, (A = -600 +300, B = -300 +150, C = -150 +75, D = -75 um), at T = 35°C 
under different relative humidity conditions, 25%, a), 40%, b), 60%, c), and 80 %, d) 

The same can be concluded for the feldspar as shown in Fig. 28, however, it 

seems that feldspar is apt to be affected rather higher and the possibility for separating 

quartz from feldspar can be expected at a relative humidity of 40% or 60%, especially 
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for bigger particle size fractions. Wollastonite exhibits almost same with respect to the 

other silicates as shown in Fig. 29. 

For the apatite and calcite, the same conclusion can be illustrated. However, 

according to their response to the electric field depicted in Figs. 30 and 31 it can be 

stated that in spite of the fact that the calcite has more avidity to be deflected from the 

rotor due to its highest conductivity among the other mineral samples, it wi l l lose its 

acquired charge sooner than others because of the same reason so that it behaves 

similar to the apatite which exhibits rather lower electrical conductivity. 

Fig 28 - The weight of differently charged feldspar mineral particles as a function of 

particle size, (A = -600 +300, B = -300 +150, C = -150 +75, D = -75 um), at T = 35°C 
under different relative humidity conditions, 25%, a), 40%, b), 60%, c), and 80 %, d) 

From all results shown in Figs. 30 and 31 it can be concluded that the charge 

magnitude or even its polarity can be altered by changing the humidity. This is due to 

a change in conductivity and avidity of mineral samples to accept or donate electrons 

according to a change on their surface electronic structure. This is also in agreement 
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with donicity measurement results. When water acts as a donor the surface affinity of 

minerals to donate electrons, i.e., charges, increases. Water adsorption on the surface 

of an insulating material is a charge transfer controlled process therefore some 

charges are able to transfer on surfaces and the triboelectric charge characteristics can 

be modified or altered. In addition, probability of transferring other ions by water 

molecules must be taken into consideration. Some ions may be transferred by water 

molecules and be adsorbed by mineral surface which results to a change on 

triboelectric behaviour of the adsorbent. 

Fig 29 - The weight of differently charged wollastonite mineral particles as a function 

of particle size, (A = -600 +300, B = -300 +150, C = -150 +75, D = -75 um), at 35°C 
under different relative humidity conditions, 25%, a), 40%, b), 60%, c), and 80%, d) 
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Fig 30 - The weight of differently charged apatite mineral particles as a function of 

particle size, (A = -600 +300, B = -300 +150, C = -150 +75, D = -75 um), at 35°C 
under different relative humidity conditions, 25%, a), 40%, b), 60%, c), and 80%, d) 
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Fig 31 - The weight of differently charged calcite mineral particles as a function of 

particle size, (A = -600 +300, B = -300 +150, C = -150 +75, D = -75 \im), at 35°C 
under different relative humidity conditions, 25%, a), 40%, b), 60%, c), and 80 %, d) 
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Furthermore the experimental results depicted in Fig. 32 illustrate that the effects 

of the humidity on charge characteristics of mineral samples are more significant 

when the temperature of the surrounding ambient is higher, i.e., more than 35°C. This 

can be explained by the mass of water present in unit volume of the atmosphere 

increases with the temperature. In other words the actual pressure of the water vapour 

present in surrounding atmosphere is significantly high for higher temperature. 

Consequently lower relative humidity at higher temperature can play more significant 

role on charging behaviour of minerals than high relative humidity at low temperature 

conditions. Although a high temperature reduces the relative humidity and is thus 

expected to increase charging, raising the temperature by keeping the relative 

humidity constant increases the water content of the surrounding ambient. 

Charge Charge 

Fig. 32 - The weight of differently charged feldspar, a), &, b), and wollastonit, c), 
&, d), mineral samples at 65°C under different relative humidity conditions, i.e., RH = 
40%, a) and c) and RH = 15%, b), and d) as a function of particle size A = -600 +300, 

B = -300 +150, C = -150 +75, D = -75 um) 
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It is well known that it is difficult to generate frictional electricity on damp days. 

Fickle and peculiar charging results have been obtained because of humid 

atmosphere. It is believed that the conductivity increases by increasing the relative 

humidity. This is the most common mechanism by which the relative humidity has 

influence on charging phenomenon. It has been found that a quite high relative 

humidity , e.g., 60 to 80%, is needed to neutralise charge on particle surface. 

Interesting results obtained by Vieweg [53] illustrate that the effect of the moisture is 

always to add a positive charge to each surface and naturally negative substances 

might be negative, neutral or positive; however the other surface is always positive. 

These experimental results revealed that in the extreme case where the substances had 

come to equilibrium with an atmosphere saturated with water vapour, the general 

result is to charge any two substances positively. However, the magnitude of these 

charges are not equal and the substance that would normally be negative have the 

lesser charge magnitude. This indicates that one effect of moisture is to add to each 

surface a positive charge, superimposed upon the natural tendency to charge one 

positively and the other negatively. The importance of relative humidity was also 

demonstrated by Coste and Pechery [54] where they studied the contact charging of 

PET and cellulose triacetate films over a metal roller. According to their experimental 

results when the relative humidity is high the surface charge due to contact or friction 

increases with time to a maximum value then decreases and finally charge polarity 

changes to eventually attain an equilibrium. On the other hand the studies by Mola 

and Vicente [10] showed that at low temperatures, e.g., 77 K, water can be 

molecularly adsorbed on metal surfaces causing a large decrease in work function 

values of metals. According to the self-consistent theory of water adsorption on metal 

surfaces presented by them the work function of metal is reduced by an amount 

depending on the metal electron density, metal work function and the adlayer 

dielectric constant. However, the effect of adlyer dielectric constant is limited which 

means no further decreasing of work function observed when the dielectric constant 

of adlayer becomes greater than 6. Furthermore, the metal work function decreases 

upon ceasing the adsorption of water but when a complete mono-layer of water 

molecules is adsorbed there is no further effect of adsorption on work function value 

despite the fact that more than one layer may be adsorbed by metal surface. As a 

consequence the entity of charge attained by mineral surfaces contacting a metal 

surface is affected and separation behaviour of triboelectrically charged mineral 

changes. 

3.5.3- The effects of chemical conditioning: The general perspective and the 

effects of chemical pretreatment on electrical characteristics and separation 

behaviours of minerals are discussed in more details within papers # 2 and 3. 
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However, the contribution of some inorganic and organic chemical species on 

changing the triboelectric charge and separation characteristics of single mineral 

systems are shown and discussed in papers # 4, 5 and 8. 

Surface energy structure of minerals are able to be induced modifications to create 

the most favourable conditions required by triboelectric separation method, as the one 

of the surface based beneficiation processes, by adsorption of different organic and 

inorganic chemical species. In fact the energetic levels, e.g., the Fermi energy, and the 

main electrical properties of mineral matters, especially on the surface, are altered by 

chemical treatments. The water avidity of mineral surface is rendered by adsorption or 

adhesion of heteropolar organic components. This reduces the surface conductivity by 

which the charge back-flow during the contact electrification is controlled. However, 

the inorganic chemicals may react with solid surface forming a new compound that 

exhibits different electro-physical characteristics from the initial mineral surface. On 

the other hand the adsorption of organic reagents can be selectively prevented by 

adsorption of inorganics. 

The role of inorganic chemical species on triboelectric charge and separation 

behaviour of mineral samples are presented in papers # 4 and 5. The results indicate 

that the triboelectric charge characteristics of feldspar, quartz and calcite are changed 

by adsorption of H3BO3, BaCl2 and Na2W04. The separation curves shown in Figs. 

33 - 35 indicate that the surface charge and separation efficiency can be increased by 

modification of the surface of minerals due to chemical conditioning. In general the 

tendencies of all pure mineral samples to be charged negatively decrease by 

adsorption of the anion species resulted from dissociation of H3BO3. However the 

changes are more significant for quartz at pH 3.5 and 6.5. 

a) b) 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Tray No. Tray No. 

Fig. 33 - The triboelectric separation behaviour of calcite mineral sample before and 
after chemically conditioned with BaCl2 (a) and H3BO3 (b), using steel tribocharger 
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On the other hand calcite demonstrates more negative triboelectric charge 

characteristic when the BaCl2 is used for treating its surface. The result is more 

significant for highest pH 12. So the results give promising prospect to separate 

calcite from quartz and feldspar by using BaCl2 when steel is the tribocharger. 

However charge measurement results after conditioning indicates that the separation 

of feldspar from quartz could be possible, at specific pH values, after treating mineral 

samples with H3BO3 and BaCl2 when copper is tribocharger. 

3 4 5 
Tray No. 

3 4 5 
Tray No. 

Fig. 34 - The triboelectric separation behaviour of quartz mineral sample before and 
after chemically conditioned with BaCl2 (a) and H3BO3 (b), using steel tribocharger 

3 4 5 
Tray No. 

Fig. 35 - The triboelectric separation behaviour of calcite ore (a) and silica sand (b) 
before and after chemically conditioned with Na2W04, using steel tribocharger 

Furthermore, the results presented in Fig. 35 indicate that the effects of Na2W04 

on triboelectric separation behaviour of silica sand is more significant and more than 

90% of silica sands can be attracted by positive electrode of the separating device 

when the conditioning occurs at pH 3.5 and 6.5. This could be because of the presence 

of several polymeric anion species dissociated predominantly at pH values between 3 
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to 9. However, the effect of tungestate chemical species are not much significant in 

the case of calcite ore. For the calcite ore the tendency to be charged negatively 

decreases when it is treated with Na2WC"4. For these two samples the effects of 

Na2~W04 and its dissociated polymeric species are in two different directions which 

cannot be easily interpreted. This could be because of the role of the impurities exist 

with the samples or precipitation of the polymeric anion species on the surface of 

mineral samples, especially silica sand, which caused to change the electrical 

properties of the surfaces. 

In an aqueous media although the types and concentrations of the chemicals and 

the conduction types of minerals are paramount importance on adsorption process but 

the pH and Eh of the medium are other determining parameters. Presence of the 

oxygen, as a strong electron acceptor, may take up electrons from the valance band of 

the minerals so mineral surface may be converted to one having acceptor properties. 

For example water and dissolved oxygen act together to take electron from the semi

conductor and form hydroxyl ions. On the contrary reducing agents can make mineral 

surfaces with donating properties. In fact the difference in the electrochemical 

potential of the mineral surface and the liquid phase components determines the 

intensity and the direction of the electron transition in the band which in turn 

determines the condition for fixation of the reagents [55]. 

I f a p-type ionic semi-conductor mineral presents in a solution of inorganic then it 

is the negative ions that goes into solution leaving behind positively charged which is 

at the energy level of the conduction band. On the contrary for n-type semi-conductor 

the positive ions goes into solution leaving the surface negatively charged. So the 

possibility of anions and cations to be adsorbed on mineral surface from the solution 

is mainly defined by conduction type of the semi-conductor. On the other hand for a 

covalent semi-conductor cations and anions from the solutions can tunnel through the 

semi-conductor. However, when the energy level of an ion lies near to that of the 

conduction band edge an easy exchange with free electrons takes place but in the case 

in which the energy level of the ion lies near the energy of valance band edge there 

wil l be the exchange with free holes. Neither carrier exchanges readily when the ion 

level is deep within the forbidden gap. So the energy levels of both the semi

conducting material and ions from the solution determine that the semi-conductor can 

acquire positive or negative charge characteristics. 

Finally, it must be taken into account that the modification of surface energy 

structure of minerals by any means is determined by the capability of the Fermi 

energy level to be shifted up or down within the forbidden gap region. Since the width 

of the forbidden gap is limited for semi-conductors or non-conductors therefore it 

cannot be possible to change the surface energy structure and as a consequence 
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surface charge characteristics of specific mineral to a large extent. So the surface of 

minerals having wider forbidden gap energy are more convenient to be modified by 

chemical or any other treatment methods. 

The effects of some organic reagents on electrical separation characteristics of quartz, 

feldspar and wollastonite are shown and discussed in paper # 8. Quartz, feldspar and 

wollastonite mineral samples were chemically treated in an aqueous media with 

salicylic and benzoic acids, sodium stearate and oleate, and stearyl amine acetate. The 

separation results illustrate that generally no significant changes occurred between the 

responses of chemically treated and non-treated mineral samples in the electrical field 

of separator when steel and aluminium are tribochargers. However, as shown in Fig. 

36, the separation behaviour of quartz significantly changes when it is treated with 

oleate and stearate. These two chemicals introduce negative species by which the 

Fermi energy of quartz can shift upwards therefore, its electronic work function 

decreases and its capability to be charged positively when contacting Teflon. 

Furthermore salicylic acid has interesting effect on feldspar sample. In this case the 

avidity of the feldspar to be charged positively when contacting Teflon is reduced. 

This could be because of the ease of adsorption of salicylic acid on wollastonite and 

feldspar minerals rather than quartz due to the existence of the Na, K, and Ca ions on 

these mineral surfaces. In addition salicylic acid has lower melting point and higher 

molecular weight than benzoic acid which could be the reasons for the fact that the 

use of former is more effective on changing the charge characteristics and separation 

behaviours of mineral samples [56]. 

In spite of difficulties to construe the results they are auspicious and offer 

promising prospects for separating silicate minerals from each others by using Teflon 

tribocharging cyclone for imparting charge on both chemically treated and non-treated 

mineral samples. 
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• - Charged E 3 Neutral • + Charged 

Fig. 36 - The electrical behaviour of mineral samples through the electric field of 
separator before and after chemical treatment using Teflon tribocharger. 
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4- Work on Banmossen ore 

Banmossen deposit in Sweden is a complex silicate ore containing different 

silicate minerals. The mineralogical analysis of the ore is reported in section 2.1. The 

wollastonite is an important filler material that is extensively used in paper, plastic 

and other industries. Despite the fact that the mineralogical and chemical analysis 

testify the Banmossen ore is not easy material to deal with, especially when 

triboelectric separation method is aimed. Efforts were however made to translate the 

electrical characterization and separation studies related to pure mineral samples into 

this complex ore. So the feasibility of electrostatic method is being considered as an 

alternative for the exploitation of this deposit. 

4.1. Preparation of the sample for electrical separation tests 

After crushing and grinding of the wollastonite ore, the material with the particle 

size distribution of -500 um, d50 = -75 urn, was considered for further operations. 

According to mineralogical investigation, i.e., thin section studies, minerals are 

liberated at this particle size range. 

Initially the magnetic impurities such as ferro-magnesium silicates (diopside and 

garnet) are separated using a high intensity magnetic separator. The chemical analysis 

of the non-magnetic product reveals that the iron impurities and ferro-magnesium 

silicates are considerably removed. At the primary stage of electrostatic separation, 

the -45 urn size fraction was removed from the non-magnetic product in order to 

achieve a better separation since the triboelectric separation is sensitive to particle size 

distribution. Table 5 contains the mineralogical analysis of the feed for electrical 

separation tests. It can be inferred from the table that the amounts of diopside and 

anderadite minerals are considerably reduced after passing the ground ore through the 

dry high intensity permanent roll magnetic separator. 

Table 5 - The mineralogical composition of non-magnetic product 

Minerals wollastonite Feldspars Quartz Andradite Diopside 

Wt% 28.16 50.47 16.60 1.57 0.97 

4.2. Conditioning the raw materials and triboelectric separation results 

Triboelectric separation technique was performed to the non-magnetic product 

with the size fraction of -500 +45 urn using cyclone tribocharging device with the aid 

of chemical conditioning. Tests were run under different humidity and temperamre 

conditions in which the feed was chemically treated by reagents. Dry conditioning 

was promoted, using Benzoic acid, Salicylic acid and Amine as the reagents with an 

amount of 50 g/ton of raw material. 
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Pretreatment procedure was carried out within the climate chamber where the 

humidity and temperature were controlled. Chemicals were added to the raw material 

in a cylindrical cup and mixed together with a rotating steel mixer for about 15 

minutes under defined temperature and humidity. The conditioning system was 

electrically neutralised by connecting the whole system to the earth in order to prevent 

to impart charge on mineral surfaces by other means rather than tribocharging system. 

After chemical conditioning the steel and Teflon cyclones were utilized for 

imparting triboelectric charge on chemically treated raw material and then the charged 

material was fed to the free-fall electrical separator, as shown in Fig. 1 of paper # 8. 

Series of tests were run at the temperature of 20°C with the relative humidities of 30, 

50, 70 and 90%, and at 50°C with the relative humidities of 15, 30 and 50%, and also 

80°C with the relative humidities of 15, 30 and 40%. The cyclone and feeding system 

were heated up to 40, 50 and 80°C respectively in order to minimize any undesirable 

effects of the surrounding ambient conditions. The separation results indicate that: 

• Generally quartz acquired negative charge when contacting either steel or 

Teflon cyclone. However, the mean magnitude of negative charge obtained by 

quartz is considerably high which is generally in agreement with the single 

mineral charge characteristics and separation results discussed before. When 

humidity increases the avidity of all mineral surfaces to hive off the electron 

increases so that more particles are attracted by negative electrode. In addition, the 

chemical analysis showed that the anortite has more avidity to become positively 

charged in comparison with other feldspars present in the raw material. 

• Neither amine nor benzoic acid has significant effects on separation results. 

However when amine is used for treating the sample more particles became 

positively charged which is in accordance with the theory. 

• The separation characteristics of quartz, wollastonite and feldspars minerals are 

almost the same, even after chemical conditioning when steel cyclone is utilized 

for imparting charge on mineral grains. However again by increasing the 

humidity, more material is attracted by negative electrode since the tendency of all 

mineral matters to be charged positively increases. 

• Some of the separation results after treating raw material with salicylic acid 

show promising prospect to upgrade wollastonite mineral from the mixture. In 

spite of low recovery, in almost all cases, the assay of wollastonite in middle bin 

of separating device significantly increases. It is possible to separate wollastonite 

from feldspars and quartz by conditioning the raw material with salicylic acid 

under controlled humidity and temperature conditions. 
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Figs. 37 and 38 show the recovery and assay of different minerals from raw 

material accumulated in the middle bin (neutral charge particles) of the separating 

device after salicylic acid treatment of the feed under different relative humidity and 

temperature conditions . The results achieved are very promising by considering that 

without using salicylic acid at the best conditions, i.e., at the 80°C with relative 

humidity of 15%, the recovery and assay of the wollastonite in the middle bin of 

separator are about 16.2% and 44.6% respectively. 

What happens during the conditioning cannot be easily interpreted. Not only the 

chemical but also the temperature and humidity play significant role during 

separation. It seems that as like as potassium salt beneficiation under specific relative 

humidity the adsorption of salicylic acid and mutual contact among the minerals and 

also minerals / cyclone contacts lead to form different polarity of charges on minerals. 

The results indicate that quartz is less sensitive to chemical treatment. However, it 

was revealed that both quartz and feldspars acquire negative charge polarity with 

respect to the wollastonite after conditioning with salicylic acid. This is in conformity 

with the results obtained from the electrical characteristics of single mineral particles. 

According to a model suggested for triboelectrostatic separation of potassium salt 

and its associated minerals, the proton affinity of the water molecule(s) trapped in a 

cation vacancy wil l significantly enhance the negative potential in the vacancy. As a 

result the water molecule(s) may capture the proton of the carboxylic acid, e.g., 

salicylic acid, which leads to the formation of H 3 0 + ion on vacancy site and a quasi-

free carboxylic anion. This anion may be captured by the contact partner, e.g., 

feldspars and quartz minerals, charging substrate positively [57, 58]. Due to this 

model the component which has more avidity to accept the protons from the acid by 

its surface vacancy bonded water molecule is more favourable to gain positive charge 

and leave the other components with opposite negative polarity of charges. Here the 

partial pressure of water, i.e., the relative humidity, is paramount important since it 

governs both the water adsorption on surface vacancy and the surface conductivity of 

minerals. On the other hand, the incipient hydration of the reagent molecule occurs 

under specific partial pressure where the water molecule is condensed on mineral 

surface. The energy released from the incipient hydration can be the activated energy 

needed for the reaction. Consequently the triboelectric charge accumulated on mineral 

grains are affected by water pressure. It must be pointed out that, rather than the 

cation vacancies, other sites with relatively high local negative or positive potentials 

such as kinks or terraces may induce the contact charge stimulation due to the 

adsorption of water molecule or dissociated negative or positive chemical species. 

Moreover it must be taken into account that the dissociation constant and the strength 
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of the chemical used for treating minerals are other determining factors since the 

dissociation of the reagent molecule happens under specific water partial pressure. 
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Fig. 37 - Assay and recovery of quartz, feldspars and wollastonite minerals 
accumulated in middle bin of separator as a function of relative humidity at 50°C, 
after conditioning with salicylic acid using Teflon tribocharger 
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Fig. 38 - Assay and recovery of quartz, feldspars and wollastonite minerals 
accumulated in middle bin of separator as a function of relative humidity at 80°C, 
after conditioning with salicylic acid using Teflon tribocharger 
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This is the fact that at the same condition some reagents can be active to stimulate the 

triboelectric charge characteristics and separation behaviour of some minerals but 

other reagents, even from the same group, have no stimulation effect. In our case both 

the benzoic and salicylic acids having carboxylic groups but different molecular 

weights, melting points, and attached radicals so the may act differently. 

Furthermore, carboxylic groups can be easily adsorbed on wollastonite and 

feldspar surfaces and are able to produce different charge magnitudes and polarities 

on wollastonite and feldspar minerals and make it possible to separate wollastonite 

from others. Since the adsorption of carboxylic groups on surface calcium sites is 

more predominant, the effect of salicylic acid on triboelectric charge characteristics of 

wollastonite is more significant. In addition the melting points for salicylic and 

benzoic acids are reported to be 45 °C and 122°C respectively [56]. Consequently 

salicylic acid can be more active within the range of temperature used for 

conditioning procedure. This also can be the reason that the effect of salicylic acid on 

separation result is insignificant when the conditioning was done at 20°C. 

In spite of difficulties to explain how the minerals can acquire different polarities 

and magnitudes of the triboelectric charge after pretreatment with salicylic acid under 

specific relative humidity and temperature of the surrounding ambient, the separation 

results are promising and encouraging especially when taking into account that a dry 

conditioning procedure is applied requiring no high temperature and relative 

humidity. Therefore the results show favourable prospect to apply the triboelectric 

separation method for beneficiation of such a complex raw material. However more 

efforts are needed in order to construe the concept in more details and more 

experiments must be carried out for the optimum conditions to achieve the best 

separation result. 
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5- Conclusions 

Triboelectric charge and separation of minerals in an electric field is based on the 

electrophoresis where the charged minerals are deflected under the influence of an 

external field. In a strong electric field, the differences in particle charges result to a 

large differences in forces acting on the particles, e.g., up to thousand times greater 

than the gravitational force for fine particles. Being a dry beneficiation method, the 

process has great appeal and benefits. The salient encouraging reasons would be the 

environmental awareness and its legislation to control the pollution emitted by 

mineral processing plants, to minimize the consumption of the energy and water as 

well as reducing the processing costs. However, in practice it is troublesome to apply 

this technique to wide range of minerals because of the complexity of contact/tribo 

charging mechanism and the influence of different parameters related to both the 

mineral's characteristics and, mechanical and electrical contributions of separating 

device. Triboelectric separation was conceived to be more favourable and effective 

for separating minerals having relatively similar electro-physical properties, e.g., 

semi-conductors. However, it is not easy to impart different charge polarities or even 

the same polarity charges with very big difference in their magnitudes. 

The following conclusions are drawn from a systematic study on triboelectric 

charge characteristics and separation behaviour of quartz, feldspar, wollastonite, 

calcite and apatite minerals: 

Dielectric constant and electrical conductivity of minerals: 

• The measured dielectric constants for pure mineral samples varies in a range of 

4 to 9 the quartz and apatite exhibit lowest (i.e., 4.12 - 5.02 )and highest (i.e., 7.7 -

9.02 )values. Furthermore the values change with in a narrow range for each 

mineral based on their size fractions, i.e., dielectric constant decreases with 

decreasing particle size. The results indicate that there are no significant 

differences among the dielectric constants of examined minerals. It is the 

foremost reason that other electrical separation techniques rather than contact 

electrification are unable to separate the examined minerals among each other 

successfully. 

• No significant relationship exist between the measured dielectric constants and 

charges acquired by minerals except in the case of minerals with lower dielectric 

constants where they are more apt to be charged negatively. 

• The conductivity of minerals vary in a wide range with a change in particle size 

and it increases with decreasing particle size. No significant relationship is 

observed between the mineral's conductivity and its acquired triboelectric charge 

although in some cases with an increase in conductivity the final charge acquired 
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decreases. This is because the charge back-flow dependency on the conductivity 

of the minerals. But it must be noted that the charge back-flow due to the 

conductivity happens only when the rolling or sliding with high speed velocity 

takes place during contact. 

• The conductivity and dielectric constant of minerals vary by the adsorption of 

different chemical species. However it became difficult to interpret this 

phenomena since both the numbers and mobilities of the charge carriers are 

unknown but determining parameters. For example the conductivity for n-type 

semi-conductor should decrease i f cation species are adsorbed on its surface . This 

was observed mostly when the calcite, quartz and feldspar were chemically treated 

by the H3BO3 and BaCl2 and in some cases good correlation between the 

changes in conductivity and the charges acquired were found. 

Charge measurements using different tribochargers: 

• Generally, a relationship was found between the work functions of the 

tribochargers and the charges acquired by the minerals although the relationship is 

affected by the conditions in which the contact charging is carried out and the 

correct work function values of the tribochargers which preferably must be 

determined in situ. 

• Charge results revealed that silicates had higher work function values and are 

more apt to be charged negatively. Quartz, as was expected, exhibits the most 

avidity to accept electrons when contacted different tribochargers. Conversely, 

calcite and apatite demonstrate more avidity to donate electrons. 

• Cyclone and rotating drum tribochargers were found to be more effective for 

imparting the charges on mineral grains. However, charges with considerably 

higher magnitudes, statistically reliable and reproducible are attained when 

cyclones are used, tribocharger where the most favourable separation results are 

judged by imparting negative charge on quartz and positive charge on other 

minerals. Furthermore, Perspex cyclone induced negative charge on all minerals 

except the calcite. In both cases, heating the minerals and tribochargers to a 

desirable temperature is a necessary pre-requirement. 

• On the basis of cyclone and single particle charge measurement, the values for 

work functions of minerals were estimated. The most rational estimated values for 

calcite and quartz minerals are 4.316 and 4.457 eV respectively. Minerals are 

arranged within a series according to their work function values. Quartz, feldspar, 

wollastonite, apatite and calcite follow the order of decreasing the work function 

values. 
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Electrokinetic studies: 

• A donicity values of 3.2, 3.25, 3.8, 10.5 and 18.5 kcal/mole were determined 

for quartz, feldspar, wollastonite, apatite and calcite respectively which are in 

good agreement with the triboelectric charge characteristics of the minerals. The 

results disclosed that minerals having higher donicity are apt to be charged 

positively in comparison to the other minerals exhibiting lower donor number 

since their avidity to donate electron is relatively high. 

• The above donor numbers are equal to the energy values about 0.139, 0.141, 

0.165, 0.445, and 0.8 eV respectively that are referred to an energy level exactly 

above the Fermi energy of the mineral samples which are apt to contribute in 

contact charging 

• From the electrokinetic studies, the donor or acceptor number of minerals is 

determined and the triboelectric charge characteristics of different minerals are 

predicted especially when the work function or other energetic values are absent. 

These two energetic values may be in accordance with the HOMO, highest 

occupied molecular orbital, and LUMO, lowest unoccupied molecular orbital 

concept which are also used for explaining the contact electrification of insulating 

polymers. The experimental results indicate that there is a good correlation 

between the polarity of contact charging and donicity values of the minerals when 

contacted to another surfaces. 

Electrical separation studies: 

• The separation results indicate that all minerals especially silicates, have 

electron affinity when contacting metal plates and generally they are attracted by 

positive electrode of the separating device. 

• Promising prospect to separate quartz from feldspar and wollastonite was found 

by using Teflon tribocharger. Not only the trajectory investigations for single 

mineral systems but also the results from the mixed quartz/feldspar and 

quartz/wollastonite showed that an efficient separation of quartz from other 

examined silicate minerals is possible with Teflon cyclone tribocharger. 

Promising results for separation of quartz from calcite and apatite are achieved. 

• Estimation of the trajectories of calcite and apatite mineral samples using 

rotating drum tribocharger indicated that both copper and steel plates are 

satisfactory for separating apatite and calcite. However the separation would be 

satisfactory for the particles with the size range of -600 +150 urn. 

• The effect of humidity was found to increase the avidity of all minerals to be 

charged positively. However, at higher temperatures the effect is more significant. 

• With inorganic and organic chemical treatment of minerals the charge 

characteristics and separation behaviours of minerals are altered because of the 
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surface modification by the adsorption of different chemical species. Both H3BO3 

and Na2W04 were found to be effective for changing the electrical characteristics 

of quartz and silica sand respectively but the reasons cannot be easily explained 

by the theory. On the other hand, the electrical beneficiation potential of calcite 

mineral was found to be affected by BaCl2 and H3BO3 which can be interpreted. 

• The separation of quartz from wollastonite and feldspar can be achieved by 

utilizing the Teflon cyclone. Positively and positively charged products containing 

75% feldspar and 90.5% quartz respectively were achieved from the mixture ol 

50%-50% quartz and feldspar. However, a wollastonite product with the assjv of 

more than 60% and recovery of recovery of 85% was resulted from the separation 

of a mixture containing 50%-50% quartz and wollastonite. 

• Among the inorganic chemicals used for treating silicate surfaces only salic> lie 

acid was found to be effective. However, during wet conditioning the feldspar was 

more influenced. 

• The results on Banmossen complex ore showed promising prospect to appl> 

triboelectric separation using Teflon cyclone as the tribocharger and salicylic acid 

as the reagent. Under controlled conditions no significant triboelectric charge 

accumulates on wollastonite particles so these particles occupy the middle bin of 

separator. A wollastonite product with an assay of 70% and recovery of 40% was 

obtained after one pass through the separator. 

• The separation results confirmed that the middle classes of the particle sizes, 

i.e., -300 +150 and -150 +75 urn, are more convenient to be processed by 

triboelectric separation although some interesting results were found for finer 

particles as well, i.e., -75 um. 

• A triboelectric series for the examined minerals was constructed according to 

their donicity, their calculated work function and Fermi energy values. The 

arrangement of series is supported by charge measurement and triboelectric 

beneficiation potential of minerals. This leads to predict the triboelectric charge 

characteristics of minerals and usher to find a proper tribocharging medium for 

separation of particular minerals when the work function or other energetic 

parameters are not available. 
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Review of electrical separation methods 

Part 1: Fundamental aspects 

H.R. Manouchehri, K. Hanumantha Rao, and K .S .E. Forssberg 

Division of Mineral Processing, Luleå University of Technology 

SE- 971 87 LULEÅ, SWEDEN 

Abstract 

The fundamentals of electrical separation, electrical properties of minerals, the 

principal methods used for charging the minerals and their mechanisms, effective 

factors controlling the acquisition of charges by minerals, general configuration of 

commercial electric separators and the forces operating during electrical separation 

of minerals are reviewed and presented in the paper. 

Introduction 

electrical separation is based on the fact that minerals and materials can be 

differently charged and therefore separated when an external electric field is applied. 

This method utilises the inherent differences in friction charge, electric conductivity 

and dielectric properties among the substances. Since the electrostatic force is 

proportional to the surface charge of the available surface area of the particles and 

electric field intensity, fine, thin and light particles can be greatly influenced by the 

electrostatic force thereby efficient separation of the particles can be achieved. 

Electrostatic separation is the selective sorting of solids by utilising the forces 

acting on charged or polarised bodies in an electric field. It is possible to separate 

materials by adjusting electric and other co-acting forces such as centrifugal and 

gravitational forces. A number of mechanisms are currently used for imparting charge 

on particles. Although on mechanism is predominantly used, others are also active 

during electrical separation. Inductive conduction, contact or friction, and ion 

bombardment are three main mechanisms that are applied for electrical separation of 

minerals however, charging by grinding is also considered by Gaudian (1971). The 

amount of charge developed on the surface of the particles is determined by the 

physical and chemical factors. The factors which affect energetic levels, e.g., work 

function, are generally considered to be of great importance. 

Industrial applications of electrical process are divided mainly as follows: 

a) minerals and coal beneficiation (minerals and coal processing industries) 

b) purification of food ( food industry) 

c) waste processing (waste management) 
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d) electrostatic sizing (sorting of solids according to their size and shape) 

e) electrostatic precipitation (removing particulate pollutants in the form of solid 

or liquid from a gas) 

Electrical separation techniques are based on electrophoresis and dielectrophoresis 

processes of charged and uncharged particles respectively (Fig. 1). Electrophoresis is 

the mobility of charged species under the influence of an electric field. The mineral 

separation which occurs with the electrophoresis technique is caused by the forces 

acting on charged particles in an electric field. Dielectrophoresis is the movement of 

neutral particles, suspended in a fluid medium, in a non-uniform electric field. 

Dielectrophoresis causes the motion of bodies. The direction of the motion is 

independent of the field's sign. As a result, both ac and dc currents can be used. 

b) 

THEORY PRACTICE 
Practicle moves into Practicle polarizes and Practicle lifts and moves 
non-uniform electric aligns itself wi th electric in the direction of the 
field. f ield lines. highest intensity 

Fig. 1. a) Electrophoretic and b) Dielectrophoresis (Knoll and Taylor, 1985) 

History 

The electric phenomenon can be traced back to 600 BC when the Greek 

philosopher, Thales of Milet, recorded the effects of rubbing amber with fur or cloth. 

After more than two millennium, William Gilbert wrote in 1600 somewhat scientific 

description of electrostatics called De Magneto (Cross, 1987). Gilbert discovered that 

static charge could be accumulated on a large number of substances and they acquire 

the property of attraction or repulsion when they are rubbed (Johnson, 1938). 

Accordingly, the study of frictional/contact electrification, which nowadays termed 

triboelectrification, was commenced. Considerable researches were undertaken by 

other scientists such as Faraday, Franklin, Newton, Holtz, Kelvin, Armestrong and 

others in order to understand the behaviour of materials under the influence of static 

charge. 
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Electrical concentration of solids, however, was not commercially applied until 

1880 when it was used to purify the ground cereals. In 1892, Thomas A. Edison 

patented an electrostatic separator for concentrating gold ores, which unfortunately 

did not make any impact in the industry . The first commercial process of electrostatic 

beneficiation, utilizing the Huff process, for lead-zinc ore was built in 1908 at 

Plattville, Wisconsin. Untill 1912 the Huff process proved to be the best process 

available for complex zinc ore separation. The success of this plant led to numerous 

applications of electrostatic separation of solids throughout the world. This process 

was used exclusively or in conjunction with gravity separation processes (Johnson, 

1938; Ralston, 1961; Lawver and Dyrenforth, 1973). 

The development of the froth flotation process in 1912 considerably lessened the 

demands for industrial application of the electrical process. However, titanium 

shortage during the second World War created a new demand for electrical separation 

of titanium and other valuable heavy minerals from beach sands. This led to a marked 

improvement in separating machine designs for high voltage power supplies. As a 

result, a new generation of separators were created, i.e. high tension separators. In 

1965 the world's largest electrical concentration plant was installed at the Wabush 

Mines in Canada . This plant is used as a supplement to gravity separation of iron ore 

and has a capacity of more than 6 million tons per year. The success of the Wabush 

plant paved the way for similar iron ore beneficiation plants around the world. Also, 

the idea of using metallized pellets as a substitute for scrap in the steel making 

process has created a new interest in the electrical separation to produce higher grade 

iron ores. The process also makes it possible to produce pure iron ore concentrate for 

the production of sheet metal (Lawver and Dyrenforth, 1973). 

The investigations carried out in Sweden had shown that electrostatic technique 

could successfully remove phosphorous minerals as well as silica from iron ore. The 

first all dry iron ore concentration plant based on electrostatic techniques was built by 

the LKAB at Malmberget in 1972 (Lawver and Dyrenforth, 1973). This plant had the 

capacity of one million tons per year. The process was not a success due to the 

adhesion of mica minerals to the rotor surface and subsequently the plant was shut 

down. 

Since 1950s, the triboelectric separation has been used extensively in the potash 

industry, especially in German salt industries. The application of electrical separation 

has increased in recent times. In addition to iron ores, titanium and other beach sands 

minerals, other kinds of minerals, especially potassium and magnesium salt minerals, 

phosphate, diamond and cassiterite minerals are now being processed by this method 

(Fricke, 1977). 
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During the last two decades, investigators have made efforts to develop electrical 

beneficiation technologies for beneficiation of fine mineral particles, i.e., less than 40 

micron size. The new generation of electrical separators can be used for very fine 

particles, i.e., down to 1 micron, (Whitlock, 1995; Whitlock et al., 1995). 

Theory 

The force between two isolated point charges q and q', separated by distance r was 

given by Coulomb in 1785 : 

F = ( K q q ' ) / r 2 (1) 

where K is a constant related to the permittivity of the surrounding ambient. 

The charges will either attract or repel each other depending on whether they carry 

the opposite or the same sign charges. In SI system, K is replaced by l/4rt e , where e 

is the permittivity of the space between the charges. It is related to the vacuum 

permittivity eo , i.e., e = eo e r , where e r is the relative permittivity or dielectric 

constant and e 0 = 8.854x10-12 (A s V ^ n r 1 or Firr 1 ) . 

According to the above formula the concept of an electric field intensity, E, at the 

point q ' under the influence of charged point q can be drawn: 

E = F / q' = q /An e r2 (2) 

Therefore the electrostatic force F resulting from the interaction of the electric field E 

with a charged particle q, regardless of the material of the particle, is given by: 

F = q E (3) 

I f there are a number of point charges q, each one contributes to the electric field 

intensity E at a point p in the space, then the total charge Q is the vectoral sum of all 

the charges and electric force, i.e.,: 

F = Q E (4) 

The force F and field intensity E are vector quantities, the lines of force emerge from 

positive charges and end in negative ones. They are parallel and equidistant in a 

homogenous field but divergent, convergent or non-equidistant in a non-homogenous 

field one. 

Under the influence of an uniform electric field Eo, the spherical shape conductive 

particle with a radius r obtains an electric field intensity on its surface which is altered 

substantially and varies according to the cosinusoidal function, as shown in Fig. 2a 

(Inculet, 1984; Kelly and Spottiswood, 1989a). 

Er = 3EQ cos 0 (5) 

Where 9 is the angle between the point radius on the sphere and the direction of the 

uniform electric field vector. When cos 8 =1, the electric field is maximum but, when 

conducting spherical particle with saturated charge q is uniformly distributed over its 

surface charge Q, the field intensity at the surface is given by (Fig. 2b): 
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E,. = 3EQ (1+cos 6) 

(a) (b) 
Fig. 2. A conducting particle in a n uniform electric field (a) an uncharged particle, 
(b) a fully charged particle (Inculet, 1984; Kelly and Spottiswood, 1989a) 

The concept of "image force" can be derived from Coulomb's equation. As shown 

in Fig. 3, i f a positive charge +q and a negative one -q are separated by a distance r, 

this is equivalent to considering one of these charges at a distance r/2 from the 

conducting plane (Olofinsky, et a l , 1973; Tarjan, 1986). 

ion bombardment 

ground surface 

non-conducting 
larticle 

Fig. 3. The concept of image force (Kelly and Spottiswood, 1989a). 

The surface chage Q/A carries by a plane with area A under the influence of 

applied charge Q. Consequently the force on a point charge q situated between two 

plates of same size carrying equal but opposite charge Q/A is given by: 

F = q Q / E 0 A (7) 

Therefore the homogeneous field intensity between the plates is: 

E = Q / £o A (8) 

The body with a charge Q, with respect to its uncharged surroundings, obtains an 

electric potential V: 

Q = C V (9) 

where C is called the capacitance and its unit is Farad (F). Therefore the capacitance 

of a plane condenser (capacitor) with an area A and length 1 is: 

C = £ o A / l (10) 

and for a sphere shape particle with radius R: 

C = 47te 0 R (11) 
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When a dielectric is placed between the plates of a capacitor with the initial 

capacitance and charge of Co and Qo respectively, where Qo = Co V, its capacitance 

wil l change to Q a , i.e., Q a = Ca V. Now, the ratio of Ca/Co is again the permittivity or 

dielectric constant, e. Consequently the charge on dielectric within the capacitor is 

given by: 

Q a = E Q 0 = EEO A V / 1 = eeo A E (12) 

Accordingly, for charging the capacitor when a dielectric exists between its plates, a 

charge more than Qo, i.e., Q > Qo, is required. Thus, the field intensity E decreases as: 

E = Eo/e (13) 

By combining the equations 8, 12 and 13 it can be inferred that: 

E = E o / e = ( Q - Q o ) / A £ o (14) 

Influence of an electric field upon an atom is approximately the resultant of the 

influences upon the constituent charges. When an atom places between two dissimilar 

charged plates, the electrons are attracted and repelled by the positively and 

negatively charged plates respectively however, the nucleus acts conversely. 

Consequently the positive and negative charges will not be positioned coincide longer 

but they are shifted apart through a distance which is defined by the field intensity. 

When large number of atoms are strung together to form a particle of matter the 

electrons shift toward that end of particle which is closest to the positive electrode on 

the other hand, the nuclei held together by the cohesive forces of matter and are not 

appreciably shifted since they are more heavier than electrons therefore the particle 

becomes polarized (Taggart, 1954). Decreasing of the field intensity when a dielectric 

places between the plates of capacitor is the result of dielectric's polarization, P. Since 

the insertion of the dielectric does not change the overall charge distribution and the 

field intensity is proportional to the charge density, the surface of the dielectric facing 

the plates of the capacitor must acquire an equal and opposite charge, Q', by 

polarization (Tarian, 1986): 

P= Q 7 A (15) 

Finally the combination of equations 14 and 15 leads to: 

p = Q ' / A = ( Q / A ) - E e o = D-Eeo = E e o ( e - l ) (16) 

where D and e -1 are called dielectric displacement or induction and dielectric 

susceptibility respectively. 

Classification of materials based on electrical properties 

From electro-physical points of view materials can be classified according to both 

the electrical conductivity and dielectric constant. The differences in conductivity and 

dielectric constant between the particles are crucial in electrical separation. A l l 
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materials are conductive to some extent. Minerals and other materials can be divided 

into three categories, i.e. conductors, semi-conductors and non-conductors. 

Materials are considered as conductors when their volume conductivity is more 

than 10 5 (Qm)- 1 and non-conductors when their conductivity is less than IO' 8 ( f l m ) ' 1 , 

Materials having conductivity between 10 5 and I O - 8 (£2m) _ 1 are called semi

conductors (Tarjan, 1986). However, both conductors and semi-conductors exhibit 

dielectric constants bigger than 81 and for insulating materials dielectric constant is 

lower and normally falls between 3 and 10. Most minerals come under the semi

conductors category. In good conductors, electrons and/or ions play the major role 

They move at a considerable speed in an electric field and transfer the current In un 

insulator, there are no free electrons but more or less strongly bound ions with limited 

mobility. Semi-conductors combine ionic and electronic conduction and are 

essentially classified into two groups, i.e., intrinsic and extrinsic semi-conductors. The 

extrinsic semi-conductors are further divided into p-type and n-type where the 

electrons and holes are responsible to transfer the charge respectively. For intrinsic 

semi-conductors the number of electrons and holes are equal (Rose, et al., 1966, Carta 

et al., 1970, 1973). 

According to the band theory, the electrical conduction is described by the different 

levels of valence and conduction bands, and the forbidden gap between them. A 

material can be called a conductor when the valence band is only partly filled or when 

the conduction and valence bands overlap. In the case of insulators, the valence band 

is fu l l and the forbidden gap is large (~ 10 eV). Normally, the thermal energy of an 

applied electric field is insufficient to raise the uppermost electron in the valence band 

to the conduction band. 

Semiconductors are characterised by the low forbidden gap (~ 1 eV). The thermal 

energy may allow the electrons to leave the valence band and pass to the conduction 

band. Thus under the influence of an electric field, conduction occurs (Fig. 4). 

Electrons occupy the lowest energy states except when they are activated either by 

heating or other means. At absolute zero temperature, all the lowest states are filled 

with electrons and the higher ones are empty. The activation method causes some of 

the electrons to raise to higher states. The energy level at which 50% of the states are 

occupied is known as the Fermi level and remains constant in the absence of 

impurities. In the intrinsic semiconductor, Fig. 4, the Fermi level (Vp) is in midway 

between the top of the valence band ( V v ) and the bottom of conduction band (V c ) . 

When conduction occurs with the flow of electrons from the valence band to the 

conduction band, the material is called a "n-type extrinsic semiconductor". I f the 

activation energy is high enough to raise the Fermi to the conduction band, the 

material wi l l become a conductor. Conversely, when the activation energy is 
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sufficient to allow an electron to move into the empty level in the valence band, the 

material is called a "p-type extrinsic semiconductor" (Carta et al., 1970; Shuey, 1975; 

McKelvey, 1993). 

In general, the surface energy of semi-conducting minerals is described by the 

following parameters (Carta et al., 1973): 

- position of the Fermi level which refers to the valence band of upper edge Vp (eV), 

- electron work function that represents the energy required to remove an electron 

from the Fermi level to the vacuum level 0 (eV), 

- width of forbidden energy gap V g (eV), 

- charge carrier concentration of either n-type or p-type (n-type, concentration of 

free electrons in the conduction band and p type, concentration of free holes in the 

valence band, n r 3 ) 

- charge carrier mobility of both n and p types ( u n ,p-p ( m 2 V^s - 1 ) ) 
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Fig. 4. (a) Simplified electron energy band diagrams of three kinds of conduction, (b) 
Fermi-Dirac function, and its relationship to the electron energy bands for intrinsic 
semiconductors at absolute zero and room temperature (Kelly and Spottiswood, 
1989a). 

Minerals with a difference in their energy levels can act either donors or acceptors, 

i.e. minerals with a higher Fermi level donate electron(s) to others with a lower one. 

The Fermi level is related to the concentration and mobility of the charge carriers of 
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either n-type or p-type semiconductors. It changes as a function of temperature 

according to (Carta et al. 1970, 1973; Shuey, 1975; Kelly and Spottiswood, 1989b): 
V F = l / 2 ( V g - K b T l n ( p / n ) ) (17) 

where K b is the Boltzman's constant and T is the absolute temperature. However the 

conductivity of semi-conductors is defined as: 
C = e (p p:P + n un ) = O 0 exp ( - V g / 2 K b T ) (18) 

where O, O o and e are the conductivity at defined temperature, conductivity at T= 0°K 

and e is electronic charge 

Mechanisms of charge generation 

The phenomenon of particle charging can be described in terms of any process by 

which an initially uncharged particle can either obtain or give away positive (protons) 

or negative (electrons) elemental charges. The process may occur in any medium of 

liquids, gases, solids or vacuum ( Lawver and Dyrenforth, 1973; Knoll and Taylor, 

1985). 

Although there are a number of ways, such as corona, contact or triboelectric, 

induction, freezing, ion and electron beam thermionics, photoelectric field emission 

and radioactive decay charging, pyroelectric and photoelectric charging, etc., by 

which particles can be endowed the charges (Hendricks, 1973), only three 

mechanisms, i.e., conductive induction, contact or triboelectrification and ion or 

corona bombardment, shown in Fig. 5 are serious contenders in the recognized 

commercial methods of electrical separation. 

Conductive Induction. In the case of induction, an uncharged particle whether it is 

conductor, semi-conductor or insulator, initially acquires polarisation under the 

influence of an electric field. It becomes a dipole whose end facing the electrode is 

charged oppositely to that of the electrode and the other end is charged similar to the 

electrode (Inculet, 1984; Lawer et al., 1986). For conductors the charge wil l 

redistribute uniformly over the entire surface immediately according to their high 

conductance. However, insulating materials endure polarization because of their 

inability to redistribute the charges on their surface. Charging by conductive induction 

is suitable for separating good conductors from insulators. However, under specified 

controlled conditions, this method can be used for the separation of two or more 

semiconductors with large differences in electric conductivity (Lawver, 1973). 

The induced dipole moment M , i.e., the mechanical force exerted upon the particle 

by the electrostatic field is given by (Tarjan, 1986): 

M = k ((e - 1 )/(£ +2)) x 3 E gradE (19) 

The polarizability of the particle can thus be obtained, M / E, i.e., dipole moment per 

unit field intensity, which depends on the volume (x 3 ) of the particle and its dielectric 
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constant (e). It will be greater for bigger and/or conducting particles. The coefficient k 

depends on the medium and the particle shape. It means that the electric force on a 

particle is a function of its polarizability. Therefore, the electrical separation process 

is influenced not only by the material constitution but also by its size and shape. 
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Fig.5. Particle charging process: a) corona charging , b) & c) induction charging, d) 
particle/particle tribocharging and e) particle/surface tribocharging (Kelly & 
Spottiswood, 1989b). 

When the particles enter into direct contact with a charged conductor (e.g. metal 

sheet) they acquire charge by conduction. In this case, the charge transfer is 

practically instantaneous i f the particles have conducting properties but sluggish i f 

they are insulators. However, very good insulators do not acquire charge at all. The 

particles wi l l obtain the same sign of charge as that of the conductor from which it is 

derived. When the particles are in contact with the ground electrode, conductors lose 

their charge rapidly while insulators lose it slowly or not at all (Tarjan, 1986; Kelly 

and Spottiswood, 1989b). 

In a static field a particle acquires charge when contacting grounded electrode 
due to: 

Q = C p V (20) 

where C p is the capacitance of the particle and V is the potential difference between 

the electrodes. Each particle has a total resistance R p that is made up by its internal, 

surface and contact resistance, which in turn, is a function of temperature, field 
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intensity, the prehistory of the particle, etc. Therefore, the electric model of the 

particle in which its resistance and capacitance are connected in series, the potential 

difference V between them can be written as: 
i R p + Q / C p = V (21) 

According to general electricity, i = dQ/ dt, thus: 

(dQ/d t )R p + Q / C p = V (22) 

This differential equation is solved with Q = 0 when time, t = 0 (i,e„ before the 

particle enters into the electric field): 

Q = C p V { l - E x p ( - t / C p R p ) } (23) 

It means that the charge Q at any instant t is a function of C p and R p . The result of 

CpRp is called the time constant of the circuit. It equals to time l&% where the particle 

is charged to 63% of its final charge (Tarjan, 1986). 

Contact or triboelectrification. In triboelectrification, electrons are normally 

transfer from one particle to another when they are brought into intimate contact. The 

exchange of the charges occurs immediately after the contact is broken. The energy of 

the electrons at the surface of the substance is characterized in terms of the Fermi 

level. I f two objects with two different Fermi levels are in contact or rub each other, 

the one with the higher Fermi level (i.e., lower work function) wi l l lose the electron 

and the other, having higher work function, wi l l gain the electron. According to the 

band theory, the principle of contact electrification is that the Fermi levels of the 

particles in contact must be in equilibrium (Gaudin, 1971, Inculet et al., 1982). In fact 

the polarity and magnitude of the charges distribute on each material after contact is 

mainly determined by the position of the energy levels and the magnitude of the work 

functions of the contacting partner. The maximum charge available on a particle, after 

contacting another particle or a tribocharger, can be estimated by using Harper 

equation which has been derived for measuring the triboelectric charge developed on 

metallic powders (Harper, 1967). 

Q/m = 2.66 x 10 1 3 { (ø i _ 02 ) / p r p

2 ) } ( 8.85 + 1.151 l o g r p ) (24) 

where Q / m is the maximum charge to mass ratio (C/kg), and ø i , 02, p, and r p are the 

work function of the tribocharger (eV), work function of the particle (eV), particle 

density (kg/m 3) and particle's radius (m) respectively. In some cases, the estimated 

charge values for mineral grains using Harper equation, yielded good agreement with 

the experimental charge measurements (Mehta, el al., 1994, 1996). 

Cohen's rule states that the material whose dielectric constant is greater normally 

hives off the electrons and other one with lower propensity hives the electrons 

(Lawver, 1960; Tarjan 1986; Lindley and Rowson, 1997). Accordingly the maximum 

charge density (i.e., charge to surface area, C/m 2) that can be generated by rubbing is 

about. 
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Q / A= 15xl0- 6 ( 6 1 - e 2 ) (25) 

where the £1 and £2 are the dielectric constants of the contacting partners. In practice, 

the amount of charge generating by contact electrification or other charging 

mechanisms is limited by the breakdown of the air as an insulator at any charge 

density greater than about 22.6 x 10 " 6 (C Im2). The maximum charge that could be 

obtained by transferring ions and/or electrons in the air accounts only a meagre 

percent of maximum charge determined by Cohen's rule. Although the rule is valid for 

more than 400 substances, it is of limited use because of the difficulties in 

determining the effective permittivity of the surface layers of the materials that are 

brought into contact, which is often different from the bulk (Lawver, 1960). 

The equations 24 and 25 indicate that the amount of the charge density attainable 

by particle(s) during contact electrification is governed by the size and density of the 

particles in addition to the work function and dielectric constant of the participant 

materials. However, the charge polarity is only determined by the differences in work 

functions or dielectric constants of the contacting materials. 

In spite of the fact that the triboelectrification is mainly governed by the work 

function of the materials, it changes especially on the surface, according to the 

particles size, shape and presence of the sharp edges, lattice defects, contamination, 

adsorption of different ions from surrounding ambient (Carta et al. 1970; Ciccu, et al. 

1993), dielectric constant (Gallo and Lama,1976), as well as the kind (e.g. sliding or 

rubbing), number and time of contacts (Cross, 1978). Consequently the electrification 

process becomes more and more complex, considering that the final charge 

accumulated on the particle's surface is affected by the conductivity of both the 

particle and surrounding ambient. Since the triboelectrification process is the result of 

accumulation of the charge with contact duration and charge back-flow when the 

materials are separated, the final charge obtained by a particle is the algebraic sum of 

the acquired charge and the lost of charge (charge back-flow) by conduction which is 

proportional to the momentary charge and time (Gaudin, 1971): 

dQ/ds = a ( l - Q / Q s ) - k Q (26) 
or 

Q = Q m ( l - e x p ( - b s / Q m ) ) (27) 

where Q, Q m , and Q s are the final, maximum and samration charges, respectively, k 

and b are constants and s is the unit distance of rolling. 

However, the amount of charge as a function of contacts number is defined as: 

dQ/dN = Qc (1- exp (-t b / T b)) - Q (1- exp (-fc / x c )) (28) 
Q ( N ) = k i - k 2 e x p ( - N k 3 ) (29) 

where Q c is the charge in the region of contact during contact, t b is the time between 

contacts, tg is thetime of contact, x b and Tc are the time constants for initial decay of 
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charge and charge back-flow, N is the number of contacts, k i , k 2 and k3 are constants 

(Kelly and Spottiswood, 1989b; Lindley and Rowson, 1997). 

In general, determination of the final charges accumulated on particle surfaces by 

contact/tribo charging mechanism is very difficult because of the contribution of so 

many different effective parameters. Thus the successful commercial application of 

the mechanism for mineral separation depends on the capability to impart different 

polarities to mineral grains by either pre-treating minerals prior to separation or 

controlling surrounding ambient conditions during separation or both. 

Ion or corona charging. This phenomenon is due to the ionization of the air or 

other gases surrounding the fine wire or series of needle points positioned parallel to a 

grounded rotor. The high voltage potential applied between the electrodes allows the 

non-conductor air or gases to be ionized and a constant flow of the gaseous ions is 

generated between the electrodes. Increasing both the electrode spacing and voltage 

increases the allowable current (Lama and Gallo, 1976). As shown in Fig. 5, the flow 

of ions significantly impart the charge to all particles entering the corona field and the 

particles of any shape, small or large, and insulator or conductor acquire a net non 

zero charge (Inculet, 1984; Tarjan; 1986, Kelly and Spottiswood, 1989b). Corona 

charging involves classical mono-ionized bombardment in air as well as special cases 

such as ionic bombardment in an atmospheric environment containing air and small 

amount of CO2. Two regions are formed within the space in which corona is 

generated, i.e., dark and glow regions. Dark region has large dimensions in 

comparison to glow region, where the ionization takes place and charging process 

occurs mostly within this region (Inculet, 1984). In addition, positive and negative 

coronas are possible to generate based on the wire electrode is positive or negative 

respectively. Positive one is relatively steady and can be produced in almost all 

gaseous medium with a gentle glow-like colour. However the negative corona is only 

possible to be generated in the gases which provide electron attachment (Gaudin, 

1971). Both coronas have their applications, however negative one is preferred 

because of its higher spark-over voltage by which more intense corona is produced. 

The maximum charge (C) that can be imparted on a particle in the corona field is 

given by ( Mora, 1958, Barthelemy and Mora, 1960): 

Q m = kfSpEi = 4 k f 7 t r 2 E i (30) 

where S p is the surface area of the particle ( S p = 4 Jt r 2 for a round particle with 

radius r), Ej is the ionic field intensity and the coefficient kf is a function of the 

dielectric constants of the medium and particle, and also of particle shape, e.g., for 

free space kf = k £0 where k is a function of the shape and dielectric constant of the 

particle. Table 1 shows the approximate k values for different shapes of conductors 
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and insulators (Barthelemy and Mora, 1960; Tarjan, 1986; Kelly and Spottiswood, 

1989b). 

Table 1 - Permittivity and shape dependence of the coefficient k (Barthelemy and 
Mora, 1960), (c /a is the ratio of length to height of the particles )  

Shape factor (c/a) Charging shape factor k for 
Conductor, K D =°° Non- conductor, K p =5 

5 (elongate) 36.20 27.15 
1 (rounded) 3.01 2.15 
0 (flat) 0.666 0.532  

Fair conductors lose their charge immediately after contacting with the grounded 

rotor while fair insulators retain their charge and adhere to the rotor. The remaining 

charge for a fair conductor is zero and for a good insulator Q m (Barthelemy and Mora, 

1960). In fact, the particle obtains the charge with the same sign as that of the corona 

charge, but i f the particle is a perfect conductor, there is a leakage of ions to the 

ground sheet or rotor through the particle or its surface. For a fair insulator there is no 

leakage of charge. No charge is acquired for a good conductor but maximum charge 

for a perfect insulator. In practice, there is neither a perfect conductor nor a perfect 

insulator. There is always some leakage for insulators and some obstacle to leakage 

for conductors during the ion bombardment process. During the ion bombardment, 

some ions move towards and some others leak from the surface of the particle, i.e., 

charge and discharge. The process reaches equilibrium in the steady state charge Q s 

which is smaller than the maximum charge Q m as shown in Fig.6 (Barthelemy and 

Mora, 1960). 

Conductor Non-conductor 

Q 

Q s 

Q maximum Q 

Q maximum 

Qs 

7 

Q maximum 

Qs 

7 
Qs 

7 
Time 

Fig.6. Steady state charge for conductor and non conductor (Barthelemy and Mora, 
1960). 

The relationship between these two charges is given by the following formula: 

Qs = Qm(A- V A 2 - 1 ) (31) 

where A = l + K / B, and K is a function of the corona field and B is the discharge 

constant of the particle. The ratio of K / B is equal to 10 1 4 / R where R is the total 

resistance of the particle and for fair conductor R is close to zero and K/B tends to 
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infinite. For a good insulator, the ratio Q s / Q m is 1 and for a good conductor it equals 

to zero. 

The time required to achieve a steady state charge for any kind of particle is almost 

instantaneous (Barthelemy and Mora, 1960). In practice, it can be stated that any 

particle in contact with the grounded plate will achieve the steady-state charge which 

has the opposite polarity to that of the plate. The ratio Q s / Q m depends on the 

resistance of the particle and will therefore be greater for non-conductors, and would 

be nil for perfect conductors. The fair conductors may lose their charge gradually but 

after passing from the ionic to the static field of the separator, they are recharged 

oppositely by the ground sheet (Fig. 7). 

q 

4 

o 

Fig. 7. Charging of the charge on a conducting material in contact with grounded 
sheet when passing from ionic to static field (Tarjan , 1986). 

The particle charge changes as a function of time. This happens because of the both 

acquisition and decaying of the charge by a particle depend on its electrical properties. 

The saturation charge, QSab which is the maximum charge that a perfect dielectric 

particle can acquire in a given environment as a function of the time is given by White 

in electronic charge units (Gaudin, 1971). This is very similar to the time dependence 

of the charge for a particle, Q t with a normal corona (Plaskin and Olofinsky, 1966). 

Q s a t = ( l + ( e - l ) / ( £ + 2 ) ) ( E r 2 / e ) (32) 

Q t = ( l + 2 ( £ - l ) / ( 8 + 2 ) ) E 2 r 2 ( 7 t d c i e t / l + 7 t d n e t ) (33) 

In the above equations Q s a t and Q t are the charges in relation with time and, r, £, e and 

E are the particle's radius, dielectric constant, electron charge and field intensity 

respectively, and d, q and t are the mobility ( n r 3 ) and concentration (m 2 V _ 1 s _ 1 ) of 

the ions near the particles and retention time in corona discharge zone respectively. 

The time dependence of the acquisition of charge is expressed by the following 

formula (Barthelemy and Mora, 1960). 

Qt = Qm(t / t+T) (34) 

where T is the particle charging time constant and is given by: 

T = 4 £ o / c i q i d (35) 

where again c i and d are the concentration and mobility of ions and qj is the ion 

charge. 
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At time t, when the particle is in contact with the grounded sheet and passing 

from an ionic into the static field, the charge varies as follows (Inculet, 1984): 
q = q f - ( q f - q i ) e"kt 

or 

q = - q f + ( q f + q i ) e - k t (36) 

where qf is the final charge that the particle can obtain by contact with the grounded 

sheet in the absence of ionic bombardment when time tends to infinite, qi is the 

particle's charge when it enters to the static field when t = 0, and k is a constant 

proportional to the ratio of conductivity and capacitance. 

dq/dt = - k ( q f + q i ) e - k t (37) 
dq/dk = - t ( q f + q i ) e - k t (38) 

The above equations indicate that the charge changes at a faster rate i f qf and qj are 

increased. Consequently separation wil l be greatly improved by increasing the voltage 

(Tarjan, 1986). 

Electrical separators 

The unit process of electrical separation works on the basis of the electrostatic 

forces which are exerted on temporarily charged particles. In the field of mineral 

processing these units, i.e., electrical separators, are designed on the basis of 

mechanisms by which minerals can be charged. Based on the charging mechanisms 

the separators are divided as follows: 

— free fall electrostatic separators (contact and frictional charging ) 

— high tension separator (corona charging) 

— contact separator (induction charging ) 

Each separator has at least four important parts (Lawver, 1973, 1985; Knoll and 

Taylor, 1985): 

a) Charging and discharging systems 

The charging methods affect the particles and they can be charged either positive or 

negative or both. The charging mechanism could be either friction, conductive 

induction or ion bombardment as described earlier. Although one of these 

mechanisms is always predominant and effective, more than one mechanism operates 

in each individual separation. Charge and discharge characteristics of the particles 

depend on their electro-physical properties. 

b) An external electric field 

The electric field is generated by an external high voltage source where the field is 

defined by the configuration of equi-potential boundaries. 

c) Particle trajectory regulating device 

Physical separation of different kinds of particles is always made by adjusting the 

physical forces and the time of their actions on the particles so that different types of 
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particles wi l l have different trajectories at a predetermined time. For electrical 

separation where the charged particles move differently according to a balance among 

the electrical, gravitational and other co-active forces, a good separation can be 

achieved by adjusting the parameters of a device in order to regulate the trajectories of 

particles. 

d) Feeding and product collecting system 

A l l separators have means of conveying the feed to the separation zone and a 

method for cutting the stream of particles at desired point. The different particles with 

different properties can be collected and conveyed to subsequent stages of separation 

or to product bins. 

Contact or tribo-electrification separators (free fall separators). In these 

separators, the particles acquire charge by contact or friction with other particles or a 

third material, usually the walls of container, feeder, chutes, pipe or nozzles. The 

particles are subjected to an electric field that deflects the particles according to the 

polarity and magnitude of their charge. The deflection is due to the attraction or 

repulsion between the electric signs. Therefore, a mixture of minerals can be 

successfully separated i f sufficient charge with different polarities are acquired by 

particles. Lately, cyclones and fluidized beds are used to impart charge on the 

particles to have better contact and/or friction between the particle/particle as well as 

particle/wall in the free fall separator (Pearse and Pope, 1976; Masuda, et al., 1983; 

Lockhart, 1984). Although no industrial application of cyclone or fluidized bed for 

charging is reported, these types of devices in the free fall separators have been 

successfully tested in laboratory and pilot scales (Inculet, 1984; Lockhart, 1984; 

Alfano, et al., 1991; Hucko, et al., 1988). Fig. 8 shows different kinds of separators 

which are working based on contact or tribo charging mechanism. 

In the fluidized bed separator, the fluidization produces individualized charged 

particles by multiple collisions. By allowing such particles to flow out of the bed, 

while in suspension in fluidizing gas, they retain the selective tribo charge. 

Consequently, the particles can be separated form each others by the application of 

horizontal electric field. The minimum fluidization velocity for each particle size 

needs to be determined. This velocity is the superficial velocity in which the drag of 

the flowing gas on the particles equals to their weight (Inculet, 1984). 

Nowadays new generation of the contact/tribo electrostatic separators have been 

developed, e.g., STI (Whitlock, et al., 1995), V-Stat (Carpco, 1995, 1998) and 

electrostatic pyrite ash and toxic mineral separator (Brown, 1997) in order to improve 

separation, especially for fines. The performance of these separators is more 

emendable to a diverse range of minerals. STI separator has been designed for 

beneficiation of f ly ash and purification fine range of industrial minerals and 
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separation of semi-conducting minerals whereas V-Stat separator, for high capacity 

and wide particle size range, is suggested for separation of non-conductive and/or 

semi-conductive minerals as well as plastics recycling. 
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Fig.8. Electrostatic separators based on contact or triboelectrification. 

Corona charging separators (high tension / electro-dynamic separators). When 

the minerals in a raw material have different conducting properties (i.e., between 

conductor and insulators/semiconductors or between two semiconductors with large 

differences in their electric properties) the corona charge separator is used. In this 

separator, solid particles pass through the corona discharge from a fine wire, a series 

of needle points or blades positioned parallel to a grounded rotor of a separating 

machine. Consequently all particles with different shapes will be electrically charged 

of known polarity as that of corona electrode. Corona discharge is produced whenever 

the wire or a needle point is raised to an electric potential. The electric field varies 

inversely with the radius of the electrode. Therefore, in practice, modest potentials 
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and rather fine diameter wires or needle points are used. The type of corona depends 

on the polarity of the ionising electrode. I f the electrode is positive, negative ions are 

accelerated towards the electrode and cause the break down of the air molecules 

whereas the positive ions repel outward from the electrode in the form of a corona 

glow. Conversely, i f the polarity of the ionising electrode is negative, positive ions are 

accelerated toward the electrode and a corona discharge is produced by repelling the 

oxygen ions from the electrode towards the rotor (Lawver, et al., 1986). Fig. 9 

illustrates the different parts of electro-dynamic apparatus. The charge density on the 

surface depends on the shape of the particles, the feed rate, the time of exposure and 

the intensity of corona. When particles are rotating on the grounded rotor they share 

their charge with the rotor. Non-conducting particles lose their charge slowly and are 

held to the rotor surface whereas conductor ones lose their charge rapidly and are 

thrown away from the rotor according to centrifugal force. Thus, by adjusting the 

splitters position different trajectories of particles can be made and separation 

achieved. In order to improve the separation one or more corona electrodes is 

combined with one or more static electrodes. 
(a) (b) 

Fig.9. (a) general arrangement of a roll type high tension separator (Lawver, et al., 
1986) and (b) different arrangements of the electrodes for high tension separators, 
Went worth 1, Lurgi 2, Hudson 3, Carpenter 4, Hewitt & Penney 5, Bureau of Mines, 

6, (Fraas, 1962), K, E, and d are wire, ground electrode and splitter, o is ionized wire . 

The electrical variables, including the locations of corona and static electrodes, and 

applied voltage, enable to optimize the particles trajectories since the interaction of 

the two electrical fields emanating from corona and static electrodes determines the 

particle charging rate and the location of the particle on the rotor where effective 

charging ceases and the mineral surface charge decay begins (Dance, et al., 1991). As 

it is shown in Fig. 10 the edge of the corona moves toward the top of the rotor when 

the static electrode moves from a radial to parallel position. Since the particle surface 
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discharging commences when it is passing through the corona electrode, the 

movement of the electrodes to a higher position relative to the roll causes to hasten 

the discharge process and thus, the particle leaves the rotor at a higher angle. On the 

contrary, position of the static electrode(s) radial to the corona causes to postpone 

discharging process and the particle departures at a lower angle. In order to produce 

the desired points of departure for various kinds of minerals the field strength can be 

modified by changing the applied voltage. Finally the particles' trajectory has to be 

optimized in a desired manner by adjusting the splitter(s) and changing the voltage 

since the lifting force prevails over the electric forces in the case of coarse particles 

and they are favoured to transfer to conductive product (Dance, et al., 1991; Dance 

and Morrison, 1992). 
(a) (b) 

Fig. 10. The corona current distributions for high tension roll separator: radial (a) and 
parallel (b), (Dance & Morrison, 1992) 

The studies (Dascalescu, et al., 1993) showed that the positive corona ensures a 

wider range of operating voltage, and is more uniform. However, greater current at 

the same voltage levels is provided by the negative corona. The positive corona 

polarity improves the efficiency of the electroseparation for non conductor materials 

because of a more intense "pinning" effect produced at the higher voltage level when 

compared to the negative polarity. On the other hand, the efficiency of the 

electroseparation for conductive materials improves by the negative corona polarity 

despite the more "deflecting" effect produced at the positive polarity. In addition to 

the polarity, the shape of the corona electrode has a role to improve the separation 

efficiency. Needle, wire and blade type electrodes are available but a choice can be 

made based on the composition of the raw materials, economic considerations, the 

maximum power required, etc. Enough attention has not been paid on these aspects 

and detailed research is needed for its application in mineral beneficiation. 

Conductive induction separators. In an electric field, it is possible to separate a 

mixture of good conductors and non-conductors when they are allowed to make 

contact with a conducting electrode. This is the basis for conduction separators. In 

fact, charging by conductive induction is possible whenever different particles touch 

the grounded conductors in the presence of a high voltage electric field. Generally, the 
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conducting particles charge rapidly by conduction and separate from dielectric 

particles that charge much slower. The charge density of the particle is a function of 

its shape, contact time and electric conductivity however the particle charge is less 

and consequently the forces generated by this method are generally weaker than ion 

bombardment. Conducting particles wil l be rapidly charged by conduction and they 

can be separated from the less conductive particles which wi l l acquire charge much 

slower. However, both types of particles may acquire charge since they contact each 

other and also the plate of electrode. Therefore overall charge mechanism is complex 

and difficult to anticipate. Fig. 11 shows some kinds of conduction separators. 

N C 

(c) Screen type 

Fig. 11. Three types of conductive induction separators 

Nowadays various designs of plate type separators are operating in the Australian 

mineral sands industry. Particles are charged by conductive induction mechanism 

with a polarity of opposite to the electrode. This surface charge results in both 

attraction to the electrode and a pinning force towards the grounded surface. Particles 

trajectories are determined by a balance among the attraction, pinning and gravity 

forces, however the splitter can be adjusted in order to optimize the separation. In 

another design of plate type separator, all particles being thrown from the plate then 

they are deflected by electric force, which is proportion to their surface charge, within 

the static field. The electrode position and magnitude of the electric field, electrode 

voltage and its polarity, plate curvature and splitter positions are machine variables 

which are able to be adjusted for improvement of separation (Dance and Morrison, 

1992). As the shape of the electrode and plate are curved, the variable gap between 

the two surfaces produces a non-uniform field strength over the length of the plate. 
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The initiation point of effective charging is determined by orientation of the electrode 

relative to the plate (Dance and Morrison, 1991). In plate type conductive induction 

separators the coarse particles are preferentially reported to the non-conductive 

products according to the greater mass which opposes electrostatic lifting force. 
Plate 

Fig.12. Field strength distribution for plate type electrostatic separator 
(Dance & Morrison, 1992) 

Forces affecting electrical separation process 

A given separation wil l depend on the resolved balance of the significant forces 

that are acting on each particle. Different situations are thus considered for the 

particles. There are two possible electric forces, the force F e acting in the same 

direction as that of the electric field, which is the force of attraction between the 

charged particles and the electrode(s) when the particles are in a constant field. This 

force is given by (Fig. 13): 

F e = Q E= (39) 

where Q is the particles' charge and E is the field intensity. For a spherical shape 

particle with 1 mm diameter in the air ambient, the maximum electric force (F e ) will 

be 2.5x10-5 N . 

Fig. 13. Particle at the grounded surface and particle is moving in space for drum 
type separators, (Kelly, Spottiswood, 1989c). 

The second electric force is the image force Fi that is generated due to the 

attraction between charged particles and the grounded surface: 
F i = K q q V r 2 (40) 
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According to the type of separators, other forces such as gravitational, centrifugal 

and drag forces exist when the particles of a certain mass are subjected to the electric 

field (Fig. 13).The centrifugal force F(c) which acts perpendicularly to the surface is 

equal to: 

F c = (l/6)7t p s d
3Rco2 (41) 

and the gravitational force F(g) is: 

F g = (l/6)7t d3p s g (42) 

where d and p s are the diameter and density of the particles, R is the radius of the 

drum and co is the angular velocity. In a separation process, advantages can be drawn 

from the understandings of co-acting forces in the different types of separators that 

have effect on the particles. 

The forces acting in different kinds of separators can be summarised as follows: 

I f the particle is in space, it will be subjected to a drag force: 

F d = ( l / 8 ) 7 t f d r 2 p f V o o 2 (43) 

where v » is the velocity of particle and p f is the air density. This force is effective i f 

the velocity is very high. 

In addition, the inter particles gravitation, electrostatic and van der Waals forces are 

also recognized. 

The electrostatic force between the charged particles is known by Coulomb 

equation : 

F e = qq'/47teor2 (44) 

where q and q' are the particles charge, r is the distance between the particles and EQ is 

the air permittivity. I f the particle charge is not influenced by an electrical field 

because of its own charge, it may still be influenced by the electrostatic force. It is the 

image (mirror) force which will be the strongest at a plane metal and pulls the particle 

against the plane 

F e = q 2 / 4 7 t eod 2 (45) 

Between a charged and a neutral particle, the force wil l be reduced as (Baiely, 1984): 

F e = { q 2 ( l - (d / ( r 2 +d 2 ) 1 / 2 ) )} /16rc eod 2 (46) 

where d is the diameter of the charged particle. 

The van der Waals forces, which influence the particles, arise as a result of 

attraction forces between the molecules due to polarized dipoles. The van der Waals 

force is described by different formula, but in general, it can be estimated by London 

equation (Visser, 1989): 

Fvan = (-3/4) M ) 0 ( a 2 /<£ ) (47) 
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where F v a n is the attraction energy between two molecules with polarizability a, 1)0 is 

the characteristic frequency, d is the distance and h is the Planck's constant. The force 

is inversely proportional to d^ and therefore it will be active only at short distances. 

Particles may have influenced by other forces, such as capillary force when the 

humidity is high . These forces are difficult to calculate but fortunately, they are less 

influenced when compared to the forces described before. The forces involved with 

respect to individual separators are summarised below. 

Plate type static field separators. The operative forces in this separator are 

electric (F e ) and gravitational (Fg) which act against each other. Thus the relative 

electric force is : 

Fe /F g = 6 Q E / T t r 3 p s g (48) 

The forces acting in the free fall tribocharging and plate type conductive induction 

charging mechanism separators are the same as above. 

Drum type static field separator. In this kind of separator, the centrifugal force is 

caused by the rotation of the drum and the balance of co-acting forces, relative electric 

force, can be obtained by: 

(Fe + F c ) / F g = ( 6 Q E / T t r 3 p s g ) + ( R ( o 2 / g ) ( 4 9 ) 

In practice the gravitational force is changed according to the position of the 

particle on drum, i.e., slope angle a, referring to the horizontal axis, also a friction 

force, Ffri resulting from by the friction of the particle when it is moving on rotor 

surface, exists. Since the friction force seems to be insignificant thus the balance 

among the co-acting forces can be re-write as: 

(F e + F c + Fg Cos a) / F g Sin a 

(6 Q E / 7 1 r3Ps g Cos a) + (Reo2 / g)+ (Sin a / Cos a) (50) 

Corona charge separator. In high tension separators, corona charging of the 

particles occur. The non-conductors are held against the rotor while the conductors are 

able to fly off. The non-conductors adhere to the rotor according to the image force Fj 

which is opposed by the centrifugal force. In this case, the separation is characterised 

by the pining force F p : 

F p = F i / F c = 6 Q 2 / 7 t p s k s r
5 R c o 2 (51) 

When the force F; is greater than F c (i.e. F p > 1) the particles adhere to the rotor and 

reports to the non-conducting stream. Conversely when F p < 1, the particle transmits 

to the conducting trajectory. Again by considering the position of particle on rotor 

with respect to the horizontal axis, the formula can be rewritten as : 

F p = (Fi + Fg Cos a) / (F c + F g Sina ) (52) 
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Separation of the particles occurs as they pass through the corona charging area and 

enter into the static field. The non-conductors remain unaffected by the static field 

because they have no conducting contact with the rotor while the conductors wil l 

acquire a net charge Q n by induction. The conducting particles charged by ion 

bombardment undergo a charge reversal due to induction and the extent of the 

magnitude of this charge becomes sufficient to l i f t the particle from the rotor when the 

static field is applied. The net charge Q n which has the same polarity as that of the 

plate after a certain time t is: 

Qn = C p V ( l - e - t / c P R P ) (53) 

where V is the voltage difference, Cp is the capacitance of the particle and Rp is its 

equivalent total resistance. 

When the conductor particle enters into the static field, the initial charge' C-y 

obtained by ion bombardment decreases and the new induction charge Qn> increases. 

This is called the charge reversal process and the time in which these two different 

and opposite charges are equal is defined as time reversal (T r). The total charge of the 

conductive particle at that of the time T r equals zero, it acquires a charge with the 

same sign as that of the rotor. As shown in Fig. 14 the time reversal, differs for each 

conductive particle according to its shape, total resistance, etc- After charge reversal, 

the charge of the conductor wil l keep on increasing exponentially with time until the 

particles attain the charge density of the rotor (Barthelemy and Mora, 1960; Tarjan 

1986; Kelly and Spottiswood, 1989b). The conductor will l i f t from the rotor whenever 

the electric force increased enough to prevail over the gravity force. 

a ^ b "--Lifting time for particle B 
Lifting time for particle A 

Fig. 14. Lifting phenomenon due to retention time on plate.(Barthelemy & Mora, 
1960). 

In all separators mentioned above, there is a drag force which has effect on the 

particles' trajectory. The displacement of each particle is thus based on the balance 

between electric, gravitational, centrifugal, frictional and drag forces. When the 

coarser particles are treated, the drag force tends to be less significant but with fines 

there is a size limit (Kelly and Spottiswood, 1989c). Based on the forces engaged in 

each separation process, without other considerations such as the ore characterization 

by which the separation choice is mainly affected, the drum type static separator is 
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more flexible than the plate type since the additional term, centrifugal force, gives 

more opportunity that to modify the forces for achieving better separation (Knoll and 

Taylor, 1985; Tarjan, 1986; Kelly and Spottiswood, 1989c). 

Summary 

Static electricity is the process in which an electrical charge is temporarily fixed on 

the charged body. With more than one region of fixed charge in a system there is 

regional interaction which is modified by charge magnimde, charge polarity, distance 

between the charged regions and dielectric constants of particle concerned and 

surrounding ambient. Consequently electrical separation can be made by developing 

the maximum available potential of electric charges on mineral in order the electric 

force to be predominant among other co-acting forces. In fact the process is based on 

the relative ability to acquire and retain electric charge by different minerals. The 

electric charge on mineral particles is mainly dictated by inherent electro-physical 

properties of the participant minerals by which minerals are classified as the 

conductors, semi-conductors and insulators. Therefore, pre-requisite for a particle to 

be attracted or repelled through an electric field is to develop enough charge on its 

surface. This charge can be imparted by different ways. The main avenues along 

which charge can be acquired by particles and the electrical separating devices are 

designed and manufactured accordingly are contact/tribo, conductive induction and 

ion bombardment/corona charging mechanisms. In spite of the fact that during each 

separation process one charging mechanism is predominant, other mechanisms are 

present and active to some degree or another. Consequently, the charging procedure 

becomes erratic and far from to be completely concerned, predicted and estimated. 

Since the charge on mineral is changed time to time according to the mineral 

characteristics, charging mechanisms involved, other mechanical and electrical 

attributes of separating machine and surrounding ambient conditions, it is almost 

impossible to determine the amount of exact charge on mineral particle. The amount 

of charge acquired by each mineral particle is just an estimation or prediction based 

on the suggested equations for different charging procedures. 

The process wil l be more erratic whenever the particle size and shape are brought 

into consideration. Since the electrical separation is mainly surface influenced the 

electric force on two different fractions of one particular mineral sample, even from 

the same resource with same sizes, is changed according to difference between the 

fraction shapes. This makes the process more and more complicated. Therefore a key 

for a successful separation process requires a throgh understanding, recognition and 

assessment of all the active forces, effective charging mechanisms, mineral 

characteristics and mechanical attributes of the separator. 
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Despite a long history, existence of number of patents and practical applications in 

the past, the lack of detailed investigations when compared to other separation 

techniques, in particular of estimating the exact amount of charge on material surface 

due to lack of detailed theoretical basis, especially in the case of contact/tribo 

electrification, cause the process less prevalent and far from its merits. For fine 

particles, the electric force is more impressive than challenging gravity force since it 

is surface dependence so that whether the electric field is small or the particle is not 

fully charged it responds electrically rather than gravitationally. In spite of the fact 

that the surface charge density increases when the particles are broken down, the fine 

particles may be co-agulated according to their opposite charge thus the electrical 

separation faces to problems. More attention must be paid and more academic and 

research programs are needed in order to fully understand charging mechanisms, 

parameters affecting the charges, estimation of active forces during separation and 

finally to find out the relations between the active forces and the ways to eliminate 

nuisances for charging and separating minerals by electrical means especially for fine 

semi-conducting particles. 
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ABSTRACT 

The practical standpoints of electrical separation methods in mineral processing 

have been summerized in this paper. The effective factors related to mineral 

characteristics and equipmental attributions are described and analysed with 

reference to conventional industrial applications of electrical methods in mineral 

separation. Some new aspects for electrical methods application and their potential 

for mineral beneficiation apart from the mineral systems that have been successfully 

beneficiated presented as well. In addition, the wet dielectric separation which seems 

to be promising is briefly cited. 

FACTORS A F F E C T I N G E L E C T R I C A L SEPARATION 

The factors that influence electrical beneficiation are recognized into two 

categories, i.e., equipment and material characteristic properties. Each category is 

individually limited by several parameters. Characterisation, evaluation and 

assessment of each parameter are required to achieve successful separation. 

Equipment Factors. In general, the equipment parameters that affect separation 

are as follows: 

Electrode(s) position(s): For drum type high tension separators there are two 

aspects regarding the position of the electrode, one is the distance from the rotor and 

the other is the angular location of the electrode. Angular location is expressed by the 

angle oc between the two lines which mn from the electrodes to the rotor axis and the 

angle ß is the angle between the bisector of the angle a and the horizontal. The angle 

a must be large enough to allow adequate discharge in the static field and the 

optimum angle is around 20°. Similarly the optimum value of ß tends to lie in a 

narrow range close to 30° (Carta, et a l , 1964). The distance of the ionising electrode 

from the rotor must be calculated according to the size fraction of the minerals, the 

drum diameter and applied voltage. The distance is chosen where the particles are 

charged most efficiently and have the best electric stability. The distance for static 

field electrode must be greater to allow for diverse paths of the particles. In addition 

to the above factors, the type, number and position of the static electrodes, besides 
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the corona electrode is of paramount importance in each separation. The electrodes 

arrangement becomes complex whenever the equipment contains more than one 

corona electrodes and static electrodes and electrodes position need to be optimized. 

For fine particles separation, the position, numbers and strength of the static 

electrodes have been found to be more important than the corona one (Cheng, et al., 

1991). 

In plate type conductive induction separator, the distance between the electrodes, 

curvature of the grounded electrode and the angle of the static electrode are 

adjustable. Accordingly, the effective charging process is determined by the 

orientation of the static electrode to the curved plate. The field intensity and its 

distribution are affected by the position of the electrodes (Dance, et al., 1991, Dance 

and Morrison, 1992). 

For the free fall separators, the position of the electrodes is defined by the 

inclination between the electrodes and vertical axis as well as the gap between them. 

These variables affected the field intensity and its distribution. The smdies with a 

tribocharging separator showed that the optimum position of electrodes changes with 

the particle size and feed rate. The electrodes should be spaced farther apart for finer 

particles and for increasing throughput (Ciccu, et al., 1990, Schönert and Eichas, 

1991). 

Splitters position: The position of the splitters does not affect the electric 

phenomenon of the process but influences the grade and recovery of the products 

(Kelly and Spottiswood, 1989c). Although the particles trajectory through the electric 

field of separator is determined from a balance between the co-acting forces, the 

grades and the recoveries of concentrate, middling and tailing products can be varied 

according to the position and length of the splitters. Therefore the recovery and grade 

of final product can be improved by optimizing the number and positions of the 

splitters. In the case of coal separation, as shown in Fig. 1, the results with free-fall 

separator showed that increasing the splitters distance increased the circulating load, 

thereby the grade and recovery of the products are improved (Ciccu et al., 1990). 

Electrode voltage: During electrostatic separation the location and magnitude of 

the electrical field determine the mineral behaviour. The electric field strength (V/m) 

and electrode position(s) regulate the level of surface charging and the time for 

effective charge in high tension and conductive induction plate type separators. In 

both cases the desired points of departuring for the various minerals can be artificially 

determined by changing the applied voltage, i.e., regulating the field strength (Dance, 

et al., 1991). The electrical force acting on charged particles in a free-fall separation 

devices can be modified by changing the electrode voltage. Since the surface charge 
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density is generally more for fine particles and the gravitational force decreases as a 

cube power of particle size, a lower field intensity, i.e., lower voltage potential, is 

needed for separation of fines. 

Several investigations showed that a specific electrode voltage, which differs for 

each individual case, is mandatory to achieve good separation (Kelly and 

Spottiswood, 1989c, Cicuu, et al., 1990, Schönert and Eichas, 1991). Since the 

voltage variation is independent of the rotor speed, rotor diameter, particle m/c . etc.. 

the particle trajectories become more consistent by increasing the voltage The 

selectivity improves as far as increasing the voltage and balancing the mass and other 

related forces. The drag, gravity and other co-acting forces prevail when the field 

intensity is too weak and stronger field may cause a concentration of the gangue 

minerals into the final products. Thus, based on the particle size, electrical properties, 

specific gravity, etc., optimization of electrode voltage will be necessary. 

a b 
1 Mineral Matter 100 

Content 
2 Fuel Recovery 
3 Ash Removal 80 
4 Circulating 

Load 

10 12 14 16 18 10 12 14 16 18 
Splitter Setting (cm) Splitter Setting (cm) 

Fig. 1. Effect of the splitter setting for coal separation : (a) diverging and (b) parallel 
(Ciccu et al., 1990) 

1 Mineral Matter 
Content 

2 Fuel Recovery 
3 Ash Removal 
4 Circulating 

Load 

20 25 30 35 40 
H.T. Voltage (kV) 

Fig. 2. Effect of increasing voltage for coal separation (Ciccu, et al., 1990). 
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Rotor size and speed: The rotor speed and its diameter have direct effects on the 

centrifugal force during electrical separation. The following relationship holds for 

rotor radius in high tension separation (Barthelemy and Mora, 1960): 

R > 0.328 Kc2 At2 (1) 

where At is the time taken for the charge to fall to a level where the image force no 

longer pins the particle (pre-reversal time lag) and Kc is the centrifugal force constant 

which depends on the mineral association and the centrifugal force acting on the 

particle. 

A suitable diameter for the rotor is necessary to achieve good separation. The rotor 

speed is also important to achieve maximum grade and recovery. In accordance with 

the centrifugal force (Reo2) a n d other related forces, the optimum rotor speed 

increases when the rotor diameter and particle size decreases. On the other hand 

coarse particles would need lower rotor speeds in order to reduce the force due to 

centripetal acceleration. For most separations roll speeds are range from 80 to 200 

rpm (Lawver, et al., 1986). 

In general, materials wil l be thrown away from the rotor of the separator whenever 

the repulsion force, which is mainly centrifugal force, prevails over the attraction 

force- Due to the acting forces experienced by mineral grains and electro-physical 

properties of the fed minerals the minimum conductivity for a particle, i.e., the 

minimum conductivity for a particle to be thrown away from the rotor, is determined 

(Svoboda, 1993). The minimum conductivity changes due to the particle's 

permittivity, particle size and density, rotor radius and rotor angular velocity, friction 

coefficient of the rotor plate and the point that particle departures the rotor. This 

minimum conductivity decreases with increasing the radius of the rotor however, the 

decrease will be more steep when the gravity force is neglected, i.e., particles are fine. 

Consequently, for specific mineral separation, higher recovery of the feed material 

into the conducting product wi l l be obtained i f larger rotor is chosen. On the contrary 

smaller radius of the drum improves the grade of conducting concentrate. On the other 

hand the angular velocity increases when the bigger rotor is chosen as a result the 

centrifugal force increases, resulting in more material to be thrown away from the 

rotor. When the rotor moves faster the angular velocity increases which finally results 

to increase the minimum conductivity for specific mineral sample. Consequently 

again more material from the feed are reported into the conducting product. 

Atmospheric pressure: The atmospheric pressure in the process system changes 

the electric charging characteristics of the particles. A change in the atmospheric 

pressure changes the threshold applied voltage thus the behaviour of the particles 

during separation will be affected. At lower air pressure, the electric ionized field may 
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be richer in electrons than at normal pressure, or the charging phenomena of the 

mineral particles, in a way more favourable foe separation. When the particles are 

falling in the space, the drag force wi l l change with a change in atmospheric pressure. 

The mechanical resistance offered by the air determines a differentiation of the paths 

of particles of different sizes and to a greater extent for the fine particles. Although 

the reduced atmospheric pressure would aid the separation of fine particles that are 

more susceptible to drag forces, the results indicate that the separation of these 

particles was only slightly improved and greater effect has been observed for coarser 

particles (Carta, et a l , 1964). 

Surface finishing and material of the rotor and feeding system: Surface coating of 

the conducting rotor (in roll type separators) with an oxide layer impart charge on the 

rotor and the rotor becomes a semiconductor. It is therefore possible to separate 

materials of relatively high conductivity from one another when the rotor is a 

semiconductor. When the ore contains a mixture of n-type and p-type semiconductors, 

these particles can be separated due to their acquired charge. The results from various 

investigations illustrate that separation of minerals is affected by the material out of 

which the roll is made and the surface layer of the roll (Simkovich and Apian, 1980, 

Spearin, et al., 1986). The studies focused on the separation of semi-conductors and 

metallic conductors from other minerals of same class by high tension separator 

indicated that the trajectory of the feed material(s) could be artificially changed i f the 

surface of the rotor is doped with different types of semi-conducting materials, i.e., p 

or n-type. In fact the rate of decaying the charge when charged mineral samples are 

contacting the semi-conducting rotor surface changes since the p and n type semi

conducting materials have electron-philic and electro-phobic properties respectively. 

The kind of corona electrode is another determining factor (Simkovich and Apian, 

1980, Spearin, et al., 1986). 

Fig. 3 represents the responses of ZnO (n-type) and NiO (p-type) semi-conducting 

particles to the electrical field of high tension separator, using different corona 

polarities, when the drum surface is made from a semi-conducting materials, i.e., NiO 

and ZnO. According to this figure when p and n type particles are subjected to the p-

type (i.e., NiO) drum the p-n and p-p junctions form when the polarity of the corona 

are negative and positive respectively. In the first case the p and n type particles are 

thrown away from the drum surface and in the second n-type particles adhere to the 

drum surface. On the other hand when n-type (i.e., ZnO) drum is used, the opposite 

happens. 

Unlike a traditional metal drum surface where the corona polarity does not 

influence particle separation, the semi-conducting drum surface has paramount 
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importance on corona polarity. A negative corona makes particles act more like 

conductors whereas a positive one generally makes particles act more like insulators. 

The relative rate of particle charging and charge leakage from particle to the drum 

surface determine the differences in separation for the mixture of materials having 

similar electrical properties. Thus a semi-conducting layer, e.g., metal oxides, on 

drum should facilitate the separation of one strong conductor from the another or an 

insulator from the other insulating material (Spearin. et al.. 1986). 

O NiO (p-type) particle 
• ZnO (n-type) particle 

Fig. 3. Drum-particle interaction for p and n type drum under both polarity conditions 
(Spearin et al., 1986) 

Other smdies (Rozelaar and Wells, 1993) have shown that the effect of different 

surface finishing may: 

- alter the actual area of contact between the roll and the material and as 

a result, the particle/roll contact resistance alters thereby affecting the rate of 

loss of charge and the roll/particle capacitance, 

- affect the total charge received due to configuration of the field and 

potential gradient close to the roll, 

change the speed of the particles on the roll through the charging zone 

which determines the charge received and the point of detachment due to a 

change in the friction coefficient between the roll and particles., and 

- effect the oxidation degree of the roll surface which influences the 

roll/particles contact resistance. 

Minerals Characteristic Parameters. In electrical method, good separation of 

minerals wil l be achieved when (Carta, et al., 1973): 
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a - the difference between the participant phases in the process is as far as 

possible from the equilibrium conditions, and 

b - the evolution of the surface energy structure towards undesirable stable 

conditions must be prevented or retarded. 

Several techniques such as the use of modulating agents, heat treatment, X or radio 

isotope irradiation, neutron or ion bombardment, doping by solid diffusion under 

controlled conditions, type of comminution etc., are used to achieve the first item. 

For the second, special care is taken to avoid the surrounding atmosphere so as not to 

neutralize the favourable conditions attained by the above mentioned methods during 

the separation. The mineral characteristic limits by which the electrostatic separation 

can be controlled are described below: 

Temperature: A change in temperature can lead to changes in the physical 

properties of the materials. An increase in temperamre decreases the conductivity of 

the conductors but increases the conductivity of semi-conductors or insulators 

according to the following equation: 

CJ = Goexp(-Vg/2kT) (2) 

where C, Go, and V g are the conductivity (S/m) at given temperature T (°K), 

conductivity at absolute zero and the energy gap (eV) of the mineral semi-conductor 

respectively. With increasing temperature, one of the components in a non conducting 

mixture can be made sufficiently conductive to allow separation. More significant 

temperature effects occur i f the mineral exhibits phase transformation at elevated 

temperatures. Fig. 4 shows the how the conductivities of fluorite, barite and calcite 

change as a function of temperature. 

io-! 

o 
JS 

J IO" 1 0 

a io-12 

-a 
c 
o 

1 io-14 

IO' 1 

-

Fluorite Barite calcite 

-
\ E =1.84 eV =2.38 eV =2.28 eV 

Ci 

\ / a A A 
\ j 

1 1 i i i i 1 ! i  
10 14 16 18 20 22 14 16 18 20 22 14 16 18 20 22 

Reciprocal absolute temperature, 103/T ("K'1) 
Fig. 4. Electric conductivity versus reciprocal absolute temperamre for fluorite, barite 
and calcite , -150 +37 p., (Carta, et al., 1973). 
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For semi-conductors the increase in temperature causes a shift in the Fermi level 

towards the centre of the forbidden gap, thereby the Fermi level increases in the p-

type and decreases in the n-type semiconductors. At sufficiently higher temperatures, 

both types of semiconductors show intrinsic conductivity because of the excitation of 

some electrons from the valence band across the forbidden region to the conduction 

band ( Harper, 1967). At still higher temperatures, the intrinsic effect is the principal 

conductivity and under these conditions, the Fermi level must be in the middle of the 

forbidden region. I f the semiconductors contain both the acceptor and donor states, 

then the acceptors change to donor states by moving the Fermi level from the bottom 

to the top of the forbidden gap (Fig. 5 ). 

a 

Fig. 5. Temperature dependence of the Fermi level : a) n-type, b) p-type semi
conductors and c) ratio of donors to acceptors in a semiconductor containing both 
(Harper, 1967). 

A change in the exact stoichiometric chemical composition may be obtained by 

heating of the solids under different atmospheric conditions. The conductivity 

increases for the n-type semiconductors when they are heated in a reduction or 

vacuum atmosphere. However, for p-type ones the conductivity increases when 

heated in an oxidizing atmosphere (Fraas, 1956, 1962). When a stoichiometric change 

in minerals occur by heating under oxidizing or reducing conditions, the conductivity-

temperature behaviour is not reversible. For reversible conductivity-temperature 

curves there is no stoichiometric change thus heating or cooling of the minerals 

merely increases or decreases the thermal activation of the electron(s). 

Fig. 6 illustrates the influence of temperamre on the Fermi level of fluorite, barite 

and calcite and their triboelectrostatic separation. The minerals were heated in a gas 

fired rotating kiln and an air cyclone was used as a charging device. With increasing 

temperature, p-type semi-conductors (barite in this case) are expected to lose the 

electrons more and deflect towards the negative electrode. Conversely, n-type ones 
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are expected to concentrate towards the positive electrode due to a lower Fermi level 

at higher temperature (calcite and fluorite). 

250 300 350 400 450 500 550 600 
Temperature (°K) 

Temperature (°C) 

(a) (b) 

Fig. 6. (a) Position of Fermi level as a function of temperature, (b) weight deflected 
towards negative electrode of triboelectric cyclone separator at different heating 
temperature , particle size fraction : -150 +37 u, for calcite barite and fluorite (Carta, 
et al., 1973) 

The relationship between conductivity (O) and resistivity (R) for semi-conductors 

and ionic conductors is described as follows (Fraas, 1956, Tarjan, 1986). 

O = K- exp (-k/T) (3) 
or 

log R = A+ B/T (4) 

where A, B, K and k are constants. 

Minerals whose resistivity at room temperature is very high are often separated 

successfully at higher temperatures. It means that the semiconductors can acquire 

sufficient charge after heating to behave as fair conductors during the separation 

process (Fraas, 1956, Ralston, 1961, Carta, etal., 1970, 1973, Tarjan 1984). 

According to other studies (Fraas, 1956), the resistivity of semi-conductors 

decreases when temperature is increased. Roasting the minerals may also affect the 

conductivity. However it has been reported (Fraas, 1956, Tarjan 1986) that the 

electrical behaviour of some insulating minerals such as flourspar, enstatite, diopside, 

beryl, apatite, microcline, magnesite, olivine, tourmaline, etc., do not change even 

after roasting for 15 minutes at 800°C when they are subjected to a high tension 

electrostatic separator with the corona and static electrode voltage of 28 kV. In spite 

of the fact that resistivity of most conductors reduces by increasing temperamre, some 
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minerals such as colombite, franklinite, hematite, ilmenite, magnetite, pyrochlore, 

spinel and wulfenite do not lose their resistivity rapidly, even after roasting (Fig. 7). 

800 600 400 200 100 500 20 

14 

13 

BC12 o " -J 

11 

10 

9 

0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 
1000/T° 

Fig. 7. Resistivity (R) vs temperamre (T)for some minerals (Tarjan, 1986) 

Table 1 shows the measured the resistivity of fused quartz and Pyrex 7740 glass 

at various temperatures (Inculet and Greason, 1971). 

Table 1- The changes in resistivity of Pyrex and fused quartz as a function of 
temperature (Inculet and Greason, 1971). 

temperature °C resistivity, Q.cm temperature °C 

Quartz Pyrex 

0 1020 1015 

50 1017 1013 

100 1015 1012 

150 1014 101° 

200 1013 109 

Fig. 8 illustrates the electric charges developed by gold when contacted with 

borosilicate glass and quartz (Inculet and Greason, 1971). The relatively large change 

in electric charges of quartz and borosilicate at temperatures above 100°C, is because 

of changes the resistivity and thus the conductivity of these materials. This illustrates 

that by adopting and maintaining a proper temperature or accelerated temperature 

conditioning, some particles acquire effectively a charge by conductive induction 

while others are not charged (Inculet, et a l , 1982, Inculet and Greason, 1971). 

Based on the crystallographic properties, some minerals wi l l be polarised with 

opposite charges at alternative corners when they are subjected to a thermal gradient. 

Quartz, tourmaline and hemimorphite are well known for their pyroelectric properties. 

Overstorm designed the separators which were based on the pyroelectric properties of 

quartz/feldspar and quartz/mica (Ralston, 1961). 
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Fig. 8. (a) Electrostatic charge developed on gold contacting borosilicate glass vs 
voltage: A, +125 to +130°C ; B, +25°C and C; -55 to -19°C ; (b) Electrostatic 
charge developed on gold contacting quartz vs voltage; A, +125 to 130°C; B, +25°C; 
and C, -45 to -ITC (Inculet, et al., 1982, Inculet and Greason, 1971). 

Crystal defects can be created or removed by heating the minerals. Heating 

followed by sudden cooling creates point and linear defects. Annealing leads to the 

healing of certain type of point defects and re-ordering of the structure. On the other 

hand, heating of the solids gives an opportunity to avoid anomalous results when solid 

particles are contacted with humid atmosphere. When the materials are dried, the best 

separation results are obtained. Heating of the solids, electrodes and surrounding 

ambient are used in order to obtain good separation conditions. Altering the inherent 

electrical properties of the participant minerals and their surface moisture, changing 

the relative humidity of the surrounding ambient and removing the fine anomalous 

dusty particles from the minerals surface are mentioned as the beneficiary effects 

when thermal treatment is applied. (Manochehri, et al., 1998). Table 2 presents the 

results of electrostatic separation of some minerals with the thermal treatment. 
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Table 2 - Electrostatic separation performance of some minerals before and after 
heat treatment, percentage of conductive fraction thrown by grounded roll 

Mineral Corona and static electrodes, 28 kv heating for one min at °C 

(0.2-0.4 mm) 50 100 200 400 600 

Actinolite - - - 1 30 

Albite - - 1 92 -

Andradite(yellow) - 1 9 60 99 

Andradite (black) 22 34 53 70 81 

Apatite - - - 5 68 

Beryl (green) - - - 15 95 

Carnolite - 3 70 98 -

Chromite - 92 93 95 -

Epidote 4 8 34 80 -

Euxenite - - 16 51 56 

Fluorspar 2 16 86 

Hornblande 50 66 89 98 

Limestone - - 3 27 66 

Magnesite - - - 1 54 

Monazite 9 10 14 19 18 

Nepheline - - 9 27 73 

Rutile 62 67 77 93 -

Siderite - 3 47 96 -

Mineral Electrode(s) at 30 kv corona. + 
static electrode, at. °C 

Cooled to 100°C after heating for 15 
min to °C static electrode only charged 

+ / -
(0.2-0.4 mm) 0 400 600 800 0 200 400 600 800 

Actinolite - - - - 57/12 57/11 51/10 58/8 53/6 

Albite - - - - 44/11 47/14 48/11 52/4 45/5 

Beryl (green) - - - - 10/14 13/17 32/2 31/2 28/3 

Carnolite 10 83 89 80 54/35 65/18 78/40 70/32 65/48 

Chromite 87 91 92 98 87/68 79/68 82/66 82/66 79/7 

Epidote 4 4 1 1 - - - - -

Euxenite 2 1 1 51 52/29 34/18 38/5 46/5 45/2 

Hornblande 85 92 96 95 76/62 71/59 78/59 58/28 48/28 

Limestone 83 9 14 9 69/60 30/35 52/42 50/20 68/50 

Magnesite - - - - 33/42 32/42 31/34 33/36 -

Monazite - - - - 33/17 34/14 64/1 66/2 57/2 

Nepheline 2 3 3 2 8/20 10/19 20/5 28/6 28/ 

Siderite 3 75 88 94 - - - - -

Finally it has to be mentioned that not only the electrical conductivity but other 

electrical properties of the materials , i.e., dielectric constant and contact potential, are 

affected by the temperature (Fraas, 1962). In general, the studies showed that the 

dielectric constant of mineral particles decreases by increasing the temperature 
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(Mugeraya, and Prabhakar, 1992, Kumar and Sirdeshmukh, 1996), however for 

contact potential, which is related to the work function of the contacting materials, the 

effect of temperature is a complicated expression (Fraas, 1962). 

Humidity: The first recorded use of controlled humidity in electrical separation is 

that of Schniewind in 1915 where he applied the method of humidity control for 

separating coal and classified the moisture content of coal into two divisions, i.e., 

internal and surface adsorbed. By complete drying, the hygroscopic property of the 

coal is increased, however subsequent adsorption of moisture by the surface increased 

the conductivity of the coal. In 1939 a process using pre-drying of the feed followed 

by separation in an atmosphere with a relative humidity of less than 40 percent and 

preferably between 30 and 34 percent, for the separation of rutile from zircon was 

patented by Fahrenwald, Parkinson, and Barnes (Fraas, 1962). The contact potential 

will be influenced by moisture effecting the frictional/contact electrification. In some 

cases (e.g., separation of quartz and feldspar by contact electrification) satisfactory 

separation is obtained when the relative humidity of the ambient is less than 20%, and 

in others (e.g., separation of fluorite and sphalerite by contact) the permissible 

moisture for good separation is much higher. The surface conductivity, consequently 

the magnitude of surface charge and charge to mass ratio is affected by the humidity 

of the surroundings. Forming of the adsorbed moisture on mineral surfaces during 

contact/frictional electrification prevents electrification according to either the high 

surface conductivity or changing the surface electrical properties of the mineral 

samples (Fraas, 1962). When high tension or conductive induction are going applied, 

the surface conductivity affected by moisture content of the surrounding ambient is a 

determining factor. When the impurities capable to be ionized are present in the 

minerals, the conductivity is more sensitive to high humid surrounding ambient. For 

example, traces of alkali elements in quartz have the ability to be ionized in a water 

f i lm on quartz surface and the conductivity of the quartz sample appreciably yields. In 

the case of electrostatic separation of minerals according to the differences in shape, 

e.g., separation of mica from sand, where the maximum surface charge is 

predominant, again the humidity plays a major rule and the highest humidity was 

found to be most effective for separation improvement (Ralston , 1961, Fraas, 1962). 

Fig. 9 shows the difference between the charge acquired by quartz and feldspar as a 

function of humidity and the change in conductivity due to humidity for some 

minerals. Both the charge and conductivity change with changing humidity. 

Surface conductivity G changes in non conductive minerals as a function of 

humidity (Kakovsky and Revnivtzev, 1960, Fraas, 1962, Parks, et al., 1966): 

log G = a + bH (5) 
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where H is the relative humidity, a and b are the coefficients depending on the mineral 

characteristics such as the number of grains, mineral shape, origin, degree of surface 

purity, etc. Water avidity of the mineral hence, the influence of air humidity on the 

value of surface conductivity is determined by coefficient b which can be widely 

changed (Kakovsky and Revnivtzev, 1960). 

10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 
%H 

Low 20% High 
Humidity 

Fig. 9. (a) Humidity dependence on the charge acquired by quartz and feldspar in 
contact or frictional electrification separator (Parks, et al., 1966) (b) Conductivity 
changing via air humidity. 1. albite; 2. plagioclase; 3. microcline; 4. quartz; 5. 
fluorite (Kakovsky & Revnivtzev) 

Surface conductivity is only a small fraction of bulk conductivity, which does not 

have a great influence in separation by itself i f there are no admixtures adsorbed on 

the surface, but i f an extremely thin layer of adsorbed conducting material appears on 

the surface, it becomes greater than bulk conductivity (Kakovsky and Revnivtzev, 

196). Since the moisture adsorption on mineral surfaces affects the surface 

conductivity of the particles rather than bulk conductivity, humidity effects wi l l be 

paramount importance and plays a significant role during electrical separation process 

(Carta, et al., 1973, Kelly and Spottiswood, 1989c). 

Fig. 10 shows the change in conductivity of apatite when it is transferred from air 

with 70% humidity into a dryer where the humidity is almost nil. The symmetrical 

shape of the curves illustrates the reversibility of the water adsorptivity and 

desorptivity process (Kakovsky and Revnivtzev, 1960). Hence by regulating the air 

humidity, the amount of adsorbed water on the surface of mineral can be adjusted so 

that the separation can be controlled. 

Fig. 11 illustrates the four basic cases in which the electrostatic separation can be 

controlled by humidity. The four cases are interpreted as follow: (Kakovsky and 

Revnivtzev, 1960). 
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Fig. 10 . Conductivity vs humidity for apatite (broken line is related to the transler of 
mineral from dry to humid air) (Kakovsky & Revenivtzev, 1960). 

Fig. 11. Possible cases of conductivity change of a pair of minerals depending on the 
air humidity (Kakovsky and Revnivtzev, 1960). 

a) The conductivity of minerals differs by power 2 or 3 in dry air and 

minerals with lower conductivity have greater affinity for water. Therefore, more 

water adsorption on its surface wil l cause a raise in conductivity. An atmosphere 

with lower humidity is suggested for good separation. 

b) The minerals have different conductivity but have the same affinity for 

water. In this case, the separation is not affected by humidity. 

c) The minerals have close conductivity values but different affinity for 

water adsorption. Therefore, by regulating the humidity, good separation can be 

achieved. 

d) Minerals with the same conductivity and affinity for water adsorption 

make the separation process difficult and more complex. 

Adsorption of water and its influence must be noticed in electrostatic separation of 

non-conductive minerals. Interaction of water dipoles first takes place on the surface 

of the solids due to capillary condensation. At equilibrium, the adsorption of water 
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corresponds to the degree of air humidity. Therefore, the conductivity of hydrophilic 

and hydrophobic surfaces of minerals can be influenced by surface water adsorption. 

The conductivity of hydrophobic minerals, or in general hydrophobic dielectrics, 

depend little on air humidity. But, the dissociation of water into H+ and OH" ions and 

its adsorption may lead to charge alteration of the surface. It means that the amount of 

the charge on the particles (i.e., both the surface charge and charge to mass ratio) is 

influenced by the conductivity on medium. Water can act as a donor or an acceptor on 

the surface of the solids (Labib and Williams, 1987) and thus, the concentration ratio 

of the charge carriers changes. I f water reacts with the surface and forms a new 

chemical compound, then the mineral surface exhibits entirely different physico-

chemical properties. 

The relative humidity has an effect on the corona threshold voltage and increasing 

humidity decreases the threshold voltage. This has been illustrated by the size 

dependence theory of the work function. When the relative humidity increases, larger 

water clusters are formed which have a lower ionization energy than water molecules. 

This leads to a reduced breakdown voltage (Gallo and Lama, 1976). 

It is worth-while to mention here that the surface conductivity wi l l not be achieved 

to its maximum in a humid atmosphere when the mineral is heated prior to the 

separation. In fact the avidity of mineral(s) to adsorb water is strongly affected 

whenever the heating treatment is applied. More is the mineral temperamre, less is the 

adsorption of water on the mineral surface in a humid atmosphere and the surface 

conductivity does not change effectively. The effect of heating is similar to falling air 

humidity and in both cases the adsorption of water on mineral surface and electrical 

conductivity decrease (Kakovsky and Revnivtzev, 1960). During contact 

electrification where the acquisition of charge by minerals is determined not only by 

mineral characteristics but by the electro-physical properties of the contacting body 

(e.g., feeder plate or tribocharging medium) the effect of water adsorption on the 

surface of the contacting body must be concerned. It was found that at low 

temperamre water is molecularly adsorbed causing a large decrease in work function 

for all metals. The presence of water reduced the work function of the metal by an 

amount depending on the metal electron density, the metal work function and the 

adlayer dielectric constant (Mola and Vicente, 1986). This kind of adsorption seems 

to be inevitable and far from completely under control, thus the electrical charge on 

minerals and their response to the electric field of separator are affected. In other 

cases (i.e., conductive induction and corona discharge) the roll surface may adsorb 

water from surrounding ambient. This adsorption leads to a change on the surface 

conductivity of the roll thereby the mineral trajectory is affected. 
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Chemical conditioning: Chemical conditioning is usually more practical than other 

physical treatment methods and it may occur inherently, accidentally or intentionally. 

The most important property affecting surface charge is the surface work function 

which can be defined as the energy difference between an electron at rest outside the 

particle and the electron energy level inside the particle where the probability of 

finding an electron is 1/2 (Carta, et al., 1973). Depending on the difference in surface 

work functions, the charge passes through the interface and an electric imbalance 

between different components is developed. Larger is the work function difference, 

higher is the potential difference resulting in a better separation. In analogy with the 

use of chemical reagents in froth flotation to enhance hydrophobicity, reagents could 

be used to increase the difference in surface work function and to improve the 

separation. Based on simple triboelectric theory, a mineral acquiring a negative charge 

must possess a thermionic work function greater than that of the surface charge. The 

work function is reduced by chemisorption of negative ions onto the mineral surface 

(Carta, et al., 1970). The surface conditioning by reagents is susceptible to large 

variations in conductivity. In fact, conditioning leads to a difference in the work 

function (or Fermi energy) of the minerals and improves their selectivity. It has been 

pointed out that the adsorption of surfactants alters the electron's surface states and 

thus the energy levels of minerals. 

According to the nature and strength of the bonds, two different types of 

adsorption (physical and chemical) have been known. Physisorption is characterized 

by relatively large distances between the absorbed molecules and the mineral's crystal 

nodes. It involves small amounts of energies due to the van der Waals or electrostatic 

forces. However, chemisorption involves larger amount of energies. This process is 

characterized by short distance between the absorbed molecule and lattice nodes. 

Consequently, both mineral lattice and adsorbed molecules form a whole quantum -

mechanic system. Chemical adsorption individually contains strong and weak 

adsorption, which are characterized by the existence and lack of the electrical charge 

carriers (electrons and holes) respectively. The adsorbed particle remains electrically 

neutral in the case of weak chemisorption, but free electrons or holes are involved 

when strong chemisorption occurs (Carta, et al., 1970). The chemisorption capacity of 

adsorbent surface and its nature, which is based on the type of adsorbent-adsorbate 

bond, is determined by the position of the surface energy level (Fermi level) of the 

mineral as shown in Fig. 12 (Carta, et al., 1970, 1973). 

For semi-conducting minerals, the adsorption of different chemicals on the surface 

changes the concentration of electrons and vacancies (i.e., holes) and as a result, the 

electrical characteristics ( e.g. conductivity) and charge acquisition for minerals 

change. The addition of oxidizing agents causes an increase in the surface sites with 
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acceptor properties, thus bringing about an increase in the concentration of electron 

vacancies in the mineral surface layer. In contrast, addition of reducing agents 

increases the concentration of electrons on the mineral surface layer. It means that the 

Fermi level for minerals moves down and up by the addition of an oxidizing and 

reducing agents respectively. In addition the adsorption of anionic and cationic 

surfactants are affected after using these oxidizing and reducing agents (Plaksin et al., 

1968; Carta, et al., 1970, 1973). 

Fig. 12. a) Probability of the chemisorption of the chemicals on the mineral surfaces 

as a function of the position of the Fermi level ( r]0 weak. q + strong p-type and r j -
strong n-type bonds of chemisorption) b)The position of the Fermi level due to the 
presence of surface states Es, acceptor (1,2) or donor (3.4) before (1,3) and after 
(2,4) charge transfer (carta, et al., 1970). 

The adsorption of reagents can change the sign and the magnitude of the charge 

acquired by the minerals. Fig. 13a shows that the adsorption of oleate ions from 

aqueous solution reduces the surface work function of quartz, calcite and apatite 

minerals in triboelectrification. The charge on quartz is reduced and the charge 

acquired by both calcite and apatite becomes positive (these three minerals acquire 

negative charge before conditioning). 

The studies (Pearse and Pope, 1977) showed that electrical separation is more 

sensitive to the relative humidity of ambient atmosphere. The control of this 

parameter during separation is very difficult and sometimes it is necessary that the 

charge acquired by various minerals should not be significantly affected by a change 

in ambient relative humidity. By chemical conditioning of the minerals, it is possible 

to prevent the drastic changes in surface charge due to relative humidity. This is the 

case when the mineral surface tends to become hydrophobic by surfactants. This kind 

of treatment for electrical separation can be judged by variation in the value of the b 

coefficient in conductivity verses humidity formula (equation 5). This value sharply 

decreases to the order of 0.01, when water repellent reagents are used and the value 

increases to 0.06-0.08, by using water avidity chemicals. Ultimately the value does 

not vary i f the employed reagent has no reaction with mineral surface (Kakovsky and 

Revnivtzev, 1960). Fig. 13b shows the variation of triboelectric charge minerals after 

conditioning with oleate as a function of relative humidity. 

(a) (b) 
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Fig. 13. Charge variation after conditioning in oleate at pH 10, a, and variation of 
triboelectric with relative humidity , b, for apatite (A), quartz (Q) and calcite (C), charge 
C/gxlO10, oleate concentration mg /1 , (Pearse and Pope, 1977) 

It is also possible to adjust the wet-ability of minerals by selective adsorption of the 

surfactant on the particle's surface and then control the surface conductivity by 

spraying the solutions (inorganic) or by adjusting the relative humidity. When the 

electrolyte is sprayed, a thin layer of electrolyte on the surface of hydrophilic minerals 

is formed, thereby causing the different electric properties of hydrophobic and 

hydrophilic minerals leading to selective separation. Fig. 14 shows the concept of this 

mechanism. 

Conductive 
f i lm 

Conducting Insulating 

Fig. 14. Schematic diagram explaining the concept of surface modification by 
surfactants (Owada and Yasukawa, 1995) 

The concentration of reagents on the mineral surface, the molecular orientation, the 

agitation time and the pH of the solution during conditioning, etc., have significant 

influence in addition to other environmental factors during electrical separation. For 
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example, it is reported that the selectivity increases i f the cationic and anionic 

reagents are combined with acids (e.g., sulphuric, acetic or oxalic) and basic 

chemicals (soda and sodium silicate) respectively (Kakovsky and Revnivtzev, 1960). 

Electrical separation of minerals based on chemical conditioning was first 

mentioned by Fraas and Ralston in 1942 (Ralston, 1961). Autenriefh introduced 

flotation reagents for potash separation in 1958 (Ralston, 1961; Fricke, 1977). It was 

stated that minerals associated with acidic igneous rocks frequently respond to any of 

the highly dissociated acids, such as sulphuric or hydrochloric. The basic pegmatites 

usually require hydrofluoric acid or a mixture of sulphuric acid and a fluoride salt. 

Minerals that are heavily iron stained can be cleaned with more effective sulphurous 

acid or its highly reducing derivative of zinc hydrosulphite. Benzoic, salicylic, 

phethalic and other organic acids having a hydrocarbon group of sufficient length are 

found to be satisfactory for a wide range of minerals (Fraas and Ralston, 1948, 

Ralston 1961, Fraas, 1962). Nowadays electrostatic separation of potash ores using 

chemical reagents represents a major mineral dressing operation in the world, 

especially in German potash industries (Fricke, 1977; Singewald, 1980; Singewald 

and Neitzel, 1983). The chemical treatment was found to be effective in many cases 

however for each particular case a suitable chemical and its dosage are critical in 

addition to temperature and humidity regulations. Fig. 15 shows the results of 

electrostatic separation of potash raw minerals after conditioning with different 

chemicals. 
A B C 

i i i i i i i i i . - i 

5 10 15 20 5 10 15 20 5 10 15 20 

Rel.Humidiiy (%) ReLHumidity (%) Rel.Humidity (%) 

Fig. 15. Fraction of the minerals at the positive electrode conditioning with A) 
aromatic mono- hydroxylic acids , B) aliphatic mono-carboxylic acids , C) 
aliphatic mono-carboxylic acids with ammonia salts of mono carboxylic acids 
(Singewald and Neitzel, 1983). 

Surface cleaning: Although a surface f i lm on mineral particles is created by 

treatment methods (e.g., chemical conditioning or humidity) in order to change the 

electrical behaviour of mineral grains, in some circumstances mineral surfaces must 

be cleaned to achieve good separation. For example, extremely fine sub-micron size 

particles tend to adhere to larger particles as films. During contact electrification 
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where the charge is characteristic of the f i lm rather than the mass of particle the 

charging process is influenced by the f i lm of dusts on mineral surfaces. Thus surface 

cleaning prior to charging is an essential step for particles to charge in a desired 

manner. When separating materials whose contact potentials do not differ greatly, the 

surface contamination is influential (Fraas and Ralston, 1948; Fraas 1962; Kelly and 

Spottiswood, 1989c). 

Surface cleaning mechanism is more complicated than is generally assumed. It 

contains a wide range of physical and/or chemical procedures. This can range from a 

simple physical procedure (i.e., removing of surface dust by air cyclone, air elutriator 

or high frequency brushing) through to chemical removal of stains (e.g., iron stain and 

organic stain by using different chemicals) or both. Wet attrition cleaning ranging 

from a simple cleaning in a launder to violent agitation in a mechanical scrubber, 

rolling materials in a pebble mill with or without pebbles, cleaning the surface iron 

oxides by sulfurous, sulphuric or other acids, removal of organic stain by caustic soda 

or weathering, etc., are the methods which have been applied behind dry methods for 

improving electrical beneficiation of different minerals (Fraas, 1962). 

Irradiation of minerals: Production of ions and electronically excited states of 

molecules, which in turn may lead to the formation of free radicals, are the primary 

processes in the interaction of radiation with matter. The subsequent changes 

occurring in the material will be manifested in both transient and permanent effects. 

The temporary effects of irradiation appear primarily as changes in electrical 

properties, such as induced conductivity. These effects are primarily dose-rate 

dependent but are also a function of temperamre. Permanent effects are due to the 

chemical reaction that occur and the degree of change varies with the adsorbed dose, 

and in many circumstances depends on the adsorbed dose rate. Frequently, the effects 

are dependent on the environmental conditions and, mechanical and electrical stresses 

applied during irradiation (Campbell, 1982). 

Measurable change in conductivity of insulating materials under an applied voltage 

has been detected when insulators adsorb energy from incident ionizing radiation such 

as X-rays, gamma rays, or fast electrons. Thermal releases of the electrons and holes 

from trapping centres is proposed to be the mechanism for charge carriers. The rate of 

the release is dependent on the temperature since the energy level of material is 

temperature dependence. When an electron receives sufficient energy from the 

ionizing radiation, it wil l move freely through the substance and can be existed in the 

conduction band. Adsorption of energy at the trapping sites releases electrons with 

sufficient energy to reach the conduction band level. Materials possessing a large 

number of deep traps may not exhibit as high an intensity of photo-conductivity as 
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ones with shallow traps. The radiation-induced conductivity has been measured 

according to the following formula to (Campbell, 1982): 

where K is a constant related to the material, y is the dose rate, and a is a value which 

falls in the range of 0.5 to 1.0 depending on the characteristics of the material, e.g., for 

completely uniform and a steep exponential distributions the value of 1.0 and 0.5 are 

respectively assumed. 

The energy adsorption from radiation excites charge carriers from the valance 

band, i.e., non-conduction state, into the conduction band level. The number of 

carriers, in the conduction band at any instant during steady-state irradiation is a 

function of the generation rate per unit charge, g, and the free charge lifetime , X , 

expressed as (Campbell, 1982): 

where N is the charge carrier density given by the ratio n/volume, e and p. are the 

elementary charge and carrier mobility respectively. The later formula indicates that 

the conductivity of materials can be changed according to the mobility and number of 

charge carriers that move from the lower energy levels to the higher ones. 

For most minerals the major function of irradiation is the displacement of the Fermi 

level. In fact, the pre-treatment of minerals by a high energy radiation can modify the 

physical and physico-chemical properties of various minerals due to a change in the 

energetic levels. Radiation provokes various kinds of defects in the crystal due to the 

bombardment of the minerals with high speed particles (neutrons, protons, electrons) 

or high energy photons (X-rays, gamma rays). The charged particles create electronic 

defects due to the excitation or ejection of electrons from the lattice atoms. Interaction 

between ejected free electrons or holes and point defects creates electronic defects. 

Formation of impurity atoms in the mineral lattice could take place due to the 

transmutation of lattice atoms by radiation as well. Generally, the neutrons provoke 

the lattice defects and the protons, deuterons and other charged nuclei can provoke the 

displacement of the atoms and form the lattice nodes (Revnivtsev and Olofinski, 

1973). Thus the pre-treatment of raw materials by different kinds of radiation modifies 

the electrical characteristics of minerals creating new levels of Fermi energy and p/n 

concentration ratio, and the impurity atoms in the mineral lattice. X, alpha and gamma 

rays radiation decreases the Fermi level in semiconductors (Carta, et al., 1973). The 

gamma radiation is reported to change the concentration ratio and the reagent 
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adsorption affinity to the sulphide minerals (Plaksin, et a l , 1968). Transformation of n 

type to p type semiconductors has been noted in some cases (Carta, et al., 1973). 

Fig. 16 shows the position of the Fermi level as a function of temperature before 

and after radiation for fluorite, barite and calcite (Carta, et al., 1973). The curves 

show a decrease in the Fermi level of the minerals by radiation. These results indicate 

that the surface charge of minerals can be modified by radiation and as a result, 

selective separation could be obtained. In fact, it is possible to change the 

concentration of free charge carriers inside the mineral by the action of different 

irradiation. According to Plaksin et. al. (1968) the concentration ratio of free electrons 

and electron vacancies in minerals changes by irradiation. It is observed that the 

gamma-irradiation of the sulphide minerals causes a decrease in the oxidation-

reduction ratio and therefore changes the electric properties of these minerals, i.e., a 

decrease in conductivity. 
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Fig. 16. Position of Fermi level as a function of temperature (particle size, -150 
+37 micron) 1) without radiation; 2) radiation; 3) y- radiation; 4) X-radiation; 5) 

8h after X radiation; 6) 24h after X-radiation (Carta, et al., 1973). 

Fig. 17 shows the effect of irradiation on conductivity and permittivity of siderite, 

chalcopyrite and pyrite minerals (Florek and Murova, 1995). These results illustrate 

that: 

a) the magnitude of the radiation and chemical composition of the 

minerals have effects on the electrical separation process, 

b) decrease of particle size and hence an increase of the specific surface 

area of irradiated minerals positively affects the process of modification of the 

electrical properties of the minerals, and 
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c) electron radiation affects the electric properties of minerals by a 

change in their surface composition. It has a positive effect on dielectric 

minerals by creating new phases of higher electric quality in their surface and 

negative for sulphides (electric minerals) due to decomposition of their surface 

(heating up of the sulphides causes desulphurization of their surface, hence 

decreases their electric conductivity). 

Radiation dose (kGy) Radiation dose (kGy) Radiation dose (kGy) 

(a) (b) (c) 
Fig. 17. The effect of irradiation on conductivity and permittivity of siderite (a), 

chalcopyrite (b), and pyrite (c) (Florek and Murova, 1995). 

Ion bombardment produces an acceptor layer on the surface of the minerals with a 

depth proportional to the energy of the incident ions (Cussins, 1955). This layer wi l l 

be formed, irrespective of the specimen whether it is a p type or n type. This leads to a 

change in the concentration ratio, thereby the electrical conductivity changes from n 

type to p type semi-conductors. The results showed that the electrical conductivity of 

both semiconductors and insulators is improved by the emission of accelerated 

electrons (Florek and Murova, 1995). However, the conductivity is diminished in the 

case of conductors. Thermal decomposition, electron excitation and molecular 

ionization occur when the materials are radiated by electrons. Absorption of UV or 

visible radiation by atomic or molecular species is due to the electron excitation and 

electron relaxation (Revnivtsev and Olofinski, 1973). Decomposition of the excited 

species leads to a change in the electro-physical properties in the relaxation step, i.e., 

photo chemical reaction. Electromagnetic radiation causes excitation to higher energy 

levels, which means that a change in Fermi position takes place (Revnivtsev and 

Olofinski, 1973, Cussins, 1955, Billington and Crawford, 1961). Generally, the 

changes in physico-chemical properties of the irradiated minerals are determined by 

the magnitude, dose and time of radiation, chemical composition and the surface area 

of the irradiated minerals. 

Grinding: In each separation the role of comminution is critical and inevitable. Size 

reduction changes the physical and chemical characteristics such as size and shape 

distribution, surface area, chemical decomposition, lattice distortion, polymorphic 

transformation, surface free energy and conductivity. The impact, shear, compressive 
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and attractive forces during comminution are responsible for the above changes 

(Orumwense, and Forssberg, 1991). It is observed that dry grinding has greater effects 

on deformation of the minerals than wet grinding, especially polymorphic or phase 

transformation deformation. During milling the mineral grains are broken down and 

the new fine grains achieve new specific surfaces. The new, unsaturated bonds that 

are formed have higher activity compared to the previous grains. Thus ambient 

grinding is important since it determines the nature and limits of the exchanges which 

occur during the evolution of the system towards equilibrium (Carta, et al., 1973). 

Depending on various grinding conditions, the Fermi level shifts up and down 

changing the electrical properties of the minerals. The position of the Fermi level as a 

function of temperature at different grinding conditions is depicted in Fig. 18. It 

shows that fluorite and calcite behave as n-type semi-conductors in wet grinding and 

turning into p-type in a dry grinding process. P-type barite does not change its type, 

but its Fermi level is somewhat lowered after dry grinding (Carta, et al., 1973). 

1- after dry grinding 

2- after wet grinding 
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Fig. 18 . position of Fermi level as a function of temperamre at different grinding 
conditions for fluorite, barite and calcite , size -200pm, (Carta, et al., 1973) 

Polymorphic transformation may occur during dry grinding. The deformation of 

calcite into aragonite, wurtzite into sphalerite, massicote into litharge, quartz into 

amorphous silica, y-ferric oxide into a-ferric oxide, etc. have been reported by 

researchers (Orumwense and Forssberg, 1991). The complex components such as 
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dolomite and ankerite have been shown in a series of decomposition, first to simple 

carbonates and then into metal oxides and carbon dioxide. Similar decomposition may 

occur during dry grinding of other complex minerals. These kinds of deformations do 

not occur during wet grinding. This difference is due to the lubricating action and 

enhanced heat condition inherent in the dry environment characterising. According to 

Carta et al. (1973) oxygen absorption on the surface of minerals during dry grinding 

gives rise to acceptor states, hence Fermi level decreases. The role of some chemicals 

will be the same in wet grinding (e.g., H 2 0 2 in wet grinding). 

It is reported that i f an oxygen molecule is chemisorbed on the surface of a n-type 

oxide semiconductor, electrons are transferred from sites near the surface and the 

conductivity reduces (Plaksin, et al., 1968, Wagner, 1972). After grinding, the shape 

and size of the materials change. These changes have individual effects on the 

electrical separation since the process is size and shape dependence. As a result, it can 

be concluded that the kind of grinding, the grinding device, its ambient and the period 

of grinding are important parameters that influence the electrical separation. 

In addition grinding was mentioned as a charging mechanism for mineral particles. 

Charge fragments are produced by comminution when a crystal without cleavage 

planes is grinded. At each rupture site a positive charge accompanies the 

electropositive atom and a negative charge the electronegative atom. Thus, the surface 

is a continuos array of charges. The materials being broken lacks the time to adjust the 

charge at the place of fracture since the time between the fracmres is of the order of 

I O - 1 3 seconds. Consequently the sign of charge at contiguous sites is often random 

(Gaudin, 1971). 

On the assumption of total randomness the total net charge on a particle is in 

accordance with statistical probability of the binomial and Bernouilli's theorems. 

Particles of a single crystal fragment offer 2n sites, nominally n positive and n 

negative sites. The number of positive sites wi l l vary on each particle from the 

number of negative sites by a quantity r and the probability, y, of this difference being 

related to x as (Guadin, 1971): 

r = x/n (9) 

If the material has natural cleavage planes, such as halite and sylvite, each face of 

the cleavage may have an even or an odd number of ions which is highly dependent 

on the linear geometry. In this case each face can be regarded equivalent to each site. 

Material possessing a cleavage should have less charge on average than one without 

cleavage since there are likely to be more sites than faces. However, because of the 

adsorption of free ions from surrounding atmosphere, such as H + and OH" ions 
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dissociated from water molecules, any excess charges on the fragments are unaffected 

since the pairs of ions produce. The charges will reduced when free ions are present 

(Guadin 1971, Lindley and Rowson, 1997). 

Influence of elemental composition: Naturally, it is impossible to find raw materials 

that contain pure minerals without any defect in their crystal lattice. The impurities 

occupy the crystal lattice of minerals and change their physical properties The 

electric work function depends strongly on the structural arrangement of atoms in the 

outermost surface of the solids (Hendricks, 1973, Hucko, et al., 1988). Depending on 

the position and kind of impurities, minerals introduce a new set of energy levcW into 

the band structure of crystal which corresponds to its own energy states. Due to the 

new energy level and valence of the atoms that are formed by the impurities, the 

electric properties wil l be changed. By increasing the amount of n-type impurities in 

the crystal, the Fermi level shifts towards the conduction band and for p-type 

impurities, it shifts towards the valence band. The electric properties of the minerals 

wil l therefore change due to the change in the energy bands, Fig. 19. 
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Fig. 19. Position of energy bands by introduction of impurities into the surface states (Kelly 
and Spottiswood, 1989 a) 

Simkovich and Apian (1980) illustrate that the presence of impurities in the form of 

solid solution in the mineral's lattice alters a number of minerals properties and the 
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potential beneficiation of minerals may be changed. Their smdies show that when the 

aliovalent solid solution impurities exist in the crystal lattice of the mineral, the main 

change that occurs in its physico-chemical properties of the mineral is due to 

concentration of the point defects (Spearin, et al., 1986). It has been shown that the 

electric conductivity of components change in magnitude and even type of conduction 

(i.e., p to n-type or vice versa) by doping of the small amounts of different metal 

oxides, for example, ZnO and NiO after doping by L i 2 0 , A 1 2 0 3 and Cr 2 0 3 . The effect 

of a dispersed metallic phase in an insulator matrix is also considerable. I f the fine 

particles of either a metal or a semi-conductor, capable of emitting or capturing 

electrons are displaced in an insulator matrix, the insulator may become an electric 

conductor. Changes in the electric properties of KCl after dispersion of Ag 

(Simkovich and Apian, 1980) and Cu 2 0 after dispersion of CuO (Wagner, 1972) in 

their matrix have been reported. 

The presence of the acceptor states above the Fermi level or of donor states below 

the Fermi level has no influence on the shape of the energy bands (Carta, et al., 1970, 

1973, Kelly and Spottiswood, 1989a). For example, different kinds of zircon and 

collophane show different electric properties during electrostatic separation by high 

tension separators (Ashry, et al., 1989). Table 3 shows the differences in conductivity 

among three kinds of zircon and three kinds of collophane. 

Table 3 - Electric properties of zircon and collophane samples (Ashry, et a l , 1989) 
Mineral Resistivity Conductivity Relaxation 

(ß-cm) ( ü c m ) " 1 time (sec) 

Zircon (1) 2.34x 109 -10 133 Zircon (1) 2.34x 109 

4.26x10 
Zircon (2) 2.65x 109 -10 165 2.65x 109 

3.77x10 
Zircon (3) 4.03x 109 -10 220 Zircon (3) 4.03x 109 

2.49x10 
CoHophane(l) 1.37X IO 7 -8 

7.28x10 
1.50 CoHophane(l) 1.37X IO 7 -8 

7.28x10 
Collophane(2) 2.02x 108 -9 15.5 Collophane(2) 2.02x 108 

4.99x10 
Collophane(3) 2.34x 108 -9 21.0 Collophane(3) 2.34x 108 

4.12x10 

Table 4 illustrates the electric conductance and X-ray net peak intensities of 

detected elements in different zircon and collophane mineral samples. 

The influence of other impurities is remarkable in the electrostatic separation 

process. The presence of Zn and U improved the conductivity of zircon whereas for 

collophane, the presence of Zn, Fe, Si, T i and Y in lower quantities having lesser 

conductance values than Ca, improves the conductivity. Although boron minerals are 

reported to be virtually non-conductive, some Turkish boron minerals showed 

conductivity during electrostatic separation (Celik and Yasar, 1995). Boron minerals 

are expected to contain some alkali earth elements, such as lithium and strontium, in 
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the order of several hundreds ppm in their crystal lattice. Generally clay minerals, 

such as kaolinite and montmorilonite, associate with boron bearing minerals. These 

clay minerals have significant amounts of exchangeable ions in their crystals. The 

presence of alkali elements in crystal lattice is believed to be responsible for 

colemanite, ulexite and borax showing higher levels of conductivity when they are 

separated by electrical means (Yasar, et al,. 1994, Celik and Yasar, 1995). 

Table 4 - The electric conductance and X-ray net peak intensities of detected 
elements in different collophane and zircon samples (Ashry, et al., 1989). 

Element Electrical conductance Net peak intensity 
(x IO" 6 Siemens) 

Collophane 
(1) 

(c.p.s) 
Collophane 

(2) 
Collophane 

(3) 
Cu 0.593 0.74 1.40 
Al 0.382 - 0.55 -
Ca 0.281 3597.00 3467.00 3522.00 
P 0.281 647.00 521.00 622.00 

Zn 0.167 1.06 1.40 3.96 
Fe 0.100 166.80 218.60 245.20 
Si 0.100 0.16 79.50 123.80 

Mn 0.054 6.90 8.60 14.30 
Ti 0.024 0.80 1.80 1.49 
Y 0.019 3.10 4.12 4.14 

Element Electrical conductance Net peak intensity 
(x 10 6 Siemens) 

Zircon (1) 
(c.p.s) 

Zircon (2) Zircon (3) 
Ca 0.218 159.50 86.80 49.30 
W 0.181 6.80 6.70 3.70 
Zn 0.167 29.70 - -
Ni 0.145 5.60 3.50 2.70 
Fe 0.100 198.20 65.50 66.50 
Th 0.055 179.00 - -
Mn 0.054 - 11.50 12.60 
Pb 0.046 26.90 32.80 34.80 
U 0.036 17.50 - -
Hf 0.031 163.00 276.00 254.00 
Zr 0.024 4128.00 5636.00 5532.00 
Si 0.100 746.00 588.00 432.00 
Ti 0.240 784.00 21.50 73.40 
Y 0.019 116.50 44.00 46.00 
Ce 0.019 144.00 - -
Nd 0.013 161.00 - -

Inculet et. al. (1981) tried to elucidate the mechanism of charge transfer from clay 

surfaces during contact electrification. Their studies showed that when the kaolinite 

sample were homoionized in C a + + and Na + by washing with calcium and sodium 

chloride respectively a new distribution of charges creates and thus the conductivity 

of the bulk clay changes. Density-conductivity relationships (Fig. 20)were found to be 

a complex function of cation exchange capacity, cation type, specific surface and both 

surface and bulk charge density of the clay. 

From the above discussion, one can understand the role of the solid state defects 

and influence of the elemental composition on the electrical properties of minerals. 

Small amounts of impurities in the crystal lattice may improve or diminish the 
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electrical properties of the minerals and therefore, under appropriate conditions, the 

same types of minerals from different deposits or with different ore genesis can show 

different behaviour during electrical or other physico-chemical separation. 
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Fig. 20. Electric conductivity of the clays (Inculet, et al., 1981). 

Particle size and shape of minerals : The influence of the particle size and particle 

shape can be derived as follows (Tarjan, 1986): 

Considering three principal dimensions of a particle as x, ax and bx, where x is the 

biggest dimension and a <b < 1. 

the gravitational force Fg varies as: 

F g = K i ( a b ) x 3 (11) 

and the electric force, F e varies as : 

F e = 2K 2 (a + b + ab) x 2 (12) 

For fine enough grains, fluid friction Ff varies with the stokes diameter as the cube 

root of the product of the principal dimensions: 

F f = K 3 x ( a b ) l / 3 (13) 

The ratio of the pair of these forces are: 

F f / F g = C i / x 2 ( a b ) 2 / 3 (14) 
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F e / F g = ( C 2 / x ) { l + ( l / a ) + ( l / b ) } (15) 
F e / F f = 2 C 3 / x ( ab ) 2 / 3 {1+(1 / a) + (1 / b)} (16) 

where C i , C 2 and C3 are the new coefficients according to the ratios of K3/K1, K2/K1 

and K2./K3 respectively. 

Now it can be concluded that F e / Ff varies directly and F e / F g inversely as the first 

power of x but, Ff / F g varies inversely as a square of x. It can be observed from Table 

5 that at a certain ratio of a / b, the electrostatic separation is more sensitive to the 

variations of principal diameter x. 

Table 5 - The ratio of the forces for different particle shape (Tarjan, 1986). 
Particle shape F^/Fg Fe/Ff 
Cubic, a=b=l q / x 2 6 C 2 / x 6x C2 / Ci 

Flat, b = l , c « l C l / X 2 a 2 / 3 2C 2 (l+2a)/ax 2xC 2 ( l+2a ) /C ia i« 

Fibrous, a=b « 1 Cj / X2 34/3 2C2 (2+a)/ax 2xC 2(2+a)ai/3/d 

According to Harper (1967) the maximum sustainable particle surface field E s 

(V/m), in the term of radius r of a spherical particle is: 

Es = 9.3 x IO 5 r-°- 3 (17) 

The maximum surface charge density 8 S, in C/m 2 , corresponding to the above 

expression is thus given by (Harper, 1967; Baiely, 1984, 1993): 

5S = 9.3 x IO 5 r 0 - 3 (18) 

The above formulas indicate that the surface field intensity and surface charge density 

are lower for bigger particles. Since the electrification happens in air atmosphere, the 

maximum field intensity and surface charge density are limited to the values of 3x10 6 

(V/m) and 26.6xl0" 6 (C/m2) respectively. Consequently, for particles less than 0.02 m 

radius, there are no sustainable field intensity and surface charge density above the 

limited values. It means that i f the electrification happens perfectly and particles can 

acquire their maximum surface charge there is no effect of particle sizes less than 

0.02m. However, in practical electrostatic separation there are no perfect conditions 

and the particle trajectories defined by a balance among co-acting forces, particle size, 

its shape and its electro-physical characteristics offer an important role. The 

maximum and minimum limitations of the feed particle sizes in electrostatic 

separation are a complex function of surface charge, specific gravity, kind of 

separator, and atmospheric pressure of the surrounding ambient, etc. 

SEPARATION OF FINE P A R T I C L E S BY E L E C T R I C MEANS 

In spite of the fact that fine grinding is needed to achieve good liberation of 

minerals, its presence in each separating process creates difficulties. As the size 

decreases the surface to mass ratio is increases. The ratio of sliding resistance to the 

gravitational force also increases and the material has less tendency to be free 
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flowing. Materials which are ground to minus 40 p.m are not free flowing and can not 

be processed with conventional electrical separators (Fraas, 1962). The different 

electrical separators that are sensitive to a particular size range are presented in Table 

6. 

Table 6 - Dry electric separation vs size range (Whitlock, et al., 1995, Carpco, 
1997) 

Electrostatic Particle size 
Separation 

100 mmj 10 mm 1mm 100 am 145 urn |l0 um 1 u.m sub mic-
1 ron 

High Tension Roll 

Electrostatic Plate 
Separator 

Vertical-Static 
Separator 

VStat Triboelectric 
Separator 

STI Electrostatic 
Separator 

In high tension separators with a static field, increasing the number of static 

electrodes and decreasing the distance between static and corona electrodes aid to 

adjust the balance of forces and leads to a better separation (Yougzhi, 1988, Cheng, et 

al., 1991). In general, a narrow corona zone on the drum surface, a lower corona 

current and, wider and stronger static fields are necessary for fine particles processing 

in corona drum type separators (Yougzhi, 1988, Cheng, et al., 1991). Therefore, a 

single corona electrode and multiple static electrodes with a relatively low voltage and 

high drum rotation speed are used (Fig. 21). 

Due to the balance of the co-acting forces in electrical separation, the gravitational 

and centrifugal forces decrease more than the electric force with the decrease in 

particle size. As such, the small particles are separated in drum type separators and 

good separation can be achieved by adjusting the forces distribution. In plate type and 

free fall separators, the gravitational force decreases more rapidly than the electric 

force with decreasing particle size therefore it is possible to decrease the electric field 

and improve the selectivity. However, in the case of fluidized bed tower separator 

(Inculet, 1984) the separation should be improved since additional regulating 

parameter, i.e., the rate of air/gas flow, is available. For drum type separator, it is 

possible to achieve good selectivity by decreasing the intensity of the electric field 

and increasing the speed of rotation . The use of lower voltage is thus inevitable. 
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Fig. 21. The electrode arrangement in high tension separators (Yougzhi, 1988). (A, B, C 
and D are suggested for fines and G for coarse particles) 

Based on the studies carried out by Fraas and Ralston.(1942) an electrostatic 

separator, i.e., air-jet separator, was developed for separating fines. In this separator a 

suspended powder in the air acquires charge after passing through two ripple shaped 

charging plates within the nozzle. When the powder emerges out of the nozzle, it will 

pass through an intense electric field and triboelectrically charged particles deflect 

according to the polarity and magnitude of their charge. The positive, negative, and 

neutral particles wi l l be collected by a Cottrell type precipitators which are sited at the 

lower part of separator (Ralston, 1961, Fraas, 1962). 

According to other studies (Plaksin and Olofinsky, 1970) tribo-adhesion and 

fluidized bed electrostatic separators with subsequent use of accelerating electric 

fields induced by a set of focusing grid corona electrodes have been designed for 

separating finely dispersed mineral particles. The pilot plant tribo-adhesion separator 

applied for specified particle sizes ranging from 0.1 to 5 mm and below 70, 40 or 20. 

Whereas the pilot plant fluidized bed electrostatic separator was constructed to 

provide individual fractions of powders of the sizes in the range of 20-28, 14-20, 10-

14, 7-10, and 0-7 p.m. Furthermore, investigations have led to design the dilute phase 

continuous loop electrostatic separator (Inculet, et al., 1977) in which the 

electrification of particles occur by contact and/or corona charging mechanisms when 

they are flowing through the loop by blown air/gas and it is used for separating the 

minus 40 p.m particles. The electrostatic separator and sizer (Inculet, et al., 1983), 

where the charges accumulate on particles by contact and conductive induction and 

separation improves by vibrating the lower electrode plate is used for particles with a 

size range of 90-700 p.m. 

Recently, a new industrial scale type STI electrostatic separator is reported to be 

able to separate the particles smaller than 5 pm (Whitlock, 1995). Fig. 22 shows the 

general concept of the STI separator. The motion of the belt in STI separator agitates 
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the particles and generates a higher turbulent and higher-shear zone between the 

electrodes. When particles are transported they are subjected to continued agitation 

which leads to a vigorous particle/particle contact thereby, the high electrostatic 

charging produces. 

In addition the efforts have been made to improve the selectivity and separatability 

of fines particularly in triboelectric base separators. The electrostatic pyrite ash and 

toxic mineral separator in which a continuous vacuum exhaust reduced atmosphere is 

performed in order to remove water and water vapour and prevent impairment of 

electrostatic influence due to gas turbulence (Brown, 1997), and laboratory scale 

"triboelectrification assisted air classification" where the simultaneous grinding and 

charging are made by contacting minerals with the ceramic wall and then an electro-

centrifuge is present for selectively separate of feeding minerals (Mehta, et al., 1994, 

1996) are examples. 

\FEED 

Fig. 22. The schematic diagram of STI electrostatic separator (Whitlock, 1995) 

INDUSTRIAL APPLICATION OF E L E C T R I C A L SEPARATION 

Electrical separation is stated to be possible for most kinds of minerals and has 

been successful in several laboratory scale tests. However, difficulties to separate fine 

particles and mixtures of two or more minerals with close electrical conductivity as 

well as other technical and equipment problems (Whitlock, 1995) prevented the 

implementation of electrical separation methods over the last decades. Although, a 

number of researches have been done with different kinds of minerals, mineral 

processing plants using electrostatic separation are mainly limited to some potassium 

salt beneficiation, especially in Germany, titanium beach sands and other associated 

heavy minerals, tin oxide mineral, specular hematite, phosphates and Diamond. 

However, purification of foods and drugs, recycling of the scraps and industrial 

wastes, electrostatic precipitation of the solids, electrical coalescence, electrically 

driven solvent extraction, and electrofiltration of fine suspension are the other aspects 

in front of electrical separation techniques. 
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Potassium ore beneficiation. Nowadays, more than 30 million tons per year of 

potash ores are processed by electrostatic methods around the world. Development of 

this method began in 1940's. It was noticed that potassium and sodium chlorides 

were differently charged by contact electrification. This process is highly sensitive to 

temperature and humidity (Ralston, 1961, Lowver and Dyrenforth, 1973, Fricke, 

1977, Knoll and Taylor, 1986, Alfano, et a l , 1991). Based on Lawver's smdies (1951) 

the first electrical industrial scale plant was built in Carlsbad, New Mexico but it did 

not continue operations due to practical difficulties. In the 1950's, a new method of 

using organic and inorganic chemicals to alter the electro-physical properties of 

individual minerals was developed and new plants were built up for the treatment of 

potassium ores with chemicals under controlled humidity and temperature conditions. 

Separation of the potash ore in the Carlsbad plant was based on charging by high 

temperature treatment (Ralston, 1961, Lowver and Dyrenforth, 1973, Fricke, 1977). 

The conditioning process is complex and requires accuracy (Fricke, 1977, Singewald, 

1980, Singewald and Neitzel, 1983). As shown in Fig. 23, based on the mineralogical 

composition of the raw material and the contents of each mineral in it, the process can 

be flexible, i.e. different minerals are separated at different stages . 

Generally different kinds of mono-carboxylic acids are used in the process. 

However, organic or inorganic substances as well as mixtures of acids, acid-anhydride 

are used as conditioning reagents (Fricke, 1977, Singewald, 1980, Dutta, 1984, Knoll 

and Taylor, 1986). The reagents are added to the milled raw material in the form of a 

dry powder or as a solution or as a vapour prior to the drying of ore. The amount of 

reagents consumption differs from 150-200 g per ton of raw material (Dutta, 1984, 

Karskov, 1991). In spite of the fact that the process has been totally successful the 

mechanism of the stimulated contact charging has not been known. It is suggested that 

molecules, bonded in surface cation vacancies may have a role in the additive-induced 

stimulation of the contact charging NaCl crystal may capture proton from salicylic 

acid molecules forming vacancy trapped H3O 4" ions and a quasi-free salicylate ions. 

The later may inject its surplus electron into the others (Ernst, 1989) 

Pre-treatment of potassium ore minerals with other reagents has been investigated. 

The use of octanic acids, TiCLd or FeCl2 4 H2O (Zhou, and Brown, 1988), salicylic 

acid (Karskov, et al., 1991, Alfano, et al., 1991), octanic acid, ammonium acetate or 

dodecylamine plus ammonium acetate (Inculet and Strathdee, 1988), phthalic, benzoic 

or benzoicsulfo acids (Karskov, et al., 1991) has been reported. Fig. 24 shows the 

schematic plan for multi-stage electrostatic dressing of the potassium ores. 
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Scheme 1 Scheme 2 

M g S C v f t p 

1 st stage: recovery of 
sylvite (KCl) 
2nd stage: recovery of 
kieserite (MgS04' HaO) 

1 st stage: recovery of 
kieserite (MgS04 • H a0) 
2nd stage: recovery of 
sylvite (KCl) 

1 st stage: breakdown of 
rock salt (NaCl) 
2nd stage: separation of 
sylvite and kieserite 

Fig. 23. Electrical separation possibilities for potassium ore (Fricke, 1977, 
Singewald, 1980). 
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t t 
Residue 
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Fig. 24. The schematic flow diagram for potassium ore beneficiation (Knoll and 
Taylor, 1986). 

Iron ore beneficiation. The electrical beneficiation plant at Wabush iron ore mines 

was a successful experience for iron ore beneficiation. The Wabush plant was taken 

into operation in 1965 and the electrical process was used as a supplement to gravity 
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concentration of iron ore (specular hematite ore). The electrical circuit has a capacity 

of more than 6 million tons per year and is used to reduce the silica impurity (from 

about 8% to 2%. S1O2) of spiral concentrates (Dyrenforth and Lawver, 1970, Lowver 

and Dyrenforth, 1973, Romero and Romero, Knoll and Taylor, 1986). However, the 

possibility to produce iron concentrates containing small amounts of silica impurities 

(0.2% to 0.02% SiC>2) by using high tension separators has been mentioned. Fig. 25 

shows the flow sheet of the electrical separation section in the Wabush mines. 

New Feed (gravity concentrate) 

850 LTPH 65 % Fe, 5 % Si02,1 % Mn 

^ Total Feed 1040 LTPH 

Conductors 

67.5 % Fe 
2.25 % Si02 
1.0 % M n 

Fig. 25. Wabush high tension separation flow sheet (Lowver and Dyrenforth, 1973) 

The electrical separation of iron ore (hematite) from silica and apatite associated 

minerals has been successfully tested. Following to the good laboratory separation 

results, the first all dry high tension iron ore concentration plant was installed at 

Malmberget, Sweden for an annual production of one million tons iron concentrates 

(LKAB). The process was a combination of dry magnetic and electric methods and 

the final product contained less than 0.4 wt% phosphorus (Lowver and Dyrenforth, 

1973). The plant was shut down after a short period of operation because of the 

adherence of non-conducting particles to the rotor surface. However the high tension 

process is an acceptable method for iron ore concentration. The combination of 

electric separation with other beneficiation methods is found to be more beneficial 

and successful. Fig. 26 shows the combination of gravity, flotation and electrostatic 

methods that are suggested for oxidised taconite ores (Dyrenforth and Lawver, 1970). 
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Fig. 26. Combination of electric, flotation and gravity methods for iron ore 
beneficiation (Dyrenforth and Lawver, 1970). 

Titanium beach sands and other related heavy minerals beneficiation. In the 

1940's, electrical method for the recovery of titanium minerals from beach sands was 

developed by Carpenter (Lawver and Dyrenforth, 1973). The valuable heavy minerals 

include ilmenite, rutile, zircon, leucoxene, silimanite, kyanite, garnet and rare earth 

minerals such as monazite were first concentrated by wet gravity methods to separate 

from the light minerals, slimes and other valueless impurities. The concentrates are 

dried and fed to multi-stage electric and magnetic separation circuit. The process is 

sensitive to dryness, size distribution, surface contaminants and temperature of the 

feed. Especially for rutile the particle temperamre should be at least 120°C (Lowver 

and Dyrenforth, 1973; Knoll and Taylor, 1986). It has been indicated that significant 

improvements in the stage efficiencies of high tension separation of rutile and zircon 
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minerals can be achieved by thermal pre-treatment in controlled gas mixtures. 

Increasing temperature to 300°C and from 300 to 800°C at high oxygen potentials 

increases the recovery of rutile. On the other hand it is found that at progressively 

lower oxygen potential, e.g., 99% CO and 1% C 0 2 at 800°C, the rutile recovery 

increases remarkably (Struthers and Hayes, 1991). According to other studies (Dance 

and Morrison, 1992) for minimizing the effects of atmospheric conditions, mineral 

temperature should be maintained at least 30°C above the ambient, however large 

circulating loads can significantly affect separations by the recycling of cold mineral 

in both the high tension and plate type electrostatic separators. In addition the 

electrical and mechanical attributes of the separating device, such as electrode 

position(s) and electrode voltage, must be modified in a desired manner (Dance and 

Morrison, 1992). Electrical beneficiation of titanium ore and other related heavy 

minerals has improved in recent decades. Technology advances have been made to 

improve both the recovery and assay. Widespread use of corona type and plate type 

conductive induction separators in beach sand field has spawned a number of 

improvement in equipment design. Electrode design, advances in feeding and high 

voltage controls have led to simplified process circuitry, reduced circulating loads and 

higher efficiency (Knoll and Taylor, 1985). Nowadays, a lower grade raw materials 

with an expanded size distribution of beach sand minerals are separated by electric 

methods. Fig. 27 shows the general flow sheet for beneficiation of rutile and other 

associated minerals. 
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Fig. 27. Modified dry mill rutile recovery circuits (Knoll and Taylor, 1986). 
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Phosphate beneficiation. Sedimentary phosphate deposits are recognised as the 

most economical deposits around the world and are the main supply of phosphate raw 

material. Quartz and calcite are the most common impurities in sedimentary 

phosphate. The electrical beneficiation process of the phosphate ores is based on 

different charges acquired by different associated minerals. 

The American Agriculture Chemicals Co. was the first company to install the plant 

and beneficiate phosphate rocks based on the Johnson process (Ralston, 1961). The 

studies carried out by American Agriculture Chemicals Co., International Minerals 

and Chemicals Corp. and others led to more than 17 patents. Fig. 28 shows the 

Johnson process for upgrading the phosphate minerals. 
HEAD SPEED (WASHERY TAILINGS) 

33.7% B.P.L. 
57.3% INSOLUBLE 

.. COMBINED REAGENTS 
(COLLOID MILL MIXING 

, IF DESIRED) 

ROUGH TAILINGS ROUGH PHOSPHATE CONCENTRATES 

REAGENTS A D D E D 

6 / 

FINAL PHOSPHATE CONCENTRATES 
(28.2% WEIGHT OF FEED) » 

* T 73.64% B.P.L. 
SiO; TAILINGS PHOSPHATE 6 2 n% INSOLUBLE S i ° ? MIDDLING 

(57.3% WEIGHT OF FEED) MIDDLINGS 
9.41% BP.L. 

'.8% INSOLUBLE 

COMBINED MIDDLINGS 
(14.5% WEIGHT OF FEED) 

54.8% BP.L. 
30.0% INSOLUBLE  

RETURNED TO H E A D FEED 

Fig. 28. Upgrading of bone phosphate lime concentrate (Ralston, 1961). 

In general, by contact electrification, quartz and apatite particles acquire negative 

and positive charges respectively. Therefore, they can be separated from each other 

when they are charged and passes through a static field. Heat treatment as well as 

humidity modification are found to be helpful to achieve the best separation. For 

example it was found that the Guadin selectivity index remarkably improves for 

beneficiation of phosphate from calcareous gangue when both the raw material and 

stainless steel tribocharger are heated up to 150°C (Alfano, et al., 1988). Since both 

mineral/mineral and mineral/tribocharger collisions are responsible for charge 

acquisition by mineral grains it was found that the gangue composition has a 

significant rule during electrical separation. In fact phosphate is charged positively 

and negatively in the presence of silica and calcite respectively. When the both silica 
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and calcite are present the problem arises. The desliming of raw material before 

separation is found beneficial (Ciccu and Ghiani, 1993). The study for up-grading 

phosphate ore, which is mainly associated with silica gangue mineral, with high 

tension electrostatic separator indicates that heating the raw material to 150°C is 

essential, apart from modifying electrical and mechanical parameter of the separator 

for obtaining good recovery and grade of phosphate (Abouzeid, et a l , 1996). 

Recently (Carpco, 1998) dry beneficiation of phosphate ore by triboelectric 

separation process has been offered as an alternative to flotation process. In this case 

coarser silica, bigger than 75 um, can be removed from phosphate by using V-stat 

electrostatic separator with a throughput of 20 tph, when the phosphate ore is pre-

charged under specific thermal condition, i.e., feed must be heated up to 80-100°C. 

Tin and tungsten minerals beneficiation. From the beginning of the 20th cenmry, 

cassiterite has been of interest to electrical separation engineers. The associated 

minerals which cause problems in tin oxide separation are pyrite, siderite, chlorite, 

fluorite, quartz, zircon, scheelite and other tungsten minerals. The electric separation 

based on the difference between the conductivity of cassiterite and other associated 

minerals was discussed by Ralston (1961). Fig. 29 shows the results of using the ion 

bombardment techniques , i.e., high tension separator for separation tin and tungsten 

ore minerals. 
MATERIALS: HARD ROCK TIN ORE 

WEIGHT DISTRIBUTION Sn DISTRIBUTION 

Fig. 29. Separation Flow sheet for tin and tungsten minerals(Lawver, et al., 1986). 
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It was found that the scheelite-cassiterite separation can be improved by oleate pre

conditioning at a high relative humidity, e.g., 66%. At high humidity, i.e., 42 to 66 %, 

almost all cassiterite is reported to conducting product in high tension separator. The 

sodium oleate consumption about 0.25 kg per ton of feeding material is sufficient to 

improve the separation of cassiterite from scheelite at high humidity ambient. The 

behaviour of quartz gangue mineral changes by increasing its surface conductivity at 

high humidity and therefore the separation would be improved when a conditioning 

agent which does not render the quartz more hydrophilic is employed (Rossi del 

Cerro, et al., 1970). Furthermore, the separation of fine cassitenie and scheelite have 

been achieved by selecting appropriate electrode structure, i.e.. decreasing corona 

field and strengthening the static field to decrease the coronj region as far as possible, 

and optimizing drum velocity. Accordingly the separating size could be reduced to 

about 20 p.m (Yongzhi, 1988). 

In the case of tungsten minerals, except when tungsten minerals are associated with 

tin minerals, the separation of sulphide minerals from scheelite and wolframite -

scheelite have been successfully tested by high tension separators. In both cases 

scheelite act as a non-conducting mineral whereas the sulphides and wolframite 

behave conducting and efficient separation can be made (Barthelemy and Mora, 

1960). 

Diamonds concentration. The use of electric separation technology to recover the 

diamonds was improved in the Diamond Research Laboratory, South Africa in 1948 

and the first commercial unit was installed in 1952 (Linari-Linholm, 1952). Diamond 

is known as a very poor conductor and also somewhat water repellent. Placer gravels 

and igneous kimberlite pipes are distinguished as the commercial reserves of 

diamonds. Impurities such as quartz, garnet, olivine and other gangue minerals are 

associated with diamonds. 

Generally, electric separation, using high tension separator in combination with the 

wet gravity separation process is used to purify the product after attrition and 

scrubbing of the gravity concentrates. Separation is based on the differences in 

electro-physical behaviour of diamonds, gravels and other associated minerals. The 

use of ambient atmosphere humidity is suggested to improve recovery. It is observed 

that in the range of 66-70% relative humidity, diamonds surfaces become conductive 

and begin to join the gangue minerals, i.e., repel from the ground electrode or rotor. 

The range of 54-65% relative humidity is reported for a good separation but 60% 

humidity is found to be optimum. Pre-treatment of the raw material with salty water, 

containing 0.6-1.1% NaCl, has been suggested to improve the recovery and assay of 

the final products however other salts such as KCl, NaF, Na2CC>3, Na2SC>4, NaNOß, 
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K2CO3 are also effective. Adding 0.05 percent HCl to 0.5 percent NaCl solution was 

found to be effective since the surface conductivity of gangue minerals increases 

while the diamond remains unaffected (Ralston, 1961, Fraas, 1962). 

Coal beneficiation. Despite the existence of different macerals in coal structures 

with different electrical conductivity, the basis of coal separation by electric means is 

due to the fact that coal is less conducting than other associated minerals, the 

exception being the brown coal which has a high water content and also often a high 

ion content (Lockhart, 1984). The younger and softer coals were described as more 

hygroscopic than the older and softer ones (Fraas, 1962). Vitrain is known as a less 

conducting maceral than fusian, durain and clarain. Therefore in corona charging the 

coal macerals loss their charges at a later stage than other associated minerals and in 

triboelectrification clean coal (i.e., all macerals) generally charges positively and ash-

forming minerals or high ash coal charges negatively (Carta, et al., 1976; Lockhart, 

1984; Alfano, et al., 1988). During triboelectric separation of coal the acquisition 

charge by coal matter is highly dependent on the gangue compositions. Coal matter 

acquires either negative or positive charge when the carbonate (e.g., limestone and 

dolomite) and silicate (e.g., shale, slate or marls) gangues are present respectively. In 

both cases, good separation was achieved (Ciccu, et al., 1991). When desulpurization 

of coal by triboelectric separation is aimed, the origin of the sulphur is significant 

since the energy band structure changes for inorganic and organic types of the sulphur 

(Lewowski, 1993). 

Although several laboratory and pilot plant tests have been successfully carried out 

(Inculet, et a l , 1980, 1982; Carta, et al., 1981; Killmeyer, 1986; Ciccu, et al., 1990; 

Lewowski, 1993; M i l l and Chen, 1993; Ban, et al., 1994; etc., ) only a few plants 

were built in USA before the 1960s (Ralston, 1961) and no industrial scale plant has 

been installed since then. The studies on coal beneficiation by electrostatic means 

before 1960s have been described by Ralston (1961) and Fraas (1962). It has been 

mentioned that considerable work has been done on coal beneficiation by electrostatic 

separation in Germany. According to Fraas two plants in Germany, a pilot plant with 

the capacity of 1.5 tons per hour situated at Osterfeld Colliery and the other with a 

capacity of 10 tons per hour, erected at the Königin Elizabeth mine, Essen, had 

designed and installed in 1946. 

Tests results indicate that for a variety of coals and different classes of particle size 

sulphides and silicate impurity minerals can be removed efficiently by 

triboelecrtostatic beneficiation process under appropriate conditions (Finseth, et a l , 

1993; Mills and Chen, 1993). For a raw material with a size range of-1000 +100 urn, 

both the sulphur and ash impurities could be reduced to a desired amount by using 
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corona type separator under low relative humidity conditions, e.g., about 30%, 

(Butcher and Rowson, 1995). Applying different treatment methods, especially 

modifying relative humidity of surrounding ambient, heating the raw material and/or 

surrounding atmosphere, can be beneficial. Chemical pre-treatment of the raw 

material by oil with the aid of regulating ambient moismre (Ralston, 1961), NH3 for 

altering the conductivity of the pyrite and ash particles in a low oxygen environment 

(Knoll and Taylor, 1985), and aromatic agents in dry nitrogen fluidized bed 

tribocharging medium for selective separation of the macerals (Zhou, and Brown, 

1998) have been suggested. 

During the last two decades extensive research has been carried out by the US 

Department of Energy. According to the laboratory studies carried out by the 

Advanced Energy Dynamics and the Pittsburgh Energy Technology Centre, it is 

possible to separate fine coals (less than 37 micron) by using triboelectrostatic 

separation processes (Hucko, et al., 1988). These works led to the emergence of a new 

generation electrostatic separation devices. The new belt separator device (now the 

STI separator) is classified as a triboelectric separator. During the last two years, the 

STI separator has been introduced as an efficient device for separation of fine 

particles (whitlock, 1995). 

Electrical beneficiation of other minerals. Although froth flotation has impeded 

the development of electrical separation methods due to its selectivity and capability 

to separate fine particles, laboratory studies have shown that electric separation is 

successful for various minerals beneficiation. For example processing of quartz from 

other associated minerals (Diamond, 1957; Kramarev and Vasilev, 1980; Carta, et al., 

1981; Schönen and Eichas, 1991; Gupta, et al., 1993; Inculet, et al., 1995; 

Zadorozhnyi, et al., 1997), calcite (Schönert and Eichas, 1991; Gupta, et al., 1993), 

feldspar (Diamond, 1957, Northcott and LeBaron, 1958; Mesenyashin, 1978; Okur 

and Onal, 1992; Zadorozhnyi, et al., 1997), dolomite (Pearse and Pope, 1976; Gupta, 

et al., 1993), vermiculite (Diamond, 1957; Mesenyashin and Smirnov, 1973; Knoll 

and Taylor, 1985), chromite (Diamond, 1957; Barthelemy and Mora, 1960; 

Revnivtsev and Olofinski, 1973), mica (Yuga, et al., 1995), asbestos (Diamond, 1957; 

Ralston, 1961; Fraas, 1962), boron minerals (Yasar, et al., 1994, Celik and Yasar, 

1995), Gold (Inculet, et al., 1988), fluorspar and barite (Diamond, 1957, Carta, et al., 

1981, Alfano, et a l , 1984, 1988), removal of quartz impurities from limestone, barite 

or phosphate (Carpco, 1998), etc. (Diamond, 1957; Howe and Pope; 1970, Inculet, et 

a l , 1977, 1983; Ciccu, et al., 1992,), have been reported. 

Other new application of electrostatic separation method. Technological 

developments and new demands for high purity of industrial materials lead to a better 
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utilization of our resources and thus find processes by which the huge amounts of 

wastes can be recycled. To achieve these goals requires the optimisation of production 

Unes by the combination of different methods and the use of advanced technology and 

know-how. The following examples illustrate the potential application of electrical 

separation in new areas. 

Electrostatic separation of precious metal slags: The slag separation by 

electrostatic device has recently been developed by Carpco Inc. The slags that are 

produced after pyrometallurgical refining of gold and silver contain prills of precious 

metals. The metallic values of the slags are liberated and amenable to electrostatic 

separation (Carpco, 1990). Fig. 30 shows the typical flow sheet of the process. Some 

laboratory/industrial results of the gold and silver recovery from slags are listed in 

Table 7. 

Table 7 Precious metal recovery and grade after recycling of industrial slags by 
electrostatic separation (Carpco, 1990). 

Location Head Grade(Oz/Ton) Con. Grade (OZ/Ton) Recovery % 
Au Ag Au Ag Au Ag 

Nevada 55 - 359 84 
Utah 35 870 200 4470 79 76 

Nevada 25 - 81 — 90 
Nevada 180 - 1770 — 95 

Utah 50 1340 118 2663 94 85 
Nevada - 49 - 300 70 

Raw precious 
metal slag 

1 

IE 
Cone or roll 

crusher 

Screens 1 /4" 

20 mesh 

100 mesh 
-100 mesh fine 

to leach 

Silver slag 
(+5000# per week) 

Two-stage 
Electrostatic 

Separator 
Model 

HTE(36) 121-46 

+1 /4"coarse metal 
' fraction for remelt 
in fumace 

20x100 mesh, feed to 
electrostatic separation 

OR I Gold slag 
(<2000# per week) 

Single-stage 
Electrostatic Separator 
Model HTE(36) 111-46 

Tailings and middling 
(hold for retreatment) 

Single-stage 
Electrostatic Separator 
Model HTE(36) 111-46 

Tailing Middlings 
to leacn to cone/ 

Metal concentrate Middlings Tailings 
for remelt in to cone/ to leach 

roll crusher fumace roll crusher 

Fig. 30. The flow sheet of electrostatic separation of precious slags (Carpco, 1990) 
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Foundry sand reclamation: A new reclamation method for foundry sands has been 

developed by Carpco Inc. The method is based on magnetic, electrostatic and gravity 

separation (Carpco, 1993). Fig. 31 shows the typical flow sheet for foundry sands 

reclamation. 

Casting 
Shakeout 

Casting | 

Fundery Sand 

Primary Pneumatic 
Attritioner 

Srcondry Hydraulic 
Attritioner 

Flowsheet for 
Silica & Chromite 

Binder Sludge 

Flowsheet for 
Silica & Zircon 

pewatering & drying 

Scalper 
Magnet -•1 

Abraided 
Iron 

Seal 
Ma£ 

oei _ 
net 

Electrostatic 
Separator 

Magnetic 
Separator 

Electrostatic 
Separator 

T 
Chromite 
Concentrate 

Humphreys 
Spirals 

Wiefley Gravity 
Table 

t 
Silica 
Product 

Zircon 
Concentrare 

Abraided Iron & Nonferrous 
Contaminated 

t t 
Silica Product 

Fig. 31. Typical flow sheet for foundry sands reclamation (carpco, 1993) 

Fly ash separation: Fly ash is the world's f i f th largest mineral resources. Its 

handling, processing and ultimate use or disposal are important to the utility industry 

and other generators of coal derived fly ash (Tondu, et al., 1996). The costs for ashes 

landfill, the environmental and social impacts, and the possibility of recovering two 

tailor-made usefulness products for specific markets point the importance of fly ash 

beneficiation. Since 1940s, the f ly ash has been used virtually in different concrete 

market. It has been used in the production of durable and economical concrete. Its 

applications can be found either as blended cement or as a mineral admixture for 

concrete. Fly ash is normally a mixture of organic carbons, limestone, silica sand, iron 

ore and clays. Nowadays more than 6 million tons of coal fly ash are used annually in 

cement and concrete in America. Apart from the economical benefits, both strength 

and durability of the concrete are improved by using the fly ash. Coal fly ash is also 

used in mixtures of controlled low strength materials (CLSM) to f i l l trenches or other 

excavations such as mine shafts and underground storage tanks. CLSM mixtures are 
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proportioned with f ly ash, sand, water, and small amounts of portland cement 

(Makansi, 1994). 

Efforts have been made in order to separate f ly ashes into two carbon-rich and 

clean ash portions. Wet processing methods are not profitable for fly ashes since the 

material is available in a dry state and applications envisaged for the products exclude 

the presence of water. Furthermore, drying after separation would be technically 

difficult and economically oppressive (Ciccu, et al., 1997). Extensive studies have 

been conducted to separate f ly ashes into two carbon-rich and clean ash portions by 

electrical separation. Accordingly, triboelectrostatic separation has been found a more 

suitable process for beneficiation the f ly ashes (Yasuda, et al., 1991; Whitlock, 1993, 

1995; Makansi, 1994; Ban, et al., 1997; Kruger, 1997; Ciccu, et al., 1997). It has been 

concluded that irregularly shaped particles and light weight coarser particles in fly ash 

as well as carbon can be removed almost completely from cleaned ash portion by 

triboelectric separation (Yasuda, et al., 1991). However, charged-grid ground-belt 

conveyor type and charged-grid ground-drum type electrostatic separators (Yasuda, et 

al., 1991), STI separator (Whitlock, 1993, 1995), free falling separator with a 

pneumatic transporting tube and copper tribocharger loop (Ban, et al., 1997) and drum 

type separator with a set of parallel bars facing 90° sector of the drum (Ciccu, et al., 

1997) have been applied and recommended for f ly ash beneficiation with acceptable 

grades and recoveries of products. 

Nowadays STI electrostatic separator which works on the basis of triboelectric 

charging mechanism is installed in many different industrial plants. The separator is 

able to produce two fly ash products with a constant carbon content from any raw 

high carbon fly ash (Makansi, 1994; Tondu, et al., 1996). The positively charged 

materials form the high carbon content product, above 40% carbon, primarily to be 

reburned as a fuel supplement and the negatively charged materials, containing less 

than 3% carbon, suitable for cement and concrete industries. However, it is sought to 

convince the plastics industry owners to use the low carbon fly ash products of the 

STI separator as a filler because of the chemical consistency of the end product 

(Makansi, 1994). 

Dielectric separation (dielectrophoretic separation) 

Selective separation of minerals, deferring in dielectric constants, under the 

influence of a heterogeneous electric field in a liquid medium is the basis of dielectric 

separation of the minerals. This technique works on the basis of the levitation forces 

acting on the solid particles immersed in a dielectric fluid (Lin, 1977; Jordan, et al., 

1979; Andres, 1996). The process consists of suspending a mixture of minerals of 

varying dielectric constants in a non-conducting fluid having the dielectric constant 

between that of two groups of minerals, and subjecting a system to a converging 
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electric field (Jain, 1978; Zimmels, et al., 1980). During the separation, the region 

with high electric field gradient is the place which occupy the mineral particles having 

higher dielectric constant whereas the particles which lower dielectric constant attract 

to the other side where the gradient of electric field is lower. Mineral particles with 

higher dielectric capacity migrate towards the region of higher electric field because 

the force lines of the electrical field can pass through the materials with higher 

dielectric constant more easily than through the medium (Ralston, 1961; Lin, 1977; 

Zimmels, 1980; Jordan, et al., 1979; Anders, 1996). A successful separation can be 

achieved based on the knowledge of the balance of the operative forces. The process 

can be used for separating the minerals or other mixed granular solids from each other 

or for purification of liquids from dispersed particles (Lin, 1977). 

In the field of mineral separation the first application of such dielectric separation 

technique was developed by Hatfield (1924) to separate cassiterite from mostly quartz 

gangue. Thereafter a number of different kinds of apparatus for dielectric separation 

have been developed for batch and continuous separation. However, design 

limitations of the separators precluded to scale-up (Jordan, et al., 1979). When 

mineral particles are placed inside the dielectric liquid medium, they might be 

attracted by different forces. Physical properties of the mineral particles and liquid 

media as well as the direction, intensity and gradient of the electrical field are 

responsible for magnitudes and directions of the participant forces (Lin, 1977; 

Zimmels, et al., 1980). The process is recommended for separating the particles less 

than 200 urn size. 

The active electric force for dielectric separation drives from dipole type 

interaction with non-homogeneous electric field. Since the force is weak for non

conducting minerals consequently higher intensities and gradients are required for 

separating non-conductors. This force can be derived as follows (Zimmels, et al., 

1980): 

F = 3 e m
 ( £ p ~ e - \ { E 2 ) ( 1 9 ) 

where £ p , Em, are the dielectric constants of particle and medium respectively, and E 

is the applied electric field. According to the above formula F varies between two 

limits by changing the dielectric constants of medium and particle. 
3 

F = V(£ 2 ) , £ p oo emfinite (20) 

F = — - — V ( £ 2 ) - > 0 e m - > ° ° e p finite (21) 
16zT£m 

The above configurations indicate that the force, F, is inversely proportional to 

dielectric constant of medium, i.e., dielectric fluid, thus the separation could be 
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improved by choosing the lowest possible value of the dielectric constant of medium. 

Maximum force is achieved whenever the vacuum is the separating medium and 

selectivity is provided for two mineral samples having £ p i and £ p 2 dielectric constants 

by means of £ p i < £ m < £ p 2 where the mineral particles with higher and lower 

dielectric constants than the medium should be captured and rejected through the 

electric field. However, a new scheme of dielectric separation based on opposite 

polarization of particles is offered by introducing complex permittivity £' which is a 

function of the simple dielectric constant, conductivity, and angular frequency of 

electric field. Accordingly, the dielectric force is a function of electric field, dipole 

moment, dielectric constant of the medium, radius of the mineral particle and complex 

permittivity (Jones, 1995; Andres, 1996). In this case dielectric separation can be 

achieved by selective chaining which starts from the vertical clustering of two 

particles with greatest difference in complex permittivity of solids and liquid medium. 

This phenomenon is able to be extended to particles with smaller difference in 

permittivity by increasing the polarization field (Andres, 1996). 

Based on the difference between the electrical properties of the participant minerals 

the separation can be basically made by modification of either the electrical field or 

the dielectric constant and density of the liquid medium (Lin, 1977; Zimmels, et a l , 

1980). I f the difference between the electrical properties of minerals to be separated is 

large enough there is no necessary to change the electrical field gradient from place to 

place. However, for the particles with almost similar electrical behaviour, their 

density difference can be helpful and it is necessary to get a medium with large spatial 

variations in field gradient to achieve a good separation. In addition, the temperamre 

dependence of the dielectric constant makes the process sensitive to the ambience. 

On the basis of the works carried out by Jordan et al. (1979) at Tuscaloosa 

Research Centre, a continuos laboratory and pilot plant scale dielectric separator, Fig 

33a, has been made and developed. The process uses a drum with fine wires placed 

along its surface, parallel to its axis and a screen electrode which is placed in solution 

beneath the dram. Across the electrode and drum, an ac potential is installed. Table 8. 

Shows a partial list of separation results related to continuous dielectric separation 

process. 

Although the laboratory and pilot plant testes have shown that the process could 

successfully beneficiate mineral mixtures, its application is yet to be proven. 

However, numerical estimations indicate that the new scheme of the process based on 

opposite polarization of the particles leading to selective chaining of the particles, has 

a potential for separating minerals in the industrial scale. Furthermore, it is mentioned 

that by applying electric field in the form of dc pulses, the use of untreated water as 
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the dielectric medium has significant potential for industrial applications of dielectric 

separation method (Andres, 1996). 

Table 8 - Dielectric separation of some mineral mixmres (Jordan et al., 1979) 
Feed composition, Composition Dielectric High-dielectric 

(weight- percent & mineral Of dielectric liquid constant of concentrate 
name) 

Of dielectric liquid 
separation 

High Low Grade Recov Grade 
dielectric dielectric % % ratio 
mineral(s) mineral(s) 
10 Rutile 90 Quartz Nitrobenzene 4.5 62 94 6.2 90 Quartz 

& Kerosene 
11 Zircon 89 Quartz Amyl alcohol 

& Xylene 
4.5 61 54 5.5 

43 Chromite 57 Olivine 
&Talc 

Ethanol &CCI4 6.0 72 90 1.7 

10 Barite 90 Quartz Nitrobenzene 4.5 48 53 4.8 90 Quartz 
& Kerosene 

9 Crundum 91 Quartz Amyl alcohol & 
Xylene 

4.5 45 54 5.0 

10 Tormaline 90 Quartz Amyl alcohol 
& Xylene 

4.5 46 68 4.6 

9 Monazite 91 Quartz Nitrobenzene 4.5 47 74 5.2 91 Quartz 
& Kerosene 

10 Witherite 90 Quartz Amyl alcohol & 
Xylene 

4.5 29 67 2.9 

8 Garnet 92 Quartz Nitrobenzene 4.5 38 62 4.7 92 Quartz 
& Kerosene 

9 Celestite 91 Quartz Nitrobenzene 4.5 51 72 5.7 91 Quartz 
& Kerosene 

10 Beryl 90 Quartz Ethanol & CCI4 4.5 32 51 3.2 
10 Ilmenite 90 Quartz 

& Feldspar 
Nitrobenzene 
& Kerosene 

5.0 52 94 5.2 

a 

Feed 

Liquldof 
dielectric 
Constant e m 

FEED CHUTE 

O Low dielectric constant particles 
• High dielectric constant particles 

Fig. 33. Different designs for dielectric separators a (Jordan, et al., 1979) and b (Jain, 
1987, Zimmels, et a l , 1980) 
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Summary 

For all electrical beneficiation methods the difference in electro-physical properties 

of the contributed mineral particles, essentially frictional charge, electrical 

conductivity and dielectric constant properties are exploited in order to achieve 

selective separation of mineral matters. The composition of the raw material 

determines what kind of either corona charging, conductive induction, or triboelectric 

separation method should be applied. Although the concentration of minerals by 

electrical methods seems to be straightforward in principle, its application encounters 

several difficulties due to the influence of different parameters related to mineral 

characteristics, surrounding ambient conditions and electrical and mechanical 

attributions of the separating device. As a surface base beneficiation method, 

electrical separation is mainly affected by the surface and surface changes of the 

participant minerals. Since the electrical behaviour of the minerals through an electric 

field is profoundly dependent on surface conductivity and/or surface energetic levels, 

it is essential to understand how the electro-physical properties of the minerals can be 

changed. A prior knowledge of these parameters and of the thermodynamic 

equilibrium conditions between the mineral and the material it is subjected to contact 

for charge generation during triboelectrification is essential in searching a criteria for 

estimating the influence in electric separation. Similarly, by measuring the dielectric 

constant and/or the conductivity of the minerals as well as estimating mineral's charge 

during corona charging and conductive induction, it is possible to asses the minerals 

separation. Although there are problems of how to measure the surface mineral states 

accurately, it is imperative that these studies are undertaken along with the electrical 

separation. Without identifying the interrelationships between the concentration of 

charge carriers, type of mineral conductivity, the changes in the state of surface 

energy levels and the electrical separation behaviour of minerals, it is difficult to asses 

the efficiency during the separation process, which in turn, makes it difficult to 

improve the equipment design and as well to monitor and control of these processes. 

The investigations delineating the mechanisms of electrical separation of minerals are 

very scarce in the literature and these studies need greater thrust for wider application 

of electrical methods in minerals separation. 

Surface pre-treatment methods are recommended in order to increase the electrical 

beneficiation potential of minerals. These surface treatment methods vary in a wide 

range. In some cases surface must be cleaned whereas surface f i lm is required in 

others. The separation process wil l be more erratic when both the surface charge and 

charge decay are ambient dependence. The knowledge of the solid state physics and 

chemistry leads to improve the beneficiation potential by choosing a suitable surface 

treatment method(s) for each separation procedure. For mineral semi-conductors, as 
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an extensive class of natural components, the concentration and mobility of the charge 

carriers can be artificially modified by thermal, irradiation, chemical conditioning and 

other pre-treatment methods thus either the magnitude, polarity or both of acquisition 

charge can be changed. The minerals conductivity can be changed by the same 

procedures i f conductive induction or corona charging is applied. A through 

understanding of the correlation between the electro-physical separation and factors 

influencing them is a prerequisite for a successful application of electrical separation. 

Chemical and other pre-treatment methods, for example, humidity, thermal, 

irradiation, doping, etc., have been successfully utilized in the electrical separation. 

The fact that the electrical conductivity of the particles mainly depends on the nature 

of the surface of particles has lead to the development of methods to alter the surfaces 

artificially. Changing the concentration of the charge carriers, their charge and 

mobility affect the conductivity and thus, the separation. Chemical and other pre

treatment methods offer the possibility of changing the electrical properties of the 

minerals through energetical parameters. The literature is almost devoid of describing 

the changes in the energetic parameters of the minerals by which the separation is 

achieved. The general energetic characteristics of a mineral wi l l change with the 

adsorption of ions, chemicals and other applied methods. The relationships between 

the characteristics of the valency zone, conducting zone, concentration of charge 

carriers of the minerals are to be determined for a critical assessment and for a 

selection process of these methods in electrical separation. 

Despite the lack of detailed investigations when compared to other separation 

techniques, the complexity and multiplicity of the charge generation processes, 

difficulties to separate fine particles, insufficient knowledge in theory and lack of 

detailed theoretical basis, in particular for triboelectrification, the electrical processes 

are capable to be attempted, especially in arid areas. The process is versatile being a 

dry one, although several wet electrical methods have been successfully tested at 

laboratory and pilot plant. No environmental pollution, less power consumption, less 

equipment corrosion and low operation, erection and amortisation costs are added 

advantages. The need to process of low grade ores and recycling of wastes with the 

depletion of high grade resources, electrical separation offers a viable alternative 

method. Further research and developmental projects are necessary to promote this 

technology for fine low grade raw materials and wastes. However, new technologies 

in relation with triboelectric separation have proved its capability to separate fines. 
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Division of Mineral Processing, Luleå University of Technology, Sweden 

Abstract 

In all electrical concentration methods, except dielectric and pyroelectric, the mineral 

separation is mainly affected by the surface of the solid particles. The magnitude and 

sign of the charge developed on the particles in an electric field is essentially defined 

by surface phenomena. Since the separation is mainly achieved by the difference in 

surface conductivity and/or the status of the Fermi energy levels of the participating 

minerals, it is essential to understand how the surface conductivity and energy levels 

change with applied surface treatment methods. Surface treatment of minerals is 

carried out by different means such as the use of inorganic and organic reagents, 

irradiation, thermal treatment, etc. This paper discusses the role of chemical and 

other preconditioning methods in electrical separation. 

Introduction 

Electrical separation utilizes the inherent differences between the minerals in friction 

charge, electrical conductivity and dielectric constant properties between the. From 

theoretical considerations, each material has its own electrical characteristics and thus, 

selective separation of solid particles from a mixture can be achieved by utilizing the 

forces acting on charged or polarized particles when an external electrical field is 

applied (i.e., electrophoresis). Although, the electrical process could beneficiate 

different kinds of minerals successfully, the advances in froth flotation and its merits 

to process fine particles selectively impeded the industrial application of electrostatic 

methods. However, recent environmental awareness coupled with the development of 

new separators for fine particle processing and recycling of electronic scrap has led 

the emergence of electrostatic separators for minerals beneficiation and metals 

recovery from scrap materials. 

The basis for electrical mineral separation can be found in the interfacial resistance 

offered by different minerals to the flow of electrons. The modifying factors being the 

specific gravity, size, shape, surface state and purity of the mineral particles as well as 

the mechanical and electrical attributes of the separator.1 Despite the existence of a 

number of different separating processes which differ markedly in operating physical 

forces, only three separating processes have been successful in commercial use. They 
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are contact electrification, conductive induction and ion bombardment. The names are 

related to the way by which the mineral particles acquire surface charge. The process 

is quite versatile and what can not be achieved in one process can be easily worked 

out in the other.2 An added element in its versatility is conferred by physical and 

chemical conditioning or selective filming of particle surfaces such that the natural 

electric behaviour can be profoundly modified. 2 

It is known that electrical separation of finely ground minerals is affected by different 

factors which are related to the inherent properties of participant minerals, 

surrounding ambient conditions and finally, the separation device. Recognition, 

assessment and evaluation of their influences are the key for better minerals 

separation. They are very complex, especially when several factors influence each 

other and are affected by others. The electrostatic separation becomes more effective 

and reliable when all the parameters being under control and are optimized. 

Background of Minerals Preparation for Electrical Separation 

For electrical separation which is based on the difference in physical and physico-

chemical properties of the minerals such as surface charge, conductivity, work 

function, etc., different techniques can achieve favourable conditions for a good 

separation. The difference between the participating minerals and phases in contact 

should be away from equilibrium conditions as far as possible and the evolution of the 

surface energy structure should be prevented or retarded from reaching undesirable 

stable conditions. At larger isplacements from the equilibrium conditions between the 

mineral surfaces and the phase in contact, the energy exchanges wil l be significant.3 

Surface treatment by reagents conditioning, heating and roasting processes, irradiation 

techniques, doping process, etc., are considered to modify the surface properties of the 

minerals. However, modification of other parameters such as surrounding ambient 

and suitable electrical device, and/or in combination with mineral treatment methods 

are equally important for a better separation to be achieved. 

Electrical Characteristics of Minerals 

Minerals exhibit electrical conductivity to some degree or another. The electrical 

conductivity of a mineral is related to the type of bonding and bond strength between 

the atoms in the crystal. Minerals, similar to other materials, are broadly classified 

into three categories, i.e., conductors, semiconductors and insulators. In the case of 

conductors, either the electrons or ions are moved at a considerable speed in an 

electrical field and are responsible for transferring the charge. Electrons and holes 

have the same role in the case of semiconductors and for insulators, however, there 
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are no free electrons but more or less strongly bound ions with limited mobility 

allowing the transfer of charge.4 

The conductivity is described by the difference between the valence and conduction 

bands, and the forbidden energy gap between them. The bands which are formed from 

the valence electrons are more complex in that overlapping and/or splitting occurs.4-5 

In the case of conductors, the valence band is only partly filled, allowing conduction 

to take place or the conduction and valance bands can be overlapped. For insulators, 

the valence band is fu l l and the electrons form strong bands which are difficult to 

break between the neighbouring atoms. The forbidden gap is large (-10 eV) in 

insulators and the thermal energy or applied electric field is insufficient to raise the 

uppermost electron in the valence band to the conduction band. Semiconductors are 

characterized by the low energy gap (~ 1 eV) and thermal energy allows some 

electrons to pass to the conduction band so that under the influence of an electrical 

field, conduction occurs. 3 - 6 

It is assumed that the outer electrons in the metals form a sea of electrons, free to 

move throughout the crystal lattice. At absolute zero temperature, the electrons will 

take up the lowest allowed energy in the band and the highest occupied energy level is 

called the Fermi energy. Above zero temperature, electrons acquire thermal energy, 

leaving some empty energy level just below the Fermi energy level. 4- 7 

Crystalline insulators and semiconductors have a fu l l valence band and an empty 

conduction band at absolute zero. Impurity atoms can change the energy levels of 

insulators and semiconductors to conductors. The impurity atoms may therefore raise 

an additional energy level which is outside the normally allowed range. This 

additional energy level may be occupied by an electron provided the impurity atom 

has a different number of electrons than the atoms of the parent lattice. As such, two 

different positions exist in front of the electron energy spectrum of the solids. 

Impurity atoms with an extra electrons wil l give rise to a filled energy level close to 

the conduction band, whereas the lack of an electron will give an unoccupied energy 

level close to the valance band. In both cases, the possibility of moving a small 

number of charged carriers will increase, which means that some conduction occurs. 

Modification of the Electrophysical Properties of Minerals 

An extensive class of natural chemical compounds can be considered for semi

conductor minerals . The surface energy of semi-conductors is described by the 

following parameters:3-6 

(i) - Position of the Fermi level which refers to the valance band of upper edge (Ef) 
(ii) - Electron work function that represents the energy required to remove an 

electron from the Fermi level to die vacuum level ( 0 ) . 
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(iii) - Width of forbidden energy gap (Eg) 
(iv) - Charge carrier concentration of either n-type or p-type (n-type, concentration 

of free electrons in the conduction band and p-type concentration of free holes 
in the valance band). 

(v) - Charge carrier mobility of both types [p. n ,p. p (m 2 V 1 sec1)]. 

The minerals with a difference in their energy levels act as a donor or acceptor when 

they are brought to contact (i.e., minerals with a higher Fermi level donate electrons to 

others with a lower one). The Fermi level is related to the concentration and mobility 

of the charge carriers of either type of semi- conductors. It changes as a function of 

temperamre as per the following formula: 3 - 6 

Ef=l /2 [E g -K b Tln(p /n) ] 

where K b is Boltzman's constant, T is the absolute temperamre. 

For intrinsic semiconductor where the ratio of (p/n) =1, the Fermi level exists in the 

midway of the energy gap. For p-type and n-type semiconductors, the Fermi level is 

close to the valence and conduction bands respectively. The conductivity of 

semiconductors is given by: 

o=e (pp: p + np n)= o 0exp (- E g/2kT) 

For p and n type semi-conductors, the conductivity is defined respectively by the 

concentration and mobility of holes and electrons (e.g. G=e pp.p for p-type).The 

surface energy levels for a semiconductor alter with a change in charge carriers 

concentration ratio (p/n). This concentration of electrons and holes can be calculated 

using the following relationship and the first formula. 

n.p = (2UT 3 / 2 ) 2 exp(- E g/kT) 

where U is a constant equal to 2.24x10 1 5 (nr 3 °K" 3 / 2 ) 

In fact, a change in concentration ratio (p/n) influences the electrophysical parameters 

of the semiconductor. The electrical separation could thus be changed by modification 

of the mineral's characteristic parameters. 

Chemical Pretreatment 

Selective adsorption of chemicals influences the electrical properties of the minerals. 

Consequently, the electrical charge carriers can be operate in the desired direction 

depending on the prehistory of the minerals. The adsorbed chemicals are also 

susceptible to enlarge the variations in conductivity. 

The conductivity of the minerals is the sum of bulk and surface conductivity. The first 

one is proportional to the mineral* s particle dimensions and decreases with the 

particle size. The surface conductivity remains constant and independent of particle 

size.8 The existence of molecular layers on a mineral surface creates a new substance 
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with its own surface energy structure. It maintains equilibrium with the mineral bulk 

giving raise to zones of spatial charge and to a modification in charge carrier 

concentration in various layers. This results in a change in surface conductivity of the 

minerals. The new surface layer acts either as an acceptor or a donor. Therefore a new 

surface energy level wi l l be attained.5'7 I f the new thin layer of adsorbant with high 

enough conductivity appears on the surface of a non conducting mineral, the surface 

conductivity becomes much greater than the bulk conductivity.8 

According to the nature and strength of the bonds, two different types of adsorption 

(physical and chemical) have been identified. Physisorption is characterized b\ 

relatively large distances between the absorbed molecules and the mineral's crystal 

nodes. It involves small amounts of energies due to the Van der Waals or electrostatic 

forces. However, chemisorption involves larger amount of energies. The process is 

characterized by short distance between absorbed molecule and lattice nodes. 

Consequently, both mineral lattice and adsorbed molecules form a whole quantum -

mechanic system. Chemical adsorption individually contains strong and weak 

adsorption, which are characterized by the existence and lack of electrical charge 

carriers (electrons and holes) respectively. The adsorbed particle remains electrically 

neutral in the case of weak chemisorption, but free electrons or holes are involved 

when strong chemisorption is forming. 5- 7 The chemisorption capacity of an adsorbent 

surface and its nature, which is based on the type of adsorbent-adsorbate bond, is 

determined by the position of the surface energy level (Fermi level) of the mineral 
3 ' 5 ' 7 , as shown in Fig. 1. 
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(a) (b) 
Fig. 1 : a) Probability of the chemisorption of the chemicals on the mineral surfaces as a 
function of the position of the Fermi level ( n° weak, n + strong p-type and rp strong n-type 
bonds of chemisorption) b)The position of the Fermi level due to the presence of surface 
states E s , acceptor (1,2) or donor (3,4) before (1,3) and after (2,4) charge transfer.5 

Analogies to froth flotation, minerals can acquire hydrophobicity through the 

adsorption of chemical reagents. The amount of water adsorbed on the mineral 

surface, influencing the surface conductivity, depends on the water repellence of the 

conditioned surface and the humidity of the surrounding ambient. Therefore, both 

modification of the water affinity to the mineral surfaces and regulation of the air 

humidity assist to obtain a good separation. Organic heteropolar reagents, either 
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physisorbed or chemisorbed, render the surface, water repellent, lessen the amount of 

moismre adsorbed and decrease the minerals conductivity in some degree or another. 

Inorganic reagents can enter a chemical reaction with the minerals surface, forming a 

new compound on the surface. These reagents may selectively prevent the adsorption 

of organic reagents.8 In summary, the adsorption of reagents can change the sign or 

the magnitude of the charge acquired by the minerals or they can modify the surface 

by imparting hydrophobic character as presented in Fig. 2. 

b 

Fig. 2: a) Changing in triboelectric charge after oleate conditioning for (A) apatite, (C)calcite 
and (Q) quartz.10 - b) Schematic diagram explaining the concept of surface modification in 
analogy with froth flotation for minerals A and B . 1 1 

Generally, the overall work function of minerals is expected to decrease and increase 

by the adsorption of inorganic anions and cations, respectively. It has been noted 8 ' 9 

that minerals treatment with oxidizing or reducing agents can modify the valence state 

of the atoms in the lattice nodes. Decreasing or increasing the concentration ratio of 

the electrons and holes (i.e., Fermi energy level) by using oxidizing and reducing 

agents can change the probability of electron transfer from valence band, which 

ultimately results in the formation of a stronger adsorption bond of the anion or cation 

on the minerals surface. 

From a knowledge of the mineralogy of raw material and the presence of electrons or 

holes in the minerals crystal lattice, a choice of the optimum chemical/ reagent 

treatment can be made. 

Nowadays, the electrostatic beneficiation of potash salts by means of chemicals 

treatment represents a major ore dressing operation in the world. However, selective 

separation of other mineral systems have also been tested in laboratory, pilot plant 
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and industrial scales successfully. Table. 1 shows a summary of reagents and other pre 

treatment methods in the electrical separation of some minerals systems. 

Thermal Pretreatment 

A change in temperature influences the electrophysical properties of minerals, in 

particular the electrical conductivity. An increase in temperature decreases the 

electrical conductivity of metallic conductors but, increases the conductivity of 

semiconductors and insulators. With an increase in temperature, one of the 

components in a non-conducting mixture can be made sufficiently conductive so as to 

allow separation. More significant temperature effects can occur if the mineral 

exhibits phase transformations at elevated temperatures.4 

The increase in temperamre causes a shift in the Fermi level towards the centre of the 

forbidden gap, thereby the Fermi level increases in the p-type and decreases in the n-

type semiconductors. At sufficiently higher temperatures, both types of 

semiconductors show intrinsic conductivity because of the excitation of some 

electrons from the valence band across the forbidden region to the conduction band. 

At still higher temperatures, the intrinsic effect is the principal conductivity and under 

these conditions, the Fermi level must be in the middle of the forbidden region. It 

means that a large shift in the position of the Fermi level with temperature occurs and 

the thermoelectric effects on minerals can be several orders greater in magnitude than 

for metals. I f the semiconductors contain both the acceptor and donor states, then the 

acceptors changes to donor states by moving the Fermi level from the bottom to the 

top of the forbidden gap (Fig. 3). 

a 

Temperature 

Fig. 3 : Dependence on temperature of the Fermi level in a) n-type , b) p-type semi
conductors and c) ratio of donor to acceptors in a semiconductor containing both.1 2 

The minerals whose resistivity at room temperature is very high, can often be 

separated successfully at higher temperatures.13 It means that the semiconductors can 

acquire enough charge after heat treatment and act as fair conductors during the 

separation process. The Fermi level shifts towards the middle of forbidden gap 

(intrinsic region) in both p and n types semiconductors with temperature, thereby the 
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main effect (i.e., changing the Fermi level in p/n type) becomes less and less 

significant but, a negative thermal gradient arises between the surface and the interior 

of the mineral particles when they are subjected to the separation process. 

Consequently, migration of the majority of charge carriers towards the surface occurs. 

This new superimposing effect which acts in the opposite direction, prevails in or near 

the intrinsic field. 3 The existence of the maximum or minimum points in the curves of 

recovery versus temperamre of different minerals in electrical separation can thus be 

explained. 

Some minerals exhibit a pyroelectric properties when thc\ arc subjected to a thermal 

gradient. Quartz, tourmaline and hemimorphite are well known for their pyroelectric 

properties. On the basis of pyroelectricity, Overstorm designed separators for quartz, 

feldspar and mica minerals.2 From a crystallographic point of view, defects can be 

created or removed by heating of the minerals. Heating followed by sudden cooling 

creates point (single vacancies and their aggregation, interstitial atoms) and linear 

defects. Annealing leads to the healing of certain type of point defects and re-ordering 

of the structure.14 Heating of the solids, electrodes and surrounding ambient are used 

to obtain good separation. Altering the inherent electrical properties of the participant 

minerals (p/n ratio, Fermi level, etc.) and their surface moisture, changing the relative 

humidity of the surrounding ambient and removing the fine anomalous dusty particles 

from the minerals surface are mentioned as the beneficiary effects when thermal pre 

treatment is applied. 

Irradiation Pretreatment 

Radiation provokes various kinds of defects in the crystals due to the bombardment of 

the minerals with high speed particles (neutrons, protons, electrons) or high energy 

photons (X-rays, gamma rays). The charged particles create electronic defects due to 

the excitation or ejection of electrons from the lattice atoms. Interaction between 

ejected free electrons or holes and point defects creates electronic defects. The 

collision of the bombarding particles with the lattice displaces the lattice atoms 

forming vacancies or interstitial atoms (Frenkel pair) . 1 3 However, considerable 

amount of the kinetic energy of the bombarding particles preserves and transforms 

into heat. A zone, in the order of ten atomic radii, with abnormally increased lattice 

vibration is formed along the path of the particles or the ejected atoms. The increased 

lattice vibration is called the temperamre peak. Scattering of the energy produces heat 

in the order of 1100°C for a short period of about 10-11 seconds.13 As a result, the 

normal chemical bonds are broken and the structural pattern becomes disordered since 

the material melts at this moment. However, soon after the excess energy is 

eliminated into the remaining parts of the solid body, the zone rehardens resulting in 

the formation of a region with fu l l of different kinds of defects.1 3 I f the amount of 
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energy is not enough to produce melting zone, the phenomena wil l correspond only to 

one atomic volume, which is known as a thermal peak. Several peaks may be formed 

along the path of displaced atoms and wil l be separated by the cold regions. 1 3 1 5 

Formation of impurity atoms in the mineral lattice due to the transmutation of lattice 

atoms may also be created by radiation as well. Generally, the neutrons provoke the 

lattice defects and the protons, deuterons and other charged nuclei can provoke the 

displacement of atoms and form lattice nodes.13 Collision of high speed charged 

particles causes displacement of the crystal lattice, less than neutrons, according to 

their penetration into the crystal to the depth of few microns.1 3 A special class of high 

speed charged particles is formed by the fission caused by neutron bombardment. 

These heavy particles carry an enormous amount of energy, up to 100 MeV and they 

are consequently capable of producing a very large number of defects.13 Since these 

fission fragments are usually unstable, beta and gamma radiation can also occur. Low 

energy electrons bombardment, unlike the heavy charged particles, creates a more 

homogeneous distribution of defects (only one Frenkel pair). 1 3 
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Fig.4: Position of the Fermi level as a function of temperature for calcite, barite and fluorite3-

From the electrophysical standpoint, pretreatment of the raw materials by different 

kinds of radiation can modify the electrical characteristics of minerals, creating new 

levels of Fermi energy and p/n concentration ratio and the impurity atoms in the 

mineral lattice. X, alpha and gamma rays radiation decreases the Fermi level of 

semiconductors.3 The gamma radiation is reported to change the concentration ratio 
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and the reagent adsorption affinity to the sulphide minerals.9 Transformation of n type 

to p type semiconductors has been noted in some cases (Fig. 4). 

Ion bombardment produces an acceptor layer on the surface of the minerals with a 

depth proportional to the energy of the incident ions. 1 5 This layer wil l be formed, 

irrespective of the specimen, whether it is a p type or n type. This leads to a change in 

the concentration ratio, thereby the electrical conductivity changes from n type to p 

type semiconductors. The results show that the electrical conductivity of both 

semiconductors and insulators is improved by the emission of accelerated electrons.16 

However, the conductivity is diminished in the case of conductors.16 

Thermal decomposition, electron excitation and molecular ionization occur when the 

materials are radiated by electrons.16 Absorption of UV or visible radiation by atomic 

or molecular species is due to the electron excitation and electron relaxation. 1 3 

Decomposition of the excited species leads to a change in the electrophysical 

properties in the relaxation step (photo chemical reaction). Electromagnetic radiation 

causes excitation to higher energy levels, which means that a change in the Fermi 

position takes place. 1 3 1 5 Generally, the changes in physico-chemical properties of the 

irradiated minerals are determined by the magnitude, dose and time of radiation, 

chemical composition and the surface area of the irradiated minerals. 
Influence of Humidity 

Mineral conductivity is related to the concentration of the charged carriers, their 

charge and mobil i ty . 1 7 The effect of humidity (H) in electrical separation is so 

complex that a change in humidity of the surrounding ambient effects the conductivity 

of the medium (air) and mineral surfaces.4 From Fig. 5-a, it can be seen that the 

humidity influences the charge acquired by quartz and feldspar. This is established 

with a decrease in the mobility of the absorbed water molecules and cease of the 

adsorbed water.1 7 The dissociation of water into H + and OH" ions and its adsorption 

leads to charge alterations of the surfaces.1 7-1 8 The amount of the charge on the 

particles (charge to mass ratio) is influenced by a change in the medium conductivity 

(Fig. 5-b). However, the surface conductivity is found to be a function of relative 

humidity (i.e., o =a+bH) 

Labib and Williams 1 9 showed that the existence of moisture on the surface of a solid 

changes its behaviour due to chemical interaction with surface groups or sites. The 

zero point of charge (zpc) of solids in organic liquids shifts toward the basic pH 

region when a layer of moismre is adsorbed on solid surfaces (Fig. 6). 

Water can act as a donor or an acceptor (normally acts as a donor) on the surface of 

the solids and thus, the concentration ratio of electrons and holes changes. I f water 

reacts with the surface and forms a new chemical compound, the surface then exhibits 

entirely different physico-chemical properties.19 
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Fig. 5: a) Humidity dependence of charge acquired by quartz and feldspar.17 > b) The charge 
to mass ratio as a function of R.H. 1 8. 
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Fig. 6: Schematic figure describing the effect of moisture in donor-acceptor interaction of 
the solid surface and organic liquids. Region I - surface acts as a donor, Region I I - the water 
sensitive region, Region HI- surface act as donor.19 

The surface modification of insulating polymers show that the moismre adsorbed by 

the materials determines the manner in which the surface conductivity changes.20 If 

water is deposited on the surface at low humidity, then the surface conductivity is 

highly sensitive over the entire humidity range. However, i f water enters the bulk 

rather than staying on the surface, the humidity dependence is only marginal until 

surface layers of moismre are formed. 2 0 The relative humidity has an effect on the 

corona threshold voltage, i.e., the increase in the humidity decreases the threshold 

voltage. This has been illustrated by the size dependence theory of the work 

function. 2 1 When the relative humidity increases, larger water clusters are formed 

which have a lower ionization energy than water molecules, leading to a reduced 

breakdown voltage. 
Influence of Doping 

The potential beneficiation of minerals may be affected by the presence of impurities 

in the form of solid solution and as a dispersed phase. In agreement with theory, the 

presence of doping grits agents in different minerals could either improve or diminish 

the electrical conductivity of the base components. Thus, the response of the doping 
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particles to electrical separation can be controlled. The conductivity of the n-type 

host mineral increases by introducing cations whose valency is greater than the host 

cation and decreases i f the guest cation has lower valencies. On the contrary, for p-

type, the conductivity increases i f the cation with lower valencies is introduced.2 2-2 3 

It has been concluded that the presence of impurities in the form of doped particles 

changes the point of zero charge of oxides and other minerals. This is in accordance 

with introducing the additional electrons or holes in the system. The results show that 

the excess of electron by introducing the higher electron valence elements, which 

requires a higher amount of protons (H + ) to neutralize the surface charge, moves the 

position of pzc towards the acidic pH region. However, in the case of excess holes, 

the everse condition wil l occur.2 4 

Thus, it can be concluded that the solid state of doping grits determines the potential 

of electrostatic, flotation and hydrometallurgical processes by controlling the affinity 

of the mineral surface to the adsorbed chemicals and its electronegativity. 

Conclusions 

The influence of the electrical field on the charged particles, differing in electrical 

conductivity, dielectric constant and work function, is the basis of the electrical 

separation of mixed granular solids. The electrostatic field affects the electrical, 

gravitational and other co-acting forces on the charged particles. However, the 

electrical force is individually determined by the amount of the charge developed on 

the particles and the field intensity. 

From a knowledge of solid state physics and surface chemistry of the minerals, it is 

possible to assess the separation by electrical means. The fact that the electrical 

conductivity of the particles mainly depends on the nature of the surface of particles 

has lead to the development of methods to alter the surfaces artificially. Changing the 

concentration of the charge carriers, their charge and mobility affect the conductivity 

and thus, the separation. Chemical and other pretreatment methods offer the 

possibility of changing the electrical properties of minerals. 

The formation of a selective f i lm, either chemical or even water, on the mineral 

surfaces changes its physico-chemical properties. This new layer, being in contact 

with the bulk, tends to build up new equilibrium conditions where the electrical 

properties of the system either improves or diminishes. 

The concentration and mobility of the charge carriers are affected by thermal, 

radiation, doping and humidity pretreatment. The pretreatment methods may either 

create or disappear or strengthen or weaken the point defects in the minerals. Thus, a 

through understanding of the correlation between the electrophysical parameters and 
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the factors influencing them is a prerequisite for a successful application of electrical 

separation in minerals beneficiation. 
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Table 1: Pretreatment of minerals in electrical separation. 

Mineral System Kind of Treatment Remarks Ref 

tallow oil amine + Alky l 
monohydric+ controlling R.H 

good separation at 110-
160°C 2 

salicylic acid (500gr/ton) + 60°C + 
R.H.re gulating 

5% R.H. during charging 
& 50-60% when 
separating 

25 

heating to 300-700°C and colling to 
100-200°C 

first industrial plant in 
1950s 2,26 

Potassium salts 
alphaticaromatic mono carbonnylic 
acids/ ammonium salts of alphatic 
mono acids/ monocarboxylic acids 
+ controlling R.H and temp 

industrial application 
62- 92% Ree. 
18-20% K2O Assay. 
2 stage separation 

26, 
27 

octanic acid + tem 50°C + 10% 

R.H. 

fludized bed (V= 0.1 
m/sec) , 92% Ree, 2 stage 
separation, 

28 

T1CL4 / FeCl2, 4H20 / Octanic acid 
+ R.H. 22% +room temp 

double treatment i.e., two 
stage treatments with two 
reagents 

29 

sulphur or sulphonic radicals/ 
Carbonic acid radicals + 60°C temp 
+ 3-30% R.H. 

selective separation in low 
and high R.H. , 18% K2O 
Assay 

30 

Pamak4 / Dodecylamine + heating 
(above 110°C) 

70.3% Ree & 16.15$ 
K2O Assay , recycle the 
middling 

31 

K C l doped with 1 vol% Ag (AgCl) the conductivity improves 22 

Phosphates 
(separation from 

heating (150°C) 
good result with recycle 
the middling (i.e, 
P2O5=30.5% ) 

32 

carbonate and 
silicious gangue) 

fatty acids+ fuel oil / cresylic acid 
/pine tar oil / kerosene / gasolene / 
turpentine 

several stages of 
separation (Johnson 
separator), 
73.64% B.P.L (assay) 

2 

(Apatite/Quartz) Na Oleate good separation at 
pH=10, no R.H. effect 10 

Table 1: continued 
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Mineral System Kind of treatment Remarks Ref 

Rutile HF+ heat treatment/ SO2 + melattic 
iron sponge or iron powder +HF+ 
H2SO4 

treatment just before 
drying for removing 
carbonaceous 

2 

Monazite HF + 35-40% R.H. 
charge of monazite 
remains negatively 2 

Zircon Kyanite HF+ H2SO4+ regulating temp / 
salicylic/ Oxalic/Heptilic/ Benzoic 
acid 

addition the chemicals to 
the mixture when coming 
from dryer, 63-93% Ree 

2 

Apatite 
HF+ R.H. regulating surface conductivity of 

apatite raising by forming 
CaF2 

2 

Pyrochlo 

re 

HF + R.H. regulating / mixture of 
sodium oleate & cationic reagents ( 
aliphatic aminne) 

conductivity of both 
increasing with HF, but 
the conductivity of zircon 
decreases by using the 
mixture (pH=5 ) 

2 

Quartz thermal treatment 2 

HF or other fluorine components + 
regulating R.H (40-60% ) & temp 

the mixture was charged 
by alminum plate. 2 

Feldspar / Quartz heating high selectivity in 200-
300°F 

2 

inferared radiation (heating) 2 

Feldspar 
(from pegmatite) 

heating the separator to 120°C + 
addition of salicylic acid powder 
during the grinding 

good result after 3-stage 
separation 36 

Hematite, 
magnetite, 
Ilmenite 
(separately) 

Na oleate / dodecylammonium 
chloride / + spraying NaCl aqueous 
solution, (using the surfactant to 
hydrophobize mineral surfaces and 
electrolyte solutions to improve the 
surface conductivity) 

minerals which ha-\ 
higher conductivity than 
the NaCl showed a more 
insulative behaviour by 
the adsorption, of NaCl 

e 
33 

NiO & Z n O 

(separately) 

doped with 1 mole % Li2 O, 

AI2O3, &2O3 

monovalant lithium ions 
either diminishes or 
improves the conductivity 
of ZnO and LiO 
respectively, opposite 
position occurred when 
AI2O3 and Cr2Ü3 were 
used. 

22 

Boron Minerals temp regulation(80°C) colemanite acts as a 
insulator and has less 
sensitivity to temp 

37, 
38 

Diamond 
washing with H2O / NaCl 1.1% 
solution + 60% R.H. 

more than 90% Ree 
2 

Na oleate pH=10, no R.H. effect 10 

Quartz/ Calcite 
temp 60°C+ 2% R,H. (for fine 
particle i.e., less than 30u) 

using brush type charging 
device 35 

Quartz/ Fluorite heating (150-200°C) good separation 3 

Table 1: continued 
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Mineral System Kind of Treatment Remarks Ref 

Fluorspar R.H. regulation (room temp) 94.83% Assay, 71.8% 
Ree 

33 

Fluorspar/Barite 
lauryl sulphonate alcohol + 75% 
R.H. (room temp) 

2 stage separation, Assay 
94.84% for fluorite and 
95.80% for barite 

31 

Fluorspar/Calcite heating (150-200°C) good separation 3 

Barite (contains 
SiO 2 impurity) 

R.H. regulation (room temp) 95.75% Assay , 81.4% 
Ree 

33 

Barite / Calcite heating (150-200°C) good separation 3 

Titanium Oxide 

(synthetic) 

dodecyle amine/ Na oleate + 
controlling the R.H( more than 50% 
R.H has better result). 

the surface conductivity 
improves (up to 100-fold) 34 

Sphalerite copper sulphate the conductivity increases 2 

Coal 

(from associated 
minerals) 

air with proper moisture 2 

Coal 

(from associated 
minerals) 

heating the charging device 
(15o°C) 

2 stage separation 32 

Coal 

(from associated 
minerals) 

heating (in gas or air) 2 Coal 

(from associated 
minerals) 

oil conditioning + regulating the 
moisture 

2 

Coal 

(from associated 
minerals) 

drying + colling to freezing temp + 
regulating moisture 2 

Coal 

(from associated 
minerals) 

conditioning with NH3 gas deagglomeration or ac 
neutralization step is 
necessary 

39 

Coal 

(from associated 
minerals) 

methyl acetate/ acetic acid/acetone 
(in room temp with dry nitrogen 
fludized bed) 

aliphetic reagents for 
ashes & aromatic reagents 
for macerals separation 

40 
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minerals by chemical pretreatment 
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ABSTRACT 

The responses of calcite, feldspar, and quartz minerals in a laboratory free fall 

electrostatic separator after tribocharging with stainless steel, PVC, and copper 

plates, have been investigated. The effect of H3BO3 and BaCl2 chemicals pre

treatment on the electrical properties of the minerals were examined. The changes in 

the electrical properties are discussed along with the determined charge, dielectric 

constant, and electrical conductivity of the mineral samples. The electrical properties 

of the minerals and their responses to the electrical field during separation after 

tribocharging and chemical pre-treatment are explored relative to the electrical 

behavior of he minerals. 

Key words: Electrostatic separation, Mineral separation, Tribocharging, Chemical 

pretreatment 

Introduction 

The basis of the electrical mineral separation can be found in interfacial 

resistance offered by different minerals to the flow of electrons. Specific gravity, size, 

shape, surface state, and purity of the mineral particles as well as the mechanical and 

electrical attribution of the separator are the modifying factors influencing the 

electrical separation (Taggart, 1954). Since the process depends on the deflection of 

small charged particles by an external electric field, a key factor to achieve separation 

is the evolution of differential charge between the participant minerals (Bouchillon & 

Steele, 1992). 

When a mixture of electrically charged mineral particles is surrounded by an 

electrical field, the electrical beneficiation potential of mixed minerals is mainly 

determined by the amount and polarity of the charge developed on each mineral 

particle. However, for each individual mineral, the sign and magnitude of the charge 

are mainly determined by its electrical conductivity, dielectric constant and position 

of the Fermi energy level. The electrical separation is governed by the inherent 

differences in frictional charge, electrical conductivity, and dielectric constant of the 

participant minerals. 
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As most of the electrical conduction occurs through the outermost layers of the 

atoms, surface conditions can produce highly variable mineral conductivity (Dance & 

Morrison, 1992). Despite the fact that the surface conductivity is only a small fraction 

of the bulk conductivity, it has been perceived that in almost all electrical separation 

methods (dielectric and pyroelectric methods are exceptions) the sign and magnitude 

of the charge acquired by the mineral particles arc mainly defined by surface 

conductivity even if an extremely thin f i lm of conducting material is adsorbed on the 

surface ( Revnivtsev & Khopunov, 1980, Ciccu et al.. 1993. Ralston, 1961). 

Consequently, the surface conductivity becomes much greater than hulk conductivity 

and the electrical beneficiation potential of the specific mineral can he modified. 

Chemical, thermal, irradiation, doping and other pre-treatment methods arc suggested 

for modifying the electrical behaviour of the participant minerals. 

Despite that many different minerals have been successfully separated in 

laboratory and pilot plant investigations, industrial applications of chemical pre

treatment method for electrical beneficiation are mainly limited to the separations of 

the potassium salt and other associated minerals. 

Chemical pretreatment 

An extensive class of natural chemical compounds can be classified as semi

conductors. According to the band theory, the electrical conductivity of semi

conductors, likewise conductors and insulators, is described by the differences 

between the conduction and valence bands ( Kelly & Spottiswood, 1989). The 

transfer of charge for semi-conductors occurs through the electrons and/or holes and 

the conductivity is given by the following formula (Carta et al., 1973): 

a=e (p pp + n pn) 

where a is the electrical conductivity, e is the electron charge, p and n are the 

concentrations, pp and p n are the mobilities of the respective charge carriers. 

Because the rate of displacement of the Fermi level and its position in the 

forbidden gap region is profoundly determined by the mobility and concentration ratio 

of the charge carriers, a change in these two parameters influences the electrical 

separation of the specific mineral, especially when the triboelectric method is used. 

The extent of the forbidden gap is particularly important in contact charging method 

because the maximum shift of the Fermi level attainable by external actions capable 

of modifying the concentration ratio of the charge carriers (p/n) is determined by the 

width of the forbidden gap, i.e., wider the energy gap, better is the modification. It 

means that the minerals which represent a narrow forbidden gap in their structure are 

barely sensitive to various external actions (Ciccu et al., 1993). 
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Chemical preconditioning of the minerals leads to the modification of the surface 

characteristics of the minerals by altering the concentration and mobility of the charge 

carriers or due to a change in surface affinity to the water. The overall work function 

of a mineral is expected to change by the adsorption of inorganic cations and anions 

whereas physisorption or chemisorption of organic reagents effect the wetting 

properties of the mineral surfaces and thus a change in electrical properties of 

specific mineral (Carta et al., 1970, Kakovsky & Revenivtzev, 1960). 

Materials and methods 

Pure crystalline calcite, quartz, and feldspar (orthoclase) minerals were obtained 

from the Gregory, Bottley & Lloyd, UK. The particle size distribution of these three 

(after crashing and grinding) minerals are shown in Fig.l . 

1 10 100 1000 

Fig. 1. Particle size of the samples 

Negatively charged 

, Neutrat 

I , Positively charged 

Fig. 2. Electrostatic free fall separator 

To assess the effects of different cations and anions on electrical behaviour of the 

minerals, a wide range of ion species were used for chemical pre-treatment. Tests 

were run for different concentration of chemicals and at various pH values. After 

chemical conditioning and drying (using a desiccator with the temperature of 105°C), 

samples were treated in a small rotating mill (12 cm diameter, 12 cm length) lined 

with stainless steel, PVC, and copper plates to affect tribocharging. When all other 

effective factors are under control, the magnitude and the sign of the charge 

developed on the particles during contact electrification are mainly determined by the 

position of the Fermi energy levels of the mineral grains and tribocharger. The 

magnitude and the sign of the charge developed on mineral samples after contact with 

the body of the tribocharger were measured by using a Faraday cup connected to a 
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KEITHLEY ELECTRO METER (Model 6517). In addition, the weight of collected 

mineral fractions in different bins of an electrostatic free falling separator (Fig. 2), 

both prior and after pre-treatment were considered for characterising the electrical 

beneficiation potential of different minerals (i.e., the responses of triboelectrically 

charged calcite, quartz and feldspar samples to the electrical field before and after 

chemical conditioning are compared). 

Because the magnitude and the sign of the charge developed on the mineral 

grains during charging and separation are mainly defined by the electrical properties 

of participant minerals, the major electrical parameters i.e., dielectric constant and 

electrical conductivity of the samples, were measured by using the HWELETT 

PACKARD 4342A Q-METER, before and after chemical conditioning . 

Results and discussions 

Out of several inorganic chemicals tested, only a few of them were found to be 

able to change the electrical beneficiation potential of the calcite, quartz and feldspar 

samples. The following sections show how the electrical behaviour of these mineral 

samples are affected by BaCl2 and H3BO3. 

The tests were carried out for different concentration of the chemicals and 

different pH. On the basis of preliminary experiments, the optimum concentration for 

BaCl2 andH3B03 were found to be 0.01 and 0.1 mole/L, respectively. 

Charges of minerals. During triboelectrification, particles acquire an electrical 

charge when in contact with other particles or another surface. Despite the existence 

of several effective factors, the extent of triboelectrfication is generally governed by 

the work functions of the particles and contact surface. In fact, when two components 

with different work functions are brought in contact, a transfer of electrons takes place 

at the interface because of a difference between the positions of their Fermi levels. 

The transfer of the electrons wil l continue until the Fermi levels of the components 

attain equilibrium. Then, upon a rapid separation of the materials, the charge remains 

on the particles and produces particles with opposite charges as shown in Fig. 3 (Link, 

etal., 1990) 

Fig. 3. Triboelectrification between particles and Surface D (Wa. < W p < W ß ) (Link, et al., 1990). 

S U R F A C E D 
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The amount of the charge to mass ratio of the particles can be calculated by the 

following forrnula(Harper, 1967) : 

q/m = 2.66 X I O " 1 3 C<I>1 — <P>2 /p r p

2 ) ( 8.85 + 1.115 log r p ) 

where <p i is the work function of the tribocharger, tfc, p, and r p are the work function, 

density and radius of the particle, respectively. 

The above formula indicates that during the contact electrification, not only the 

work function but also the particle size and density of the mineral grains govern the 

amount of the charge. However, the charge polarity is determined by the differences 

in work functions of mineral grain and tribocharger. On the other hand, the overall 

work function of an individual mineral is affected by the variability of the work 

function in different zones of the surface, the shape of the particle, the presence of 

sharp edges, the comminution process, lattice defects, surface contamination, 

humidity, etc., (Carta, et al., 1970). 

The charge developed on feldspar, quartz and calcite minerals prior to the 

chemical conditioning are listed in Table 1. Tables 2 and 3 contain the results of the 

charge measurements of the mineral samples after conditioning with BaCl2 and 

H3BO3 respectively at different pH values and tribocharging medium. 

It can be seen that all the samples exhibit negative charges when steel plate is 

used as the tribocharger, however the magnitude of the charges are different. 

Table 1 - Average charge acquired by minerals after contact electrification ( CI kg X 10"") 

Steel tribocharger PVC tribocharger Copper tribocharger 

Feldspar Quartz Calcite Feldspar Quartz Calcite Feldspar Quartz Calcite 

-5.8 -284.98 -28.44 559 662.01 908.55 -44.2 -342.21 116.4 

Tribocharging of the non-conditioned samples with copper can be recommended 

for separating the calcite from quartz and feldspar. However, the magnitude and 

polarity of the charges developed on feldspar and quartz minerals after conditioning 

with BaCl2 and when copper tribocharger is used are promising. Interesting results 

with H3BO3 conditioning at pH 10 can be seen. Generally, it can be mentioned that, 

for triboelectrostatic separation among these minerals, from each other, copper and 

PVC tribochargers are more effective than steel plate. 

In the case of quartz, its tendency to be negatively charged decreases when 

H3BO3 is used as the reagent. Conforming with the theory, this occurs by the 

adsorption of the anionic species and the Fermi level of mineral surfaces shifts 

towards the valence band. As a result, its tendency to lose electrons becomes greater. 

In our case, H3BO3 introduces different anions when it is dissociated in water. By the 

adsorption of these anionic species on quartz, its electrical beneficiation potential can 

be changed. On the contrary, dissociation of the BaCl2 produces cations which 
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increases the tendency of the quartz mineral to be charged negatively. For the calcite 

mineral, the adsorption of cations caused the particles to become negatively charged. 

Table 2 - Average charge acquired by minerals after BaCl2 pre-treatment ( C I kg X 10" y ) 

PH Steel tribocharger PVC tribocharger Copper tribocharger PH 

Feldspar Quartz Calcite Feldspar Quartz Calcite Feldspar Quartz Calcite 

1.5 -31.4 -140.8 - -183.5 1214.7 - -57.66 -60.61 -

3.5-
4* 

-74.12 -323.9 -263.1 21.92 211.76 -597.4 -51.54 64.59 -109.6 

5.5-
6* 

-13.42 -280.9 -133.2 10375 278.39 -283.9 -2.25 104.79 -14.85 

8 -70.55 -245.7 -257.7 297.6 2226.9 118.98 -47.34 29.48 -56.75 

10 -12.66 -167.4 -90.23 986.55 1855.3 -157.9 -61.9 56.27 -13.04 

12 -49.05 -156.2 -48.14 257.19 1094.2 -477.9 -41.01 138.44 -34.72 

* The upper pH for calcite and lower one for feldspar and quartz conditioning 

Table 3 - Average charge acquired by minerals after H3BO3 pre-treatment (CI kg X I O - " ) 

pH Steel tribocharger PVC tribocharger Copper tribocharger pH 

Feldspar Quartz Calcite Feldspar Quartz Calcite Feldspar Quartz Calcite 

1.5 -21.61 -493.5 - 1717.5 1138.7 - -310.7 -125.3 -
3.5-
4* 

-137.9 -405.1 -675.1 661.16 817.5 1101.9 -168.6 0 -85.76 

6.5 -265.8 -580.8 -1196. 1619.1 1673.7 1044.9 -374.8 -41.95 200 

8 - - -710.2 - - 1435.2 - - 245.01 

10 -46.06 -5.11 -418.2 668.04 -182.1 -647.1 -35.22 15.14 -291.2 

12 -75.26 -14.84 -489.1 0.71 -485.4 127.42 0 17.05 -80.86 

* The upper pH for calcite and lower one for feldspar and quartz conditioning 

In the case of BaCl2 conditioning, the possibility to exchange the calcium ions 

with barium must be mentioned. This results in more capability to accept the electrons 

for the exchange species. However, it is found that the tendency of calcite particles to 

be charged negatively decreases because of adsorption of anions when H3BO3 is 

used. 

The polarity of the charge acquired by the feldspar mineral after conditioning 

with BaCl2 at pH 8 followed by copper tribocharger seems to be interesting for its 

separation from quartz. 

Although a prime contribution to driving the entity of the charge exchange in 

contact electrification is normally the difference in the work function of the two 

particles, it can not be correlated in a simple way (Ciccu, et al., 1993, Carta, et al., 

1970). From a theoretical point of view, the charges should increase as the difference 

between the work function of the materials bringing to contact increases, however, the 

partial leakage of the charge which depends on the conductivity and shape of the 

particles, variability of the work function in different zones of the surface, lattice 
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defects, surface contamination and moisture adsorption, as well as the kind and time 

duration of contact are other significant factors which make the process more 

complicated. The above mentioned are obviously experienced in our charge 

measurements when minerals contact the steel plate. 

Dielectric constant and electrical conductivity of the minerals. In various 

electrostatic separating processes, especially high tension and conductive induction 

processes, dielectric constant and conductivity of minerals being separated are of 

great importance. The electrical separation process is governed by a change in either 

dielectric constant or conductivity or both. However, these two parameters are inter 

dependent, i.e., by changing one the other one wil l change more or less. 

A fundamental property of matter is its specific inductive capacity, permittivity 

or dielectric constant. Specific inductive capacity and dielectric constant are related 

like specific gravity and density, where the former is a dimensionless ratio and the 

latter is a function of the system of units used (Carta, et al., 1973). On the basis of the 

Coehn's rule when two substances bring in contact or rubbing each others, the one 

whose dielectric constant is greater is turned positive. In other words, a greater 

dielectric constant particle implies stronger polarization, which in turn, implies a 

greater affinity to hive off electrons (Tarjan, 1986). However, the conductivity is 

determined by the mobility of the charge carriers in the interior and surface of the 

substances. 

It has been found that minerals exhibit dielectric constant property to a large 

extent depending upon their precise chemical compositions, impurities and crystal 

imperfections. On the other hand, the dielectric constant of the mineral sample is 

affected by the particle size. The smaller the particles the lower the dielectric constant. 

There are other parameters which influence the dielectric constant measurements to 

some degree or another. It has been proven that when the frequency increases the 

measured dielectric constant decreases. Temperamre is another effective factor during 

the measurements. By increasing the temperature the dielectric constant increases 

(Goossens, et al., 1992, Kumar & Sideshmukh, 1996). 

Our measurements were made at room temperamre ( 22°C)and with a fixed 

frequency of 100 kHz. The results are shown in the Figs. 4-6. 

The curves of the electrical conductivity and dielectric constant of the mineral 

samples show different fluctuations. It has been found that minerals exhibit dielectric 

constant properties to a large extent depending upon their precise chemical 

compositions, impurities and crystal imperfections. On the other hand, the dielectric 

constant of the mineral sample is affected by the particle size. There are other 

parameters which influence the dielectric constant measurements to some degree or 

another. 
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Conductivity for semi-conductors is 

more complex especially when both the 

electrons and holes govern the 

conductivity. However, in other cases the 

conduction type of the mineral must be 

accounted. Despite these fluctuations, it 

seems that both the conductivity and 

dielectric constant of the chemically 

treated feldspar tend to be increased with 

increasing pH. The same trends can be 

seen for quartz and calcite minerals after 

H3BO3 and BaCl2 pre-treatments 

respectively. The changes in electrical 

conductivity and dielectric constant of 

mineral samples are more encouraging 

especially when other electrical 

separation methods, i.e., high tension and 

conductive induction are considered. 
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Consequently, the triboelectrical separation efficiency of a mixture can be 

improved by increasing the differences between the dielectric constants of the 

participant minerals. 

The conductivity measurments show that, at higher pH values (e.g., pH=12), 

there are enough differences between feldspar- quartz, and feldspar- calcite, especially 

when H3BO3 is used as a reagent. 

Electrical separation of the minerals For characterising the electrical behaviour 

of chemically conditioned mineral samples and after charging the minerals with the 

body of the stainless steel mill they are subjected to an electrostatic free fall separator 

by using a steel feeder. 

Based on the polarity and the magnitude of the charges acquired by mineral 

grains, they are attracted by the positive and negative electrodes and different trays of 

the separator are occupied. It is assumed that the first three bins of the separator are 

the places for negatively charged particles, the last three bins for the positively 

charged particles and the middle bin the place for neutral particles. The results are 

shown in Figs. 7,9 and 11 however, The accumulative curves are shown as the Figs. 

8,10, and 12. 
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Fig. 7. The weight (%) of different charged of feldspar particles after pre-treatment with a- BaCl2 & b-

BO3H3 

The separation process results for quartz mineral are generally in accordance with 

the theory. A higher concentration of cation species are formed by dissociation of the 

BaCl2 at pH<3 and pH>l 1 values which result accumulation of the quartz particles in 

the first three bins of the separator. The accumulation curves of quartz samples treated 

with H3BO3 are less attracted by positive electrode compared to non-conditioned 
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sample. It can be observed that, for both chemicals at pH 3.5 value, less quartz 

particles occupy the first three bins of the separator. 
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Fig. 8. The accumulative curves of feldspar particles ( weight %) in trays of separator after pre
treatment with a- BaCl2 & b- BO3H3 
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Fig. 9. The weight (%) of different charged of quartz particles after pre-treatment with a- BaCl2 & b-
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Generally, calcite particles are attracted by the positive electrode when BaCl2 is 

used as the conditioning reagent. However, the middle bin of the separator is occupied 

by more calcite particles in the case of H3BO3 pre-treatment. These can be explained 
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by adsorption of the barium cations and borate anions on calcite particles respectively. 

It can be observed that the accumulative curves for calcite mineral after BaCl2 and 

H3BO3 pre-conditioning shift above and below the non-conditioned sample 

respectively. 
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Fig. 10. The accumulative curves of quartz particles ( weight %) in the trays of separator after pre
treatment with a- BaCl2 & b- BO3H3 
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Interpretation of the response of feldspar to the electrical field seems to be 

difficult and far from theoretical basis mentioned before. Although the adsorption of 
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cations and anions on feldspar mineral seems to be in accordance with its surface 

charge its electrical separation response is not as expected. 

Although remarkable results are found by charge measurements, no distinguished 

changes in electrical beneficiation potential of primary charged minerals with copper 

and PVC plates compared to steel are seen. The convincing reason is the use of steel 

feeder for all separation tests. It means that, ultimately, a new charge is developed on 

each sample after contacting with the feeder plate that is mainly influenced by the 

energetic levels of steel plate. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Tray No. Tray No. 

Fig. 12. The accumulative curves of calcite particles ( weight %) in trays of separator after pre
treatment with a- BaCl2 & b- BO3H3 

It must be added that, during the separation, the bins nearer to the negative 

electrode are occupied by finer mineral grains. The coarser particles were collected by 

the positive electrode. This observation can be explained by the classical electrostatic 

description of the work function and ionization energy of the insulators (Gallo & 

Lama, 1976).The energy required to extract an ion is inversely related to the size or 

thickness which means that the work function is smaller for larger particles of the 

same material. Consequently, there is a natural tendency to transfer electrons (i.e., 

charges) from larger particles to smaller particles. Therefore, finer particles in contact 

with coarser ones can acquire a negative charge then after contacting with the feeder 

they are tending to hive off the electrons and finally the negative electrode attracts 

them. 

Conclusions 

In spite of the existence of different effective factors on contact electrification 

phenomena, it seems to be possible to modify the magnitude and the sign of charge on 

a mineral in a particular separation process by chemical treatment of material 
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surfaces. What could happen on mineral surfaces after chemical treatment can be 

explained by adsorption of the either anions or cations. Theoretically, a mineral 

acquiring negative charge must possess a thermionic work function greater than that 

of the charging surface. This work function should be reduced by adsorption of 

negative ions onto the mineral surface (Pearse & Pope, 1977). On the contrary, 

adsorption of the positive ions causes an increase in the work function because of the 

introduction of holes on the mineral surfaces. Therefore, it must be possible to either 

increase or decrease the magnitude of the triboelectric charging or even change the 

sign of the charge by chemical preconditioning. 

The reaction at the surface of a semi-conductor may involve either decomposition 

of the semi-conductor itself, or exchange of charge with an ion in the electrolyte. 

When decomposition occurs, a new surface with its own electrical behaviour appears 

and changes both the surface and bulk electrical properties of the primary mineral. 

However, in the case of exchanging the charge carriers the surface adsorbs either 

anions or cations or both. Consequently, the electrical properties (e.g., conductivity) 

of the specific mineral is affected by setting a new balance between the charge 

carriers of minerals and the adsorbed chemical(s). 

Not only the tendency of the chemicals, solution pH and concentration but also the 

charge type of the minerals (i.e., p or n type semi-conductor) determine the adsorption 

process. I f there is a chemical reaction between the minerals and solution, a new 

surface with new electrophysical properties and new electrical separation behaviour 

appears. The adsorption of ions on the surface of the minerals according to their 

electrical behaviour and surface charges as well as concentration and donicity of the 

chemicals results new surface with new energetic levels. 

The results showed that the main electrical properties, the magnitude and polarity 

of the accumulated charges on mineral grains can be artificially modified by chemical 

pre-treatment contributing to the electrical beneficiation potential of minerals. During 

electrical separation of non- conditioned quartz, calcite and feldspar, more than 50% 

of these mineral grains are attracted by the positive electrode. However, after pre

treatment their electrical responses have changed. 

During the treatment, the dissolved oxygen and water take electrons from the 

semi-conductor and form hydroxyl ions (Williams, 1976) ensuing some changes in 

electrical behaviour of mineral samples. 

Promising results are observed in the case of charge measurements. The 

magnitude of the charge or the sign of the charge (or both) developed on mineral 

samples are modified by using the different tribochargers. It means that the electrical 

beneficiation potential of a mineral mixture can be completely converted by using 

both chemicals and suitable tribocharging medium when other effective parameters 

are under control. 
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Our results show promising prospects to beneficiate minerals by an electrical 

method i f tribocharger, conveying and connecting devices are made from the same 

material. It means a closed tribocharging system connected to a source of charges, 

e.g., ground, is a necessary prerequirement. In accordance with the charge 

measurement a good separation of the calcite, quartz, and feldspar from each others 

can be explored i f the whole system is made from copper or PVC instead of steel. 
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ABSTRACT 

The chemical pre-treatment using sodium tungstate and boric acid is applied so 

as to enlarge the differences in the energetic levels and/or the electrical properties of 

the minerals in the triboelectric separation. The electrical conductivity and dielectric 

constants of the calcite and silica minerals have been determined before and after 

chemical treatment. The charge acquired by the particles has been estimated on the 

basis of the theory and compared with the charge accumulated during the electrical 

separation as computed from the electrical responses of the particles. The results 

showed significant changes in the electrical properties of the minerals subject to the 

kind of chemical treatment. The need to characterize the electrical properties of the 

minerals for better understanding of the chemical treatment in electrical separation is 

underlined. 

INTRODUCTION 

Although the concentration of minerals by electrical means in principle seems to 

be straightforward, its application encounters several problems due to the influence of 

different parameters related to the mineral characteristics, surrounding ambient 

conditions and, electrical and mechanical attributions of the separating device. 

Furthermore, the fundamentals of solid state physics and chemistry are assimilated in 

the process which makes it more complicated. In all the electrical beneficiation 

methods, the differences in electro-physical properties of the mineral particles, 

essentially the inherent differences in friction charges, electric conductivity and 

dielectric properties, are exploited. The composition of the raw material and its 

electro-physical properties determine the kind of either conductive induction, tribo

electrification or corona charging mechanism device is applied. 

Among the known electrical beneficiation methods, the triboelectric separation 

process is most suitable for finer materials and minerals with relatively similar 

electro-physical properties (e.g., mixture of semi-conductors). Charging the minerals 

by contact and/or friction with other material and then the separation of minerals in an 

electrical field are the two underlying steps in triboelectric separation process. The 

transfer of the charges (e.g., electrons) between the minerals and tribocharger bodies 

allows to attain different polarities and magnitudes of the charges by the participating 
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mineral particles. Thus, the decisive factor to achieve successful separation is the 

development of differential charges between the minerals being separated. The 

acquisition of the charges by the minerals depends on several parameters such as the 

position of the energetic levels in minerals, temperature, pressure, humidity of the 

surrounding ambient, surface contamination and impurities, crystal lattice defects, etc. 

[1-3]. Consequently the electro-physical behaviour and the response of the charged 

mineral particles in the electrical field of the separating device can be modified by the 

chemical, thermal, irradiation, doping, humidity and other pre-treatment methods [2-

4]. In recent years, the chemical pre-treatment method has been tested by several 

workers and appears to be promising for selective electrical separation of minerals [5 -

10]. In fact the potassium salts and other associated minerals have been successfully 

separated by electrical means with chemical pre-treatment and developed into an 

industrial practice [11-12]. The mineral characteristics, in particular the surface 

properties wi l l be affected by chemical treatment. The concentration and/or mobility 

of the charge carriers, hence the overall work function and electrical conductivity of 

the minerals can be altered by the adsorption of different inorganic chemical species. 

The adsorption of organic reagents influences the affinity of water to mineral surfaces 

in addition to charge alterations. The electrical response of the minerals under 

different humidity conditions wi l l thus be affected. The electrical charge carriers, 

especially on the mineral surface, can be manoeuvred in the desired direction by 

selective adsorption of chemical species. 

The adsorbed chemicals are also susceptible to enlarge the variations in 

conductivity [13]. The bulk conductivity is proportional to the mineral's particle 

dimensions and decreases with increasing the size whereas the surface conductivity is 

independent of particle size. The formation of a molecular layer(s) of adsorbed 

chemicals creates a new surface with its own energetic structure. It maintains 

equilibrium with the bulk of mineral giving raise to zones of spatial charge and 

modifies the charge carrier concentration in various layers resulting in a change in 

surface conductivity of the minerals. The new surface layer acts either as an acceptor 

or a donor [2,4,14]. The change in surface conductivity could be more or less depends 

on the extent of adsorption which is determined by the width of the energy gap and 

the kind of adsorption, i.e., physisorption or chemisorption. Generally, the overall 

work function of minerals is expected to decrease and increase by the adsorption of 

inorganic anions and cations respectively. The oxidizing or reducing agents can 

modify the valence state of the atoms in the lattice nodes [15]. These reagents may 

either decrease or increase the concentration ratio of the electrons and holes, and 

change the likelihood of electron transfer from the valence band. This could result to 

the formation of a stronger adsorption bond of chemical species to the minerals 

surface. From a knowledge of the mineralogy of raw material and the presence of 
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electrons or holes in the minerals crystal lattice, an optimum choice of 

chemical/reagent treatment can be made. 

In order to identify the role of chemical pre-treatment in electrical separation, the 

electrical properties of minerals, the dielectric constant, electrical conductivity and 

charge have been measured before and after chemical conditioning, and after 

tribocharging with stainless-steel. These electrical properties have further assessed by 

subjecting the minerals to a free fall electrostatic separator. The results of these 

investigations have been presented and discussed in this paper. 

T H E O R Y 

The electrical conductivity of all materials can be described by the band theory 

which takes into account of the amounts and positions of the energetic levels. Semi

conductors, an extensive class of natural chemical compounds, are characterized by 

the small energy gap (forbidden gap) between the conduction and valence bands. 

There wil l be many electrons in the conduction band and many empty states (holes) 

are accessible for them so that they can conduct relatively easily. There will also be 

many empty states in the valence band which can be occupied by the electrons from 

the conduction band. Consequently, the valence band contributes to the electrical 

conductivity by the movement of charges through these empty states. Two distinct 

properties for semi-conductors arise due to the band structure. First, the electrical 

conductivity of these materials depends strongly on temperature and second, it is 

possible to alter the structure of semi-conductors by adding small amounts of 

impurities in such a way that the Fermi energy level raises towards the conduction 

band or lowers towards the valence band [4,16-18]. 

Although the conduction for semi-conductors is determined by the position of 

the energetic levels, especially the Fermi level, the position of the Fermi level is 

individually affected by the concentration of the charge carriers (i.e., electrons and 

holes) [1]: 

Ef = 1/2 [Eg - kT In (p/n)] 

where Ef and Eg are the Fermi and forbidden gap energies and, p and n are the 

concentration of the positive and negative charge carriers respectively. However, the 

conductivity (s) of the semi-conductors is determined by [1,15,18]: 
G = O"o exp(-Eg / 2kT) 

or 

ö= e (p pp + n p n ) 

where Co is the conductivity at absolute zero temperature and, pp and p n are the 

mobilities of the respective charge carriers, k is the Boltzmann constant, e is the 

electron charge and T is the temperature. Since the rate of displacement of the Fermi 

level and its position in the forbidden gap region is profoundly determined by the 

concentration of the charge carriers, any change in the concentration ratio of the 
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charge carriers influences the electrical properties of the particles and thus the 

behaviour in an electric field. However, the maximum shift in the Fermi level and 

therefore the ability of mineral particles to be modified by various pre-treatment 

methods is limited by the width of the forbidden gap region. More effective 

modification is expected with a wider forbidden gap. 

Besides the composition, the surface state of semi-conductors is equally relevant 

since significant changes in the surface can be easily imparted. These variations can 

be engineered with the adsorption of foreign substances or simply due to a 

compositional change across the interface because of atmosphere. Consequently, a 

new energetic levels appear on semi-conductor which may involve the bending of 

energy bands. Fig.l shows the energetic levels of a semi-conductor bent downward or 

upturn subject to a lower or higher energy level of an introduced acceptor or donor 

impurity than the position of the Fermi level of a semi-conductor [4,17]. 
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Fig.l:Bending of energy bands with induction of impurities into the surface states [4 ] . 

In the tribo charging process, transfer of the charges occurs when two materials 

are brought into contact because of the differences between the energetic levels of the 

materials. The transfer of charges wil l continue to take place until the Fermi energy 

levels of the components attain equilibrium position. The charge transfer is affected 

by many factors such as the physical and chemical properties of the participating 

materials, surrounding ambient conditions, surface contamination and asperities of the 

minerals and tribocharger(s), the structural defects of minerals, size and shape of the 

particles as well as the kind, duration and the number of contacts [2,3]. The charge 
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back flow happens during the electric separation which is mainly affected by the 

conductivity of both materials and surrounding ambient. 

According to Harper [19], the magnitude and polarity of charge accumulated on 

mineral particles can be calculated by the following formula: 

Q/m = 2.66xl0-13(<j)i-(b2/p r p

2 ) (8.85+1.115 log r p ) 

where Q/m is the charge to mass ratio, (C g"*), <fl is the work function of the 

tribocharger (eV), <|>2, p and r p are the work function, density (g cm- 3 ) and radius 

(cm) of the particles respectively. The surface charge density can also be estimated 

from the Cohen's [20], equation : 

Q / A = 1 5 x IO"6 ( e i - 6 2 ) 

where Q/A is the surface charge density (C n r 2 ) and, eiand £2 are the dielectric 

constants of the contacting materials. It is important to note that the surface charge 

which is found by the above equation could be obtained at the moment of breaking 

contact and it is impossible to maintain a surface charge density greater than about 

26.6 x 10"6 (C n r 2 ) , which is the value of the breakdown strength of air, when the 

electrification is carried out in air medium. Therefore the maximum charge that could 

be obtained by transferring the ions and/or electrons in the air accounts only a meagre 

percent of maximum charge determined by Cohen's rule [20]. Although the rule is 

valid for more than 400 substances, it is of limited use because of the difficulties in 

determining the effective relative permitivity of the surface layers of the materials that 

are brought into contact, which is often different from the bulk. 

The above equations indicate that during the contact electrification of minerals, 

work functions and dielectric constant of the participant materials and the size and 

density of the mineral particle(s) govern the amount of the charge density attained. 

However, the charge polarity is only determined by the differences in work functions 

or dielectric constants of the mineral particle and tribocharger. 

M A T E R I A L S AND METHODS 

The calcite ore of Gåsgruvan deposit, Sweden containing about 90% CaC03 

and the silica sand from Ahlsell Co., Sweden with 98% Si02 purity were used in the 

experiments. The main impurities in the calcium carbonate are different silicates such 

as pyroxene and amphibole. A particle size range of -150 +50 pm in the case of 

calcite and for silica sand, a -100 pm (d50 = 45 pm) size fraction were employed. The 

influence of pre-treatment with Na2W04 and H3BO3 out of several inorganic 

chemicals tested on the electrical behaviour of mineral samples have only been 

presented. The mineral samples were first conditioned for 15 minutes with inorganics 

and then filtered and dried. The electrical response of the dried samples after 

tribocharging with stainless-steel were investigated with a free fall electrostatic 

separator. The pre-treatment was carried out at various pH values and at different 
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concentrations of inorganics. The pH was adjusted with reagent grade HCl and 

NaOH. The tribocharging was done in a rotating steel mill (12 x 12 cm). 

Fig. 2: General description of the free falling electric separator 

The mineral samples before and after chemical conditioning were fed to a free 

fall electrostatic separator which is designed and fabricated at our laboratory (Fig. 2). 

The feeder is also lined with the same steel tribocharger. The tribocharging was 

invariably carried out prior to subjecting the samples to the electrical separator. After 

passing the samples through the electrical field, they were collected in different bins 

based on the trajectory of mineral particles deflected due to electrical and 

gravitational forces. The weight fraction in different bins of the separator was chosen 

to be the basic parameter for characterizing the electrical beneficiation potential of the 

minerals before and after chemical treatment. In order to identify the role of chemical 

conditioning on the electrical properties of the mineral samples, the dielectric constant 

and electrical conductivity of the non-conditioned and conditioned mineral samples 

were measured by using the Hwelett Packard 4342A Q-Meter which works on the 

basis of capacitance measurements. The measurements were made at an electrical 

frequency of 50 kHz and at 20°C. 

R E S U L T S AND DISCUSSION 

Out of several inorganic chemicals tested, only a few of them were found to be 

able to change the electrical properties of the mineral samples. The results of 

preliminary tests showed that Na2"W04 and H3BO3 significantly influenced the 

electrical properties of the minerals and further chemical pre-treatment was done only 

with these two chemicals. The optimum concentrations of chemicals for appreciable 

change in electrical properties of minerals are found to be 0.02 and 0.2 moles/1 for 

Na2"W04 and H3BO3 respectively. 
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Effect of chemicals on dielectric constant and electrical conductivity 

A l l minerals exhibit dielectric and electrical conductivity properties to a large 

extent. The magnitude and polarity of the charges developed on mineral particles in 

an electrical field are affected by these two parameters and are inter dependent. The 

frequency and temperamre used during the measurements influence these parameters 

[22,23]. The conductivity and dielectric constant decrease with increasing temperature 

and a decrease in electrical frequency during the measurement decreases the 

conductivity whereas the dielectric constant increases. The material whose dielectric 

constant is greater wil l be charged positively when two dissimilar materials are 

brought in contact [14]. A higher dielectric constant material means that the 

polarization is stronger and the affinity to donate electrons is more [24]. However, a 

greater conductivity for material during contact electrification causes more charge 

back flow resulting a lower charge accumulation on mineral particles. The results are 

shown in Figs. 3 and 4. 

4 6 8 10 12 4 6 8 10 12 

pH pH 
Fig.3: Dielectric constant and electrical conductivity (xl0~8 S/m) of the calcite samples 
before and after conditioning. 

In general, an increase in dielectric constant increases the electrical conductivity 

although precise relation between them cannot be easily formulated. The results show 

good correlation between these properties. The determined values of dielectric 

constants of 6.0 for calcite and 6.3 for silica sand are respectively lower and higher 

when compared to the literature values of pure calcite and quartz minerals. Obviously, 

the various impurities in the present materials are affected the results. 
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I 
a 

Fig . 4: Dielectric constant and electrical conductivity ( x l 0 ~ 8 S/m) o f the silica sand samples 
before and after conditioning 

Figs. 5 and 6 show the distribution of chemical species as a function of pH for 

tungstate and borate respectively. The tungstate hydrolyses to several polymeric anion 

species predominantly between pH 3 and 8. Most of the tungstate preciptates as 

tungstatic acid below pH 3 and above pH 9, it is in the form of divalent tungstate 

anions. 

pH 
Fig . 5: Dist t ibut ion o f tungstate species as a func t ion o f p H at the total concentration o f 0.02 

m o l l " 1 ( A= W O 4 2 - , B=HWC>4 2-, C = H 2 W 0 4 (liq), D = H W 6 0 2 i 5 " , E = W 6 0 2 l 6 " , F = W i 2 0 4 i 1 0 - , 

G= HW12041 9 - , H= H2W12O41 8 - , I = H 3 W i 2 0 4 i 7 - , J= H2WO4 (solid) ) 

The conductivity and dielectric constant of minerals generally increase by the 

adsorption of the highly negative charged polymeric species. The iso-electric point 

(iep) for calcite is reported to vary in between pH 7 and 10 depending on the source of 

the sample [25]. The adsorption of polymeric tungstate species occurs due to 

columbic attraction when the sample is treated below the iep. At higher pH values, 

anions cannot be adsorbed due to the negatively charged surface and thus the 
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conductivity and dielectric constant decreases. The measured values after tungstate 

treatment at various pH values are in agreement with the adsorption of anions below 

the iep of calcite (pH 7). 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 

pH 

Fig. 6: Dis t r ibut ion o f borate species as a func t ion o f p H at the total concentration o f 0.2 mol 

l " 1 ( A= H2BO3-, B=B303(OH) 4 - t C=B303(OH)4 2 ", D = B 4 0 5 ( O H ) 4

2 - , E=B 5 06(OH) " ) 

For silica sand material, the dielectric constant and conductivity after tungstate 

treatment are lower than the non-conditioned sample. Since anionic species cannot be 

adsorbed on negatively charged silica having the iep of about pH 2, no increase in the 

dielectric constant and conductivity is expected. These properties are found to 

decrease after chemical treatment. This decrease is thought to be due to the namre of 

silica sample (assumed to be p-type conduction) and the adsorption of anions on the 

holes would enable to decrease the electrical properties. 

Likewise tungstate, borate also hydrolyses to several polymeric anionic species, 

predominantly above pH 6. The changes in the electrical properties of the calcite and 

silica after borate treatment are nearly similar to that of tungstate treatment. 

Effect of chemicals on electrical separation behaviour 

Mineral particles are attracted and/or repelled by the electrodes of separator 

according to the polarities and magnitudes of their charges which are predominantly 

determined by the work functions of the mineral sample and tribocharger. The 

electrical behaviour of the mineral samples with and without chemical treatment, and 

after stainless-steel tribocharging is investigated in a free fall electrical separator. The 

particles collected in different bins of the separator are distinguished for positive (last 

two bins), neutral (three middle bins) and negative (first two bins) charged particles in 

accordance with Fig. 1. 
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The results of the electrical response of silica sand material with H3BO3 and 

Na2WC»4 pre-conditioning are presented in Fig. 7. Similarly, the results for calcite are 

shown in Fig. 8. There are no significant changes in the electrical behaviour of calcite 

material although the particles acquired some degree of positive charge after chemical 

pre-conditioning in both the cases of Na2WC>4 and H3BO3. Since this material 

contains nearly 10 wt% silicate gangue minerals, it is difficult to judge the electrical 

behaviour of calcite mineral from these results. However, the results for silica sample 

are appealing. More negative charges are developed on silica particles and the 

particles acquired negative charge after Na2W04 pre-conditioning. On the other 

hand, the majority of silica particles occupied the middle bins of the separator after 

H3BO3 pre-conditioning. In general, the sihca particles tend to be negatively charged 

after contacting with the stainless-steel plate and the magnitude of negative charge 

acquired by the particles is seen to increase and decrease after chemical pre-treatment 

with Na2W04 and H3BO3 respectively. 

This could be because of the fact that the energetic levels of the silica tend to 

shift upwards and hence, the cumulative wt% curves of the particles collected in 

different bins show that the curves shift towards higher weight percentage after 

H3BO3 pre-conditioning than the non-conditioned curve. This shift is predominant 

when the chemical conditioning was carried out at pH 3.5, 6.5 and 9. In the case of 

Na2W04 pre-treatment, the results show similar shift but only significant at lower pH 

values. 
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Fig. 7: The cumulative wt% of the silica sand collected in different trays of before and after 
treatment with (a) H3BO3 and (b) Na2W0 4 (trays 1 and 2 negative, 3, 4 and 5 neutral, 6 and 
7 positive). 
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Fig. 8: The cumulative wt% of the calcite collected in different trays of before and 
after treatment with (a) H 3 B O 3 and (b) Na2W0 4 (trays 1 and 2 negative, 3, 4 and 5 
neutral, 6 and 7 positive). 

ESTIMATION OF T H E C H A R G E A C C U M U L A T E D ON P A R T I C L E S 

From the balance of operating forces during the electrical separation, the 

geometry of separating device and the quantity of material accumulated in different 

trays, the average triboelectric charge acquired by mineral samples can be estimated. 

It is however assumed that except the gravity and electric forces, all other forces such 

as drag force, ect. are negligible. The electrical (F e ) and gravitational (Fg) forces 

acting on mineral particles are described by the following equations: 
F e = QE = m ( d 2 x / d t 2 ) 
Fg = mg = m (d 2y / d t 2 ) 

While contemplating that the velocity and displacement are zero at the beginning of 

separation (i.e., t = 0), the displacement of particles at time t in both directions can be 

computed as follows: 

x = 1/2 (QE/m) t 2 = 1/2 E (Q/m) t 2 

y = 1/2 g t 2 

According to the dimensions of the separator (y = 0.7 m, see Fig. 2) and the electrical 

field applied (E =10^ Vm"' ) , the horizontal displacement of a particle is: 

x = 1/2 IO 5 (Q/m) t 2 = 0.714 (Q/m) 10 4 

Thus, by knowing the x value (i.e., the horizontal distance between the axis of 

different bins of separator from the axis of middle bin) the amount of charge to mass 

ratio can be calculated. The calculated values for charge to mass ratio of our 

experiments are presented in Tables 1 and 2. 
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The results show appreciable variations between the charges acquired by silica 

sand sample before and after pre-treatment, and hence the electrical properties of 

silica are significantly modified with chemical treatment. However, in spite of the 

existence of differences among the charges acquired by chemically treated and non-

treated calcite its electrical behaviour does not show marked changes. 

Table 1. Average charge to mass ratio of silica sand (xlO"° C g l ) 

Chemicals pH=1.5 pH=3.5 pH=5 pH=6.5-7 pH=9 pH=ll 

Na2W04 -166 -209.7 - -207.2 -208.9 -195.6 

H3BO3 -7.5 - •6.1 -28 -75 -97.6 

Nil -164.8 * 0.234 ** 

Table 2. Average charge to mass ratio of calcite mineral (xlO ^ C 

Chemieali pH=4 pH=8 pH=12 

Na2W04 -99.2 -129.5 -93.8 

H3BO3 -89.6 -119.3 -100.8 

Nil -142.S * 0 ** 

For non-conditioning Q/m is calculated according to the results shown in Figs. 7 and 8 (*) and by the 

Harper equation (**) 

CONCLUSIONS 

The chemical pre-treatment of the calcite and silica sand materials with sodium 

tungstate and boric acid has been investigated for their electrical properties and 

responses in a free fall electric separator with steel tribocharger.The results showed 

that the dielectric constant and electrical conductivity of the mineral particles can be 

modified by the chosen inorganic chemicals. The calcite and silica minerals are 

negatively charged when they are contacted with steel. The boric acid pre-treatment 

decreases the acquisition of the negative charge, in particular for silica sample. With 

tungstate treatment, the particles are attracted towards the positive electrode due to the 

accumulation of negative charge caused by the adsorption of polymeric anionic 

species. The changes in the electrical properties of calcite after chemical treatment are 

found to be in agreement with the adsorption of anionic species according to its 

surface charge and thereby lowering the overall work function, but not in accordance 

with the electrical behaviour during the separation. On the other hand, the electrical 

response of silica sample is markedly changed and attracted towards the positive 

electrode either with tungstate or borate pre-treatment. In this case, surprisingly the 

dielectric constant and conductivity are lowered after chemical treatment. The 

decreases in these properties is thought to be due to the conduction type of silica 

which would be p-type. It is comprehended that although the characterization of the 

electrical properties of the minerals aid the understanding of the chemical pre-
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treatment in electrical separation and allow to choose an appropriate chemical for 

treatment, the interpretation of electrical behaviour is rather complicated. 
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CORRELATION BETWEEN THE ELECTRICAL 
PROPERTIES OF QUARTZ, FELDSPAR AND 

WOLLASTONITE MINERALS AND THEIR TRIBO
E L E C T R I C SEPARATION POTENTIAL 

H.R. Manouchehri, K. Hanumantha Rao and K.S.E. Forssberg 

Division of Mineral Processing, Luleå University of Technology 
SE - 971 87 LULEÅ, Sweden 

Abstract 

The tribo-electric response of quartz, feldspar (orthoclase) and wollastonite minerals 

in electrostatic field is judged by determining their main electrical properties and the 

charge acquisition after contacting different tribo-chargers. The minerals acceptor-

226donor surface chemical properties are also evaluated by measuring the zeta-

potentials in different organic liquids with varying donicity values. The behaviour of 

different particle size fractions of tribo-electrically charged minerals at different 

temperatures in a free-fall separator is ascertained. An attempt has been made to 

correlate and predict the charge polarity of the minerals in tribo-electrification and 

their responses in an electrical field. The studies showed a good correlation between 

the acquisition of charge polarity by the minerals in tribo-electrification and their 

surface donicity. Thus it is possible to anticipate the tribo-electric response of the 

minerals with a knowledge of their donicity. Among the tested tribo-chargers, the 

Teflon tribo-charger is found to be suitable for separating the quartz either from 

feldspar or from wollastonite and the aluminium tribo-charger for separating 

wollastonite from quartz and feldspar but at a higher temperature. 

Keywords: silicate minerals, donicity, electrical properties, tribo/contact charge, 
tribo-electric separation, work function 

Introduction 

The fundamentals and practical aspects of electrostatic methods for minerals 

beneficiation have been reviewed very recently by us (Manouchehri, et al. 1999a-b). 

Accordingly the tribo-electric separation technique is reasoned to be technically 

effective, economically viable and environmentally safe for mineral concentration 

especially when separation between two or three semi-conductors having relatively 

similar electro-physical properties is needed. 

In tribo/contact electrification process, an exchange of electrical charges occurs when 

two dissimilar materials come into intimate contact and are subsequently 

disconnected. The smdies of rubbing the materials with each other or contacting other 

materials have led to establish different tribo-electric series (Cross, 1978). But the 

lack of unified tribo-electric series reveals the inconsistencies in the results due to the 

fact of varying experimental conditions. Moreover, some aspects concerning the 
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charge carriers remain in an aura of ambiguity. Majority of the authors favoured that 

the electrons are the charge carriers and predicted that the charge density, especially 

for metals and semi-conductors, is dependent upon the work function differences of 

contacting bodies (Lowell and Ross-Innes, 1980; Tromp, 1993). However, the work 

function, especially on the surface, changes to a large extent according to the particle 

size and shape, impurities, lattice defects, surface contamination, water or moisture 

adsorption, the presence of sharp edges, etc. (Carta, et al., 1970). Therefore, the 

reproducibility of the results in charge measurements after tribo-electrification has 

been always problematic. 

The Banmossen wollastonite deposit in Sweden is a complex silicate ore containing 

different feldspars as major and quartz as minor minerals. The mineralogical 

composition is: 26.5 wt% wollastonite, 41.7 wt% feldspars, 8.5 wt% andradite, 10.8 

wt% diopside and 10 wt% quartz. The wollastonite is an important filler material that 

is extensively used in paper and plastic industries. The flotation method so far alluded 

the separation of wollastonite from this ore and the feasibility of electrostatic method 

is being considered as an alternative for the exploitation of this deposit. The studies 

are initially devoted for identifying the electrical characteristics of pure feldspar 

(orthoclase), quartz and wollastonite minerals before and after tribo-charging with 

different materials in order to find a proper tribo-charger medium and to ascertain 

favourable conditions for minerals separation in tribo-electrostatic process. In this 

paper, the results of these studies have been presented and discussed with the results 

of tribo-electric separation behaviour of particles in a free-fall electrostatic separator. 

Experimental 

Materials 

Spectrographic grade organic solvents were obtained from KEBO Lab, Sweden. 

These solvents were dehydrated using molecular sieves in bead form of 4-8 mesh. 

Solvents were kept in contact with molecular sieves within a shaker for two days in 

order to remove water as much as possible. The dried solvents were always used in 

electrophoretic mobility measurements of the minerals. The organic solvents and their 

properties are listed in Table I . 
Table I : Organic Liquids and Their Properties 

Solvent Donicity ( D ] \ T ) Viscosity at 25°C Dielectric Constant 

(kcal/mole) (cp) 

1,2-Dichloroethane 0 0.89 10.4 
Nitromethane 2.7 0.60 35.9 
Nitrobenzene 4.4 2.03 34.8 
Acetic anhydride 10.5 0.90 20.7 
Acetonitrile 14.1 0.38 38 
Ethyl acetate 17.1 0.46 6.0 
Tetrahydrofuran 20.0 0.55 7.6 
Dimethylformamide 26.6 0.80 36.7 
Dimethylacetamide 27.8 0.84 37.8 
Dimethyl sulfoxide 29.8 2.24 45.0 
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Pure crystalline quartz, orthoclase and wollastonite mineral samples were obtained 

from Gregory, Bottley & Lloyd, UK. The mineral samples were crushed, ground and 

screened to different particle size fractions, i.e., -600 +300, -300 +150, -150 +75, -75 

and -5 um. 

Electrokinetic measurements 

The electrophoretic mobility of minerals in different organic solvents were measured 

by using Laser Zee Meter, Model 500. The measured electrophoretic mobilities were 

converted to zeta potentials by using the following Htickel equation due to the low 

conductivity of the solvents used in the measurements, where V z , Ue, T|, Eo and e are 

the zeta-potential, electrophoretic mobility, viscosity of the medium, permittivity of 

the vacuum and dielectric constant of the medium respectively: 

V z = 3 r i U E / 2 e o E (1) 

The donicity of minerals after contacting copper, aluminium and steel plates using 

small rotating mill ( 0 12x12 cm) lined with the appropriate tribo-charger was also 

measured. 

Charge measurements 

A Faraday cup connected to a Keithely Electrometer was used for determining the 

electric charges acquired by mineral particles after tribo-charging with micro-cyclones 

and plate tribo-chargers. The plates and cyclones made up of different materials were 

specified for different tribo-charger media in contact electrification. An average value 

from several, at least 12, measurements was only reported in the results. An air 

pressure of 1.5 atmosphere was utilized for cyclone tribo-charging experiments. The 

single particle charge measurements were conducted with the particles of 1-2 mm size 

range. 

Electrical conductivity and dielectric constant measurements 

A Hewlett Packard 4342A Q-meter was used for determining the electrical 

conductivity and dielectric constant of the mineral grains. Because of the porosity of 

powdered samples, the measured dielectric constants were corrected by the following 

equation, where £j is the permittivity of the ith fraction and f j is the volume fraction of 

the ith components in a mixture (Landau and Lifshitz, 1982): 

( e m i x ) 1 / 3 = I f i ( e i ) 1 0 (2) 

Electrical separation tests 

The weight of differently charged mineral particles (positive, neutral and negative) 

accumulated in three different bins of a free-falling electrostatic separator was 

considered as the tribo-electric beneficiation potential of each mineral sample. The 

description of the separator and the test procedure were presented earlier 
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(Manouchehri et al., 1999c). Tests were carried out for different particle size fractions 

of each mineral after subjecting to various tribo-charger materials. An optimized 

applied voltage of 30 kV and the positions of the electrodes were kept constant in all 

the tests performed. When the tests were carried out at different temperatures, the 

predetermined temperamre was maintained during the tribo-charging step and as well 

separation procedure. 

Results and discussion 

Donicity studies 

The zeta-potential results of feldspar, quartz and wollastonite minerals in organic 

liquids with increasing donicity are shown in Fig. 1. The donicity at which the mineral 

sample neither donates nor accepts electrons, i.e., where the zeta potential equals to 

zero, is defined as the donicity of mineral samples. The change in the donicity before 

and after contacting the tribo-charger characterizes the effect of contact-electrification 

and yield a change in the surface properties signifying the energetic levels of mineral 

samples. 

The donicity at which the zeta-potential tends to zero for the three minerals is nearly 

at the same value indicating that they exhibit similar donicity characteristics. The 

donicity of wollastonite is however displayed a minimal higher value than the other 

two minerals. This can be interpreted that the capability of wollastonite donate 

electron is more, although insubstantial. Quartz and feldspar exhibit the same donicity 

which is generally in accordance with their surface energetic structures. A l l three 

minerals showed electron accepting properties when they are in contact with steel, 

copper and aluminium plates (Fig. 1 B-D). This is in agreement with tribo-electric 

concept of transferring electrons based on work functions. The reported work 

functions of the metals vary in the region of 4 - 4.5 eV for steel, 3.85 - 5.5 eV for 

copper and 2.98 - 4.36 eV for aluminium. These values are normally lower than the 

work functions of the examined minerals which fall in the region of 4 - 4.5 eV 

(Fomenko, 1972). Minerals having higher work function than the metal tribo-chargers 

possess higher donicity after tribo-charging since they acquire negative charge. 

Despite the fact that the donicity scale refers to an inter-molecular electron transfer 

involving two electrons while the contact electrification involves charge transfer 

across the interface and not necessarily two electrons per molecule, an existence of 

consistent relationship between these two concepts has been confirmed earlier 

(Strehlow, 1973; Labib and Williams, 1986). Both the concepts are energetic 

phenomena and related to the mutual interaction between the energetic levels of the 

contacting components. During contact electrification, electrons tend to flow from the 

valance band of the materials having lower work function into the conduction band or 

unoccupied orbital of the other materials possessing higher work function. This is in 
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analogy with Lewis acid-base concept where a base is an electron donor and an acid is 

an electron acceptor. Accordingly it can be concluded that minerals having lower 

donicity must possess higher work function and vice versa. 

A No charge 

I Copper tribocharging 

A Aluminium tribocharging 

• Steel tribocharging 

-80 

10 15 20 25 
Donicity (kcal /mol) 
A No charge 

• Copper tribocharging 

A Aluminium tribochargingj 

Steel tribocharging 

10 15 20 
Donicity (kcal /mol) 
• No charge 

• Copper tribocharging 

A Aluminium tribocharging 

o Steel tribocharging 

10 15 20 25 
Donicity (kcal /mol) 

10 15 20 
Donicity (kcal /mol) 

Fig. 1. Donicity of quartz, feldspar and wollastonite minerals before tribo-charging (A) and after tribo
charging for quartz (B), feldspar (C) and wollastonite (D). 

Dielectric constant and electrical conductivity studies 

The dielectric constant and electrical conductivity of the minerals are determined as a 

function of particle size and the results are shown in Fig. 2. The results indicate that 

quartz has lower dielectric constant and conductivity when compared to feldspar and 

wollastonite. These parameters change with decreasing particle size and the dielectric 

constant falls in a region of 4.12 - 5.02 for quartz, 4.73 - 6.34 for feldspar, and 4.4 -

5.6 for wollastonite. The conductivity increases with decreasing particle size and vary 

in the range of 39 - 133, 168 - 1174, and 135 - 579 nS n r 1 for quartz, wollastonite and 

feldspar minerals respectively, when the particles size of -600 +300 urn decreases to 

-75 urn. 

From the results it can be stated that quartz mineral should possess more tendency to 

be charged negatively during contact electrification and attain more negative charge 

than feldspar and wollastonite since its dielectric constant and electrical conductivity 

are lower than the other two minerals. Generally the lower dielectric constant 

materials tend to be charged more negative since their ionization energy is higher. 
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However, the magnitude of charge acquisition is higher for materials with lower 

conductivity. At the time of intimate contact, the charge acquisition is more for higher 

conductive mineral but after disconnecting, charge back-flow happens which is again 

a conductivity dependence process. So, the final remaining charge on mineral surfaces 

will be less with higher conductivity. 

800 

U 400 

H 6 

- A — Feldspar 

— • — Qarte 

"TS— Wollastonite 

Fig. 2- The electrical conductivity and dielectric constant for mineral samples (a = -600 +300, b =-300 

+150, c = -150 +75, and d = -75 um) 

Tribo-electric charge of the minerals 

The amount of charge accumulated on mineral after tribo-charging using different 

tribo-charger plates and cyclones for single particles and specified quantity of 

individual size fractions respectively was determined, surfaces was determined in both 

the cases. Some results from single charge measurements are presented in Table I I . 

These results show that, except in some cases, the minerals acquire negative charge 

when they contact metal surfaces. However, the charge is positive when PVC is used 

as a tribo-charger. The charge magnitude decreases when minerals and tribo-chargers 

are heated up to 50°C and then increases with increasing temperature. This could be 

due to the elimination of humidity. These observations are in complete agreement 

with tribo-electrification theory and Harper's equation which illustrate the work 

functions difference as the charge polarity indicator. Harper (1967) developed a 

model for the contact electrification of metallic powders which can be extended into 

semi-conductors to some degree. Accordingly, the charge to mass ratio (q/m) for a 

particle contacting the tribo-charger is given by the following equation where, O i ' <I>2' 

p and Rp are the work function of the tribo-charger (eV), work function of particle 

(eV), particle's density (g cm"3) and particle's radius (cm) respectively: 

q/m = 2.66 x 10"13 ( 4>i - <S>2/ p Rp 2) (8.85 + 1.151 logR p) (3) 
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The results of single particle charge measurements exhibited high standard deviation. 

The different parameters such as the particle size and shape, type and time of contact, 

contamination on mineral and tribo-charger surfaces and surrounding ambient 

conditions influence the tribo-electrification process. For example, it is observed that 

the charge acquired is greater for particles with elongate, plate type and non-uniform 

shape. In addition, the magnitude and polarity altered when the type of contact is 

changed. Furthermore, the charge magnitude is changed i f sliding took place during 

contact and in some cases, the polarity is changed as well. Similar variations in the 

results were reported earlier (Lowell and Rose-Innes, 1980). 

Table I I : Single particle charge measurements for mineral samples (nC/g) 

Tribo •charger / temperature i Feldspar Quartz Wollastonite 

25°Ct * 0.029 -0.026 *0.01 
Al 50°C -0.8350 -4.26 * -0.093 

100°C -1.07 -4.09 * -0.156 
150°C * -0.002 -1.29 0.143 

25°Cf -0.085 -0.133 * -0.015 
O i 50°C -1.62 -1.33 * -0.164 

100°C -1.17 -1.12 * -0.334 
150°C -0.478 * -0.39 * -0.084 

25°C+.. -0.226 -1.00 -0.067 
Steel 50°C -1.54 -2.92 -1.62 

100°C -1.49 -2.62 -1.49 
150°C -0.215 -0.533 -0.332 

25°C+ 5.16 7.40 7.00 
PVC 50°C 20.5 20.1 20.20 

150°c # 8.91 8.71 17.80 

t Room temperature * Both polarities have been seen for charges # Only minerals heated up 

For cyclone tribo-charging different cyclones made from steel, brass, perspex and 

Teflon, were utilized for imparting charge on mineral grains. This method of charging 

showed less variations in charge magnitude and no polarity fluctuations by the 

minerals. The process is more reliable and reproducible since the probability of 

particle-particle and particle-surface contacts are the same for all mineral grains. In 

addition, this method is more similar to the one used in real separation processes. 

Cyclone tribo-charging measurement results indicated that the magnitude of charges 

imparted by cyclone are significantly more than single particle charge. The contact 

between the particle and media is stronger since the air flow governs the contact. The 

possibility of breaking the mineral particles also need to be considered in cyclone. 

When material is transferred through the cyclone, three other possibilities for contact 

charging must be taken into account: i) the acquisition of charge according to the 

materials transport which is dependent on material hardness, ii) the charging of 

mineral particles due to contacts between the particles and the body of cyclone which 

is coated by mineral's dust and iii) the charge that can be imparted by air friction or 

other atoms or molecules present in air. Therefore the charging procedure in cyclone 
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becomes more complicated. Table I I I contains some cyclone tribo-charging 

measurement results. 

The acquisition of charge by mineral grains increases with decreasing the particle size 

and increasing temperature which is in accordance with theory. The decrease in 

particle size could result an increase in the surface conductivity or increase of work 

function and an increase in temperature avoids the effects of humidity. In most cases, 

the results verify that the negative charges are developed on minerals and substantial 

negative charges are normally acquired by quartz which possess higher work function 

than feldspar and wollastonite. In addition it can be prospected that the tribo-electric 

separation of these minerals may be beneficial i f Teflon cyclone or aluminium tribo

charger is used for charging the mineral grains 

Table I I I : Charge measurement results (nC/g) for different size fractions, using cyclone tribo-charger (a 
= -600 +300, b = -300 +150, c = -150 +75 um).  

Minerals & size —> Feldspar Quartz Wollastonit e  
Tribo-charger / 
Temperature i 

a b c a b c a b c 

25°C* -2.31 -8.72 -25.2 -5.69 -18.1 -69.1 -6.54 -14.3 -47.2 

Brass 50°C -4.49 -12.0 -27.3 -8.98 -28.7 -38.0 -12.0 -19.3 -89.2 
100°C -7.58 -25.8 -23.1 -11.0 -48.0 -126 -15.7 -49.3 -13.7 
150°C -8.67 -20.7 -48.1 -13.3 -68.7 -135 -24.9 -45.4 -261 

25°C* -2.61 -4.52 -12.1 -4.99 -12.7 -7.68 -3.75 -6.94 -10.9 

Steel 50°C -3.96 -6.37 -17.7 -5.95 -13.2 -26.2 -4.03 -7.43 -16.4 
100°C -14.9 -33.9 -82.9 -13.7 -28.0 -93.5 -21.3 -58.9 -78.8 
150°C -21.9 -43.8 -94.1 -18.8 -54.8 -81.4 -31.8 -52.1 -66.6 

25°C* -15.4 -43.2 -683 -12.6 -35.4 -83.1 -4.92 -11.5 -272 

Perspex 50°C -22.4 -76.4 -173 -51.1 -84.6 -584 -9.50 -39.2 -48.5 

1 5 0 ° C # -22.5 -60.2 -172 -39.1 -199 -427 -12.5 -28.2 -95.0 

25°C* 25.0 69.3 209 8.91 26.3 44.1 48.5 198 399 

Teflon $ 50°C 28.7 86.9 160 -16.7 -28.3 -82.4 70.9 173 344 

1 5 0 ° C # 31.3 77.4 149 -26.6 -35.1 -153 51.3 142 409 

Room Temperature > t Teflon which doped with graphite, * Only minerals heated up 

Electrical separation of minerals 

Cyclone tribo-chargers have been applied for imparting charge on mineral grains 

before passing through the separator since they found to be more effective and reliable 

according to the charge measurements results. Some typical results from the tests 

conducted with different particle size fractions are shown in Fig. 3. 

In general the behaviour of wollastonite, quartz and feldspar is in conformity with 

their acquisition of charge. Although feldspar behaves differently when aluminium 

tribo-chargers is used. Based on charge measurement results, it can be predicted that 

with the aluminium tribo-charger and at a specified temperamre, the wollastonite can 

be separated from quartz and feldspar. However, the separation results (in this case, a 

circular aluminium tube is used instead of cyclone) indicate that both wollastonite and 

feldspar behave similarly, i.e., they are charged positively and attracted by the 

negative electrode. It could be that the fine mineral particles can coat the cyclone wall 
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which alters the work function of the tribo-charger and thereby the separation 

behaviour of feldspar. Finer particles exhibit higher work function values and the 

coarser particles have more tendency to be charged negatively when they contact the 

finer one from the same material (Gallo and Lama, 1976). It was also reported that 

the feldspar becomes positively charged after contacting aluminium plate when the 

humidity of surrounding ambient is higher than 15r/r (Park, et al., 1966). Thus, the 

humidity of ambient could be responsible for the behaviour of feldspar. 

The separation results reveal the following: 

0 + Charged • Neutral H - Charged 

Feldspar Quartz Wollastonite Feldspar Quartz Wollastonite 

Feldspar Quartz Wollastonite Feldspar Quartz Wollastonite 

Fig. 3 - The weight percentage of differently charged minerals accumulated in different bins of 

separator using Teflon cyclone (minerals at 100°C and cyclone at 50°C) 

i) The separation has no significant results when steel and brass tribo-chargers are 

used. However the accumulation of particles in different bins with differently charged 

minerals indicate that the charging and separating results are in good agreement with 

the work function difference between the minerals and metals. 

ii) In spite of the fact that the detrimental effect of moisture is avoided by heating the 

minerals and tribo-chargers to 50°C, higher temperatures in the range of 50 to 150°C 

has no significant effect on electrical behaviour of minerals except in the case of 

feldspar with the fractions of -300 +150 and -150 +75 p.m. In the case of quartz, 

increasing temperature from 100°C to 150°C slightly diminishes its avidity to be 

negatively charged. The tendency to be charged negatively increases for quartz when 

it is heated up to 100°C then decreases by increasing the temperamre. It happens since 
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polarization occurs within this range of temperature which was reported by Bullock 

(1968). 

iii) According to the results it is supposed that feldspar mineral has n-type semi

conducting characteristics which caused this mineral to exhibit more avidity to charge 

positively in comparison with intrinsic feldspar. 

iv) Among the different particle size categories, the -300 +150 pm and -150 +75 urn 

fractions have been found to be the best for separation process. 

v) The results show promising prospects for separating quartz-wollastonite and quartz 

feldspar (orthoclase) when Teflon cyclone is used as tribo-charger. Preliminary tribo

electric separation tests on quartz-wollastonite mixture of equal proportion with the 

particle size of -700 pm showed that the wollastonite particles are more capable to 

acquire positive charge and accumulate in positively charged product. A simple 

microscopic analysis showed that the positively charged product contains about 70 -

75% wollastonite particles which leads to 81-86% recovery. 

Conclusion 

1. The measured dielectric constant and conductivity of the minerals are in agreement 

to the charges acquired by them after tribo-electrification with different materials. 

Thus the charge transfer in contact charging can be predicted by knowing the minerals 

main electrical properties. 

2. The results illustrate that the mineral donicity can greatly contribute to an 

understanding of charge transfer when mineral-mineral or mineral-media are brought 

into intimate contact. Consequently the charge transfer in tribo-electrification can be 

prejudged by knowing the donicity of minerals so that a suitable tribo-charger 

medium can be outlined for a successful separation. 

3. The results also showed the feasibility of quartz separation from wollastonite and 

feldspar when Teflon tribo-charger is used. The aluminium tribo-charger gave 

encouraging results for the separation between wollastonite and feldspar. Thus the 

tribo-electric method can be used for the concentration of minerals from the 

Banmossen complex silicate deposit. 
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Triboelectric Charge Characteristics and Acid-Base 
Properties of Minerals - Are They Related? 

H.R.Manouchehri, K. Hanumantha Rao and K.S.E. Forssberg 

Division of Mineral Processing, Luleå University ofTechnology 

SE - 971 87 LULEÅ, Sweden 

Abstract 

The tribo/contact electrification theory of materials is envisaged from the 

chemical Lewis acid-base concept and an attempt has been made to find a correlation 

between these two phenomena. The donor-acceptor/acid-base properties of apatite, 

calcite, feldspar, quartz and wollastonite mineral samples have been determined by 

electrokinetic studies in water and in different organic solvents with varying 

acidity/basicity of the solvents. From the results, the position of Fermi level in the 

forbidden gap energy was estimated. The charge acquired by a single mineral 

particle of varying sizes was determined after contacting with plate and cyclone type 

tribo-chargers made up of different materials. The work functions of the mineral 

samples were estimated. 

The results showed a good correlation between the physical triboelectrification 

process and the chemical acceptor-donor property of the minerals. The results also 

demonstrate the feasibility of arranging the minerals into triboelectric series and 

thereby to predict their triboelectric charge characteristics and their separation 

behaviour in an electric field with reference to a particular tribocharger medium. 

1. Introduction 

It is well known that an intimate contact and then detachment of two dissimilar 

materials or even two surfaces that are ostensibly the same but differing in particles 

size and shape, lead to a creation of electric charges on the two contacting surfaces 

due to the migration of the charge carriers, e.g., electrons. The transfer of electrons is 

caused by the difference in the energetic structures of the two contacting surfaces. The 

transfer of charge ceases when the energetic levels in each material at the interface 

becomes identical. Thus the charge acquisition wil l be equal in magnitude but 

opposite in polarity for the two contacting surfaces. Although this phenomenon, 

called triboelectrification, has been known for a long time, it is difficult to 

comprehend the process since the energetic levels of the materials are ambiguous 

except for pure materials. However, several materials containing inorganic and 

organic have been studied by contact electrification and classified into different 
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triboelectric series. Since the mineralogical composition of a material varies from one 

deposit to the other, the triboelectrification could also vary and can be considered as 

an inherent property of a material signifying the role of contact electrification. 

1.1. Physical concept of contact electrification 

A l l the atoms in a material are held together by chemical bonds. These bonds 

result from the energy structure of the electrons in the material. The activation energy 

for electron transfer determines whether the material is conductor, semi-conductor or 

insulator. For metal-metal contact, the polarity and magnitude of charge acquisition 

are well understood and described according to the position of the energetic levels 

(e.g., work function) of the metals with reference to their electronic structures. During 

contact charging electrons migrate from the metal with lower work function, i.e., 

higher chemical potential, to the metal of higher work function, creating a contact 

potential as shown in Fig. 1 [1,2]: 

V c = ( O m B - < I » m A ) / q 

where the V c is the contact potential, O m B and O m A are the work functions of the 

two metals A and B, and q is the charge. 

Energy 

Fig. 1- contactelectrification of two metals. A is a metal with the work function, <£>, 

electrochemical potential Ej , and surface potential, Vs, and B the contacting two 
metals, the contact potential is Vc, metal A is positive with respect to B [2]. 

In spite of the fact that the electrification depends upon the electron affinity or 

electron pressure of the surfaces that are brought into intimate contact, the 

phenomenon has not been extended comprehensively in the case of semiconductors 

and insulators. For inorganic semi-conductors the work function is defined by the 

energy gap (Eg), electron affinity {%) and the distance between the top edge of the 

valance band and the Fermi level (<E>0) as described in Fig. 2 [3]. 

O s c = E„ + 1 - O>0 
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Fig. 2- Free surface of an n-type semiconductor with surface states [3] 

According to Cowley and Sze the surface charge density f j on the semiconductor 

in contact with a metal of work function CDm can be found as [3]: 

CJ=eD s(<J>m - E g + X - < D 0 ) / { 1+( e2 z D s ) / £ 0 } 

G = e D s ( O m -Osc) /{ l+(e 2 zD s ) /8c .} 

where D s , £ 0 , z, and e are constant density per unit energy (cm - 2 e V 1 ) , induction 

constant, gap width between the metal and semiconductor, and the electronic charge 

respectively. Therefore the amount of charge developed on an inorganic semi

conductor and its surface charge density is governed by the differences between the 

work functions of the contacting bodies. When D s is small, e.g., in the case of ionic 

semiconductor, then the denominator of the above equation approximates to unity and 

the surface charge density equals to a product of the surface state density, e 2D s , and 

work function difference: 

G = e 2 D s ( O m -Ose) 

The ideal surfaces of covalent semiconductors have large surface state densities and 

the equation simplifies to: 

G = £ o ( O m - O s c ) / e z 

The polarity of surface charge is thus defined by work function difference of 

contacting bodies and the amount of final contacting charge is less for clean ionic 

semi-conductor. 

For organic insulating materials the energetic levels and contact electrification 

between a metal and an insulator, e.g., a polymer, are shown in Fig. 3 where the O m , 

Oin, Ef, E v , E c and c are work function of the metal, work function of the insulator, 

Fermi level, conduction band, valance band and electron affinity of the insulator 

respectively [1, 4, 5]. 

The electric conduction and hence the transfer of charge for an insulator occurs 

due to the existence of the surface and/or bulk states. These states can be vacant or 

filled energy levels with respect to the position of the Fermi level of the contacting 
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material as shown in Fig. 3. The transfer of charge is thus limited by the vacant 

surface states of the insulator which are filled by the electrons from the metal until 

their Fermi levels become equal. Accordingly the insulator's surface charge density 

can be defined similar to the surface charge density of a semiconductor [1,3]: 

0 = e D s ( O m -On) 

A B 

I 

metal 

Ec 

lOin 

- - ^ - Ef 

_Ev 

insulator 

Surface state 

I 

r~ Empty 

I 

lOin 

- Ef 

metal 

Ec 

_Ev 

insulator 

• Filled *-
Fig. 3- energetic level for a metal and polymer A before and B after contact. 

1.2. Chemical concept of contact electrification 

From chemical point of view triboelectrification can be explained by the Lewis 

acid-base phenomenon where an acid and a base are indicated as the chemical species 

that employ an empty and a doubly occupied orbital respectively in an interaction. 

The term species can be used for a distinct molecule, simple or complex ion, or even a 

solid material exhibiting non-molecularity in one or more dimensions [6-9]. In other 

words a Lewis acid is a species whose incomplete electronic arrangement allows it to 

bind to another species by accepting an electron pair. Conversely, a species that is 

capable to donate an electron pair is called Lewis base [9, 10]. These terms are equal 

to the donor orbital which is the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) and the 

acceptor that is the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO). Based on the 

position of the occupied and unoccupied energies, electrons flow from one species to 

another. Accordingly, the Fermi energy of an insulator can be considered by HOMO 

and LUMO energetic levels similar to the Lewis acid-base concept [1, 4]. As depicted 

in Fig. 4, the driving force for charge exchange is the lower energy gap between the 

metal Fermi level and HOMO of the insulator and that of the metal Fermi energy and 

LUMO of the insulator. 
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Metal A 

AEi 

AE2 

- LUMO 

Fermi 
level 

Organic Solid 
(insulator) Metal B 

Fermi 
level 

^ HOMO 

AEi 

AE2 

AEi < AE2 

Iinsulator wi l l be 

charged 

negatively 

Fig. 4-The work function model explained by HOMO/LUMO energy levels [51 

AEi > AE2 

Iinsulator wi l l 

be Charged positively 

By considering the HOMO and LUMO as the energetic levels instead of Fermi 

energy level, the charge transfer can be predicted and defined [4]. According to this 

model the sign of the charge developed on metal and insulator after contact charging 

correlates to the relative energy differences between the HOMO and the LUMO of the 

organic insulator and the Fermi level of the contacting metal. The charge developed 

on insulator is negative i f the metal Fermi level is closer to the LUMO energy level of 

the insulator and is positive i f the Fermi level of the metal places closer to the 

insulator's HOMO energy level. For an insulator/insulator contact, the same 

explanation can be formulated for charge transfer. 

A charge transfer model, similar to the HOMO/LUMO considerations, has been 

suggested by Van Ostenburg and Montgomery [11] for metal/metal, metal/insulator 

and insulator/insulator contact, even i f the energy levels are considered filled or 

vacant for insulating materials. 

1.3. Relation between the physical and chemical concepts of contact electrification 

The interactions between different classes of solids, i.e., conductors, 

semiconductors and insulators, can be described in terms of acid-base or donor-

acceptor interaction. Hard-soft acid-base (HSAB) principle is proposed by Pearson 

(1963) to outline some basic mles about the kinetics and equilibrium of the reaction in 

solutions [12]. Several attempts have been made to apply the HSAB principle to solid 

interactions with the aid of the frontier orbital method where the acids and bases are 

classified into two hard and soft groups according to their absolute hardness. The 

absolute hardness is defined as the resistance of the chemical potential to change in 

the number of electrons which is the opposite of the absolute softness and can be 

calculated according to the following formula [13, 14]: 
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Tl = ( I - X ) / 2 

where the TJ, I and % are absolute hardness, ionizing potential and electron affinity of 

chemical component respectively. 

Since the electronegativity of the chemical components are defined as the half of 

the sum of the ionizing potential and electron affinity, there should be a relationship 

between the electronegativity or chemical potential and absolute hardness. 

X° = (I + X ) / 2 =-u. 

where %° and pi are electronegativity and chemical potential respectively. However, 

according to Koopmans' theorem [15], the frontier orbital energies, i.e., HOMO and 

LUMO energy levels, are equal to electron affinity and electronegativity respectivclv: 

-EHOMO= I & -ELUMO= X° 

The above configuration indicates that absolute hardness is equal to the minus of the 

half difference between the highest occupied and lowest unoccupied energv levels 

[14]: 

T] = - ( EHOMO - ELUMO ) /2 

Therefore, for insulating materials the amount of Fermi level energy is equal to both 

the absolute hardness and electronegativity of the components which is comparable 

with the band structure theory for solids (Fig. 5): 

A B 

Ec 
LUMO 

HOMO 

Con. band 

*r 

Ef I 

Ev 

I 

Val.. band 

Fig. 5 - A Orbital energy diagram for a molecule and B band structure for an 
insulating solid 

The Fermi and gap energies can thus be calculated on the basis of the 

electronegativity and/or absolute hardness of the molecules and vice versa [13, 14]. 

Ef =( EHOMO + ELTJMO ) 12 = ( E c + E v ) 12 = - %° 

& 

Eg= - ( EHOMO - ELTJMO ) = - ( E v - Ec) = 2T| 

Thus all the materials can be classified according to their chemical hardness: (a) 

metals are soft and they are mostly acid, (b) semiconductors are rather soft, and most 

of them are bases, (c) most insulators, including polymers are hard. 
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1.4. Acid-Base / Donor-Acceptor properties of materials 

In order to correlate and characterise the behaviour of acidic and basic solutes, the 

donor and acceptor numbers (i.e., Dn and An ) were developed according to the 

Lewis definitions. Donor number or donicity is used to obtain a solvent-independent 

representation for the donor ability of a molecule [6, 7]. Similarly, an analogous 

acceptor number has been introduced for the correlation of solute-solvent interaction 

in acidic solvents. Donor number is defined as the molar enthalpy values for the 

reaction of the donor with SbCls as a reference acceptor in a 10" 3M solution of 

dichloroethane and acceptor number is defined as the dimensionless number related 

to the relative chemical shift of 3 1 P in Et3PO in the particular solvent, with hexane as 

a reference solvent on one hand and EtPO-SbCls in 1,2-dichloroethane on the other 

[6, 10]. Accordingly the organic solvents have been listed to their donor or acceptor 

numbers. 

Interaction between the solvent and material associates charge transfer amongest 

them where one acts as a donor and the other behaves as an acceptor. Since surface 

charge exchange processes can be considered as a contact between the two material 

surfaces, it can be concluded that an interaction between the energetic levels of the 

contacted bodies controls the magnitude and polarity of the accumulated charge on 

each side. The charge transfer can thus be observed as triboelectic and electrokinetic 

effects [15, 16]. 

A solid becomes electrically charged whenever it is placed in a conducting or even 

in an insulating liquid. This charge is because of the existence of a contact potential 

by either selective adsorption of ions from the liquid, inducing or causing local 

dissociation of the liquid, dissociation of the own solid surface molecules, or because 

of the adsorption of dipoles on the surface of the particle [16]. The interaction 

associates with an energy release. This can be considered as an electron 

acceptor/electron donor interaction which is affiliated by the changes in energetic 

levels of the both partners. By knowing the acceptor or donor numbers of different 

materials, the direction of transferring electron (i.e., charge) can thus be predicted. 

In analogy with zero point of charge, the donicity of a solid is defined as the 

donicity of the organic liquid which neither donates nor accepts electron in contact 

with the solid. Therefore the donicity of mineral samples are considered as the zero 

point of charge when their electrophoretic mobilities are plotted as a function of donor 

numbers of organic liquids on the Gutmann scale [16, 17]. Accordingly the donicity 

of materials can be determined by electrokinetic studies in organic solvents of varying 

acidity and basicity character. 
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In accordance with the above discussion, a comprehensive study was made in 

order to find a correlation between the triboelectric characteristics and chemical 

properties of some semi-conducting industrial minerals so as to predict the charge 

characteristics of different minerals based on their donor/acceptor properties. 

Therefore both charge characteristics and donor/acceptor properties of mineral 

samples were determined and interpreted. With reference to the charge characteristics 

of mineral samples, their acquired triboelectric charge after contacting different 

tribocharging materials using both single particle and a mass of particles in plate and 

cyclone type tribocharging devices respectively were measured. For the 

donor/acceptor properties, the electrophoretic mobilities of mineral samples in both 

aqueous and non-aqueous media were defined. Furthermore, since the physical and 

chemical concepts of triboelectrification are observed to be energetic phenomena in 

relation to the energetic levels of the materials, i.e., work function and Fermi level, the 

values for these levels were estimated. The results of the above mentioned smdies are 

presented and discussed in this paper. 

2. Experimental 

2.1. Materials 

Pure crystalline quartz, orthoclase, wollastonite, calcite and apatite mineral 

samples were procured from Gregory, Bottley & Lloyd, UK. The mineral samples 

were crushed, ground and sieved to different particle size classes suitable for the 

investigations. The particles with a size in between 1 to 2 mm were used for single 

particle charge measurements. However, the samples with a size fractions of -600 

+300, -300 +150, and -150 +75 pm were prepared for cyclone charge measurements. 

In addition the -5 pm particle size fraction was used for determining point of zero 

charge and donicity of minerals. 

Table 1- The organic solvents and their properties 
Solvent Donicity (Dty 

(kcal/mole) 

Viscosity at 25 °C 
(cp) 

Dielectric 
Constant 

1,2-Dichloroethane 0 0.89 10.4 

Nitromethane 2.7 0.60 35.9 

Nitrobenzene 4.4 2.03 34.8 

Acetic anhydride 10.5 0.90 20.7 

Acetonitrile 14.1 0.38 38 

Ethyl acetate 17.1 0.46 6.0 

Tetrahydrofuran 20.0 0.55 7.6 

Dimethylformamide 26.6 0.80 36.7 

Dimethylacetamide 27.8 0.84 37.8 

Dimethyl sulfoxide 29.8 2.24 45.0 

Spectrographic grade organic solvents, listed in table 1, from KEBO Lab, Sweden 

were obtained. These solvents were dehydrated, using molecular sieves in bead form 
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of 4 - 8 mesh. Solvents were kept in contact with molecular sieves for at least two 

days in order to be dried as much as possible. 

2.2. Electrokinetic measurements 

The measurements were carried out by using the Laser Zee Meter Model 501, 

equipped with a video system. The electrophoretic mobility as a function of pH in 

aqueous medium and as a function of donor number in the case of organic solvents 

was determined for all the minerals. The electrophoretic mobilities of mineral samples 

were converted to zeta potential by utilizing the following Höckel equation due to the 

low conductivity of organic solvents: 

V Z = 3 V U E / 2 £ o E 

where V Z , U E , V , Eo and £ are the zeta potential, electrophoretic mobilin. viscosity of 

medium, permittivity of the vacuum, and dielectric constant of the medium 

respectively. 

In addition, minerals donicity after contacting copper, steel and aluminium metal 

plates using small rotating mill ( 0 12x12 cm ) was determined in order to understand 

the effect of triboelectric charge acquisition on surface donicity of minerals. 

2.3. Tribo charging and charge measurements 

A Faraday cup connected to a Keithely Electrometer was used for determining the 

triboelectric charges developed on mineral particles. Micro-cyclones and plate type 

tribocharging apparatus made up of different materials were used for imparting charge 

on mineral grains. Particles with 1 to 2 mm size were used for single particle charge 

measurements. In the case of cyclone different size fractions were examined. The 

effect of temperamre on triboelectric charge procedure was studied by heating both 

the minerals and tribocharger surfaces. 

3. Results & Discussion 

3.1. Point of zero charge and donicity of minerals 

The point of zero charge for quartz and feldspar are found at about pH 1.8 and 2 

values whereas, wollastonite, apatite and calcite exhibit the points of zero charge at 

about pH 2.4, 4.5 - 5 and 8 respectively (as shown in Fig. 6). 

1 3 5 7 9 11 13 
pH 

Fig. 6 - Zeta potential for mineral samples in aqueous media 
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Donicity (kcal/mol) 

Fig. 7 - Zeta potential of silicate minerals as a function of solvent donicity before and 
after tribocharging 

The zeta potential for the mineral samples as a function of donicity of inorganic 

liquids are depicted in Fig. 7. The results show that the donicity of quartz and feldspar 

are almost the same, i .e., about 3.20 and 3.25 kcal m o l 1 respectively However, 

wollastonite represents 3.8 kcal m o l 1 . These donicity values are respectively equal to 

0.143, 0.145 and 0.17 eV. Furthermore, Fig. 7 shows the donicity results after 

contacting the mineral samples with the body of rotating drum which was lined by 

different metal plates i.e., copper, aluminium and steel. The results show a shift 

towards the higher donicity region in all cases of three silicate minerals. However 

donicity values after contacting mineral particles with the metals are almost the same 

irrespective of the mineral sample. The donicity values for mineral samples after 

contacting metals are about 7.7 to 9, 8.75 to 10, and 8 to 9 kcal m o l 1 for quartz, 

feldspar and wollastonite respectively. The zeta potential measurements in non-
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aqueous media indicate that for quartz, feldspar and wollastonite the donicity 

increases due to the transfer of electron from metal surface to the mineral surfaces by 

contact electrification. 

Fig. 8 shows the donicity values for apatite and calcite minerals. The donicity 

curves for these minerals demonstrate some abnormalities. In spite of these 

abnormalities, which means that the donicity for apatite and calcite shift from 

negative to positive and again to the negative, the values of 10.5 and 18.5 kcal mol" 1  

were defined for apatite and calcite respectively which are equal to 0.445 and 0.8 eV. 

The release of C a 2 + ions into the solvent and co-ordination with organic hquids could 

account for the observed abnormalities. The calcium ions could be readsorbed on the 

surface of calcite and/or apatite particles changing their surface charge. Consequently 

the charging behaviour in the presence of some liquids would differ and the donicity 

values wil l depart from anticipated results. This type of behaviour has been reported 

for calcium and magnesium oxides [16, 17]. The surface hydration and moisture 

adsorption on mineral surfaces also influence the results. In spite of the fact that 

minerals and containers were carefully dried, the atmospheric moisture may be 

adsorbed by mineral surfaces due to the high humidity of surrounding ambient during 

the time for materials handling in conducting tests. 

20 

-60 

A No charge • Copper tribocharger A Alurninium tribocharger Q Steel tribocharger 

Apatite 

10 15 20 
Donicity (kcal/mol) 

25 30 

15 20 
Donicity (kcal/mol) 

Fig. 8 - Zeta potential of apatite and calcite minerals as a function of solvent donicity 
before and after tribocharging 

The zeta potential curves for these two minerals after charging them with copper, 

steel and aluminium decreases and all the curves indicate that the donicity shifts to the 
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lower donicity region. This is due to the transfer of electrons from the mineral 

surfaces to the metal surfaces by the contact electrification. It means that these 

minerals are more capable to accept electrons from the contacting bodies. 

The changes in donicity of the minerals caused by the contact charging with 

different materials can be explained by work function model of contact electrification 

and the Lewis acid-base concept. According to the work function model electrons are 

able to transfer from the valance band of the materials possessing lower work function 

into the conduction band or unoccupied orbital of the other one which exhibit higher 

work function which is in harmony with Lewis acid-base interaction. Therefore it can 

be concluded that if two different materials are brought into intimate contact, 

electrons are able to migrate from a surface with higher donicity tendency to the other 

having lower donating properties. Consequently, donicity of contacting materials 

decreases or increases due to their electronic structures and their capability to donate 

or accept electron. Therefore during contact electrification the donicity of negatively 

charged materials increases since they accept electron. On the contrary the donor 

number decreases for positively charged bodies. Despite the fact that the donicity 

scale refers to an inter-molecular electron transfer involving two electrons while the 

contact electrification involves charge transfer across the interfaces and not 

necessarily two electrons per molecule, it has been proven that a consistent relation 

exists between these two concept [17]. Both concepts are energetic phenomena and 

related to the mutual interaction between the energetic levels of the components either 

brought into contact or interaction. 

The donicity measurements for quartz, feldspar and wollastonite indicate that 

these minerals are apt to accept electrons, i.e., charges, after contacting aluminium, 

copper and steel plates. On the contrary apatite and calcite exhibit donating properties 

although the measured values show same abnormalities. Despite the fact that the 

reported values vary widely, the aluminium has the lowest work function than the 

other two metals. The range of reported work function values are 3 - 4.2, 4 - 4.5 and 4 

- 4.6 eV for aluminium, copper and steel respectively [18-23]. The examined mineral 

samples work functions should be in a range of 3.2 - 5 eV. But, it is difficult to 

identify an exact value for the work function since it is composed of bulk and surface 

contributions and these conditions deviate, especially on surface, even for the same 

mineral grains, according to the shape, irregularities, crystallographic faces, etc. 

3.2. Charge measurement studies 

Two different methods, i.e., a single particle charging by contacting to the 

tribocharger plates and cyclone tribocharging where a mass of particles contact the 

cyclone's wall when they are transported by air flow, were applied for imparting 
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charge on minerals. An average value of at least dozen charging tests were considered 

as the representative charge value for each measurement. 

Table 2 contains the results obtained from method where single particle charging 

method where different plates are used as tribochargers. The results indicate that 

silicate minerals acquire negative charge, except for feldspar and wollastonite at room 

temperature when aluminium plate is used. In addition in almost all cases the 

magnitudes of the negative charges increased when the minerals and tribochargers are 

heated up to 50°C but decreased at 100°C. At higher temperamre, the conductivity 

increases thereby the charge back-flow is affected. The possibility of the mineral 

polarizability should also be taken into account and in the case of quartz, it occurs at 

about 60°C [24]. However, the polarization of wollastonite may occur at elevated 

temperature due to its elongate shape. Furthermore, the effect of moismre wi l l be 

eliminated at 100°C. The charge results are in good agreement with the donicity 

values where the donicity for silicates increases after contacting with aluminium, 

copper and steel metal surfaces due to the transfer of electrons from the metal to the 

mineral surface. 

Table 2 - Mean triboelectric charge of single particles (pC) using different tribo
charging plates ( mineral grain size, 1 mm < p < 2 mm ). 

contacting Temperature 
Minerals 4 

contacting Temperature 
Minerals 4 

plate i J, 
Apatite Calcite Feldspar Quartz Wollastonite 

Room temp. 1.865 2.935 * 0.290 -0.210 * 0.125 
AI 50°C 11.91 16.764 -8.346 -34.089 * -1.214 

100°C 14.678 18.561 -10.706 -32.746 * -2.030 

Room temp. 0.892 0.451 -0.621 -1.589 -0.175 
Cu 50°C 2.907 3.043 -11.795 -16.003 -1.302 

100°C * 1.919 * -0.728 -8.532 -13.383 -3.889 

Room temp. * -0.14 * -0.333 -0.945 -1.637 * -0.221 
Ni 50°C * 2.214 -4.983 -17.75 -31.906 -8.842 

100°C 1.037 -2.658 -9.348 -16.771 -4.532 

Room temp. 0.530 1.56o -1.234 -3.531 -0.377 
Steel 50°C 1.773 2.863 -8.402 -10.304 -9.170 

100°C 3.502 -2.565 -8.132 -9.264 -8.454 

Room temp. 119.870 168.020 123.020 80.160 178.142 
PVC 50°C 160.803 153.108 190.213 184.905 201.880 

150°C # 120.671 168.020 82.840 80.160 178.142 

* Both charge polarities have been observed, # Only mineral is heated up, 

Positive charge polarity is imparted on mineral surfaces by PVC due to its higher 

work function value. In addition the high resistive materials such as PVC hold static 

charge up to samration and thus their ability to transfer charge wil l be modified. As a 

consequence i f minerals are in continuos contact with insulating material, the charges 

on both insulator and mineral increases continuously. The decrease in the magnitude 

of positive charge when minerals are heated to higher temperature, i.e., 150°C, can be 

explained as the foregoing. 
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Calcite and apatite, in almost all cases, exhibit different charge characteristics than 

silicates when contacting metals. This should be because of the fact that they hold 

lower work function values. It must be added that single particle charge results 

indicate that the magnitude of the charges increases by extending the time of contact. 

Moreover, the charge magnitude or even its polarity changes when the sliding or 

rubbing takes place instead of merely contact. These phenomena were observed 

during monitoring the charge measurements. 
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Fig. 9 - Charge acquisition by different particle size fractions of minerals after 
contacting brass cyclone at 50°C. 

Figs. 9-12 show the triboelectric charge characteristics of different particle size 

fractions of mineral samples after contacting brass, steel, perspex and Teflon cyclones 

at 50°C. The results illustrate no polarity changes for silicate mineral samples within 

specific size fraction. Quartz, feldspar and wollastonite acquire negative charge when 

they contact steel, brass and perspex cyclones. For these minerals the charges 

generally increase with decreasing the particle size and increasing the temperature. 

However, feldspar and wollastonite tend to be charged positively when Teflon is the 

tribocharger. Quartz also exhibits positive charge at room temperature but changes to 

negative at elevated temperature. 

Calcite and apatite exhibit different behaviour. Both acquire positive charge when 

contacting Teflon. Calcite acquire positive charge when contacts perspex, even at 

higher temperature, but for apatite the charge changes from negative to positive by 

increasing the temperature. 
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Fig. 10 - Charge acquisition by different particle size fractions of minerals after 
contacting steel cyclone at 50°C. 
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Fig. 11 - Charge acquisition by different particle size fractions of minerals after 
contacting Perspex cyclone at 50°C. 
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A p a t i t e C a l c i t e Feldspar Quar tz W o l l a s t o n i t e 

Fig. 12 - Charge acquisition by different particle size fractions of minerals after 
contacting Teflon cyclone at 50°C. 

Brass cyclone gave positive charge to all the fractions of calcite and apatite at low 

temperatures. At higher temperatures, i.e., 100°C and 150°C, calcite is charged 

negatively. Apatite showed both polarities although the predominant sign is positive. 

From the above results it can be concluded that the apatite demonstrate donating 

properties and should be an n-type semi-conductor. The same can be stated for 

feldspar mineral sample. 

Steel cyclone imparted positive charge on calcite for the size fraction of -600 

+300 pm. However, for -300 +150 and -150 +75 pm size fractions the imparted 

charge is negative when both steel and calcite are heated to 150°C. That could be 

because of decreasing of the particle size and/or increasing the temperamre. 

It was inferred that for finer particles charges are higher in magnitudes since finer 

particles introduce more contact surface area. The cyclone tribocharging is found to 

be advantageous, reliable and reproducible since all particles have the same chance to 

contact the cyclone's wall and/or each others in addition to shorter and the probability 

of contact for all mineral grains is the same. Besids the contacts are more predominant 

rather than sliding or rubbing. Conversely in single particle charge measurements the 

time and number of contacts change to a wide extent and the sliding is always present 

and in some cases it is a determining factor for imparting charge. There is also no 

particle / particle contact which exists in any real relevant process system. The later is 

another important reason for differing the results in the single particle and cyclone 

charging , i.e., mass, charges. The charge magnitude is larger for cyclone tribocharger 
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since the minerals contact the body of tribocharger by impact force. However, in this 

case, part of the charges could be induced by the air friction to the particles. 

4. Estimation of work function and Fermi energy level for minerals 

It is generally accepted that the work function difference of contacting bodies is 

the prime contribution which determines the entity of contact charging and the 

transfer of charge between contacting bodies continues till the Fermi energies reach 

equilibrium. Although a linear relationship is spread out between the work functions 

and charge exchange of contacting bodies, i t is understood that not only the 

magnitude but the polarity of charges developed on material surfaces are affected by 

other parameters such as contact time, kinds and number of contacts, particle size and 

shape, as well as the experimental conditions [24-28]. So the process becomes more 

and more complicated. However, efforts are made to calculate the main energetic 

levels of work function and Fermi energy from the charge and electrokinetic results. 

4.1. Work function estimation 

The values from single particle charge measurements, at room and 50°C 

temperatures, were plotted against the work functions of contacting surfaces, chosen 

from literature. Fig. 13 depicts the charges acquired by quartz and feldspar at room 

and 50°C temperatures as a function of the work function of contacting materials. A 

linear relationship is achieved and the work function of mineral samples can be 

estimated. The work function for minerals is defined at the points were the charge 

equals to zero. However, the accuracy of the estimated work function for minerals 

dependes upon the correct work function value of tribocharging materials [29, 30]. 

The work function values of 4.2 eV for aluminium [20], 4.3 eV for nickel [31], 4.4 eV 

for steel [22], 4.6 eV for copper [5, 20, 22] and 5.15 eV for PVC [5] are considered. 

The room temperature and 50°C charge measurements are considered for this part of 

smdies since the effects of temperamre and humidity are avoided respectively. Good 

correlation coefficients, i.e., more than 82%, were found for all cases when the 

charges acquired by mineral samples were plotted against the work function values. 

The results would be betterif the work function of tribochargers are measured in situ 

based on the experimental conditions and the results could be better i f single contact 

charge were utilized and deliberated. 

Fig. 14 shows the charges for feldspar and quartz minerals against the work 

function values of cyclone tribochargers when both minerals and tribochargers are 

heated up to 50°C. For all mineral samples, a linear relationship exists between 

acquired charge against the work functions of perspex, 2.7 eV [32], brass, 4.2 eV, and 

steel, 4.4 eV. However, compared to the estimated values from the single particle 

charges, these values are rather high, especially for apatite and calcite. This is because 
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of the fact that both calcite and apatite exhibit erratic characteristics when contacting 

perspex. Both minerals acquire positive charge which cannot be interpreted by 

theoretical aspects. The same triboelectric charge behaviour for calcite when it is 

contacting perspex was reported by others [25]. During tribocharging of minerals with 

cyclones, the particle/particle contacts effect the charges acquired by mineral grains. 

Furthermore, finer particles posses higher work function values which explained by 

the classical electrostatic description of the work function and ionization energy 1331. 
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Fig. 13- Charges acquired by quartz and feldspar as a function of work function of 
tribochargers. 
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Fig. 14- The charges acquired by different particle size fractions of feldspar and 
quartz minerals as a function of work function of cyclone tribochargers at 50°C. 

The estimated work function values of minerals are listed in Table 3. These values 

are rather high for calcite and apatite and maybe a little lower for silicates, especially 

when the donicity values are considered. However, these values are acceptable and 

comparable with the some reported literature values [21-23]. The most rational and 

convincing values could be the assessed values from the single particle charges at 
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50°C. In summary calcite and quartz posses the lowest and highest work function 

values which are in accordance with the donicity properties of the mineral samples. 

Therefore mineral samples can be arranged in a series in the order of calcite, apatite, 

wollastonite, feldspar and quartz with refrence to their respective donicity values, i.e., 

18.5, 10.5, 3.8, 3.25 and 3.2 kcal mol" 1 , or according to their work function values. 

Table 3 - Estimated values for work functions of mineral samples 

Minerals Work Function (eV) Minerals 

Room temp. * 50°C # 50°C § 
Apatite 4.342 4.316 4.747 
Calcite 4.341 4.316 4.468 
Feldspar 4.353 4.403 4.569 
Quartz 4.368 4.457 4.528 
Wollastonite 4.349 4.373 4.480 

# estimated due to single particle and § cyclones charge measurements 

4.2. Estimation of Fermi energy level 

The Fermi energy, Ef, within the forbidden gap is generally determined by Fermi-

Dirac distribution function which represents an energy level between the valence, E v , 

and conduction, E c , energies. In accordance with the work function theory of the 

contact electrification, materials having lower Fermi level apt to donate electron to the 

others with lower Fermi energy. This concept is closely related to the surface 

chemistry of the solids where the reactivity is known to be related to work function. 

Therefore a correlation between the Fermi energy and surface chemistry of the 

materials should exist. 

According to Mullins and Averbach [34, 35] surface acidity or basicity were 

closely related to the Fermi level of the oxide relative to that of water. Their studies 

on chemical shifts of the A12p and the Ols lines in X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy 

(XPS) spectra by a bias-reference XPS technique for a series of silica, alumina, 

magnesia, and phoshate powders and also gibbsite, bohemite, sapphire, and some 

aluminium alloys doped by different material revealed that a linear relationship exists 

between the Fermi energy level and point of zero charge of these powder surfaces. 

They also concluded that the chemical shifts are related to shifts in the Fermi energy 

levels in the surface oxides and these are, in turn, related to point of zero charge 

values. Their experimental results on minerals, chemical powders and alloys listed 

above led to the following parity between the Fermi energy and point of zero charge 

[34]. 

pzc = -2.9E f + 16.8 

Correspondingly the Fermi energy for mineral samples can be calculated from 

their point of zero charge values. Table 4 contains the measured Fermi energy for the 

mineral samples. The results indicate that the calcite must posses lower tendency to 

hive off electrons, i.e., charges, whereas the avidity of the quartz to accept electron is 
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the highest among the mineral samples. These are in accordance with the tribocharges 

and donicity values, and suggest that the minerals could be arranged with respect to 

their Fermi energies. 

Table 4 - Estimated values for Fermi energy of mineral samples 

Minerals Zero point of Estimated Fermi 
charge energy (eV) 

Apatite 5 4.07 

Calcite 8 3.03 

Feldspar 2 5.10 

Quartz 1.8 5.17 

Wollastonite 2.4 4.98 

5. Conclusion 

1- The minerals donicity values were estimated to be about 3.2, 3.25 and 3.8 kcal 

mol" 1 for quartz, feldspar and wollastonite respectively. In spite of abnormalities in 

the zeta potentials of apatite and calcite in some organic liquids the defined values for 

are about 10.5 and 18.5 separately. These values indicate that quartz and calcite have 

the lowest and highest donating properties. 

2- The measured tribocharges using single particles indicate that in general 

silicates are apt to accept electrons from all metal tribochargers while calcite and 

apatite act as the electron donors. The apatite has less donating tendency in 

comparison to the calcite. The highest negative charges are acquired for quartz 

mineral which indicate that this mineral should hold the highest work function. The 

charges increase with increasing the temperature to 50°C and decrease when the 

minerals and tribochargers are heated up to 100°C. A l l minerals acquired positive 

charges when they contact PVC which is due to its higher work function value. 

3- The cyclone tribocharge results indicate that charge increases with decreasing 

the particle size and increasing the temperature. Quartz possess the highest tendency 

for accepting electrons whereas calcite and apatite exhibit donating properties. Teflon 

cyclone imparts negative charges to all mineral samples except in the case of quartz 

and this illustrate that quartz holds the highest work function value. Furthermore, a 

comparison of charge values in the two methods showed that more reliable and higher 

magnitude charges could be imparted by cyclone tribochargers. 

4- The estimated work function values indicate that quartz holds the highest and 

calcite and apatite the lowest values. Generally the values fall within a narrow range 

for all the minerals. The most reliable values determined to be 4.316 eV for apatite 

and calcite, whereas quartz, feldspar and wollastonite hold 4.457, 4.403 and 4.373 eV 

respectively. 

5- The assessed values for Fermi energies were 3.03, 4.07, 4.98, 5.10 and 5.17 eV 

for calcite, apatite, wollastonite, feldspar and quartz respectively. These values 
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indicate that the energy needed to capture an electron from the surface is the lowest 

for calcite. 

6- From all foregoing results it is comprehended that a good correlation exists 

among the donicity values, acquired charges, work functions and Fermi energies of 

examined minerals. Lowest donicity value relates to the minerals having higher work 

function, Fermi level, and tendency to be charged positively. Therefore the physical 

concept of triboelectric charge can be correlated precisely with Lewis acid-base 

chemistry. 

7- The results showed that the electrokinetic concepts can be used as the 

descriptive and predictive models for contact charge and triboelectrostatic separation 

process especially where the physical energetic values, i.e.. I crmi and w ork function 

energy levels, are absent or difficult to be estimated. Furthermore, the results suggest 

to construct triboelectric series, similar to contact potential or donor/acceptor 

properties of minerals. Consequently triboelectric charge characteristics and 

separation behaviours of different mineral samples can be predicted and the most 

favourable tribocharging medium for separating minerals in a mixture can be defined. 
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ABSTRACT 

The triboelectric charge attributes of pure feldspar, quartz and wollastonite minerals 

after contact with plate and cyclone type tribochargers made up of different materials 

were investigated. Their main electrical properties, i.e., electrical conductivity and 

dielectric constant, were measured and their energetic work functions are estimated. 

Furthermore, the behaviour of these minerals in the electric field of a free-fall 

separator before and after chemical treatment with different organic reagents is 

deduced. Finally an attempt was made to translate the results from single mineral 

systems to Banmossen wollastonite ore containing feldspars and quartz impurities. 

The results reveal that the cyclone tribocharging system is more effective and 

reliable for charging mineral grains. In spite of the relatively similar energetic 

structures evidenced for these three minerals, quartz separation from wollastonite 

and feldspar is achieved when Teflon cyclone is the tribocharger. The electrical 

separation behaviour of chemically treated minerals indicate that salicylic acid aid 

the separation of feldspar from wollastonite. The results of chemically treated 

Banmossen complex ore under defined relative humidity and temperature showed the 

separation of wollastonite product with good assay and acceptable recovery. 

Keywords 
Triboelectric separation, triboelectric charge, electrical properties, silicate minerals, 
chemical treatment, 

INTRODUCTION 

The basic principles of triboelectric separation of minerals have been extensively 

reported in the literature and recently reviewed by us [1-3]. The advantages of dry 

triboelectric separation mineral are evident, however the process has found no 

significant commercial applications except for potassium salts and its associated 

minerals mainly because of the lack of reproducibility of the induced charges for 

minerals since tribo-electrification is apparently affected by different parameters 
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related to both the mineral surface specifications and surrounding ambient conditions 

[2-7]. In tribo/contact electric separation process the main contributions to determine 

the particle trajectories are both the sign and magnitude of the charges acquired by the 

mineral grains. 

The particles trajectories in an electric field is governed by the balance among the 

electric force caused by the electric charges accumulated on mineral grains, 

gravitational and other co-acting forces. However the sign and magnitude of charge 

acquisition vary from one particle to the others and from one test to another, even for 

the same mineral due to particle size and shape, contact time, kind of contact, surface 

contamination and impurities, point defects as well as surrounding ambient 

conditions. Therefore the prediction of particle trajectory through the electric field of 

separator and the electrical beneficiation potential of a mineral within a mixed 

minerals becomes more complicated and far from completely understood. 

It is generally assumed that the electrons are responsible for charge transfer when 

triboelectrification takes place, although ions are mentioned to be responsible as well 

[8-10]. The relative magnitudes of the work functions of contacting bodies govern the 

direction of transferring the charge. The main contributing factor to determine the 

polarity of charge acquisition is the work function difference of mineral particles and 

tribocharging medium and it is affected by the electronic structure on mineral's 

surface, which in turn, influence the triboelectric characteristics of minerals [11, 12]. 

Electrical characteristics of semi-conducting minerals 

The surface energy structure of semi-conducting mineral can be described by the 

position of the Fermi level in forbidden gap region, electron work function, width of 

forbidden gap, charge carrier concentration of either n-type or p-type or both, and 

charge carrier mobility of both p and n types. Minerals with different energetic levels 

act as either donating or accepting electrons when they are brought into intimate 

contact with each other or even another contacting surface based on whether their 

work function is higher or lower than the contacting partner. The charge exchange 

occurs until the Fermi energies of the both contacting surfaces become coincident. 

When the contact ceases the materials will be left with the same magnitude of charge 

but opposite polarities. However, i f both or one of the contacting bodies is a good 

conductor, the charge wi l l be lost soon after disconnection due to high surface 

conductance of the martial, but some charges wil l remain on materials that are semi

conductors or insulators. The final charge that remains on material surface is defined 

by the charge back-flow which is a function of material properties, e.g., conductivity, 

surrounding ambient conditions, material geometry and roughness, time and speed of 

surface separation. 
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The Fermi energy level and the electrical conductivity of a semi-conducting mineral 

are defined by the concentration and mobility of the charge carriers of either n- or p-

type of semiconductors. They change as a function of temperature and are defined by 

the following equations [11,13]: 

Ef = [ l / 2 E g - k T l n ( p / n ) ] 

o = e (p pp + n Li n) = o 0 exp (-Eg/2kT) 

where Ef, Eg, Kb, k, p, n, o, a 0, Pp, Pn, e are Fermi level and forbidden gap energies 

(eV), Boltzman's constant, holes and electron concentrations (n r 3 ) , conductivities at 

defined temperamre and absolute zero (S n r 1 ) , hole and electron mobilities ( m 2 V" 1 

sec -1), and electronic charge respectively. 

The above equations indicate the fact that changes in concentration ratio and mobility 

of the charge carriers, especially on surface, influence the electro-physical 

characteristics of semi-conducting materials. Their electrical characteristics can thus 

be changed by modification of their surfaces. However, this modification for a 

specific mineral is limited due to the width of its energy gap, i.e., higher the width of 

gap energy, more is the capability of mineral to be modified and minerals having 

narrow forbidden gap within their energy bands are barely modified by different 

pretreatment methods. 

Modification of the electro-physical properties of minerals 

Thermal, chemical, irradiation, doping, and humidity modification pretreatment 

methods offer possibilities to change the electro-physical characteristics of minerals, 

especially on their surfaces, and to improve the possibility to separate the minerals 

from each other in an electrical separation process. The sign and magnitude of tribo

electric charge acquired by mineral particles under defined conditions can be altered 

or even artificially modified in a reproducible manner by the adsorption of different 

reagents. This phenomena has been studied in details and observed for some mineral 

systems [14-17]. 

Addition of oxidizing or reducing reagents changes the equilibrium distribution of 

electrons through the valance states of ions and electrons of the whole system [18, 

19]. The addition of oxidizing agents on mineral surface decreases the concentration 

ratio of electrons and holes, and the position of Fermi level, while the reducing agents 

increase these two parameters. Consequently the probability of transferring the 

electron from the valance band of the minerals increases and decreases since the 

position of the Fermi level changes through the width of forbidden gap. The 

adsorption of anionic and cationic reagents by mineral surfaces decreases and 

increases the thermoionic work function of minerals respectively. So the capability of 

minerals to be charged negatively or positively wi l l be affected. According to 
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triboelectric theory a mineral must posses a work function greater than the charging 

surface to acquire negative charge and vice versa. 

The adsorption of hydrophobic or hydrophilic surfactants on mineral surface gives an 

opportunity to decrease or increase the avidity of mineral surface to adsorb water 

molecules. Therefore the conductivity and as a result the magnitude of the charge 

acquisition can be modified by selective adsorption of these surfactants [20]. Such a 

treatment method is more favourable when conductive-induction and corona type 

separators are utilized however, triboelectric separation process wil l also be affected. 

For silicates separation by electrical methods, different investigators made efforts to 

find the best conditions for a successful separation. For the separation of quartz from 

feldspar, the use of HF under different surrounding atmospheric conditions is 

suggested. However for other silicates separation, e.g., sillimanite from quartz and 

biotite, kyanite from quartz-muscovite-chlorite, etc., the use of hydrofluoric acid, 

sulphuric acid, organic acids having hydrocarbon group of sufficient length including 

salicylic, phtalic, heptylic and cresylic acids, etc., are recommended [4, 5, 21] 

This paper describes the electro-physical characteristics of quartz, feldspar and 

wollastonite minerals, their triboelectric charge characteristics and estimation of their 

work function values using different tribocharging media, and the role of some 

organic reagents to alter or modify the surface charge characteristics and the 

separation behaviour of pure quartz, feldspar and wollastonite minerals and an ore 

containing these minerals in an electric field of a laboratory free-fall separating 

device. 

E X P E R I M E N T A L 

Materials 

The minerals, i.e., pure crystalline Madagascar's quartz, Norway's feldspar 

(orthoclase) and UK's wollastonite were obtained from Gregory, Bottley & Lloyd. 

Ltd, UK. The minerals were crushed, ground and wet sieved to obtain a size fraction 

of -700 pm for the investigations. 

In addition, wollastonite ore from Banmossen deposit, Sweden, containing about 26.4 

wt% wollastonite, 42.15 wt% different feldspars, 9.5 wt% quartz, 8.5 wt% andradite, 

and 10.8 wt% diopside with the size fraction of -500 p m was used in the 

investigations. At this size range, the minerals are liberated according to the 

mineralogical studies. However, after passing the ore through the dry high intensity 

permanent magnetic separator in order to remove the iron oxides and ferro-

magnesium silicates, i.e., diopside and andradite, a size fraction of -500 +45 pm was 

considered for electrical separation tests. The non-magnetic product containing 28.16 
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wt% wollastonite, 50.47 wt% different feldspars, 16.60 wt% quartz, 1.57 wt% 

andradite, and 0.97 wt% diopside was considered as the feed for electrical separation 

tests. This mineralogical analysis indicates that the amounts of andradite and diopside 

are considerably reduced after magnetic separation. 

The chemical reagents, i.e., sodium oleate, sodium stearate, salicylic acid, benzoic 

acid and stearyl amine acetate were used for the modification of the mineral surfaces. 

Triboelectric charging and charge measurements 

At least two different categories for tribocharging can be assumed in real separation 

process, i.e., particle-tribocharger medium and particle-particle contacts. Therefore 

two different methods for imparting charge on minerals were considered, i.e., single 

particle charging process where the particle contacts the tribocharger plate or slides on 

it, and cyclone tribocharger in which particles contact among themselves and the 

cyclone's wall. The later is more realistic in the actual separation process. 

A Faraday cup connected to a Keithely Electrometer was used for determining the 

triboelectric charge acquisition by mineral grains. The minerals are conveyed directly 

to the Faraday pail in order to exclude any additional charge alteration by contacting 

other material rather than only tribochargers. 

Electrical conductivity and dielectric constant measurements 

A Hewlett Packard 4342A Q-meter was used for measuring the main electrical 

properties of minerals since both the magnitude and polarity of the triboelectric 

charge are affected by these two parameters to some degree or another. The Landau 

and Lifshitz equation [22], suggested for the permittivity of a binary component was 

used for the porosity correction of the mineral powders in the measured dielectric 

constants. 

Reagent treatment procedure 

In chemical conditioning of pure minerals, chemicals with an amount equivalent to 

500 g/ton of minerals was used. The mixed slurry was conditioned in a Pyrex glass 

beaker containing reagents for about 15 minutes. After conditioning, the suspension 

was filtered and the solid dried. A desiccator with a hot air circulation at 50 - 60°C 

was used for drying the solids. 

In the case of Banmossen ore, the reagents were conditioned in dry state. The 

treatment process was carried out within climate chamber in which the temperamre 

and humidity were controlled. Benzoic acid, salicylic acid and stearyl amine were 

added to the raw material in a cylindrical cup and mixed together using a high speed 
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rotating steel mixer for about 15 minutes under defined humidity and temperature. In 

order to prevent any additional charge on mineral grains during the conditioning, the 

whole system was electrically nutralized. 

Electrical separation procedure 

Initially, the minerals are tribocharged with either steel or Teflon micro-cyclones or 

aluminium (i.e., a aluminium tube which is circularly bent). The mineral grains after 

contacting the wall of tribo-chargers were passed through the electric field of a 

laboratory free-fall electric separator (Fig. 1). The differently charged mineral 

particles occupy the three different bins of separator. The weight of differently 

charged particles in the bins were considered as the triboelectric beneficiation 

potential of minerals. 

According to the preliminary tests, an applied potential of 30 kV and a cyclone air 

pressure of 1.5 bar were used. The role of humidity of surrounding ambient on 

electrical separation was avoided by heating both minerals and tribochargers to 45-

50°C. 

37.5 cm 

Fig. 1- The general description of separating device and separation procedure 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Dielectric constant and electrical conductivity 

The results of the dielectric constant and conductivity measurements are shown in Fig 

2. The values of electrical conductivitiy for quartz, feldspar and wollastonite are about 
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58, 710 and 580 nS n r 1 respectively. However, their respective dielectric constants 

are found to be 4.40, 5.36, and 5.65. The values indicate that the three silicates have 

almost similar electro-physical properties and are in good agreement with the values 

reported in the literature. This illustrates that these minerals cannot be separated from 

each other by conductive induction and corona charging separation techniques. The 

dielectric constant of a mineral does not change much but its electrical conductivity 

could change over about three orders of magnitude based on not only the 

experimental conditions but also on mineral's crystallographic features, the presence 

of impurities in crystal lattice and so on. The results indicate that quartz tends to be 

charged negatively i f it contacts feldspar and wollastonite. I f these minerals contact 

other surfaces, e.g., metals, quartz should hold the highest magnitude of triboelectric 

charge. 

wo A 

Wollastonite Feldspar Quartz Wollastonite Feldspar Quartz 

Fig. 2 - Electrical conductivity (left) and dielectric constant (right) of mineral samples 

It is known that dielectric constant and electrical conductivity for a mineral change 

due to its physical characteristics, such as particle size and shape, irregularities, 

crystal defects, impurities, porosity of the sample, etc. It is also established that both 

the conductivity and dielectric constant are dependent on the applied frequency. When 

frequency of the measuring device increases the dielectric constant decreases. Both 

the conductivity and dielectric constant increase when temperamre increases [23, 24]. 

Our measurements were done at room temperature and at a fixed frequency of 100 

kHz. 

During triboelectrification involving two materials the direction of charge transfer is 

affected by the difference between the dielectric constants of contacting bodies. 
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However, the final charge that remains on each surface is a function of electrical 

conductivities of surfaces and surrounding ambient. Since the charge back flow 

happens during contact electrification, the final remaining charge is governed by 

electrical conductivity. I f the electrical conductivity is lower, more is the final 

remaining charge. The electrical conductivity is primarily responsible for the 

distribution of charge on surfaces since during contact only part of the surface is 

active. It means that the charge distribution happens after separating the two 

contacting bodies. Therefore the surface charge wil l be more homogenous i f the 

conductivity is higher. 

Generally the materials with higher dielectric constants tend to be charged negatively. 

Although the subject had been defined by Coehn's rule and formulated by Beach 

(1947), the phenomena is of limited value due to the difficulties in determining the 

effective relative permittivity of the surface layer, which is often different from the 

bulk, and the fact that triboelectricfication is an electronic property of solids rather 

than ionic one [25]. 

Triboelectric charge characteristics of the minerals 

Table 1 contains the charge measurement results for single particle of minerals at 

room temperature and 50°C. Aluminium, copper, nickel, steel and PVC plates were 

used for imparting charge on mineral samples. The charges are normalized by 

dividing the mean charge value from 12 tests to the mean of particle's mass. Thus the 

results can be compared with each other . 

The single particle charge results indicate that all minerals have tendencies to be 

charged negatively when they contact metals at the room and elevated temperatures, 

except in the case of wollastonite and feldspar when they contact aluminium plate at 

room temperamre. This could be because due to more sensetive effect of humidity on 

feldspar. In some cases, both polarities of charges were observed for mineral grains 

that could be due to rubbing or sliding of the particle on the metal plate. It is reported 

that the charge polarity changes when the sliding or mbbing takes place instead of 

merely contact [8]. 

Furthermore, the charges increased with increasing the temperature delineating the 

effects of humidity on the surfaces of both minerals and tribochargers. The most 

accepted mechanism where the relative humidity is believed to influence charging is 

to increase surface conductivity of the particles. Therefore the acquired charge will 

easily be drained off when contacted to earthen surface. It is also reported that the 

work function values for both particles and tribocharging surfaces are reduced by 

increasing the humidity [19, 26]. Due to higher work function value of the PVC, all 
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mineral grains acquired positive charge polarity when they contact it. Once again the 

charge magnitudes increased with increasing the temperature. 

Table 1 - The average charge to mass ratio for single particle mineral samples (nC/g) 

Tribocharger / temperature Feldspar Quartz Wollastonite 

room temp. 0.029 * -0.026 0.01 * 

Al 50°C -0.835 -4.26 -0.093 * 

room temp. -0.085 -0.133 -0.015 * 

Cu 50°C -1.62 -1.33 -0.164* 

room temp. -0.174 -0.465 -0.034 * 

Ni 50°C -3.26 -y.iu -1.56 

room temp. -0.226 -1 -0.067 

Steel 50°C -1.54 -1.62 

room temp. 5.16 7.4 7 

PVC 50°C 20.5 20.1 20.2 

* Both polarities have been seen for charges 

Table 2 comprises the measured charges for different particle size fractions of 

minerals when cyclone tribochargers are utilized. The results indicate that metals 

induce a negative charge polarity on mineral grains. It is the case when perspex is the 

tribocharger and the magnitudes of the charges are higher. This is because of the fact 

that it holds the lowest work function value, i.e., about 2.7 eV, among other materials 

[27]. 

The polarity of the charges are positive when Teflon cyclone is the tribocharger. 

However the polarity of quartz changes to negative at elevated temperamre. When the 

minerals were heated up to 100°C and 150°C the same behaviour for quartz is 

noticed, i.e., its acquired charge was negative, but no changes for wolastonite and 

feldspar were observed. Moreover the charges are higher in magnitude when cyclones 

were utilized in comparison to single particle charges. This could be because of the 

impact resulted from air pressure as well as the probability of particle/particle contacts 

in cyclone tribocharging. The polarities of the imparted charges are always the same 

and their magnitudes vary within a narrow range with acceptable standard deviation. 

The results with cyclone tribocharger are found to be more reliable and reproducible. 

The results also indicate that feldspar and wollastonite have almost the same 

triboelectric characteristics, however quartz showed little different. I t can be 

presumed that quartz and wollastonite hold the highest and lowest work functions 

respectively, although the difference is too marginal. 

From the results it can be stated that Teflon tribocharger is the best medium for quartz 

beneficiation from feldspar and wollastonite. However, aluminium tribocharger may 
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be suitable for the same propose or even for separating wollastonite from feldspar. It 

must be added that the acquisition of charges by minerals are in good agreement with 

their electrical properties; lower the conductivity, higher is the detected triboelectric 

charge. 

Table 2 - The average triboelectric charge to mass ratio (nC/g) for different particle 

size fractions (pm), using cyclone tribocharger. 

Tribocharger / 

Temperature 4-

Feldspar 
-600 -300 -150 

+300 +150 +75 

pm um urn 

Quartz 
-600 -300 150 

+300 +150 +75 

pm pm um 

Wollastonit e 
-600 -300 150 

+300 +150 +75 

um pm urn 

Brass room * 

50°C 

-2.31 -8.72 -25.2 

-4.49 -12.0 -27.3 

-5.69 -18.1 -69.1 

-8.98 -28.7 -38.0 

-6.54 -14.3 -47.2 

-12.0 -19.3 -89.2 

Steel room * 

50°C 

-2.61 -4.52 -12.1 

-3.96 -6.37 -17.7 

-4.99 -12.7 -7.68 

-5.95 -13.2 -26.2 

-3.75 -6.94 -10.9 

-4.03 -7.43 -16.4 

Teflon t room * 

50°C 

25.0 69.3 209 

28.7 86.9 160 

8.91 26.3 44.1 

-16.7 -28.3 -82.4 

48.5 198 399 

70.9 173 344 

Perspex room * 

50°C 

-15.4 -43.2 -683 

^22.4 -76.4 -173 

-12.6 -35.4 -83.1 

-51.1 -84.6 -584 

-4.92 -11.5 -272 

[ -9.50 -39.2 -48.5 

Room Temperature > $ Teflon which doped with graphite 

Estimation of the minerals work function 

Although different parameters such as surface area of the contact, particle size and 

shape, environmental conditions, etc., involve during contact charge procedure, it is 

widely understood and accepted that the magnitude and polarity of the contact 

charging are work function dependence. A linear relationship has been reported 

between the magnitude of the accumulated charge and work function difference of the 

contacting bodies, especially in the case of metal- material contact [28-30]. Thus the 

work function of one partner can be estimated by knowing the work function of the 

other. However, the trustworthiness of the attained work function is dependent not 

only upon the experimental precision but also on the accuracy of the known work 

function values. The measured charges, i.e., on single particle and mass of particles 

imparted by different plates and cyclones respectively, were plotted against the work 

function values of tribocharging material chosen from literature. 

The work function values for metals vary within a wide range and different work 

function values were reported for the same metal. These variations in the reported 

values are due to different methods applied in measurement and experimental 

conditions [31-34]. For metals the values are normally fall in between 4 to 5 eV. 
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However, the work functions for insulators, such as PVC, deviate little and are 

generally greater than the values of metals. 

Fig. 3 shows the charges acquired by single mineral particles as a function of the work 

function of tribocharging plates at two different temperatures, i.e., room and 50°C. 

The results show a linear relation with correlation coefficients more than 82%. A 

better correlation could be obtained i f the work function values for tribochargers are 

estimated in situ based on the experimental conditions. The estimated work function 

values at room temperature condition are 4.366, 4.394 and 4.350 eV for feldspar 

quartz and wollastonite respectively. However, these values increase to 4.421, 4.512 

and 4.384 eV for the same mineral grains when the temperamre raised to 50°C due to 

decreasing the humidity of the surrounding ambient and increasing the magnitudes of 

the acquired charges. In Fig. 3 the work functions of 4.2 eV for aluminium [32], 4.3 

eV for nickel [34], 4.4 for steel [19], 4.6 eV for copper [19, 31, 32], and 5.15 eV for 

PVC [35] were considered. 

a b 

Work function (eV) Work function (eV) 

Fig. 3 - Charged acquired by mineral samples as a function of work functions of 
tribochargers at room temperature a, and 50°C b. 

Fig 4 depicts the charges acquired by different particle size fractions against work 

function values of cyclone tribochargers at room and 50°C temperatures. Here the 

work functions of 4.4 eV for steel, 4.2 eV for brass, and 2.7 eV for perspex were 

considered. It was found that for both the quartz and feldspar minerals there is a good 

correlation between the measured charges at all particle size fractions, and work 

function of the tribocharger. However, wollastonite behaves differently and in general 

the correlation coefficients for different size fractions vary in a wide range. The 

estimated work functions for quartz vary with in a range of 4.399 to 4.815 eV and 

5.476 to 5.508 eV at 50°C and room temperature respectively. However, for feldspar 

these ranges are from 4.521 to 4.68 eV and 4.353 to 4.616 eV. 
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A -150 +75 urn -300 +150 um 
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-
A  
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-
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2 3 4 5 2 3 4 5 
Work Function (eV) Work Function (eV) 

Fig. 4 - The charge acquired by different grains of minerals as a function of the work 
function of cyclone tribochargers, at room temperamre left side and 50°C right side. 

Since the humidity effects can be eliminated at higher temperamre the estimated work 

functions at 50°C was considered for these minerals. Accordingly the average 

estimated values of the work functions for quartz and feldspar are 4.6 and 4.58 eV 

respectively which are in good agreement with the reported values. For wollastonite, 

as described before, the estimated work function varies widely. However the most 

reliable value for its work function is about 4.48 eV. 
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The results testify that the quartz has the higher work function value than the other 

two minerals so its avidity to accept electron is higher. Consequently quartz must 

possess more surface negative charge characteristics with higher magnitudes when it 

contacts metals. On the contrary wollastonite exhibit lower work function and the 

magnitudes of its acquired charges after contacting different metals should be less. 

These are in agreement with charge measurement results. The magnitudes of the 

estimated work functions are rather higher when the cyclone charging results are 

used. The main reason could be the particle size dependency of the work function for 

insulating materials which is illuminated by Gallow and Lama [36]. According to 

their model the work function increases with decreasing the particle size. 

Electrical separation tests 

Tests on pure mineral systems 

The mineral before and after chemical conditioning were triboelectrically charged and 

subjected to the electric field of separating device. The weight of differently charged 

particles, occupied positive, neutral and negative, occupied in the three compartments 

of the separator are considered as the electrical beneficiation potential for each 

mineral. In order to avoid the humidity effects and for preventing the undesired 

influences of the temperature on chemicals both minerals and tribochargers are heated 

to 50°C during the separation process. 

Fig. 5 shows the separation results of the minerals when aluminium tube is the 

tribocharger. According to the results, quartz has more avidity to accept electrons 

from the aluminium. The feldspar behaves as an electron donor because of humidity. 

The humidity effect was investigated and reported by Parks et al. [37]. Their 

experimental results indicated that at a relative humidity about 20% or even less, 

feldspar acquires positive charge when contacts aluminium plate. 

No significant differences have been observed by contacting chemically treated 

minerals with aluminium tube except in the case of feldspar when salicylic acid is 

used. In this case, feldspar behaves differently and showed donating properties. It can 

be concluded from the separation results that the avidity to accept electrons for all 

minerals increases after amine treatment. The amines introduce positive ionic species 

on mineral surfaces and the surface work function for all the minerals wil l be reduced. 

Fig. 6 shows the separation results of conditioned and non-conditioned minerals when 

they are charged by steel cyclone. The results when Teflon is utilized for imparting 

charge are shown in Fig.7. 

From Fig. 6 it can be deduced that, except with non-conditioned feldspar, negative 

charges on mineral grains are predominant. Amine increased the negative charge on 
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all the minerals which is due to the introduction of positive ionic species on mineral 

surfaces. 

Charged E l Neutral • + Charged 

Salicylic acid Na Oleate Na Stearate Benzoic Acid 

100 if 

90 

80 

70 L 

60 

50 '} 

40 

30 ': 

20 • 

10 

0 tmLZ. 

Quartz 

Salicylic Acid Na Oleate Na Stearate Benzoic Acid 

Fig. 5 - The weight of differently charged particles accumulated in different 
compartments of separator, using aluminium tribocharger. 
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The results are interesting and indicate that without chemical conditioning there is a 

possibility to separate quartz from wollastonite and feldspar. Both the feldspar and 

wollastonite possess positive charges whereas quartz holds negative charge. In 

addition the capability of quartz to be charged negatively decreased after chemical 

conditioning. The effects of oleate and stearate treatments also found to be significant. 

• -Charged EU Neutral • + Charged 

Salicylic Acid Na Oleate Na Stearate Benzoic Acid 

Fig. 6 - The weight of differently charged particles accumulated in different 
compartments of separator, using Steel tribocharger. 
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- Charged Q Neutral • + Charged 

Salicylic acid Na Oleate Na Stearate Benzoic Acid 

Quartz 

Salicylic acid Na Oleate Na Stearate Benzoic acid 

100 

9 0 
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7 0 

6 0 

5 0 

4 0 

3 0 

2 0 

10 

0 
Salicylic Acid Na Oleate Na Stearate Amine Benzoic Acid 

Fig. 7 - The weight of differently charged particles accumulated in different 
compartments of separator, using Teflon tribocharger. 

It seems that the work function of Teflon is very close to that of quartz and by the 

adsorption of negative stearate and oleate ionic species, the work function of quartz 

decreases and it gained positive charge after contacting Teflon. In the case of 

wollastonite and feldspar, there are no distinguished changes between the non-
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conditioned and conditioned samples since the work functions for these two minerals 

are less than Teflon tribocharger. Furthermore, feldspar behaved rather different when 

it is treated by salicylic acid, i.e., its avidity to be charged negatively considerably 

increased. This means that the salicylic acid can be adsorbed on feldspar more easier 

than on quartz and wollastonite. These results disclose a possibility for separating 

wollastonite from feldspar and quartz. Finally it must be added that although both the 

benzoic and salicylic acids contain carboxyl group attached to aromatic rings, their 

influence on mineral surfaces are not the same since they hold different activation 

energies, solubilities, melting points and densities, their effect on minerals is different. 

Generally, the adsorption of different cationic and anionic reagents on mineral 

surfaces increases and decreases the concentration ratio of the charge carriers 

respectively. When the ratio n e/np changes, the Fermi energy level shifts. Therefore 

the avidity of mineral surface to accept or donate electrons changes. The adsorption of 

chemicals influence the conductivity of minerals as well since the conductivity for 

semi-conducting components is a function of charge carriers concentration. The effect 

of chemicals on minerals conductivity has been already smdied and described for 

different minerals [17]. Based on the kind of adsorption, i.e., physical or chemical, the 

surface characteristics of minerals are affected. 

Tests on Banmossen ore 

From an understanding of the results obtained from the electrical separation responses 

on single mineral systems a series of triboelectric separation tests were conducted 

with Banmossen silicate ore after chemical conditioning. Dry conditioning was 

promoted, using benzoic acid, salicylic acid and amine as the reagents with an amount 

of 50 g/ton of raw material. 

The steel and Teflon cyclones were utilized for imparting triboelectric charge on 

chemically treated raw material and then the charged material was fed to the free-fall 

electrical separator. Series of tests were run at a 20°C with the relative humidities of 

30, 50, 70 and 90%, and at 50°C with the relative humidities of 15, 30 and 50%, and 

also 80°C with the relative humidities of 15, 30 and 40%. The separation results, 

although not very encouraging, indicate that: 

a- Generally quartz acquired negative charge when contacting either steel or 

Teflon cyclone. However, the mean magnitude of negative charge obtained by 

quartz is considerably higher which is generally in agreement with the single 

mineral charge characteristics and separation results discussed before. During the 

conditioning i f the humidity increases the avidity of all mineral surfaces to hive 

off the electron increases so that more particles are attracted by negative electrode. 
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b- Neither amine nor benzoic acid has significant effects on separation results. 

However when amine is used for treating the sample, more particles became 

positively charged which is in accordance with the theory since it introduces 

positive ionic species. 

c- The separation characteristics of quartz, wollastonite and feldspars minerals are 

almost the same, even after chemical conditioning when steel cyclone is 

utilized for imparting charge on mineral grains. However again by increasing 

the humidity, more material is attracted by negative electrode since the 

tendency of all mineral matters to be charged positively increases. 
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Fig. 8- The assay ( ) and recovery ( ) of feldspars, quartz and 
wollastonite minerals accumulated in middle bin of electrical separator after 
conditioning with salicylic acid as a function of relative humidity at 50°C (a) and 
80°C (b), using Teflon tribocharger 
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The promising results to upgrade wollastonite mineral from the mixture was 

observed after treating raw material with salicylic acid. Despite low recovery, in 

almost all cases, the assay of wollastonite in middle bin of separating device 

significantly increased. It became possible to separate wollastonite from feldspars 

and quartz by conditioning the raw material with salicylic acid under controlled 

humidity and temperature conditions. The results are shown in Fig 8. 

As shown in Fig. 8 the assay of wollastonite in middle bin of the separator (i.e., 

almost neutral charged particles) after salicylic acid treatment of the feed at 80°C 

and 50°C are dramatically improved under relative humidities of 15% and 30% 

respectively. An assay of about 65.6% wollastonite with a recovery of 35.2 

achieved just after one pass of the conditioned raw material through the electric 

field of separator. This results is significant considering that without using 

salicylic acid at the best conditions, i.e., at the 80°C with relative humidity of 

15%, the recovery and assay of the wollastonite in the middle bin of separator 

were about 16.2% and 44.6% respectively. 

CONCLUSIONS 

1- The dielectric constants for quartz, feldspar and wollastonite were found to be 

about 4.4, 5.36 and 5.65 respectively and their estimated electrical 

conductivities are 58, 710 and 580 nS n r 1 . These values reveal that the electro-

physical properties are similar for these three minerals which hinder to utilize 

the conductive induction and corona charging techniques for separating these 

minerals from each other. These results point out that wollastonite and feldspar 

could react similarly. 

2- The triboelectric charge attributes of minerals disclose that they possess 

negative charge characteristics after contacting metals. However, PVC which 

holds highest work function value about 5.15, imparts positive charges on all 

minerals. The Teflon cyclone is favourable for imparting positive charges on 

feldspar and wollastonite, and negative charge on quartz. In addition the single 

particle charge results showed that aluminium plate is suitable for separating 

feldspar from wollastonite and quartz. 

3- The work functions of minerals were estimated and the reliable values are about 

4.39-4.6 eV, 4.36-4.58 eV, and 4.35-4.48 eV for quartz, feldspar and 

wollastonite respectively. 

4- Teflon tribocharger is found to be suitable for separating quartz from 

wollastonite and feldspar but at higher operating temperamre. 
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5- The separation results after treating single mineral systems with organic 

reagents showed that Teflon tribocharger is the best for separating feldspar 

from wollastonite when minerals are treated with salicylic acid. Generally no 

significant changes in electrical responses of charged particles are observed 

when aluminium is the tribocharger. The triboelectric separation characteristics 

of quartz with Teflon tribocharger are completely changed after sodium stearate 

and sodium oleate treatment. The salicylic acid effect the electrical 

characteristics of feldspar when again Teflon is the tribocharger. The separation 

of feldspar from wollastonite could be perceived. 

6- Despite the fact that the single mineral results cannot be easily interpreted. the\ 

suggest a possibility to separate a mixture of quartz, wollastonite and feldspar 

from each other by using Teflon cyclone tribocharging device in two stages. At 

first stage quartz can be separated without any conditioning and at the second, 

the separation of feldspar from wollastonite could be achieved after 

conditioning the minerals with salicylic acid. 

7- The work on Banmossen complex silicate ore showed that by triboelectric 

separation method with Teflon cyclone tribocharger, wollastonite can be 

upgraded with salicylic acid treatment under specific relative humidity and 

temperature. A wollastonite product with an assay of 65.6% and a recovery of 

35.2% was accomplished from a feed containing 28.16% wollastonite after 

subjecting one time to the electrical separator. 
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